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FOREWORD

▼
Maureen O’Neil

The essays collected in this volume cover a good number of the “temptations
and challenges” Canada faces as it attempts to support good governance and
democratic development in developing countries. Against a changing global
politics and development assistance regime, these studies force us to reassess
the goals and aspirations of aid.
In his essay, Ian Smillie reminds us of the continuing “bi-polarity” of Canadian foreign policy—the romantic desire to improve the world set against
narrower attention to serving our national interest.
In 2005, when these papers were ﬁrst being prepared, the political mood in
Canada was experiencing a policy moment when the two were conﬂating—
especially because more democracy was seen by some as an outlet for the
discontent of the “excluded”—the excluded who, it was hypothesized, might
become terrorists if they were not included, as full citizens, in the political life
of their own countries.
If the trade-off is between romantic aspirations (the search for justice,
equity, and the alleviation of poverty) and “realism” (serving “national selfinterest”), Canada’s dilemmas do not set it apart from those of other Western
countries. The goals of development assistance are in themselves quintessentially aspirational, reflecting the belief (as the Gates Foundation says it so
succinctly) that “every life is of equal value” and that something can be done
to improve the lives of those living in misery. More particularly, aid proceeds
from the belief that something can be done from outside the political and geographic boundaries within which the miserable are living.
vii
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The interplay of altruism and self-interest has played out for half a century
in the transfer of taxpayers’ dollars from rich countries to the rest. Alongside
the aid has been an internationalization of the concepts underpinning developed countries’ national experiences of redistribution, economic development,
and law-making—the whole panoply of policy instruments that established
democracies used to create fairer societies. As a result, the thinking that has
underpinned development programs has relied from the beginning on the
policy experiences of quite different polities and economies. That said, the
growth of a cadre of development professionals in oecd countries who worked
almost exclusively on “development” in poor countries has sometimes been
such that the professionals have not actually been that familiar with the ways
in which their own countries accomplished policy change domestically—the
interplay of interests, ideas, and politics that results in changed policies and
programs.
There has been very little reﬂection on the impact of development transfers of one kind or another on the political development of ex-colonies or
other poor countries. As we know well, one of the reasons why the development aid kept ﬂowing was the cold war. One might say that the “truth telling”
about politics in developing countries didn’t start seriously until the late 1980s,
with much greater vigour after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.
In Canada little attention was paid to democracy and human rights within
development programming until the mid-1980s, when two reports were issued: the report of the 1986 Special Joint (Hockin-Simard) Committee of
Parliament, Independence and Internationalism, and the 1987 review of Canadian aid policy and programmes by Gisèle Côté-Harper and John C. Courtney.
These studies—which promoted a holistic conception of human rights that
included political, social, and economic dimensions—laid the groundwork for
the subsequent creation of the International Centre for Human Rights and
Democratic Development (Rights & Democracy). Rights & Democracy, created as a Crown corporation with an international Board, is one of the “might
have beens” of Canadian foreign and development policy, given only small
budgets and largely ignored by governments of all political stripes for the last
two decades.1
In many ways, concerns for democracy and human rights were overtaken
by the growing concerns of development agencies about the importance of
public sector and political reforms needed in aid-receiving countries. cida was
soon spending annually hundreds of times the budget of Rights & Democracy
on good governance and democratic development. All oecd countries resolved
to help developing countries improve their public sector management, their
“rule of law,” their policy decision-making processes, their election management, and so forth.
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Where does Canada sit within this? Canadian prime ministers have responded to the rock star flattery of Bono: “the world needs more Canada.”
Does it really? What can Canada usefully do as a global actor through all the
policy levers at its disposal to support democratic development and human
rights—whether expenditures, foreign policy decisions, multilateral support,
military engagement, debt relief, trade decisions?
These essays explore this complex, highly charged question. They also appear in the wake of the July 2007 report of the House of Commons Standing
Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Development, “Advancing
Canada’s Role in International Support for Democratic Development,” which
argues that new policy directions and new instruments are needed if Canada
is to “make a difference.” But too often, we do not know what we are talking
about when we set off down the democratic assistance path. Our aspirations
blind us to lessons of experience or to seeking out what those lessons are. We
certainly have not systematically assembled or assimilated thoughtful analysis of our experience (and expenditures) to date. We have more hypotheses
about external intervention in other people’s politics than conclusions.
Nonetheless, we must continue trying to help. These essays are a beginning.
They probe the aspirations of aid for “good governance” and evaluate how
these have been implemented in practice in several countries. They remind us
that before leaping in with good intentions, a considerable task of analysis and
reﬂection needs to be done.
—Maureen O’Neil
President, International Development Research Centre

Note
1 Declaration of interest: Maureen O’Neil served as Chair of the Board of the International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development from 1996 to
1997.
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INTRODUCTION

▼
Jennifer Welsh and Ngaire Woods

Good governance has become the Holy Grail of foreign aid. Previously, development assistance agencies focused more narrowly on ensuring the right economic policies in aid-receiving countries. Now they are in wide agreement
that yet more important than policies are institutions. By the end of the 1990s,
a series of studies commissioned by the World Bank had demonstrated a connection between good governance and economic growth (Dollar and Kraay
2000; Islam and Montenegro 2002; Knack and Keefer 1995). Donor governments
and multilateral institutions swiftly internalized the implications and sought
ways to focus their development assistance on countries that demonstrated a
capacity to govern well. Yet more importantly, donors began to investigate and
experiment with how they might promote good governance using foreign aid.
By the turn of the new century, virtually all major bilateral and multilateral aid
agencies—including the US Agency for International Development (usaid),
the British Department for International Development (dﬁd), the Japan International Cooperation Agency (jica), and the Canadian International Development Agency (cida)—had moved away from a pure focus on “economic
development” to a new emphasis on the promotion of “good governance.”
Traditionally, good governance for development economists has not meant
democracy. It is not about elections, political parties, parliaments, or democratic accountability. Good governance, in the parlance of the World Bank and
the imf, deliberately strives to avoid such political connotations. For these
multilateral institutions, it is a much narrower concept, one that focuses on
institutions that underpin the functioning of free markets—for example, on
xi
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the rule of law, the protection of property rights, competent bureaucracies,
and effective restraints on corruption. Yet despite efforts to avoid overtly political interventions, both institutions have strayed into the task of institution
building. In its governance indicators, the World Bank uses indices to capture
six dimensions: voice and accountability, political instability and violence,
government effectiveness, regulatory burden, rule of law, and graft (Kaufmann, Kraay, and Zoido-Lobaton 1999). These elements of governance have
been identiﬁed as vital for promoting and supporting markets, investment,
and economic growth. As a result, good governance has slipped into development assistance programs, introducing an attention to institutions that was previously conﬁned to democracy promotion.
The appearance of good governance on the development assistance agenda
poses a great temptation for Canada and other constitutional democracies.
Those with a strong tradition of accountable government, an effective bureaucracy, stable and assured property rights, and a sound rule of law have good
reasons to want to implant these same institutions in other countries. They have
served rich and stable countries well—so, too, they could serve others. Critics
of this approach argue, however, that good governance has become a framework for creating a “Westernized” world, one wedded to a particular model of
capitalist development (Schmitz 1995). Others have raised concerns about the
use of aid conditionality to promote good governance, asserting that it compromises an established norm of international relations—namely, self-determination (Collingwood 2003).
Before this normative debate can be addressed, however, a more immediate set of questions presents itself. Can good governance be exported? Now
that development assistance is being focused on strengthening or achieving
good governance in developing countries, is there any evidence that aid actually helps? 1
This book investigates whether aid for good governance can work. It begins
by describing the changing context and imperatives driving development assistance, before exploring the good governance agenda and how various donors
have attempted to operationalize it. It then focuses on the experience of one
particular country, to assess what lessons might be learned from Canada’s efforts to build governance capacity through its aid program. While Canada’s
budget for development assistance is at best “medium-sized” relative to larger
players such as the United States and the United Kingdom, and while Canada
has only recently begun to reverse the substantial cutbacks that were made in
the early 1990s, this country has a long history of engagement with recipient
countries in Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean. Moreover, though in some ways
Canada is a unique donor—particularly in terms of the relative lack of con-
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centration in its aid program—it also exhibits characteristics common to other
members of the oecd. Most notable among these is the degree to which it
now channels its aid through multilateral institutions and seeks to harmonize
its activities with those of other like-minded donors. These factors combine to
make Canada an interesting test case for an analysis of the promotion of good
governance.
Structuring the Research

The ﬁrst three chapters of this book examine the context in which good governance programming is taking place, including the aspirations of aid agencies and how they conceptualize good governance. Chapters 1 and 2, by Ngaire
Woods and Sue Unsworth, were originally presented at a meeting at the International Development Research Centre in Ottawa in March 2005, convened by
the Global Economic Governance Program. There, senior ofﬁcials and scholars discussed the background papers that later formed the basis of the ﬁrst
two chapters; they also made several important contributions that gave rise to—
and deeply affected—the subsequent research.
Ashraf Ghani, Afghanistan’s ﬁnance minister in the ﬁrst post-Taliban government, discussed how donors want to strengthen the institutions of governance in developing countries yet at the same time are circumventing and
even competing against those institutions. During his tenure as ﬁnance minister, he watched donors arrive in Kabul expecting—in effect—to govern.
Instead of strengthening his capacity as ﬁnance minister, they undermined
him by hiring his best human resources (sometimes as drivers), by imposing
their own priorities, and by insisting on their own processes. Coordination
among donors evolved into a battle among them as to who should govern
what. Sidelined in all this was the ﬂedgling interim government of Afghanistan,
which desperately needed to establish its own political legitimacy and sovereignty. It is no surprise, then, that Ghani’s priority for donors is that ﬁrst and
foremost they take sovereignty seriously. In his understanding, sovereignty
entails not only the legitimate monopoly over the use of violence within a
country, but also an accountable and capable government that can control the
public budget, provide economic and social rights to citizens, create and regulate a market, and enforce the rule of law.
Florence Kuteesa, Uganda’s former budget director, provided a glimpse of
life in the cockpit of an aid-receiving country. Donors’ demands and exigencies take many forms: they not only set priorities but also often change them;
they not only set detailed reporting requirements but also require different
reports even for the same areas of expenditure. In good-governance program-
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ming a large number of donors are aspiring to achieve their own particular
goals. Moreover, donors are operating through several channels simultaneously. In other words, Canada or the United Kingdom “speaks” to Uganda not
only through cida or dfid but also through the World Bank, the imf, the
undp, the Global Fund, and so forth. The coordination problem is deeply
rooted in the internal workings of individual donor governments: departments of defence, ﬁnance, development, foreign affairs, and trade compete
with one another and project competing priorities through whichever international agency they control.
Gerald Helleiner picked up and expanded on this theme by sharing his
experience as a key actor in Tanzania’s efforts better to coordinate donors. In
that aid-receiving country, an Independent Monitoring Group was set up to
carry out independent assessments of donors. Relying on peer pressure and
accountability among the donors themselves, this group delivered more effective coordination and better alignment with local priorities. Donors have
responded in various ways to the Tanzanian system; generally, though, peer
pressure has encouraged even the most reluctant to get involved in monitoring one another’s activities in-country. Helleiner’s contribution also highlights
that donors’ willingness to coordinate their activities often depends on changes
in government (such as the election of the Labour government in the United
Kingdom in 1997) and on the particular management structures in place within
a donor country (i.e., as these structures relate to the decentralization of aid
agencies to the ﬁeld).
Duncan Snidal drew on his expertise as a theorist of international cooperation to sketch a political economy framework for analyzing foreign aid. His
main assertion was that coordination problems in the realm of development
assistance stem from disincentives to cooperation among donors. For example, uncertain outcomes are a characteristic of aid programs; even so, donors
may have incentives to hide their failures and may therefore fail to learn from
them. Poor coordination can arise because it is hard to align administrative rules
even when policies and objectives are the same across donors; or because
donors have multiple objectives, lack shared priorities, or lack coherence between aid and non-aid policies. Snidal suggested that the appropriate response
is not to focus on “good” and “bad” motives and incentives, but rather to think
about how incentives can best be harnessed to deliver the best results.
Finally, Canada’s then Minister for International Cooperation Aileen Carroll spoke of Canada’s goals and aspirations. She highlighted the need for
Canada to coordinate its aid better with other donors, to focus its aid program more on fewer recipient countries where it could make a stronger impact,
and to concentrate more on good governance. All of these goals were central
to Canada’s 2005 International Policy Statement—the first comprehensive
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review in a decade of Canadian foreign, defence, and development policy. The
minister’s remarks, combined with her announcement that Canada would be
strengthening its focus on good governance, spurred us to undertake the second part of the research reported in this volume: a series of case studies examining what can be learned from Canada’s past experience in good governance.
The cases were chosen with two considerations in mind. The first was
amount of aid: we selected countries to which Canada has devoted a signiﬁcant portion of its aid efforts over the past ﬁve to ten years. Ghana, Vietnam,
and Bangladesh all meet this criterion (as consistent members of Canada’s
“top 20” list of aid-receiving countries); furthermore, they have been the focus
of a series of initiatives speciﬁcally directed at good governance. The second
consideration related to the context of “failing states”: we chose countries
where donor governments are engaged in a broad set of development and
security activities under the banner of post-conﬂict reconstruction. Clearly,
Haiti and Afghanistan are two such countries. Indeed, in 2002 and 2003,
Afghanistan received the largest amount of aid that Canada has ever given a
recipient country; and in 2004, Haiti was identiﬁed as Canada’s “most important long-term development assistance beneﬁciary in the Americas.” We included the ﬁnal case, Mauritius, for the sake of comparison: as a country that
has enjoyed good governance relative to other developing countries, it offers
an opportunity to examine whether donors have actually made any difference,
or whether other factors and interventions have been more inﬂuential in Mauritius’s success.
Authors already familiar with these six cases were invited to work on a common template of questions concerning aid and good governance promotion.
A second meeting with high-level ofﬁcials and scholars was held in Ottawa in
October 2005 to discuss the case studies. Having taken to heart Florence Kuteesa’s insights regarding coordination within donor governments, we were
careful to ensure participation from Canada’s departments of justice, defence,
foreign affairs, ﬁnance, and international development. The input of these
ofﬁcials was crucial for the authors as they set about revising their chapters for
this book. In particular, we beneﬁted greatly from the detailed feedback and
information provided by cida’s policy and country specialists.
The Findings

Chapter 1 examines the context in which governments and multilateral institutions are delivering aid for good governance. Speciﬁcally, it reﬂects on the
implications for aid of the new security imperatives that emerged in the wake
of the 9/11 attacks on the United States. In her analysis of the impact of 9/11
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on aid ﬂows and aid priorities, Ngaire Woods focuses on several major donors
and the changing trends in their aid policies. New security commitments are
exerting pressure on aid budgets, albeit with a time lag. Furthermore, there is
evidence that aid goals are being compelled to change now that regional and
global security is displacing human security as a priority. The results highlight
two points: the need for aid ﬂows that are less volatile, more predictable, and
longer term; and the need for aid agencies to beware of the pitfalls of the “growing cacophony of donors,” each demanding a different set of conditions, meetings, and reports, and together eroding rather than strengthening the possibilities for good governance.
Chapter 2 discusses the challenges of trying to export good governance.
Sue Unsworth dissects donors’ aspirations for good-governance aid and highlights the problems arising from those aspirations. She also investigates whether
a “governance ﬁrst” agenda—that is, efforts to place good governance before
economic development—can actually work. Her chapter pushes donors and
policy-makers to think harder about the conditions in which the opposite
might be true: economic growth and development may well drive institution
building. Her analysis offers no easy solutions; indeed, she warns that unless
donors question the bedrock assumptions about good governance, their good
intentions may get derailed in the current rush to increase aid budgets and
meet Millennium Development Goals (mdgs). Deploying her own experience as a good governance advisor to Britain’s Department for International
Development, and its analysis of how speciﬁc changes have been brought about
within countries, she draws out crucial starting points for any agency seeking
to promote good governance through its aid policy. These starting points
include the importance of local ownership, the need for more realistic timelines for change, and a better understanding of the political economy constraints to development (at both local and global levels).
Canada’s experience with exporting good governance is the subject of chapter 3. Ian Smillie examines how Canada’s approach to good governance has
evolved since early attempts to integrate human rights into foreign policy in
the 1980s and the euphoric years of democracy promotion in the wake of European communism’s collapse in the 1990s. He shows that Canada’s good governance agenda has broadened from these early roots to include not only the
engagement of civil society and the creation of competent and transparent
organs of government (such as a professional public service), but also the more
complex tasks of conﬂict prevention, peacebuilding, and security-sector reform.
That same agenda has also become linked to the notion of “human security,”
which aims to place the rights and safety of individuals (not just states) at the
heart of Canadian foreign, defence, and development policy. Smillie’s “report
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card” for Canada’s good governance programs is mixed. He calls on policy-makers to develop a more comprehensive understanding of local conditions in
aid-receiving countries—and of the particular histories that created them—and
to establish a central place in Ottawa where lessons relating to good governance can be “rolled up, spelled out, shared, and remembered.”
The general insights provided in this book’s ﬁrst section are borne out in
the six cases examined in later chapters. In chapter 4, Nilima Gulrajani assesses
the impact of Canadian efforts to enhance good economic governance in Vietnam, through stand-alone technical assistance projects (in areas such as legal
reform, judicial training, and environmental management) and multidonor
funding arrangements (aimed primarily at ﬁnancial management modernization and public service reform). In so doing, she highlights the difﬁcult
trade-offs for donors when it comes to creating states that are both effective
in facilitating capitalist development and democratically accountable to their
citizens. In the case of Vietnam, cida’s “state-centric” approach has prioritized effectiveness as a goal by focusing on cooperation with government agencies (such as the Prime Minister’s Research Commission and the Ministry of
Justice) rather than on civil society organizations or social movements.
Chapter 5, on Bangladesh, examines how Canada has in other contexts privileged democratic accountability. Fahimul Quadir describes the shift in Canadian aid policy toward this high-priority recipient country from support for
relief and rehabilitation to the creation of an enabling environment for economic growth and human security. cida has chosen to partner with Bangladesh’s civil society (in particular, its private-sector organizations) for delivering services to the poor, largely out of frustration with a Bangladeshi state that
consistently lacks transparency and accountability.
Chapter 6, Peter Arthur and David Black’s case study of Ghana, offers another example of a country where Canada has chosen to emphasize the more
“technocratic” side of governance reform—with a particular focus on economic policy-making—rather than more ambitious initiatives aimed at political reform. The authors identify some positive results from cida’s efforts
(especially its water projects); they also note that the agency’s move toward
budget support programs is being watched with interest by other donors. Yet,
as with Gulrajani, they suggest that better governance in a technocratic sense
may ultimately depend on more robust democratic accountability, even if the
results of trying to deepen democracy are indirect and ﬁt less neatly with shortterm donor preferences.
Chapters 7 and 8 consider “failed” or “failing” states, where unique considerations apply and where priorities revolve around basic security and survival
for the local population. In their analysis of Afghanistan, Scott Gilmore and
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Janan Mosazai suggest that donors operating in former zones of conﬂict should
adopt a different development approach—one driven more explicitly by the
donor’s strategic and geopolitical interests rather than by the recipient country’s preferences. Directly challenging the “harmonization and alignment”
agenda recently endorsed by oecd donors, they argue that the Canadian government’s reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan have been hampered by its
policy of working through multilateral organizations (which makes it more difﬁcult to set Canadian priorities and to measure Canada’s contribution) and of
responding to the development needs as articulated by the Afghan government. In their view, Canada’s engagement in Afghanistan would have been
enhanced had decision makers in Ottawa initially identiﬁed speciﬁc Canadian
interests in the region and within the coalition. This would have led to more
effective coordination of Canada’s defence, diplomatic, and development initiatives on the ground, including its governance projects.
Robert Muggah’s case study on Haiti offers a different perspective on the
challenges of promoting good governance in so-called failed states. His chapter shows how development assistance policy can become distorted by donors’
broader concerns for regional and international security—largely because such
concerns are subject to rapid change, whereas building good governance
requires time and sustained commitment. With respect to Haiti, Canada’s approach to good governance (along with those of other high-proﬁle donors
such as the United States) changed dramatically over the years, from efforts to
shore up democratic gains in the mid-1990s, to the reinforcement of public
institutions in the late 1990s, to more radical efforts that bypassed the state
altogether and that attempted to strengthen opposition groups and civil society. This later phase (2000–3) was accompanied by donors’ concerted efforts
to apply strict conditions on all oda to the Haitian government, ostensibly to
induce more transparency and accountability. Muggah argues that while these
shifting priorities were partly the product of useful (and painful) lessons
learned by donors operating in Haiti, they have more often reﬂected the changing interests, prescriptions, and policy fashions emanating from offices in
Ottawa, Paris, and Washington. The result has been a mismatch between topdown donor agendas and political realities on the ground.
Richard Sandbrook’s contribution on Mauritius (chapter 9) seeks to ﬁnd out
why relatively good governance has prevailed in this country when so much
of sub-Saharan Africa has fallen prey to neopatrimonial politics. Given that
donors have exerted very little inﬂuence on Mauritius’s evolution, the answer
lies in a set of unique historical circumstances—including its well-established
mercantile and agrarian bourgeoisie and its robust civil society (all inherited
from the colonial period). As a result of these ﬁndings, Sandbrook advises
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those interested in fostering good governance to focus more on building the
underlying conditions for an effective and accountable state, and less on direct
capacity-building.
Chapters 10 and 11 move away from the detailed discussion of Canada’s
good governance programming in particular countries, to the more general
question of how the government could better coordinate the delivery of aid.
Bernard Wood begins his chapter by reminding us that development assistance policy operates within certain parameters of governance in the broadest sense—that it involves not only particular decision-making institutions
and arrangements but also the goals and priorities assigned to this particular
policy ﬁeld by the relevant actors in the donor country. In analyzing Canada,
Wood argues that the most important parameters and the most chronic weaknesses in the making and delivery of aid policy lie at the very heart of the
Ottawa’s management process, which is where strategic directions are set. In
particular, he points to a series of powerful incentives and interactions among
the actors on the Canadian side of the development cooperation equation that
make it extremely difﬁcult to foster recipient-country “ownership.” There are
opportunities for Canada to enhance its aid delivery—for example, it could concentrate on fewer recipient countries and deploy more cida ofﬁcials to the
ﬁeld; more dramatic improvements in aid effectiveness, however, will require
reform at the “centre” of government.
One lesson running through all the cases in this book is that Canada’s contribution, even if further concentrated, can never be more than a fraction of
a recipient country’s aid receipts. Put another way, what other donors do and
whether Canada’s contributions are coordinated with those of others has a
huge impact on Canada’s good governance promotion. In light of this, in chapter 11, Paolo de Renzio and Sarah Mulley examine the high-level process for
improving cooperation and coordination among donors and the implications
of that process for good governance. Their analysis highlights that the
approaches to harmonizing and aligning donors as facilitated by the oecd/dac
have resulted in some modest gains, but that substantial progress will not be
made without more recipient-country ownership and leadership.
For the Canadian government, the key challenge is how to square these new
oecd directions with accountability to its own key constituency (the Canadian
public), with coherency in its aid program, and with Canadian values as broadly
conceived. In the Conclusion, Jennifer Welsh draws on this book’s ﬁndings to
outline (a) the objectives that could guide Canada’s good-governance policy,
and (b) the programs and delivery mechanisms would best allow it to fulﬁll
its commitment to make better governance a priority. Her key recommendation is that Ottawa be driven by a concern for concrete development outcomes,
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rather than by a desire to replicate a particular form of liberal democracy in
other parts of the world. This more modest objective would help ensure that
the government as a whole (and cida in particular) addresses rather than
papers over the complex relationships among governance, economic growth,
and the just distribution of economic and social goods. It might also help
counteract the temptation to reach for the latest fad in governance promotion, and instill a more sophisticated appreciation for the processes of change
occurring in the developing countries with which Canada seeks to partner.
Note
1 There is a growing literature which casts a skeptical eye on the impact of Western
foreign aid. For a recent example, see Easterly (2006).
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1

THE CHANGING POLITICS OF AID

▼
Ngaire Woods

Aid for good governance is much in the news. Wealthy countries promised
dramatically to increase aid to the world’s poorest countries at the G8 meeting in Gleneagles in 2005, agreeing to double aid for Africa by 2010, and noted
that according to the oecd, aid for all developing countries could increase by
around $50 billion per year by 2010 (Gleneagles G8 Communiqué, 8 July 2005
at www.g8.gov.uk). Promoting good governance is at the heart of these new
commitments. To quote the G8 in 2007: “Good governance in Africa is vital to
peace, stability, sustainable development, and growth. Without good governance, all other reforms will have limited impacts” (Heiligendamm G8 Communiqué, 8 June 2007 at www.g8.utoronto.ca).
The promises being made by wealthy countries need to be set in a broader
context. After 9/11 the global security agenda shifted. Suddenly the top priority was the War on Terror in Afghanistan and Pakistan—in fact, anywhere
where extremists might be contributing to international terrorist activities.
Soon after, the invasion of Iraq signalled a new approach to containing and disarming states thought to have weapons of mass destruction (wmd). Inevitably
demoted were efforts to prevent or resolve conﬂicts within poorer states, such
as the one currently raging in the Darfur region of Sudan.
These developments magnified three existing challenges to foreign aid.
First, donors may hijack foreign aid to pursue their own security goals instead
of helping the world’s poor. Second, the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and the
broader War on Terror have been extremely costly, diverting and reducing
other aid budgets. Generous promises of increased aid have not translated
3
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into real new ﬂows. “Aid to Sub-Saharan Africa has stalled,” concluded the
oecd dac in 2006 (oecd dac 2006a, Figure 2.2), while the World Bank reports
that net oda disbursements in fact declined by us$3 billion in 2006 (World
Bank 2007a, p. 55). The third challenge to aid is that major donors are failing
to coordinate their aid programs through existing multilateral institutions,
choosing instead to establish their own new mechanisms and pursue their
own priorities. The result is competition and clashes among priorities, which
has led to chaos in many of the poorest recipient countries with regard to how
aid is being delivered. This chapter assesses the scope for more aid and good
governance promotion in the context of the emerging aid policies of the United
States, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the European Union.*
The New Security Imperatives
and the Risks to Foreign Aid

New security concerns rapidly came to dominate foreign policy after 9/11.
Inevitably those concerns spilled over into aid policy. Foreign aid has always
been inﬂuenced by donors’ geostrategic interests. Once a government allocates
money to foreign aid, a range of national and commercial interests heavily
inﬂuence how much aid is given and how it is disbursed (Alesina and Dollar
1990).1 Even so, researchers have found that a genuine moral vision underpins development assistance (Lumsdaine 1993). Furthermore, efforts to improve
aid policies were already under way in the 1990s.
The end of the Cold War inspired a lively debate about how to make aid
more effective (Burnside and Dollar 1997; Easterly, Levine, and Roodman 2003;
Hansen and Tarp 2000). This dovetailed with a resolve among donor governments to ensure that the aid they were giving was put to better use. A consensus emerged that aid would be most effective if donors forged better partnerships with recipient governments and if those governments in turn had greater
“ownership” of policies. The new shared goals of development assistance were
formally expressed as the Millennium Development Goals. At a global summit
on ﬁnancing for development in Monterrey in 2002, governments pledged to
reduce poverty, disease, illiteracy, and human insecurity throughout the world.
Security concerns were part of the rethinking of development assistance
even in the 1990s. Countries’ internal conﬂicts were ruining the lives of their
most vulnerable people and destroying hope for human development. The
Cold War had distorted foreign aid by channelling it toward geostrategic goals.
In the 1990s concerted efforts were made to refocus on human security (undp
2002). The links between poverty and security were widely recognized, as expressed by Britain’s development minister: “poverty is both a cause and an
effect of human insecurity in developing countries” (Benn 2004). The lesson
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of the 1990s was that tackling poverty and insecurity together would require
aid that fosters sound and effective governance. But that is no easy task.
Civil wars and post-conﬂict reconstruction programs pose a serious challenge to donors. Typically, these situations require emergency relief. Donors
act as quickly as they can to get food, peacekeepers, and/or medical supplies
directly to people on the ground. In so doing, they often override local institutions. The risk is that emergency relief efforts of this sort can establish patterns of assistance that keep local ofﬁcials dependent on donors. When this happens, they will not grow their own institutions. Exacerbating the problem,
emergency assistance often dries up quickly, leaving governments on the ground
with neither the resources nor the legitimacy to begin governing. Here, interventions in Afghanistan are instructive.
A large part of the assistance sent to Afghanistan was for emergency relief.
Beyond that, donors did not pledge enough for reconstruction, nor have they
disbursed what they pledged. By March 2003, Afghanistan had received the
lowest per capita aid for post-conﬂict reconstruction (less than Kosovo, East
Timor, Bosnia, Palestine, Rwanda, and Haiti had received), and a large proportion of that aid had been emergency assistance (McKechnie 2003). Of the total
amount disbursed between January 2002 and February 2004, at least one-third
went to emergency relief rather than reconstruction (Rubin et al. 2003). Of
some us$1,352 million committed to that country for March 2003 to March
2004, only $536 million was actually disbursed.2
Equally problematic in Afghanistan was the lack of coordination among
donors. In November 2001 the Afghanistan Reconstruction Steering Group
(arsg), chaired jointly by the United States, the European Union, Japan, and
Saudi Arabia, was established to give overall direction to reconstruction. The
Afghanistan Reconstruction Implementation Group (arig) was intended to
be a forum for implementing projects through the Asian Development Bank,
the Islamic Development Bank, the UN, the World Bank, and the Afghan Support Group (asg). Over time the arig and the asg developed a consultative
role; the arsg, however, was unable to raise sufﬁcient donor funds. In 2002 the
Afghan government founded its own Afghanistan Assistance Coordination
Authority, which subsequently ran into resistance from speciﬁc ministries.
Also, in May 2002 the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund was founded,
and many donors began channelling non-humanitarian assistance through it.
The result was problems of coordination among donors—problems that are
certainly not unprecedented. Indeed, a scholarly account of the similar lack of
donor coordination in Bosnia-Herzegovina raises the same issues (Cousens
2002).
Donors have long recognized that multiple countries and agencies often
pursue similar goals in a country and trip over one another. The result is dupli-
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cation, waste, and overwhelming red tape in terms of reporting requirements
and loan negotiations. The problem is being documented by the oecd Development Assistance Committee (dac), including a set of studies on the lack of
coordination among donors.3
When individual donor countries insist on doing things their own way,
waste results. In this regard, it is worth noting that donor governments have
already created multilateral mechanisms for disbursing aid. These include organizations such as the World Bank and its concessional arm the International
Development Association, the United Nations Development Programme, the
World Health Organization, and the Food and Agriculture Organization. These
specialized agencies combine technical expertise with the pooled resources of
states; their purpose is to facilitate cooperation. Yet the multilateral aid agencies risk becoming even more marginalized as larger proportions of donor aid
budgets are spent by national agencies—or “bilaterally,” in the aid jargon—
rather than through multilaterals.
Adding to the mess, donors’ goals are often at odds. Some examples: the
fiscal rectitude promoted by one agency is achieved at the expense of the
poverty reduction sought by another; the national security sought by one
branch of a donor government is at odds with the human rights and development projects promoted by another. The lack of coherence in priorities is not
the result of a lack of understanding or knowledge; what drives these seemingly
perverse and counterproductive actions are competing objectives, as well as the
competing incentives faced by each national and multilateral agency involved
in disbursing aid.
Donors have begun to recognize that incoherence is a problem. The World
Bank, the imf, and a few donors using sector-wide approaches (swaps) have
been attempting to enhance coordination and coherence. In Canada, the
Netherlands, Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States, efforts
have been under way to weave the various diplomatic, military, and development initiatives into a more coherent and effective response to failing states
(Harmer and Macrae 2004). What donors are failing to do is allow space for
recipient governments to deﬁne their own priorities and set down frameworks
that would compel donors to act better.
Paradoxically, to the extent that real coherence is in fact emerging, it is
focused not on a development agenda, but rather on addressing global and
regional security imperatives—imperatives that often run counter to the pursuit of human security and development.
In the following sections of this chapter I analyze the shifting priorities of
major donors, their approaches to funding those new priorities, and the mechanisms they are applying to deliver aid.
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The United States:
More Aid, More Security, and More Institutions

The United States is the world’s largest provider of global development aid. In
2004–5 it accounted for 25.4 percent of ofﬁcial development aid, having more
than doubled aid since 2002 (oecd dac 2006a, Table 8). The top seven recipients of US ofﬁcial development aid in 2004–5 were Iraq, Afghanistan, Egypt,
Sudan, Ethiopia, Jordan, and Colombia. (oecd dac 2006a). This compares
with the top seven of 1994–95: Israel, Egypt, Haiti, Jordan, Somalia, Palau, and
Rwanda.
The new security imperatives ﬁgure strongly in US ofﬁcial development
assistance. Yet more strongly, the new security imperatives dominate other
kinds of US aid that do not qualify as development assistance, such as the Economic Support Fund, which permits the US to give assistance for priorities
the ﬁrst among which is “assistance to allies in the global war on terror”; and
foreign military spending, where the US provides articles and services to support coalitions partners and states critical to the Global War on Terror (usaid
2007). For example, in 2006 actual development assistance to the Near East
(which includes Lebanon, Morocco, and Middle East Regional) was just over
us$10 million, as compared to more than us$6 billion disbursed through the
economic support fund (us$2.881 billion) and foreign military spending
(us$3.814 billion) (usaid 2007, pp. 92–99). In South and Central Asia (which
includes Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and
South Asia Regional), development assistance spending in 2006 was us$259 million as compared with over a billion on economic support (us$831 million)
and foreign military spending (us$305 million) (usaid 2007, pp. 92–99).
Much of the US War on Terror has been funded through supplemental
appropriations requested by the President outside of the annual appropriations act. For example, in September 2003 the President requested us$87
billion as a supplemental appropriation to fund ongoing military operations
in Iraq and Afghanistan (www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/amendments/
supplemental_9_17_03.pdf). Even though ﬂows to Iraq had been dramatically
increased, a further us$2 billion was being requested in 2007 as a supplemental to the Economic Support Fund, and a further us$770 million as an emergency fund for 2008. It remains the case that extraordinary expenditures in Iraq
place pressure on all foreign assistance spending by the United States.
Contemporaneously with the war in Iraq, the United States in 2004 launched
a bold new initiative—the Millennium Challenge Account—that promised to
safeguard at least some US aid from geostrategic goals. The new foreign aid program was designed to help low-income countries who are “ruling justly, investing in their people, and encouraging economic freedom.” Fenced off from
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other sources of US aid, the mca would give grants according to the results
achieved by the governments of those countries rather than the promises made
by them. The criteria for grants would be objective and development based. The
mca also promised recipients substantial control over the projects so ﬁnanced
instead of offering them money to meet donor priorities (Radelet and Herrling
2003).
Countries are eligible after the Millennium Challenge Corporation Board
applies sixteen indicators to assess the policy performance of individual countries.4 The early list of mca-eligible countries included Armenia, Benin, Bolivia,
Cape Verde, Georgia, Ghana, Honduras, Lesotho, the Malagasy Republic, Mali,
Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, Nicaragua, Senegal, Sri Lanka, and Vanuatu. It was interesting because most of the countries declared eligible had not
been major recipients of US funding in the past. For Benin, the Malagasy
Republic, Mozambique, and Senegal, for example, France has traditionally
been the largest donor. Indeed, the early list roughly approximated the set of
countries currently being funded by major European donors, including Denmark, Luxembourg, Norway, and the Netherlands, which had already committed themselves to directing signiﬁcant amounts of aid to countries with
better policies and institutions.5
Some twenty countries have subsequently been declared eligible for the
mca. As yet, however, the mca has as yet had little effect on aid. It has disbursed only 6.8 percent of appropriated funds available for programs: a total
of us$382 million (see www.mcc.gov/countries/csr/all_CSR.pdf; Herrling and
Rose 2007).
A further problem with the mca is that it added yet another institution to
an already crowded arena. The mca may not have disbursed much development assistance; it did, however, send a strong signal that the United States
intended to channel development assistance through its own newly created,
unilaterally controlled institution; this even though the field was already
crowded by usaid, the World Bank Group, the UN special agencies, the regional
development banks, and the other institutions mentioned above. A new agency
was sure to result in duplication of programs and increased program costs.
The mca is not the only new mechanism for US aid delivery. The United
States has also channelled its assistance to Iraq and the ﬁght against hiv/aids
through new mechanisms that eschew multilateral cooperation and the technical expertise and experience concentrated in existing aid-directing institutions.
Most US aid to Iraq has not been managed by usaid, the federal agency responsible for foreign aid. Initially, a special Program Management Ofﬁce was
created to manage assistance aimed at reconstructing Iraq’s infrastructure.
This became the Project and Contracting Ofﬁce (pco) attached to the Coali-
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tion Provisional Authority, and subsequently migrated to the new US embassy
in Baghdad. The result of this new set of arrangements was that an institution that did not exist in 2002 was by 2006 managing more US aid than usaid.
The creation of a new institution to manage aid to Iraq did not address a
number of key problems in delivering aid (leaving aside the intense debate
about Halliburton’s role in Iraq’s reconstruction; go to www.publicintegrity
.org/wow). The pco was not able to spend quickly; as of January 2005 only $1.48
billion had been spent on work in place.6 The US aid package almost certainly
devoted too many resources to capital-intensive projects managed by foreign
contractors and too little to labour-intensive projects that would have created
jobs for Iraqis. Indeed, it was reported in June 2004 that the United States was
using $2.5 billion in windfall gains from higher than expected revenues from
the sale of Iraqi oil to provide fast-disbursing “walk-around money” for US
commanders to spend on “quick-hitting” projects of the sort that would deliver
a bigger impact on the ground.7 Using Iraqi oil revenues in this way avoided
the restrictions intrinsic in the budget process and implicitly recognized the
difﬁculties encountered in the formal reconstruction effort.
In the global battle against hiv/aids, the United States has increased its
total funding more rapidly than other industrialized countries. By 2006 the
United States had committed us$2.6 billion and disbursed us$1.6 billion, a
small part of which was channelled through multilaterals (Kates et al. 2007).
In governing this aid, the US administration has made it clear that it prefers
its own program to existing multilateral ones.8 Overall aids funding is being
coordinated by a committee chaired by the State Department rather than by
the Global Fund. The administration consistently requested only $100 million
a year for the Global Fund through the foreign aid budget (and another $100
million from the health and human services budget)—a ﬁgure that Congress
raised to around $250 million in 2003 and $400 million in 2004 (with an additional $100 to 150 million in the health and human services budget). In
announcing his Emergency Plan for aids Relief in January 2003, the president pledged $15 billion for a new initiative—just $1 billion of which would go
to the Global Fund, and even that conditional on the fund showing results.
Bush’s special initiative for ﬁghting hiv/aids followed rapidly on that of
his predecessor, President William Clinton, whose administration created the
Global Fund for hiv/aids, Tuberculosis, and Malaria. This fund augmented
work being done on the same issue by the World Bank, the World Health
Organization, and several private organizations. Indeed, when the Global Fund
was created, its founders were well aware that health program duplication was
a problem. For this reason, the Global Fund was set up purely to disburse
funds. Country coordinating mechanisms (ccms) were established in each
recipient country whose purpose was to formulate and administer proposals.
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However, these ccms often do not work well. The Global Fund and other
highly worthy initiatives all suffer from the proliferation of competing rather
than cooperating or coordinated agencies and programs.
Overall, US aid is marked by two trends. First, new security imperatives
have increased ﬂows of US “development assistance” and other external assistance to countries of geostrategic importance. On a smaller scale, the United
States has also increased funding for the ﬁght against hiv/aids and pledged a
total of $6 billion to the Millennium Challenge Account. These increases will
be difﬁcult to sustain, given the ballooning budget deﬁcit of the United States
and constant increases for many budget items. The second trend in US aid is
toward even greater national control of aid and the potentially costly creation
of new mechanisms for disbursing and delivering it.
Japan:
Less Aid, More Security, More Institutions

Unlike the United States and the United Kingdom, Japan has absorbed the
new security imperatives in the context of a shrinking rather than an increasing external assistance budget. From 1991 to 2002, Japan was the world’s largest single provider of ofﬁcial development assistance (oda).9 In 1997 the government began to reduce its oda budget, which fell by 27 percent between
1997 and 2003.10 The large cuts were driven in part by a ﬁscal crisis in Japan that
led to across-the-board reductions in government spending.11 They also
reﬂected a degree of “aid fatigue” and the perception that the public was disaffected with the government’s development assistance program.12 The Japanese government amended its Development Assistance Charter in 2003 so that
it focused more strongly on its foreign policy priorities: poverty reduction,
sustainable growth, peace building, and what it vaguely called “global issues”
(which include terrorism and epidemics).
The recipients of Japanese aid tend to be in Asia; between 1998 and 2002
almost three-quarters of Japanese oda went to Asian recipients (Japan, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2001). By the beginning of the new millennium, China
and India had displaced Indonesia and Thailand as the top recipients of Japanese aid. In part, this reﬂected the receding impact of the Asian ﬁnancial crisis
in the latter two countries. Since then, aid to China has been sharply cut—by
some 20 percent in 2003. Meanwhile, India has continued to gain; recently it
has become the top recipient of Japanese aid, much of it in the form of infrastructure loans. Japan also continues to provide the ﬁnancial muscle behind
the Asian Development Bank, contributing half its us$20 billion in Asian
Development Fund resources. This is part of the 28 percent or so of Japan’s oda
that it channels through multilateral institutions.
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Japan’s oda budget allocations have continued to decline (they fell again in
2004, by almost 5 percent). Even so, it has made extensive commitments to help
with postwar reconstruction in Afghanistan and Iraq (ibid., chap. 2). In January 2002 Japan pledged ¥ 6.5 billion in aid to Afghanistan over two and a half
years, following the US-led military operations in the country. In 2003 Japan
pledged $1.5 billion in grants to help rebuild Iraq and a further $3.5 billion in
loans. To meet some of these commitments, the Diet increased Emergency
Grant Aid funds from ¥ 22.2 billion to ¥ 31.7 billion (an increase of about $100
million) for 2004—an increase signiﬁcantly less than the allocation requested
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Where will other funds for reconstruction come from? One source will be
the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction, established in the Asian Development
Bank in 2003: some us$27 million of the $35 million fund administered by
the bank will go to aid for Afghan reconstruction. At least some aid to Iraq
has been in the form of new lending from the Japan Bank for International
Cooperation (jbic). Regarding the balance of Japan’s pledges, they may either
not be met (in view of the politics of Japan’s aid cuts) or come out of other elements of Japan’s aid budget, involving a further redistribution among recipients. This is presaged by the 2001 White Paper on Japanese oda, the second
chapter of which outlines Japan’s intention to use its aid more strategically to
promote peace and prosperity and to further Japan’s broader foreign policy
interests.
What mechanisms is Japan using to channel aid? It is often asserted that as
the United States becomes more unilateral, Japan becomes more multilateral.
Yet the available evidence does not bear this out. The Japanese government
has long underscored its commitment to multilateralism and its desire to see
foreign aid undertaken in a more coordinated and more coherent fashion
around the globe. However, not unlike the United States, Japan’s subsequent
actions have revealed a strong and persistent impulse to retain control over this
assistance.
As chair of the G8 in 2000, Japan announced the “Okinawa Infectious Diseases Initiative” and its intention to provide assistance of approximately $3 billion toward combating infectious diseases over ﬁve years. How has this been
spent? A large proportion of Japan’s aid in respect of hiv/aids has been spent
on bilateral programs to combat the disease in countries such as Vietnam, Sri
Lanka, Kenya, Congo, Haiti, and Zambia. Japan also began in 2001 to investigate joint projects with the United States in Tanzania, Zambia, Bangladesh,
and Cambodia.
Japan is contributing directly to multilateral organizations such as the UN
Population Fund, the International Planned Parenthood Federation (ippf),
and unaids. At the same time, though, it has found ways to retain control
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over programs funded through such organizations. For example, it contributes
to special trust funds such as the Japan Trust Fund for hiv/aids established in
the ippf, and to the Japan Special Fund in the Asian Development Bank. Japan
has also undertaken “multi-bi” cooperation, whereby it acts jointly with international organizations such as who, unicef, and unfpa.
In sum, in response to the war on terror, Japan, like the United States, is using
supplementary appropriations to deliver contributions to the war in
Afghanistan and the reconstruction of Iraq. It has also moved to recognize a
broader range of security goals as a legitimate part of its aid mission. The risk
is that Japan, like the United States, may increasingly use aid to serve its own
security aims. Although Japan is an active “multilateralist,” it continues to participate in multilateral aid on its own terms, using special arrangements to
retain some degree of national control.
The United Kingdom:
More Aid, More Security; Whither Multilateralism?

Like the United States and Japan, the United Kingdom is among the world’s
largest development assistance donors. Since 1997 it has signiﬁcantly increased
its development assistance, casting its priorities in stone in 1997 with the creation of a full Department of International Development (dﬁd). The dﬁd has
a Cabinet-level secretary of state, who is prohibited from directing assistance
to any person or body unless “he is satisﬁed that the provision of the assistance is likely to contribute to a reduction in poverty.” In addition, British aid
is governed by a public service agreement with the Treasury, which for the
period 2005–8 has set out goals that include the following: to ensure that the
proportion of the dfid’s bilateral program going to low-income countries
(lics) is at least 90 percent; to achieve a greater impact of EC external programs
on poverty reduction; and to work for agreement to increase the proportion
of EC ofﬁcial development assistance (oda) to low-income countries (lics)
from its 2000 baseline ﬁgure of 38 percent to 70 percent by 2008.
Since its creation the dﬁd has been assigned a rising share of government
expenditures. Its budget had grown to £3.8 billion by the ﬁscal year 2004–5, with
the 2004 Spending Review conﬁrming annual increases of 9.2 percent (the
highest of any government department) through to 2007–8. UK ofﬁcial development assistance rose from £5.9 billion in 2005 to £6.8 billion in 2006 (dﬁd
2007 at www.dﬁd.gov.uk).
At the same time, the United Kingdom has rapidly expanded its security
commitments, stepping in behind the United States as that country’s most
visible ally in both the War on Terror and the occupation of Iraq. Preliminary
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ﬁgures for the costs of the occupation of Iraq have been very signiﬁcant. The
Ministry of Defence spent £1 billion on additional costs of operations in Iraq
in the year 2005–6. A further £200 million was spent on the additional costs
of operations in Afghanistan (Ministry of Defence 2006, p. 201).
The dﬁd’s direct expenditure in Iraq has risen dramatically. In 2002 it was
0.39 percent of the total net UK bilateral ofﬁcial development assistance. By
2005, Iraq was receiving 16.14 percent of the total net UK bilateral oda (dﬁd
2007, p. 242). Iraq has also consumed a large share of multilateral assistance.
The imputed UK share of multilateral net ofﬁcial development assistance to
Iraq rose from 1.9 percent in 2002 to 18.6 percent in 2004, dropping to 4.5 percent in 2005 (dﬁd 2007, p. 263).
The strain on the dﬁd’s resources and mandate to reduce poverty generated by the War on Terror and the war in Iraq had immediate effect even before
the increments described above. Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan shot to the top
of the department’s list of bilateral recipients by 2004. Commitments to Iraq
made it harder in 2003–4 to pursue the pledge that 90 percent of country program resources, excluding humanitarian assistance, would be provided to lics
by 2005–6 (ibid.). To address this, spending in middle-income countries was
reduced by around £100 million in 2004–5 and 2005–6.
Through what institutions does the United Kingdom deliver aid? It has
retained a large bilateral aid program but has also long been committed to
delivering a large portion of its aid budget through multilateral mechanisms.
Between 1990 and 2001 over 40 percent of British oda was channelled through
multilateral institutions. This had declined to 28.8 percent by 2002 but rose
again to 37.7 percent in 2003. In 2004 the dﬁd reported that 45 percent of its
program expenditures were being channelled through multilateral organizations (dﬁd 2004b). By 2006 this had dropped back to 37 percent (dﬁd 2007,
p. 140). The British also work closely with European aid agencies, channelling
a significant proportion of their aid through the EC. Finally, the dfid has
increased the degree to which it channels aid to partner governments for them
to spend using their own management, procurement, and accountability systems. Since 2000 budget supports and other forms of program aid have accounted for about 15 percent of the dﬁd’s bilateral aid program (dﬁd 2004a).
The British have also tried to make their aid policy more coherent throughout the government. Since 2000 the dﬁd has operated, jointly with the mod
and the Foreign and Commonwealth Ofﬁce (foc), two conﬂict prevention
pools (cpps): one for Africa, the other for the rest of the world. Continuing allocations to these were conﬁrmed in the 2004 Spending Review; the budget
for the Africa cpp rose modestly to £60 million per annum, and remained stable at £74 million for the global cpp. While it is generally agreed that conﬂict
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prevention is vital to creating conditions for development in fragile states, the
nexus of conﬂict/security/development issues is a highly sensitive one, as demonstrated by the concern among development ngos over recent proposals
to review the deﬁnitions of oda in the dac (more on this below).
In sum, British aid and the government’s focus on poverty reduction, including in middle-income countries, is undoubtedly being diverted by the
new security imperatives. However, this effect is being mitigated by a rising
overall aid budget and by multilateral lending to middle-income countries.
Conversely, the high share of British aid channelled through the EU is increasingly being used to meet new security imperatives.
The EU:
More Security, More Aid; How Much Coordination?

The EU and its member states together provide the world’s single largest bloc
of bilateral and multilateral aid, amounting to 52.32 percent of worldwide ofﬁcial development assistance (European Commission 2006). Individually and
collectively, its member states have committed themselves to the Millennium
Development Goals declared at Monterrey in 2002. In 2004 the EU declared
that it is “ﬁrmly on target” but emphasized the need for greater coordination
and harmonization among European donors in order to make aid more effective.13 These goals were reafﬁrmed in the EU Development Policy Statement
signed on 20 December 2005 (European Commission 2006).
Coordination is a crucial issue within the EU, which presents a golden
opportunity for aid policies to be coordinated at least among its members.
Coordination has already succeeded in trade and political partnerships. The
common External Trade Policy and single seat in the wto work to pull European countries into the same positions alongside their EU political partnerships
(Grimm with Woll 2004). However, on aid more generally the story is a different one.
Each of the ﬁfteen older members of the EU has its own large bilateral program as well as its own position on multilateral agencies. In the past, members’
aid together with the EU budget, priorities, and policies was diluted by tradeoffs among competing priorities. Typically, the Nordic states, the Netherlands,
and the United Kingdom argued for a focus on poverty in overall allocations
and within programs (in other words, they see the budget primarily as a development assistance budget). Southern EU member states tended to argue for
allocations on more political grounds, either to address domestic political concerns (e.g., migration from northern African states) or to pursue external political goals (e.g., strong relations with Latin America). The 2005 Policy Statement
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reﬂects greater coherence and commitment to the Millennium Development
Goal Targets. This reﬂects in the regional distribution of EU ofﬁcial development assistance in 2005: 44 percent went to Africa and 18 percent to Asia (European Commission 2006, p. 154).
The new security imperatives have reshaped EU patterns of action beyond
its borders. Traditionally, the EU’s security policy has been separate from its
development assistance. Security policy has been pursued by individual member states, with the costs even of shared actions such as the recent joint military interventions in Macedonia (Operation Concordia) and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (Operation Artemis) being borne mainly by individual
participating states. Development assistance, by contrast, has always been to
some degree administered by the EU as a whole—mainly through the External Action budget, which amounted to some € 5.18 billion (out of a total annual
EU budget of € 111.30 billion) in 2004.
In June 2003 signiﬁcant changes became noticeable when a new EU security framework was adopted (General Affairs and External Relations Council
2003). The 2003 framework declared security as a “ﬁrst condition for development”—although it did not mention the reverse possibility, that development
may sometimes be a ﬁrst condition for security. It proposed that the EU’s security strategy pay heed to programs aimed at strengthening governance through
conditionality, trade measures, and technical assistance. It emphasized the
need to create synergy between security and development goals through a
more coherent and comprehensive approach.
The 2003 EU strategy ﬁts with a broader shift among donors toward the
use of aid for security purposes. The guardian of what constitutes “ofﬁcial development assistance” (oda) is the oecd dac. This body generally restrains efforts by donor governments to broaden the deﬁnition of oda. However, in
April 2004 the dac announced that it was adjusting and clarifying the deﬁnition of oda as it related to preventing the recruitment of child soldiers, enhancing civil society’s role in security, and promoting civilian oversight and democratic control of security expenditures (oecd dac 2004). The result was to
widen the categories of assistance that dac counts as oda.
Is EU aid becoming more subservient to security goals? The EU’s efforts to
enhance coherence in external relations have provoked concern among development agencies (both governmental and non-governmental) that this will
happen. The European Commission sought early on to allay this fear.14 Several factors need to be assessed in analyzing the current trend.
The EU has been streamlining the governance of its External Relations aid
budget. In 2001 it began channelling its aid through one agency—EuropeAid—
rather than through four different directorates, as previously. Broader consti-
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tutional changes are afoot. A high representative of the union for foreign affairs
and security policy—some would say a European foreign minister—is being
created and will sit on both the Council and the Commission. It has been proposed that aid and all other external action items be brought under the heading “The EU as a Global Partner,” with “economic cooperation and development” and “security” instruments brought closer together within the Common
Foreign and Security Policy funding (Mackie and Rossini 2004). Put simply,
development assistance could soon ﬁnd itself squarely under foreign policy leadership.
Great policy coherence has been sought since 2001, culminating in a commitment in the 2005 Development Policy Statement to “Policy Coherence for
Development,” which calls for agricultural policy, trade policy, research and
development policies, and other policies all to be deployed coherently to contribute to the Millennium Development Goals objectives.
The EU has devoted signiﬁcant resources to reconstruction in Iraq and
Afghanistan. In Iraq, efforts have focused on providing humanitarian relief
and political and ﬁnancial support to launch the reconstruction process. Since
2003, in addition to individual members’ assistance, the European Commission has provided assistance to Iraq for an amount of € 518.5 million (http://
ec.europa.eu/external_relations/iraq/intro/index.htm). In Afghanistan, for the
period 2002–6, the European Commission has delivered more than € 1 billion
in reconstruction aid (http://ec.europa.eu/external_relations/afghanistan/intro/
index.htm).
The EU has funded most of its initial contributions to the War on Terror
through additional appropriations. It has also begun to debate security and to
broaden the types of security goals in the service of which it is prepared to
deploy development assistance. It has also begun to consider institutional
reforms that would pull development and security goals more closely together—
possibly under a European foreign minister. For some this indicates a positive
shift toward greater policy coherence; for others it raises the risk that development goals will become subservient to overarching strategic security concerns.
Conclusions

Development assistance that prioritizes human development goals is at risk.
A rapid increase in aid has been channelled to new security imperatives. But
with acute budgetary pressures besetting Japan, France, Germany, and the
United States (among others), it is a virtual certainty that much of the new aid
ﬂow (generated largely to fund the War on Terror as deﬁned by the United
States) will dry up. Development agencies, with their more stable budgets, will
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then be urged to give priority to the development needs of countries at the
front lines of the War on Terror.
Paradoxically, previously rational efforts to enhance coordination and coherence among donors may now in some instances be counterproductive. The
case of the EU highlights the possibility that while greater European coordination and coherence could in theory direct very signiﬁcant aid ﬂows toward
the shared commitments of the Millennium Development Goals, in practice,
current institutional shifts and political pressures suggest that the common
European agenda will instead be driven by foreign policy concerns. This is
only one case where, in the name of coherence, a greater diversion of aid ﬂows
for geostrategic purposes may take place, and increased coordination would
magnify that effect. This is the global security scenario for foreign aid.
An alternative scenario is one in which development agencies continue to
prioritize human development and the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals, which include human security, leaving to other agencies preoccupations with counterterrorism and wmd. Instead of attempting greater
“coordination and coherence” of foreign, aid, and security policies in general,
this scenario calls for a stronger differentiation and allocation of goals at the
global level. This would require a commitment by donors to use existing multilateral institutions instead of perpetuating the erosion of multilateralism evident at present in increasing bilateral aid budgets. It would also require some
protection within donor governments of the development assistance remit,
to prevent a return to the Cold War patterns of almost purely geostrategically
led aid that so obstructed rather than facilitated human development.
The development-led scenario requires two further things from donors.
First, the development assistance community must address the timescale and
predictability of aid ﬂows. Donors need to join together and develop a longterm ﬁnancial compact between themselves and recipients. Volatile or unpredictable aid ﬂows do little to bolster good governance, coherent government
budgets, or the development of sound institutions of accountability in recipient countries. Yet in most developing countries aid is proving to be even more
volatile than ﬁscal revenues (Bulir and Hamann 2003), despite evidence that
shortfalls in aid produce poor policies (Gemmell and McGillivray 1998). The
new security-driven aid ﬂows are already proving to be volatile and short term.
But in other sectors as well where new resources are being promised—such as
the global ﬁght against hiv/aids—there is little guarantee that new ﬂows will
be sustained in the long term, or that the multiplicity of donor institutions
that are supposed to disburse the assistance will not change priorities. What
is needed is speciﬁc donor coordination with a view to committing long-term,
predictable ﬂows of resources.
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Second, donors must rationalize the demands they place on recipient governments. A recent study by major donors details the duplications and gaps that
result when donors impose a plethora of ﬁnancial audits on recipients. Most
damningly, it concludes that though the “World Bank and imf would continue to take the lead in conducting most assessments of public expenditure
management,” all other parties should have access to information and “the
views of governments (and other local stakeholders)” should be taken into
account (Allen, Schiavo-Campo, and Garrity 2004). That ﬁnding highlights the
extent to which donors’ efforts have enhanced auditing of their own loans but
failed to build capacity and accountability in public ﬁnances within recipient
countries. The broader aid picture reveals a multiplicity of donors, whose
demands not only fail to strengthen governmental processes within countries
but also probably even hinder their development. Amid a growing cacophony
of donors, very little space is left for local agencies to build, coordinate among
themselves, and strengthen local governance. Scarce resources are used up
strengthening and maintaining external relations with donors and undertaking externally demanded actions, some of which are contradictory. The problem is likely to grow as the number of goals and institutions involved in development assistance increases. At the very least, what is needed here is sharply
focused coordination among groups of donors—such as shared, streamlined
reporting requirements, so as to lessen diversion of local resources to the management of donors (oecd dac 2003a). These conclusions highlight serious
challenges for donors attempting to export good governance.
Notes
* This analysis draws on an earlier article, “The Shifting Politics of Aid,” International
Affairs 81, no. 2 (March 2005): 393–409.
1 Ulterior motives have long encouraged critics on the right and the left to argue
against aid. See, for example, Bauer 1984 ; Hayter 1971.
2 These ﬁgures are from http://www.af/dad/index.html.
3 An initial oecd dac study documented how Rwanda donors failed to coordinate
even in setting policy, each instead following its own priorities, with disastrous results. See oecd dac 1998. The Working Party is detailed in oecd dac 2003a.
4 See http://www.mca.gov.
5 Figures and comparisons are provided in World Bank 2006a.
6 http://www.rebuilding-iraq.net.
7 Steven R. Weisman, “U.S. Is Quietly Spending $2.5 Billion from Iraqi Oil Revenues
to Pay for Iraqi Projects,” New York Times, 21 June 2004, 1.
8 For a description of the president’s new plan, see http://www.whitehouse.gov/
news/releases/2003/01/20030129–1.html. For the difficulties facing the Global
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Fund, as well as a summary of the debate swirling around the restrictions on the
use of US funds to purchase generic drugs that have not passed US safety tests, see
Gautam Naik, Mark Schoofs, and Sarah Lueck, “In the Aids Fight, Ambitious Goals
Meet Hard Realities,” Wall Street Journal, July 1, 2004.
A large proportion of Japanese bilateral oda is disbursed in the form of loans,
which constituted nearly 55 percent of total bilateral aid in 2002, by far the highest proportion among oecd oda members. These oda loans are generally untied,
except for the short-term, tied Special Yen Loan facility (1999–2002), which is
designed to help countries affected by the Asian ﬁnancial crisis. The proportion of
grants to loans in Japanese oda has remained roughly constant over the past ﬁve
years, but the loan component is likely to rise in the immediate future as loans for
Iraq reconstruction are disbursed (more on this below).
Figures from Japanese Ministry of Finance; see http://www.mof.go.jp/english.
The populist version of the argument is reported by Tim Large, “Cash-Strapped
Japan Rethinks Foreign Aid,” Reuters AlertNet, October 20, 2003. http://www
.alertnet.org/thefacts/reliefresources/106665138683.htm.
See the debate between the government and the leading opposition party on this,
reported in Yomiuri Shimbun and reproduced in translation by Financial Times Information, “Matter of Opinion,” 11 April 2003.
EU progress toward the goals is reported in EC 2004a.
EU Development Commissioner Poul Nielson in a communication to British ngos,
“Letter to the British Overseas ngos for Development,” http://www.bond .org.uk.
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FOCUSING AID ON GOOD GOVERNANCE:
CAN IT WORK?

▼
Sue Unsworth

I
Introduction

Can foreign aid be used to enhance good governance in recipient countries?
The prevailing view among donors is still that the quality of governance in
developing countries is critical to achievement of the Millennium Development
Goals. There has been an explosion in numbers of governance advisers and
projects, covering a broad, increasingly ambitious range of interventions touching on virtually all aspects of the public sector. Thinking about governance is
shaping donor approaches to aid delivery, through Poverty Reduction Strategy processes, budget support, and current debates on aid conditionality. However, the question of whether donors can be effective in promoting “good governance”—as opposed to the constant restless search for how to do it better—is
hardly ever asked.
This may be, in part, because the question is unanswerable, at least in any
deﬁnitive way, given the current state of our knowledge. There have been few
systematic evaluations that offer good learning above the level of individual
projects. The main actors have different, often vague deﬁnitions of what they
mean by good governance, although the implicit model—embodied, for example, in governance assessment frameworks—is the reproduction of Weberian norms and democratic political systems as found in oecd countries. There
is a lack of agreement about measurable indicators, and often no clearly articulated working hypothesis linking inputs with outputs and higher-level
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objectives. Donors come with different objectives: democracy builders see this
as an end in its own right, while others pursue better governance as a means
to promote growth and poverty reduction, or to counter the security risks
posed by collapsed or fragile states.
Nevertheless some worthwhile learning has accumulated, based on the experience of practitioners and on evaluation studies. From this has emerged a
new conventional wisdom about the importance of local demand and “ownership” of reform measures, the risks of overloading the agenda, and the need
for realism about timescales and for better understanding of political economy
constraints. The critical question is what donors will now do with these insights.
This chapter starts by taking a brief look at the history of donor efforts to
strengthen public institutions in developing countries, and at how these have
evolved in response to accumulated learning and changing interests and ideas.
Section iii takes a closer look at the ﬁndings of recent evaluations of governance
interventions. Section iv considers the inferences that development practitioners are drawing from those evaluations. It suggests that without a fundamental reappraisal of underlying assumptions about governance, the impact
of past learning will be at best marginal. In particular there is a risk that good
intentions will get derailed under pressure to make large, rapid increases in
spending to meet the timetable for achieving the Millennium Development
Goals.
Section v looks at what a fundamental reappraisal would involve. Some
donors are starting to take a serious interest in the relevant political science research. This is informing internal debates and informal discussions that increasingly recognize the scale of the challenge confronted by poor countries seeking to build more effective, legitimate public institutions; the fundamental
lack of knowledge about the processes involved; and the limitations on what
external actors can contribute. But these insights are only partly reﬂected in
more formal policy statements. Donor rhetoric may recognize the importance
of politics, but the reality is all too often continued adherence to a fairly conventional set of good governance interventions. Donors should be less afraid
of confronting the uncomfortable implications of their increasingly sophisticated understanding of “governance.” Greater realism need not induce pessimism: it could instead offer greater clarity about priorities, open up new opportunities, and suggest ways in which donors might—often indirectly—help
strengthen local political processes that are indispensable to the search for
more effective and accountable government. These issues are explored in sections vi and vii.
This chapter does not deal with collapsed states or states engulfed in conﬂict, where particular considerations apply and where priorities revolve around
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basic security and survival. It is concerned with a wide range of poor countries
with functioning governments, but where major weaknesses in political legitimacy and administrative capacity act as signiﬁcant constraints on economic
and social development. Donors often employ the term “good governance”
without deﬁning it, but implicitly associate it with the development of more
democratic political systems and Weberian public institutions. Section v suggests the need for a less normative approach, with the emphasis less on formal
organizational structures and more on how they actually work.
Finally, in addressing the question of whether donor interventions can
enhance good governance, the chapter assumes that—whether as an end in
itself, or as a means to other ends—better governance has been a genuine
objective. In practice, of course, donors often have to strike compromises with
other parts of their own governments pursuing different, and possibly conﬂicting, objectives. This issue is speciﬁcally addressed in section vii.
II
Insights from History

Good governance came on to the donor agenda in the 1990s. But it was preceded by a long history of donor efforts to strengthen public institutions in
developing countries. These included, in the 1950s and 1960s, interventions
inspired by modernization theory, such as the Rule of Law movement supported by the US government. By the 1970s the focus had narrowed back to a
preoccupation with identifying and meeting skills gaps, especially in the public service and the judiciary, with an emphasis on training and counterpart
arrangements. For example, the UK’s Ministry for Overseas Development supported hundreds of “supplemented” staff throughout the public service in the
ex-colonies, conducting regular “manpower reviews” to assess needs. By the
1980s the focus had broadened to encompass the organizational context, including interventions in management restructuring and job evaluation. In the
mid-1980s, with the advent of structural adjustment programs, the focus shifted
again, to include broader public service restructuring, with an emphasis on
cost reduction and the retrenchment of government from non-core functions.
But the impact was modest, early gains proved difﬁcult to sustain, and there
was mounting concern that reforms were damaging already weak capacity. By
the mid-1990s there was renewed concern with capacity building in the public sector as the key to improved service delivery, supported by interventions
to decentralize functions, create more autonomous agencies, and improve
incentives and pay as well as the wider work environment.
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In parallel, and accelerating throughout the 1990s, was a new preoccupation with “good governance.” The democracy building movement took off on
a wave of optimism inspired by the end of the Cold War and political opening in Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union, and many parts of the developing world. There was burgeoning support for civil society, linked both to
democracy promotion efforts and to movements to empower poor people
and encourage their participation in the design and implementation of projects. But there was also increasing concern that weak administrative capacity,
systemic corruption, and lack of “political will” were impeding programs for
poverty reduction, especially in highly indebted and aid-dependent countries.
A growing list of governance reforms was advocated for inclusion in Poverty
Reduction Strategy papers (Grindle 2002). There was increasing focus on the
links between institutions and growth, based on the work of Douglass North
and others. There was emphasis on the need for “ownership” of policy reform,
and recognition that externally imposed conditionality was a very defective
instrument for achieving it (Killick 1998). Toward the end of the decade concerns were being raised about the failure to take sufﬁcient account of political and institutional factors, based partly on the experience of transition countries. These various trends are well reﬂected in a series of Target Strategy Papers
published by the UK’s Department for International Development between
1999 and 2001.
Why is any of this interesting in relation to the central question being
addressed? Primarily because of what it tells us about the culture and political economy of donors. A positive interpretation would be that it shows serious professionals intent on learning lessons from past experience and responding to them, and there is a good deal of truth in this. But a more negative view
would be of a constant, restless search for the next “ﬁx”: a rapid succession of
new remedies, often poorly understood by harassed program managers, and
dictated more by fashions or changing preoccupations in developed countries
than by a good understanding of processes of change in developing countries.
The agenda has been set by donors: structural adjustment, liberalization and
privatization, good governance, even (arguably) poverty reduction. It has been
shaped by thinking based on research and experience in developed countries:
New Public Management, New Institutional Economics, the Rights Based
Approach. Most striking, perhaps, is the way in which the governance agenda
has expanded to incorporate a huge range of interests and concerns, with the
result that it risks becoming diffuse, incoherent, and unmanageable (Grindle
2002).
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III
Evaluation of Governance Interventions

All commentators bemoan the lack of systematic evaluation studies of governance interventions. However, there is material that provides at least a preliminary assessment of different components of donor support for improved
governance. These include democracy building, civil society assistance, public sector reform including pay reform, and anti-corruption interventions.
From a sample of studies, working papers, and meeting reports, some common
themes emerge.
Modest Impact, Huge Challenges

Overall, the impact of external assistance has been at best modest, and the
challenges are recognized as huge. “What stands out about US rule of law assistance since the mid 1980s is how difﬁcult and often disappointing such work
is” (Carothers 1999, 170). A review of civil service reform projects implemented
by the World Bank between 1987 and 1997 (World Bank 1999a) found that
only 29 percent were “satisfactory.”“The Bank has achieved only modest success so far in achieving durable outcomes [from anticorruption efforts]…the
unusual complexity of the task in hand, and the magnitude of the challenge,
account for the gap” (oed 2004, x). Particular doubts emerge regarding topdown attempts to transfer institutions from developed countries: a recent dac
paper on anticorruption, for example, acknowledges that importing institutional models from oecd countries (such as anticorruption commissions) has
been successful in only very limited circumstances (dacb 2006, 7).
Success at Project Level, Lack of Impact at Sector Level

An oed evaluation of World Bank country assistance programs (oed 2005,
4–5) ﬁnds relatively successful outcomes for public-sector management interventions at a project level, but lack of impact at a sector level. This is echoed
in individual project evaluations—for example, of a long-running project supported by the UK in Bangladesh to implement reforms in budgeting and expenditure control (dﬁd 2001). This found evidence of tangible improvements at
the output level in data quality and availability (budgeting, ﬁnancial reporting), but a lack of demand that constrained its use in improving resource allocation and ﬁnancial management more generally. A common ﬁnding for
many donor-supported projects is that overoptimistic assumptions are made
at the outset about the institutional environment to support project objectives at “purpose” level, with the consequence that objectives, or timescales
for meeting them, often prove unrealistic.
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Importance of the Political and Institutional Environment

The importance of the political and institutional environment is highlighted
in many studies, and parallels World Bank ﬁndings about economic aid having a positive impact where institutions and policies are supportive. Levy
(2004) suggests that a principal reason for limited success of civil service reform
and other capacity-building efforts in Africa is “the implicit assumption that
the weakness of public administration was managerial” (2004, 11). Instead, he
suggests, a central lesson of experience is that public administrators are embedded in a “complex, interdependent system” incorporating “political institutions and social, political and economic interests more broadly” (ibid.,
11). Public-service reform has been relatively successful in Tanzania, which
has a long history of external support based on government commitment and
indeed innovation. It has been much more problematic in Zambia and Ghana
(Stevens and Teggemann 2004). The politics of pay reform have proven especially challenging (Kiragu, Mukandala, and Morin 2004). Carothers (1999,
304) suggests that democracy assistance can help “speed up a moving train”
where democratic forces are already at work, but that it doesn’t affect outcomes in decisive or signiﬁcant ways. For example, democracy assistance seems
to have played a modest but useful role in recent developments in Ghana
(Booth et al. 2005). Donor assistance for the constitutional review process in
Kenya in 2000–2 arguably contributed to the success of that movement (though
the subsequent history showed the limits of donor inﬂuence once the local
coalition for change fell apart). Conversely, Carothers has found that where
democracy is stagnating or sliding backwards, aid has few chances of reversing the trend.
Pattern of Early Unsustainable Success

A common pattern is of early success that is not sustained. For example, a
dac-sponsored review of public-service reform programs in ﬁve Anglophone
African countries shows evidence of some success with “quick wins” of limited
scope (e.g., in faster processing of business licences), but difﬁculty in sustaining broader structural reforms, especially as they relate to civil service pay
(dac 2002). The experience with autonomous revenue authorities is decidedly mixed. The case of Uganda is particularly poignant: it shows both how aid
can have a signiﬁcant positive effect where there is strong government ownership of a reform program, but also how vulnerable hard-won gains are to reversal when political conditions change.
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Intermediate Success Stories

On a brighter note, there are some intermediate success stories that should
not be undervalued—notably, the development of better diagnostic tools and
the encouragement of more open public debate about the negative effects of
corruption; and the placing of poverty or rule-of-law issues on the political
agenda through the Poverty Reduction Strategy process (prsp) or through
rule-of-law programs. Also, civil society assistance has achieved gains at the
micro level, though it may have done little to encourage genuine pluralism or
to support broader democratization objectives (Ottaway and Carothers 2000).
Good Ideas: Relative Success of Home-Grown Reforms

Good ideas can catch on. For example, tax reform efforts in Latin America in
the 1990s, inspired by the International Financial Institutions, have achieved
improvements in tax administration and some policy reforms, including tax
reductions on foreign trade and a lowering of marginal rates on upper incomes.
Unsurprisingly, efforts to broaden the tax base have been less successful, and
equity issues have not been addressed. The most striking development, perhaps, is the relative success of home-grown reforms that address local issues,
including the political dimensions of tax reform (Lledo, Schneider, and Moore
2004). More generally, some of the most successful initiatives—such as the
right to information movement in Rajasthan—have deliberately eschewed
external support.
IV
The New Conventional Wisdom

The limited impact of many past reform efforts can be explained in part by the
following: a lack of realism regarding higher-level objectives; inadequate investment of time and resources; poor project design and implementation; failure to take account of likely opposition; and poor sequencing. But most commentators point to more fundamental concerns. They underline that all
governance interventions—and indeed, the broader poverty reduction agenda—
are highly political, and that external interventions need to be much better
informed by an understanding of local political factors. From this has emerged
a new conventional wisdom, the main elements of which are as follows:
• Donors need a better understanding of the political and institutional con-

text Anticorruption strategies call for “an approach that views corruption
in the context of the wider political economy of public sector governance
in each country” (dacb 2006, 3). Donors need to understand the local polit-
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ical environment and to take into account the underlying interests and
power relations in which institutions are embedded. “Democracy promoters have to challenge their own ideas about politics and come to terms with
how much—or how little—they really know about political change in other
societies” (Carothers 1999, 343). They also need a better understanding of
the political economy of reforms. “Corruption is grounded in political contexts and social fragmentation over which the Bank has limited inﬂuence…a
better understanding of social and political factors at a country level would
enhance the quality and impact of Bank advice” (oed 2004, ix).
• Donors need to nurture demand for improved governance There is a

need to nurture demand for improved service delivery and to broaden the
constituency for public-service reform (dac 2002, 9). Improving governance calls for action both on the “supply” side (improving capabilities of
public institutions) and the “demand” side (accountability arrangements)
(World Bank 2006a, 10). Externally generated demand—for instance,
through conditionality—seldom works: “We believe that it is inappropriate and has proven to be ineffective for donors to impose policies on developing countries” (dﬁd 2005, 4). There is a need to “deal with the demand
dilemma” by fostering demand among a wide spectrum of stakeholders
(oed 2005, 52).
• Institutional development needs time and patience Donors need to rec-

ognize how fundamental the challenge is. Impatience with institution building is one of their “seven deadly sins” (Birdsall 2004, 5). Institutional reform
and capacity building for effective governance are critical to successful outcomes, but this takes time (the 2005 oed country assistance evaluation suggests “several years”). Corruption is addressed most effectively through
long-term institutional reforms (oed 2004, ix). “Development partners
need to… engage on a long-term basis.… It took many years for durable
governance institutions to emerge in today’s industrial countries” (World
Bank 2006a, 16).
• Donors are a big part of the problem This ﬁnding is reﬂected in an exten-

sive literature on the “aid business” as a whole (see, for example, van de
Walle 2001). The dysfunctional effects of donor-funded projects on local
institutions and accountability mechanisms highlight the case for moving
from projects to budget support. A dac-sponsored evaluation of public
service reform in Africa (2002) suggested that donor interests are too often
dominant—they make heavy and competing demands on governments,
which are difﬁcult to fulﬁl. Donors are said to be guilty of misguided optimism, proliferation and fragmentation of effort, and stingy and unpredictable funding (Birdsall 2004).
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All of this has become part of the conventional wisdom in the sense that it
is not seriously contested within donor agencies. Virtually everyone pays lip
service to it. It provides the rationale for much mainstream donor policy and
practice: to improve donor harmonization; to nurture country ownership of
poverty reduction programs; to strengthen country recipient control over
planning, budgeting, and procurement arrangements for aid; to apply conditionality in a more selective and nuanced way; and to carry out better political and institutional analysis. As discussed by de Renzio and Mulley later in this
book, these principles are now enshrined in an ambitious, high-proﬁle Declaration on Aid Effectiveness signed by ofﬁcials from developed and developing countries in Paris in March 2005. It calls for partner country ownership and
leadership, alignment of donor support with national development strategies,
harmonization of donor procedures, and management for results and “mutual
accountability.”
How much difference is this really going to make? It would be unfair to
dismiss the “new conventional wisdom” as mere rhetoric. It clearly is inﬂuencing donor policy and practice—up to a point. But donors have not come
to terms with the radical implications of recognizing that the local political process is central to both governance and development. What many of them have
done is take the insights derived from past attempts to promote governance
reform and incorporate them into an existing frame of reference. This essentially means retaining the (often unspoken) assumption that getting better
governance involves supporting civil society; promoting the “right” policies;
fostering “political will”; and strengthening public institutions by providing
resources and well-designed technical assistance—but adding to all of this the
need for more patience and more local “ownership.” So understanding the political and institutional context is seen as important in order to better overcome
obstacles to a poverty reduction or good governance agenda and to market
the reforms designed to promote it. The risk is that political economy analysis will become the next “ﬁx,” tied to what is still a donor-driven agenda. The
beneﬁts are likely to be marginal—and difﬁcult to sustain—without a more
honest reappraisal of the governance challenge. Without that, donors are at risk
of getting captured by their own rhetoric.
The other problem with building on the conventional wisdom without a fundamental reappraisal of the underlying assumptions is that good intentions can
easily be derailed. Mounting concern about continuing poverty in sub-Saharan Africa, dismay about the social and economic consequences of hiv/aids,
and the prospect that many countries will fail to meet the Millennium Development Goals are all adding to pressure for a large and rapid increase in aid,
coupled with demands for redoubling efforts to improve governance. The list
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of things to be promoted includes the rule of law, political and social rights,
accountable and efﬁcient public administration, and sound economic policies (UN Millennium Development Project 2005)—all things that have proved
remarkably problematic over the past forty years or more. The risk is that,
given the pressure for action, hard-won lessons from past experience will be
overridden.
These unresolved tensions are reﬂected in several recent high-proﬁle statements from donors. For example, the British government’s White Paper “Making Governance Work for the Poor” asserts that building better governance
takes time and has to come from within each country: outsiders cannot impose
models. Good governance is about how citizens, leaders, and public institutions
relate to one another to make change happen. The role of politics in governance
and development is emphasized: “Politics determines how resources are used
and policies are made. And politics determines who beneﬁts. In short, good governance is about good politics” (ibid.). Yet at the same time there is still surprising faith in the power of the aid relationship to change behaviour. Commitments to increased aid in 2005 were underpinned by an explicit “deal”:
increased aid and debt relief were offered in return for a commitment to better governance. This commitment (which extends to upholding human rights
and other international obligations, improving ﬁnancial management, and
ﬁghting corruption) will be regularly evaluated in a “quality of governance
assessment” and can, it is suggested, be reinforced by programs of technical
assistance for capacity building, coupled with support for grassroots civil society and the media to help hold governments to account. The role of aid conditionality is implied but not explicitly discussed (dﬁd 2006, 19–31).
The Paris Declaration makes a welcome acknowledgment of the negative
impact of donor behaviour on the capacity of partner countries to use aid effectively. It commits donors to important changes that are challenging but
feasible: harmonizing procedures, rationalizing activities, untying aid, increasing the predictability and transparency of funding. By contrast, it commits
developing countries—many with weak administrations, unstable politics, and
limited policy capacity—to what past experience would suggest is an impossibly ambitious agenda, including developing and implementing results-driven
development strategies; ensuring that administrative arrangements for managing aid are effective, accountable, and transparent; undertaking public management reform; and creating an enabling environment for public and private investment. The unspoken assumption is that donors and their “partners”
have shared objectives that will be reﬂected in national development strategies
and that additional resources, commitment and capacity building will allow
them to accelerate the pace of change.
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The World Bank’s 2006 Global Monitoring Report (2006a) offers important insights on governance, including the role of informal institutions; the need
to take account of the diversity of individual country experience and the historical factors that shape different governance trajectories; and the need for a
long-term perspective. But—like the British government’s White Paper and
the Paris Declaration—it is primarily concerned with governance as an essential element in scaling up aid and achieving the Millennium Development
Goals. So the strong temptation is to gloss over the evidence from past experience that shows how hard it is to use aid to buy good behaviour or to devise
effective interventions to strengthen governance directly. Essentially, the World
Bank’s message is that everyone must try harder, by instituting a “systematic
and disciplined approach” to address the challenges that poor governance and
corruption pose for poverty reduction and to “align the incentives of [local]
state ofﬁcials” with a reform agenda (World Bank 2006b, 23).
All of these donor statements understate the challenge involved in translating aspirations of partnership and developing country ownership of reform into
practical reality. They place a lot of faith in supporting local reformers and
building demand for change, while underplaying the local political pressures
on partners to respond to different agendas. They also ignore one highly signiﬁcant factor that is changing the context for foreign aid, especially in Africa—
namely, the rapidly growing Chinese inﬂuence. China is offering investment,
training opportunities, and very cheap loans and making it clear that their
interest is in oil, various minerals, and markets for their manufactured products, not in poverty reduction or good government. This could prove an attractive alternative to more demanding “partnership” deals with donors (Moore
and Unsworth 2006).
However, all of these recent donor statements do represent an important
advance, in two respects. The ﬁrst—exempliﬁed by the Paris Declaration—is
recognition that donors’ behaviour has the potential to undermine the often
fragile capacity of their developing country partners. The second—particularly prominent in the White Paper and the Global Monitoring Report—is a
new awareness of the complicity of global actors (both public and private) in
contributing to bad governance. “The global milieu has powerful inﬂuences
on governance systems in developing countries. Global markets can be a source
of virulent, corrosive corruption or a powerful disciplining device” (World
Bank 2006a, 122). Furthermore, “incentives for good governance are heavily
inﬂuenced by the international economy, the behaviour of other governments
and the private sector” (dﬁd 2006, 33). Sections v and vi below pick up this
theme and suggest ways in which more rigorous action by wealthy countries
to curb the negative effects of their actions on poor countries could offer a
powerful, if indirect, way of contributing to better governance.
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V
Rethinking Governance

The new conventional wisdom recognizes that getting better governance
involves a local political process, not just strengthening institutions transferred
from oecd countries. Increasing numbers of donors are exploring the relevant
political science literature, and this is informing internal debate and out-ofhours discussions. The initial impact is uncomfortable: it means coming to
terms with how little is really known about key causal linkages—between institutions and growth, growth and corruption, democracy and poverty reduction—and about which reforms to prioritize in different country circumstances. It means being open to different ways of thinking about institutions.
Work by Dani Rodrik and others, for example, has shown how China achieved
phenomenal growth in spite of weak systems of formal property rights. This
suggests that transitional, unorthodox, bitty arrangements that target local
constraints in politically compelling ways may be more effective than trying
to build on institutional models from wealthy countries (Rodrik 2003). Scholars taking a historical approach (Chang 2002) have questioned the “governance ﬁrst” model of economic development and shown how institutions in
now developed countries grew in a piecemeal way in response to felt needs. Others have pointed out that normative approaches that seek to eliminate corruption may be ineffective or counterproductive—the challenge is to understand both the root causes and the impact of corruption in different country
circumstances (Khan 2002).
Donors have started to commission more in-depth country-level analyses
of political and institutional contexts. Examples are dﬁd’s initiative on Drivers of Change, Sida’s “power analysis” studies, and the World Bank’s political economy work. Together with a growing body of research directly commissioned by donors, analyses are helping illuminate the underlying causes of bad
governance as well as providing alternative ideas about how more effective,
accountable public authority might be constructed. These narratives are still
tentative and contested, but in different ways they are helping to explain why
local political processes and “ownership” matter so fundamentally.
For example, research commissioned by dﬁd—and widely known within
the organization—suggests that achieving better governance involves striking
a balance between the need for effective state control and capacity to act, and
the need for holders of state power to be accountable for their actions. Constructing more effective, accountable public authority involves a political
process of engagement between holders of state power and organized groups
in society. For this to result in institutions that are legitimate and sustainable,
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the process needs, over time, to deliver positive-sum outcomes—arrangements
that are valued and that become “institutionalized” because they are seen as
serving the common interests of those involved. An example from the history
of Western Europe is the long process of (often violent) bargaining between
rulers and citizens that resulted in the creation of civil, political, and economic
rights in return for recognition of obligations to pay tax. This process of institution building is inherently messy, conﬂict ridden, incremental, uncertain,
and long term (ids 2005).
Developing countries today face a huge challenge: they must engage in basic state building while simultaneously developing a range of economic, social,
and political institutions that will allow them to function in an increasingly
globalizing world. For many countries in sub-Saharan Africa and elsewhere,
the experience of state formation has left an especially difﬁcult legacy. State
power was forged by an outside authority, often supported by little sense of
political community, and was handed over at independence to a small elite,
which was not confronted by broadly based interest groups able to counter
the private use of public power. Moreover, the current global environment, in
which very poor countries coexist and interact with very rich countries, has created unprecedented problems for governance. Political elites in poor countries often have access to huge rents from controlling the supply of oil, mineral resources, and narcotics to rich countries, as well as access to generous
amounts of aid. This weakens the requirement for states to engage in bargaining with taxpayers or other organized groups and to build state capacity to
collect and administer revenues. Both political elites and rebel groups have
access to sophisticated military technology and external support, and this further undermines the prospects for even-handed engagement between states and
citizens (Moore 2004). Political mobilization is often along ethnic lines rather
than around economic or other interests of the sort that would facilitate compromise over time and provide incentives for political actors to respond. The
fact that poor people, even in democracies, are often not organizing around
common interests in poverty reduction is clearly problematic from the point
of view of gaining support for a pro-poor agenda.
All of this is illuminating in a negative way. The governance reforms that
donors commonly push—improving public expenditure management, tackling corruption, strengthening the bureaucracy—require collective action by
state and societal actors. This is difﬁcult in any circumstances—essentially
because it means people must surrender tangible, short-term, private gains
for the more uncertain prospect of sharing in wider public goods (growth,
better services) (Brautigam 2000). Getting this kind of collective action is particularly problematic where governments have not established legitimacy and
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built capacity through negotiated relationships with organized groups in society, but instead operate on the basis of highly personalized, patronage-based
networks. This helps explain why so much donor assistance to support capacity building or to strengthen the voices of service providers is ineffective. When
the basis of public accountability is an expectation that politicians will deliver
highly direct, tangible beneﬁts on a personal basis to their supporters, citizens
have few incentives to organize to demand that services be provided on the basis
of universal rights. When MPs are not elected in the expectation that they will
be watchdogs for taxpayers, the Public Accounts Committee and the Audit
Commission will lack teeth, however much they receive in resources and technical assistance.
This is all very challenging for donors. It exposes the limits of their inﬂuence—indeed, it exposes their capacity to make a bad situation worse. It
unearths the huge gap between the highly personalized, patronage-based systems found in many developing countries, and the Weberian ideal of institutionalized, rules-based, autonomous public institutions that underpins
the traditional governance agenda. If, as seems likely, it is not possible in most
situations to “skip straight to Weber” (Pritchett’s telling phrase), donors may
well be left feeling at a loss as they confront a scene of huge complexity and
diversity, and hear themselves being told to look for locally driven, countryspeciﬁc solutions without any clear road map or indeed destination in view.
This risks becoming unmanageable.
VI
So What Could Donors Do about Governance?

The good news is that donors need not succumb to undue pessimism (about
the intractability of deeply entrenched political culture), nor to unwarranted
optimism (about their ability to achieve change through aid partnerships).
Their capacity directly to promote better governance may be limited, but
donors and the international community more generally could do much more
to inﬂuence the behaviour of political actors in poor countries by helping
change institutional incentives.
One clear starting point is to prioritize those actions over which policymakers in rich countries do have some control. These include a range of interventions that have been on the agenda for some time and that have been given
much more prominence in recent statements on donor policy. The list in the
British government’s White Paper is ambitious: it includes regulating the
behaviour of transnational companies; tackling international money laundering; cleaning up illegal trade in natural resources; strengthening safeguards
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by national export credit guarantee agencies against corruption; placing better controls on trade in conventional arms; and extending the principles underpinning the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative to public procurement
in health, defence, and construction. The single most important thing that
donors could do to improve the prospects for better governance in poor countries is secure agreement within their own governments to give these issues
real weight. There may also be scope to increase the range of issues tackled, by
appealing to the reputational concerns of the private sector—for example, by
enlisting the cooperation of major pharmaceutical companies to help control
corruption in the procurement of drugs. There is also scope to extend to other
sectors measures (such as the Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade
Regulation [ﬂegt]) that capitalize on the EU’s diplomatic and economic bargaining power to change the incentives facing governments and business in
poorer countries. Action at an international level could be complemented by
donors at a country level—for instance, by helping timber-exporting countries
develop monitoring and licensing systems to comply with the flegt. This
could be a much more effective way of improving governance—albeit indirectly—than funding an anticorruption commission (Moore and Unsworth
2006).
Donors need to get serious about “harmonization”—not just by improving
coordination, but through much more radical rationalization of their programs so as to limit the number of donors that are operating in any given
country and making demands on its hard-pressed government. This could be
done relatively quickly and could make a signiﬁcant difference, not just by reducing transaction costs, but by increasing the coherence and consistency of
donors’ behaviour, and changing perceptions in recipient countries regarding their motives. The perceived legitimacy of donor activity matters.
Donors could also have an indirect effect on governance by doing more to
improve the enabling environment for growth. Speciﬁcally, they could attach
much greater urgency to action (already on the international agenda) to reduce
agricultural subsidies and to remove barriers that prevent poor countries from
beneﬁting from trade and investment opportunities. Moreover, a range of traditional donor interventions to build human skills, enhance livelihoods, and
improve communications and access to information and services could all do
much to foster a more conducive environment for groups—including groups
of poor people—to organize public action. In some countries road building
would do more to improve governance than direct assistance to strengthen
institutions. Instead of starting with a particular economic or social policy
agenda and viewing weak governance as an obstacle to be overcome, it may be
more productive to think about better governance as a long-term endeavour
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closely linked to economic and social change. That implies taking a less normative view of what constitutes good governance and, instead of frontally
assaulting the symptoms of poor governance, looking for more indirect ways
for donors to support (and not undermine) local processes of change. It also
means looking for (often small, incremental) ways to nurture growth or improve services in spite of poor governance (ids 2005).
Aid Modalities

Given the potential for aid to distort local priorities and to weaken incentives
for collective action, a very high priority for donors must be to understand
the impact of different aid modalities on local institutions and political processes. This has underpinned much of the thinking on the move from projects
to budget support—thinking often accompanied by heroic assumptions about
the scope for the latter to strengthen domestic accountability and local management of public expenditures. The risk is that the failure to achieve quick
results will lead to the abandonment of these mechanisms before they have had
a chance to work. Alternatively, such mechanisms may get captured by donors
and, far from strengthening government accountability to local stakeholders,
be used instead to increase donor inﬂuence over spending priorities.
What more can donors do to adjust their aid modalities with a view to their
impact on local political process? Here are some ideas:
• Take a more hands-off approach to preparing national development strategies, reducing the list of donor requirements, increasing transparency of
the whole process, allowing for much more local variation, and encouraging open discussion of priorities for economic and social development.
Don’t think of “dialogue” as something that is always donor-led. Take a
longer-term view and live with the implication that the results in the short
term may be less directly pro-poor.
• Get serious about predictable funding, and make it a higher priority in setting and managing conditions for ﬁnancial aid. Predictability can cut both
ways: it can increase the moral hazard problem, but it can also provide the
basis for a more objective planning process based on needs and rights rather
than ad hoc patronage beneﬁts, if people believe they can plan for the longer
term. This could be important, and not just as a way to increase efﬁciency
of resource use—it could also help make it worthwhile for user groups to
organize, and in the longer term it can contribute to more issues-based
politics.
• Make much more country-speciﬁc judgments about the likely effect of volumes and types of aid—including budget support—on local institutions
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and political processes, including their impact on fragile democratic processes. Keep a focus on process: Could a more institutionalized, rules-based
process of budget formulation and monitoring, and more accessible public information, provide entry points and incentives for collective action
by stakeholders—including MPs, taxpayers, and business groups as well as
civil society organizations?
• Consider linking the availability of budget support to a dialogue about tax
reform and local revenue raising, with a view to gradually replacing aid
with tax revenue. (It is striking that the mechanisms embraced by donors,
including national poverty reduction strategies and budget support, focus
on spending and beneﬁciaries to the exclusion of revenue raising and taxpayers.) This would have to be handled with care, given the risk that ﬁscal
targets could provoke more oppressive methods of revenue raising, but it
is hard to see how domestic accountability can be strengthened without
more public debate linking sources of revenue with spending and with
more broadly based, less arbitrary and coercive tax administration. Think
about whether, in the shorter term, aid could be designed to look more like
tax revenue—for example, through a trust fund arrangement subject to
rules enshrined in local legislation.
• Think about how the design of projects and sector programs might provide
incentives for bureaucrats and beneﬁciaries, as well as entry points for different groups of stakeholders to take collective action to improve services.
Preventive health programs in northeastern Brazil (Tendler 1997), and the
Employment Guarantee Scheme in Maharashtra (recently extended in a
modiﬁed form to other Indian states), are well-known examples of how
the institutional design of public programs can affect incentives. Donors tend
to think of support for civil society in terms of increasing pressure on the
state for more accountability—but the state itself has an important role to
play in shaping opportunities and motivations for different groups to organize (ids 2005). It is important not to lose sight of these local dynamics in
the enthusiasm for a move to budget support.
• Be prepared for a radical rethink of donor language. By framing the agenda
(poverty reduction and good governance) in a particular way, donors risk
failing to engage with powerful groups of people—business, religious and
traditional leaders, professional associations, elected politicians, social movements—who may have objectives that coincide or overlap with those of
donors, but who are not inspired by the language of Millennium Development Goals or liberal democracy. Other things, including reputation, national security, prosperity, fear of social unrest or ethnic violence, and ideological or religious values, may have much greater salience. Historically,
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poor people have almost always made progress in alliance with more powerful groups, and ﬁnding a basis for accommodating different interests is critical to the democratic process. When donors insist on continuing to frame
the agenda and set policy prescriptions in ways that resonate with them,
they miss out on opportunities to ﬁnd common ground with local power
holders and opinion formers. They could start by trying to talk in more
accessible language to private business people.
• There is, however, scope for societies to learn from one another. One thing
that external actors can do is provide access to experience—and resources—
from elsewhere. This could be done much less intrusively, with the emphasis on responding to local demands, supporting local capacity for policy
analysis, and helping generate and disseminate more reliable, accessible
data. Examples include the multidonor governance partnership in Indonesia and dﬁd’s Enabling State Programme in Nepal. There have been problems with both these mechanisms; even so, it is worth persevering with this
concept.
• Where the local environment is not too unpromising, a case can be made
for continuing with more traditional capacity-building efforts, with realistic objectives and a willingness to stay engaged over the long haul. Priorities should include public ﬁnancial management and procurement systems. This is an area where good practice is fairly well agreed upon, where
a number of countries have made good progress, and where donors have
some legitimacy to engage.
The important point underlying all of these ideas for changing donor practices is to make the local context the starting point for shaping a reform agenda,
rather than setting off with preconceived policies and looking to “manage”
the politics. Donors tend to look at governance reform as a means of promoting growth and poverty reduction, or with a normative agenda of democratic
change in mind. So they restrict themselves to a rather limited menu of options
and look for direct interventions to strengthen formal institutions, all the while
supporting “demand side” pressures for change. Rethinking governance suggests that more indirect, incremental approaches may often be necessary; but
it also reveals that a whole range of seemingly technical measures (such as tax
reform) have governance implications. While this means much more realism
regarding short-term reform objectives, it also considerably expands the potential scope of interventions for changing the institutional incentives for political and economic elites in poor countries.
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VII
Can Any of This Really Be Done?

Quite a lot of the above would be doable if policy actors in wealthy countries
really believed it mattered. Above all, they could get serious about changing the
negative impact of their own behaviour on poor countries, by restricting access
to rents and improving the global environment for trade and investment.
Donors could get serious about rationalizing country coverage, improving
their understanding of political and institutional contexts, trying to engage
more effectively with local processes of change, and watching their language.
Some of this is already happening. The importance of “rethinking governance”
is that it explains what lies behind the conventional wisdom about the need for
“ownership”of policies and programs and for better understanding of the local political environment. Without that, the sense of urgency about changing
donor behaviour will be lost, and the temptation to overload the agenda will
be hard to resist.
However, there are more fundamental difﬁculties. Donors face a whole
range of bureaucratic pressures: to meet spending targets, to comply with the
latest intellectual fashion or political preoccupation, to launch initiatives, to
demonstrate short-term success, and to be seen to be “doing something” about
the vast and intractable challenges facing developing countries. These pressures have an impact at the level of the organization, but they also affect the
career progression of individuals. They make it very difﬁcult to defend longterm, locally driven strategies for incremental change. The internal organization of donor agencies tends to value technical or bureaucratic skills over indepth country knowledge. There is still surprisingly little interest in historical
perspectives.
There are tensions—in some countries, deep tensions—between the objectives of donor agencies and the preoccupation of other parts of government
with conﬂicting objectives. These tensions relate to short-term ﬁscal management, national security, speciﬁc foreign-policy goals, and commercial considerations. Such tensions are inevitable but they can be negotiated: perceptions
regarding what best serves the national interest can and do change. Conﬂicts
among competing objectives might be easier to manage if the opposing parties at least had a common understanding of how the world really works. An
important potential beneﬁt of dﬁd’s Drivers of Change and Sida’s “power analysis” studies is a better shared understanding with other government departments of the complex realities each of them confronts.
But the most difﬁcult challenge arises from the fact that donors “own” the
money they supply in aid and are accountable for it to their own taxpayers. This
means they must respond to the demands and expectations of organized groups
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in their own society, which may be in tension with local realities and expectations in recipient countries. Especially difﬁcult issues arise in relation to conditionalities that link ﬁnancial aid to the observance of human rights by recipient governments (for a thoughtful discussion of this thorny topic, see Uvin
2004).
So is there a better way of managing these tensions? There is no overall formula for doing so. But if donors confronted the challenges more honestly,
they might be able to manage the trade-offs differently. The need for some
measure of conditionality attached to donor funds would not disappear, but
it could be managed in a less intrusive way provided that donors embraced
longer time horizons and more realistic starting expectations, better appreciated the constraints under which their “partners” were operating, and were
willing to settle for second-best outcomes in a far from ideal situation. They
could manage the trade-offs between predictability of funding and conditionality differently if they really believed in the value of predictable funding. They
might have to settle for achievements in limited areas rather than across-theboard improvements. They could value a more genuine political process for
national development strategies over a donor-driven, more directly pro-poor
agenda. They could do more to educate their own taxpayers about the depth
of the challenges faced by many poor countries. If they operated in a smaller
number of countries, they might stand a better chance of building relationships
with broader groups in society and of spotting opportunities to support locally
driven change. If they could get better at separating their own foreign-policy
objectives from their aspirations to help poor countries achieve development
goals, they might be able to increase their perceived legitimacy. They might even
be surprised at how quickly things could move in some areas if they could
ﬁnd ways of linking the development agenda more closely with the interests
and concerns of local groups that have some political clout.
They could do this if they really believed that local political processes matter. And cumulatively, over time, they could make a difference.
▲

3
BOY SCOUTS AND FEARFUL ANGELS:
THE EVOLUTION OF CANADA’S INTERNATIONAL
GOOD GOVERNANCE AGENDA

▼
Ian Smillie

Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.
—Alexander Pope, An Essay on Criticism, 1711
Introduction

Canadian foreign policy has been bipolar for as long as anyone working in the
Pearson Building can remember. So says Allan Gottlieb, former Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs and former Canadian Ambassador to the
United States. He observes that “one pole ties us to hard reality, realpolitik if
you will, and makes us want our governments to protect the national interests
when it deals with other states. Canadians, when they think this way, talk in
terms of sovereignty, security, territory, trade, economic growth and prosperity” (Gottlieb 2004, 1).
In contrast, the other pole takes a visionary, even romantic approach to the
world: “The vision changes from time to time, but at its most expansive, it is
based on a mission to create a more just world, promote democracy, reduce
inequities among nations, protect victims of injustice, and alleviate the conditions of the poor and the oppressed” (ibid.). These competing themes, Gottlieb says, have rarely been reconciled, creating confusion and incoherence in
Canadian foreign policy. Gottlieb has little time for the “romantic” side of the
Canadian persona, describing it in terms of do-gooders and Boy Scoutism.
Canada alone, he believes, can have little impact on transforming state behaviour elsewhere, and the romantic approach will accomplish little, apart from
making its proponents feel good.
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This chapter is about the part of Canadian foreign policy that Gottlieb
rather inaccurately describes as “romantic”—Canada’s mission, as perceived by
governments over the past three decades, to create a more just world, to promote democracy stability and security, to reduce inequities among nations,
and to protect victims of injustice.
The chapter examines the evolution of the “good governance” agenda,
beginning with early thinking about human rights and the implications for both
foreign policy and aid programming of taking such issues seriously. It then
reviews the evolution of thinking about economic governance in the 1980s,
before the end of the Cold War. The journey then moves into the post-1989
period, when policy-makers dared at last to speak the name that had so long
been kept behind closed doors: democracy. Today, the good governance agenda,
at least in Canada, covers all of these areas and more—including the role of civil
society, and competent, transparent, and responsible administration of government. When the term “good governance” is used in this chapter, it usually
refers to this collection of ideas and norms as they are understood today,
although a ﬁnal section of the chapter discusses the possibility that they should
perhaps not be conﬂated, at least not until a great deal more is known about
them.
■
In the early summer of 2005, Michael Ignatieff, then a respected Harvard human rights professor and a frequent contributor to the New York Times, wrote
a lengthy article about US efforts to spread democracy. It was titled “Who Are
Americans to Think That Freedom Is Theirs to Spread?” (Ignatieff 2005a). He
described the historical contradictions in American thinking about freedom
and democracy, quoting Thomas Jefferson’s ﬁnal letter, written on the occasion of the ﬁftieth anniversary of American independence. The slave-owning
third president, who a half-century earlier had penned the immortal words,“all
men are created equal,” said he believed that democracy’s worldwide triumph
was assured. Despite the obvious contradictions, Ignatieff wrote, “if Jefferson’s
vision were only an ideology of self-congratulation, it would never have inspired
Americans to do the hard work of reducing the gap between dream and reality.”
Ignatieff’s view of America’s worldwide effort to promote democracy would
be immaterial to this chapter had he not used several paragraphs to criticize
Germany, France, and Canada for their timid efforts at spreading democracy:
Never have there been more democracies. Never has America been more
alone in spreading democracy’s promise. Ask the Canadians why they aren’t
joining the crusade to spread democracy and you get this from their government’s recent [2005] foreign-policy review: “Canadians hold their values
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dear, but are not keen to see them imposed on others. This is not the Canadian way.” (ibid.)

Rewind less than four months to the March 2005 national convention of the
Liberal Party of Canada, where Ignatieff gave a keynote address:
South of us, they talk about “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” They
want to export freedom and democracy to the world. Canadians tend to be
skeptical about such dreams. But we have a dream too. We are the people of
“peace, order and good government.” From Sri Lanka to Iraq, from South
Africa to Ukraine, we can help promote democratic federalism for multi-ethnic, multi-lingual states. Exporting peace, order and good government should
be the core of a disciplined foreign policy that concentrates on what we do
best and shares the Canadian dream with the rest of the world. (Ignatieff
2005b)

It may be that Ignatieff, in using the imperative tense in March, was attempting to inﬂuence the government’s as yet unreleased International Policy Statement (ips). Having reviewed that statement after its April release, however,
and safely back at Harvard, he could take a stick to it. Things change, of course,
and Ignatieff did not long remain at Harvard. In January 2006 he was elected
to Parliament as a Liberal, coincident with the defeat of the Liberal government.
As an Opposition backbencher and a failed contender for the leadership of
the Liberal Party, he now had considerable opportunity to berate the new
Canadian government and to help reshape the thinking of Liberals on how
best to spread democracy.
Until the defeat of the Liberal government, the ips was the most important public document on Canada’s foreign policy. With Stephen Harper’s election, that was destined to change, but the ips remains an important benchmark
in many ways, not least on the subject of governance. The ips devoted two
pages to the issue of “promoting good governance,” stating that “Canada will
assist countries to build the conditions for secure, equitable development by
promoting good governance, focussing Canadian efforts on democratization,
human rights, the rule of law, public sector capacity building, and conﬂict
prevention” (Canada 2005a). The cida estimates for 2005–6 included $565
million for governance, 12.8 percent of total oda; in contrast, usaid planned
to spend only us$208 million from its development assistance budget on
democracy, conﬂict prevention, and human rights. As might be imagined, the
numbers were not strictly comparable, with much depending on how subjects were coded in budget documents (about which, more later). That said,
to the Canadian amount could be added $119 million for a Peace and Security
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Program managed by the Department of Foreign Affairs, and to the US numbers could be added another us$840 million, which although undisaggregated, included funding for Egypt and Israel as well as balance-of-payments
support for Turkey and the Andean Counterdrug Initiative, along with monies
for a wide range of democratic institution-building programs in developing and
transition countries. This would bring total Canadian spending on governance
to $684 million (or about us$570 million) against us$1,048 million by the
United States. In other words, Canada, with a population and economy onetenth that of the United States, planned to spend 54 percent of what the latter
country did in real terms on governance. Another way of putting it is to say
that in per capita terms, Canada planned to spend ﬁve times more than the
United States on democracy and governance-related issues.
Michael Ignatieff might have been more accurate if instead of saying,“Never
has America been more alone in spreading democracy’s promise,” he had said,
“Never has America been more alone in talking about spreading democracy’s
promise.”
Good Governance:
The Evolution of Understanding
In the Beginning

The term “governance” is as elastic as the word “downtown,” and the idea of
promoting “good governance” has evolved dramatically over time. It is essentially about building effective institutions and rules imbued with predictability, accountability, transparency, and the rule of law. It is about relations
between institutions and processes, governmental and otherwise. A undp
report (2002, 52) states: “It is also about protecting human rights, promoting
wider participation in the institutions and rules that affect people’s lives and
achieving more equitable economic and social outcomes.… Governance for
human development must be democratic in substance and in form.”
The government’s 2005 ips acknowledged that “governance is a broad ﬁeld”
and declared that the government (soon to be defeated at the polls) would be
developing programs in governance around ﬁve main pillars:
• Democratization: electoral democracy; strengthening democratic institutions and practices, including electoral and legislative systems, citizen engagement (particularly with women), and the role of civil society in the
political process;
• Human rights: support for the promotion and implementation of human
rights, including the rights of women and of children, particularly those
affected by conﬂict, gender-based violence, and natural disasters;
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• Rule of law: legal/judicial reform with a focus on institutions, including
strengthening the judiciary, the Bar, and legal-aid systems;
• Public sector institution and capacity building: Canadian-supported programming will help build core institutions and technical and managerial
competencies, including oversight, accountability, and anti-corruption
measures;
• Conﬂict prevention, peacebuilding, and security-sector reform: programming will include integrating conﬂict indicators and early warning systems;
demobilization of former combatants; truth and reconciliation commissions,
small-arms collection programs; and policing, transparency and oversight
of security organs. (Canada 2005a)
In the 1960s, during the “ﬁrst development decade,” the word governance
was nowhere to be found in the development lexicon of any Western donor
nation. At that time, overseas development assistance (oda) focused more on
the tangibles of development: health, education, infrastructure, and economic
growth. The 1969 Partners in Development: The Report of the Commission on
International Development, known more familiarly as the Pearson Report,
touched on political issues in an oblique manner, speaking of the need to break
restrictions of class and caste and of the need for land reform: “There must be
administrative reform to make the government machinery more responsive to
popular need and more effective in implementing development plans” (Pearson 1969, 54). This is a component of today’s idea of governance, but only one,
and beyond a single paragraph, the report had little more to say on the subject.
At the time, human rights—a key part of most modern governance programs—were only vaguely understood as something aid programmers might
consider. Such rights were seen in much the way Jefferson understood all men
to be equal—that is, in a somewhat selective manner. Foreign Policy for Canadians, published in 1970, was an effort by the young Trudeau government,
transitioning from the Pearsonian idea of Canada as “helpful ﬁxer,” to establish a fresh set of principles and priorities for Canada’s foreign and defence
policies. One of its six themes was the promotion of social justice, although this
referred almost exclusively to the economic development of Africa, Asia, and
Latin America. Nowhere was there any mention of human rights. Even in a retrospective 1995 memoir by Trudeau and his Special Assistant Ivan Head, there
is no discussion of human rights as a prominent issue (Head and Trudeau
1995).
Human rights were at times considered—for example, in the suspension
of aid to Idi Amin’s Uganda in 1973 and to Pol Pot’s Cambodia in 1977. But as
a clear focus for cida programming, human rights were again given a miss in
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the government’s 1975 Strategy for International Cooperation 1975–80, and they
were not mentioned in a critique of that policy by the North-South Institute
in 1980 (North-South Institute 1980). By then, however, changes internationally were at least being noticed in Canada. The 1975 Helsinki Accord, a diplomatic agreement among thirty-ﬁve states, was beginning to inﬂuence Communist signatories in the ﬁeld of human rights. The Carter administration had
emphasized human rights in its aid allocations—albeit somewhat selectively—
and Norway and the Netherlands had introduced human rights into their
development programs. In 1979, during the brief Clark government, Foreign
Minister Flora MacDonald announced that Canada would begin to take human rights into account in its international relations. This created a stir in the
media—and in the Pearson Building. But the Clark government did not last,
and in the report of the 1980 Parliamentary Task Force on North-South Relations, human rights were again passed over.
Nevertheless, during the 1980s, human rights crept inexorably up the international agenda, and gradually the issue came to be addressed more often and
more forthrightly by Canada. During the 1980s, aid to a number of countries
was suspended on the basis of human rights violations, albeit sometimes only
brieﬂy or selectively (Guyana, El Salvador, Guatemala, Suriname, Fiji). Canada
cut off part of its aid to Sri Lanka over the forced resettlement of Tamils in a
controversial hydroelectric project, and in the late 1980s, it suspended aid to
Haiti and Burma. A 1986 Department of Foreign Affairs Green Paper listed
justice and democracy as one of six basic objectives for Canadian foreign policy. This objective was framed mainly in terms of aid and human rights, with
the focus on key human rights ﬂashpoints of the day: South Africa and Central America (Canada 1986). The same year a special Joint Committee of Parliament endorsed the idea of linking oda with human rights performance and
suggested that an “International Institute on Human Rights and Democratic
Development” be established. Although it would take three more years to create what was ﬁnally called the International Centre for Human Rights and
Democratic Development (ichrdd), the Mulroney government accepted the
recommendation almost immediately.
In 1987, cida published “Sharing Our Future: Canadian International Development Assistance,” the most comprehensive statement on Canadian aid
policies up to that point and the launch of the ﬁrst major organizational shift
to support governance-related objectives. Though it did not discuss democracy beyond a reafﬁrmation of the ichrdd, it declared that the government was
“ﬁrmly committed to integrating human rights fully into the broad sweep of
Canada’s external relations” (cida 1987). In cases of “systematic, gross and
continuous” human rights abuses, aid would be reduced or denied. cida devel-
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opment ofﬁcers were to receive special human rights training, and a unit was
to be created within cida to ensure that all programs were consistent with the
government’s human rights concerns.
Changes in the International Environment

Where the issue of democracy was concerned, political events during the 1980s
began to overtake the normative discourse. The Cold War had cast a chill over
any serious discussion of democratic development in a wide range of superpower client states, including Zaire, Liberia, Ethiopia, Afghanistan, Mozambique, Somalia, and Angola; other states such as Indonesia and China were
excused from the discussion for strategic or commercial reasons. But winds of
democratic change began to blow across Latin America during the 1980s,
fuelled by debt crises that turned autocratic regimes to ﬂight. Peru was the
ﬁrst to hold democratic elections in 1980, followed by Bolivia in 1982, Argentina
in 1983, Brazil and Uruguay in 1985, Chile in 1988, and Paraguay in 1989. By the
middle of the decade there were other changes. The Marcos dictatorship in
the Philippines fell to a popular uprising, and in the Soviet Union, Mikhail
Gorbachev startled his fellow citizens and the entire world with his new policies of glasnost and perestroika.
A variation on the governance theme, although not labelled as such at the
time, was a rising concern among donor governments with economic management. A 1981 publication by the World Bank, “Accelerated Development in
Sub-Saharan Africa: An Agenda for Action” (sometimes referred to as the Berg
Report), is regarded as a watershed in the evolution of governance thinking at
the Bank. In fact, the word governance never appears in the report, and neither
does the word democracy. The report did, though, observe that political fragility
in Africa had (and presumably this was a bad thing) “forced the post-independence leadership to give especially high priority to short-term political
decisions” (World Bank 1981, 11). The same report provided a recipe for effective administrative reform: smaller government; more cost-effectiveness civil
service, especially near the top; better deﬁnitions of accountability and incentives; “novel approaches to community involvement”; and, ﬁnally, high-quality analysis and prescription tailored to a country’s speciﬁc needs.
The Berg Report emerged at a time that for many developing countries was
as bad, economically speaking, as the Great Depression. The oil crisis of the
1970s, global recession, famine and drought, and commodity and debt crises
forced one country after another into difﬁcult stabilization agreements with
the International Monetary Fund (imf). Structural adjustment became the
watchword of the decade, and governance—economic governance—became
its handmaid. During the 1970s the imf had engaged in about 10 stabilization
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programs a year. In 1980 the number rose to 28, and by 1985 there had been 129.
Typically, adjustment programs had three components: expenditure reduction; expenditure switching (exchange rate devaluation as well as reduced subsidies, import controls, and taxes); and institutional and policy reforms (trade
liberalization, privatization, ﬁscal reform, and less state involvement in the
economy). This cocktail, developed during the self-assured conservatism of
the Reagan/Thatcher/Mulroney era, reﬂected an orthodoxy that would soon
become known as the “Washington Consensus.” By the late 1980s, however,
the side effects of this economic chemotherapy were often proving worse than
the disease. In 1987, unicef produced an inﬂuential review of the experience
thus far and concluded that “overall, prevailing adjustment programs tend to
increase aggregate poverty, or in other words the number of people—and of
children—living below the poverty line” (Cornia et al. 1987, 66). For most
donors, however, the governance issue would remain, and it would remain
largely ﬁxed on economic governance.
cida’s Annual Report for 1985–86 stated hopefully that “economic stabilization programs negotiated with the imf are beginning to bear fruit” (1986,
11). Two years later, the minister responsible for cida reported on a UN Special Session on Africa at which “Africans pledged reform, and the international
community promised more support” (cida 1988, 5). oda was about to enter
a decade-long decline; “reform”—in the shape of more structural adjustment—
was not. In its 1989–90 Annual Report, cida still had economic reform and
structural adjustment at the top of its list of priorities (cida 1990a, 15).
1989: Twelve Months That Shook the World

The year 1989 was a seminal one in world history. More autocratic governments were overturned in the name of democracy than at any time since the
antimonarchist revolutions of 1848. In 1989 the Berlin Wall fell, a wave of independence surged across a dozen Soviet vassal states, and the Cold War whimpered to an end. At a more mundane level, serious questions were being asked
in developing countries about the past decade of high-handed donor demands
and about whether conditionality squared with democratic governance. In a
trenchant critique of aid conditionality—thinly disguised as “policy dialogue”
and donor “advice”—development economist Tony Killick said that the experiment with structural adjustment had gone too far. He warned against simplistic, single-solution responses to complex problems and economic systems.
He told donors to “beware the temptation of exaggerating the appropriateness of policy prescriptions derived from mainstream theory, and the overconﬁdent advocacy of those prescriptions which such exaggeration can cause”
(1989, 63). He warned about the political pitfalls of economic policy reform:
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“By the act of laying down policy conditions aid donors willy-nilly become
active players in the domestic politics of the recipient country,” where their
ability to bring about change is heavily circumscribed and where serious unanticipated risks are borne by others (ibid.).
Conventional wisdom had long held that authoritarian governments were
more likely than democracies to carry out unpopular adjustment polices. This
might explain why, throughout the 1980s, the World Bank had restricted its
interest in governance to economic management. In 1989, however, the Washington-based Overseas Development Council (odc) published a series of articles under the title Fragile Coalitions: The Politics of Economic Adjustment. The
odc found that while there were no easy solutions to the economic problems
of developing countries, “constitutional governments have done as well as
authoritarian regimes in managing fiscal and monetary policy during the
1980s” (Haggard and Kaufman 1989, 74). The oecd went even further in its 1989
dac report: “Now that the word ‘democracy’ has become an acceptable word
to use in development circles, we are also hearing more often concerns about
‘corruption’. … We are even beginning to hear that one-party systems do not
work” (oedc dac 1989, 16). It added that “There is a vital connection, now
more widely appreciated, between open, democratic and accountable political systems, individual rights and the effective and equitable operation of economic systems” (ibid., ii).
The change in thinking can be seen in differences between Robert Cassen
and Associates’ 1985 Does Aid Work? Report to an Intergovernmental Task Force,
and the second edition nine years later: “A new issue had entered into the aid
discussion for the 1990s—that of governance. It was as if the donors were
going up the ladder of causality, from projects to policies to the way in which
countries were governed” (1994, 82). In The Other Path, Hernando de Soto
demonstrated the cost of a badly functioning government to the economy of
Peru. Inefﬁciencies and weak legal systems had caused small entrepreneurs to
avoid the formal sector of the economy entirely—a phenomenon common to
this day in much (if not most) of the developing world (De Soto 1989).
Although structural adjustment would continue, the accompanying dogmatism of the past was now muted. “Adjustment programs should continue
to evolve,” said the Bank, and furthermore, those programs would have to
“take fuller account of the social impact of reforms” (1989, 14). Although the
Bank still had a hard time writing down the word democracy, its thinking on
governance was now reaching cautiously beyond economic management.
There would not be much external help from donors, it said,“unless governance
in Africa improves. Leaders must become more accountable to their peoples”
(ibid., 1). And as with the oecd, the C-word was out of the bag. The report dis-
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cussed corruption and patronage in detail and spoke of the need for “pluralistic institutional structures …a determination to respect the rule of law, and
vigorous protection of the freedom of the press and human rights” (ibid., 61)
In its 1989–90 Annual Report, cida acknowledged that “the wave of democracy sweeping Eastern European countries is shaking some African nations,
whose people are calling for more democracy.” But this did not appear to
impinge on cida’s approach to programming, where macroeconomic rectitude
remained the number one priority.“In 1989–90, Canada was steadfast in its support for structural adjustment programs,” the report stated without qualiﬁcation (1990a, 21). Meanwhile, on the human rights front there was little forward movement. Although human rights had featured prominently in Sharing
Our Future two years before, cida Minister Monique Landry admitted in June
1989 that human rights had so far not yet been factored into recommendations
to Cabinet on aid distribution (Morrison 1998, 322).
By 1989, conﬁdence in the old approaches had only started to wobble within
the aid establishment. Outside, however, criticism was raging. Graham Hancock’s 1989 Lords of Poverty was subtitled “The Power, Prestige and Corruption of the International Aid Business.” Although Hancock overstated his case
against ofﬁcial aid, every chapter dripped with well-documented stories of
incompetent aid delivery and corruption in developing countries. A more
credible aid critic, and one less easy to dismiss, is Joseph Stiglitz, former chief
economist and vice-president of the World Bank. Stiglitz, who worked at the
Bank between 1997 and 2000, soon afterwards wrote that “those who valued
democratic processes saw how ‘conditionality’—the conditions that international lenders imposed in return for their assistance—undermined national
sovereignty” (2002, 7). The net effect of the policies set by the Washington
Consensus “has all too often been to beneﬁt the few at the expense of the many,
the well-off at the expense of the poor. In many cases, commercial interests and
values have superseded concern for the environment, democracy, human
rights, and social justice” (ibid., 20). In fact, in their inability to hear and
respond to criticism, the World Bank and the imf themselves provide useful
case studies in questionable governance.
Words and Deeds: China, South Africa, and Indonesia

Canadian supporters of human rights and democracy found an unexpected
champion in the conservative international political climate of the late 1980s
and early 1990s: Prime Minister Brian Mulroney. The Mulroney government
took strong, principled stands on three issues: the Tiananmen Square massacre, apartheid South Africa, and Indonesian human rights abuse in East
Timor.
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In the immediate aftermath of the Chinese government’s suppression of
the pro-democracy movement in June 1989, Foreign Minister Joe Clark announced the suspension of ﬁve aid projects budgeted at $61 million. Although
Canada would not jeopardize long-standing links between Canadian and Chinese institutions, it halted any support that might strengthen the Chinese government’s repressive capacities, and three projects were eventually cancelled.
Canada had been slow to enunciate and even slower to enact a general
human rights policy in its aid programs during the late 1980s—with one major
exception: South Africa. In a speech to the UN General Assembly in October
1985, Mulroney declared: “Canada is ready, if there are no fundamental changes
in South Africa, to invoke total sanctions against that country and its repressive regime. More than that, if there is no progress in the dismantling of
apartheid, relations with South Africa may have to be severed absolutely (in
Freeman 1997, 149).”
This was followed by a series of measures, including aid to victims of apartheid as well as a number of political and economic sanctions—the ﬁrst ever
by Canada—against South Africa. Canada actually had very little trade with
South Africa, but symbolically the sanctions were important in Canada and
South Africa as well as throughout the Commonwealth. In the process, Mulroney personally confronted Margaret Thatcher, the British prime minister,
arguing that in the twenty-ﬁve years since John Diefenbaker initiated South
Africa’s expulsion from the Commonwealth, enough time had passed to demonstrate the ineffectuality of other efforts at persuasion. While Canada may
not have made a great deal of difference to the outcome of events in South
Africa, it is noteworthy that the Conservative Mulroney government, with its
strong corporate constituency, pursued a Southern Africa policy that was radically different from that of the Trudeau government and of Britain, assuming a kind of moral leadership on this issue within the Commonwealth.1
In October 1991, Mulroney, speaking at a Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting, said that nothing was more important in international relations than respect for individual freedoms and human rights: “For Canada, the
future course is clear: we shall be increasingly channelling our development
assistance to those countries that show respect for the fundamental rights and
individual freedoms of their people. Canada will not subsidize repression and
the stiﬂing of democracy.”
A month later, when Indonesian troops opened ﬁre on independence demonstrators in East Timor, the Mulroney government was true to its word—
sort of. New aid projects to Indonesia were frozen, although ongoing aid programs were not affected. At about $35 million a year, Indonesia remained one
of Canada’s largest aid recipients throughout the 1990s. That ﬁgure was dwarfed,
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however, by two-way trade of $1.6 billion in 1997 and by Canadian arms sales
to Indonesia of $420 million between 1993 and 1997. Meanwhile, despite the
cutbacks in China, that country actually remained the second-largest recipient of Canadian government assistance, courtesy of cida and edc concessional loans.2
Canada’s Pursuit of Good Governance
A Fifteen-Year Retrospective

Since 1990 much has changed both globally and domestically in thinking about
good governance and international relations. An internal cida document prepared in February 1990 considered the environment that was likely to develop
over the coming decade. cida did not foresee—it could not have foreseen—
the collapse of the Soviet Union, two Gulf Wars, the disintegration of Yugoslavia,
conﬂicts in the Caucasus, Central Asia, and Africa, or the 9/11 attacks on the
United States. But as the last of four issues under the heading “Recent Geo-Political Developments,” it discussed what it called “The Fight for Democracy,”
noting that many authoritarian regimes had crumbled during the 1980s and
that “accountability of governments and participation from the people are key
ingredients for economic growth” (1990a, 14) The same paper stated that “one
of the challenges of the 90s will be to support governments of developing
countries to achieve more democratic, open, transparent, accountable and
efﬁcient decision-making process[es] in both resource allocation and economic regulation.”
On closer reading, this seemingly clear endorsement of democratic institutions is actually quite narrow. Whether deliberate or not, it limits cida’s
possible interest in democratic processes to “resource allocation and economic
regulation” rather than extending that interest to democracy writ large.
Nevertheless, with government funding, the ichrdd—often referred to as
“Rights and Democracy”—opened its doors that year under the leadership of
former federal ndp leader Ed Broadbent. The following year cida suspended
aid to Zaire on multiple grounds of human rights abuses, corruption, and allround bad governance. Prior to the Canadian election of 1993, the Liberal
Party had highlighted human rights as an issue, stating in its Red Book election platform that it would be publishing “report cards” on human rights
abuses and political repression, and that it would begin seeking “to lead the
international community in a revitalization of the concept of human rights as
a principle for action” (Sallot 1995). Once the Liberals gained ofﬁce, however,
this plan changed. Soon after the October election the government created a
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Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons to examine Canada’s entire foreign policy, a reﬂection of the enormous changes that
had taken place in the world since the last exercise under the Conservatives in
1986. After an extensive series of hearings, the committee released its report in
November 1994. In a document of 88 pages, human rights and democracy
occupied only half of one page.
The committee afﬁrmed, however, that “human rights, good governance
and democratic development are universal values that should find central
expression in Canadian foreign policy.” Canada, it said, should seek to promote the global respect of these values through a wide range of instruments
(Canada 1994). But the “wide range of instruments” was not spelled out, and
the report’s handling of these issues was dismissed by critics at the time as little more than a series of platitudes (ccic 1995).
The following year the government released a new foreign policy statement
that was more fulsome if not any more speciﬁc. Canada in the World listed
“the projection of Canadian values and culture” as one of three key objectives.
The application of values, it said, “—respect for democracy, the rule of law,
human rights and the environment—will be critical to the struggle for international security in the face of new threats to stability” (Canada 1995, 11). Foreign Minister André Ouellet, speaking at a meeting of asean foreign ministers in May the same year, expressed a slightly different view. He told that
group that trade was the best way to promote democratic development: “Canada
has expressed, through this new government, our desire to vigorously pursue
a series of [trade] initiatives in a number of countries irrespective of their
human rights records” (emphasis added) (Scharfe 1996, 29).
So there was to be no linkage between Canada’s trade policies and human
rights. On the other hand, not long after Lloyd Axworthy replaced Ouellet as
foreign minister, the government did announce a policy for cida on “Human
Rights, Democratization, and Good Governance.” That policy—released at the
end of 1996—is still on cida’s website as of this writing, well into the tenure
of the Conservative Harper government (cida 1996a). Given the revolving
door in the cida minister’s ofﬁce in 1996, the policy probably reﬂects as much
Axworthy’s views as those of anyone else in government.3 And given the evolving nature of the subject and the changeability of aid policies, this is something
of a record in consistency and longevity. The policy is also unusually discursive. With respect to the development cooperation program administered by
cida, it says that “the Government’s policy is to enhance the will and capacity of developing country societies to respect the rights of children, women
and men, and to govern effectively and in a democratic manner.” cida, it says,
“will seek to strengthen:
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• the role and capacity of civil society in developing countries in order to
increase popular participation in decision making;
• democratic institutions in order to develop and sustain responsible government;
• the competence of the public sector in order to promote the effective, honest and accountable exercise of power;
• the capacity of organizations that protect and promote human rights in
order to enhance each society’s ability to address rights concerns and
strengthen the security of the individual; and
• the will of leaders to respect rights, rule democratically and govern effectively.”
The policy is frank about the limits of knowledge regarding the successful
promotion of good governance: “Development agencies active in this ﬁeld
agree that there are few formulas for success. As the importance of rights,
democracy and governance for sustainable development comes to be recognized, it is important for cida and others to test approaches, monitor and
evaluate initiatives, and build this learning into future policy and programming.”
However, in contrast to earlier documents that showed ambiguity in their
understanding of democracy, here there was a deﬁnition:
By democratization we mean strengthening popular participation in the
exercise of power, building democratic institutions and practices, and deepening democratic values in society. Mechanisms for participation include formal processes such as elections and referenda. Participation also takes place
less formally through a wide range of independent popular organizations
(referred to collectively as “civil society”) which serve to articulate and channel people’s concerns. Democratic institutions include federal and provincial/state legislatures and municipal councils, and institutions such as the judiciary that are responsible for the rule of law.

During Lloyd Axworthy’s tenure as foreign minister (January 1996 to September 2000), Canada ramped up its promotion of democracy, human rights,
and good governance. This was a period of growing international certitude
about the merits of such things, and Canada was not alone. In 1997, for example, the undp issued a policy document that stated unequivocally: “Governance and human development—the two are indivisible. Human development cannot be sustained without good governance. Governance cannot be
sound unless it sustains human development” (1997a). And Canada’s Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (dfait) began to develop a
concept of “human security”—a term used in the past by the undp but now
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expanded in Ottawa. The government deﬁned human security “as an approach
to foreign policy that puts people—their rights, their safety and their lives—
ﬁrst.” The objective was “to build a world where universal humanitarian standards and the rule of law protect all people; where those who violate these
standards are held accountable; and where our international institutions are
equipped to defend and enforce those standards. In short, a world where people can live in freedom from fear” (Canada 2000).
Because of the separation between the Department of Foreign Affairs and
cida, the dfait articulation failed to mention freedom from want—historically a key pillar of good governance. But then cida’s minister, Maria Minna,
expressed a more rounded view, presented at an oas meeting in June 2000:
“Human security goes beyond the traditional concept of physical protection
as a result of conﬂict. My deﬁnition includes the elimination of poverty; ensuring access to basic education and health services; the protection of children;
the promotion and protection of human rights, including the rights of women,
indigenous peoples, and marginalized groups; the eradication of disease; and
the preservation of the environment.”
Canada’s human security agenda manifested itself in various ways. Canada
took the lead among governments in promoting a Land Mines Treaty. It promoted the Statute of the International Criminal Court and advocated treaties
to protect children and control small arms. It became an active member of
the Kimberley Process, which aimed to end the trafﬁc in “blood diamonds.”
The Kimberley Process eventually created a global international certiﬁcation
system for rough diamonds—certainly an exercise in international governance.
Canada took the lead in creating an International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, which in 2001 produced the a report titled The
Responsibility to Protect, about which, more below. For its part, dfait established its own peacebuilding fund to promote conﬂict prevention and good governance, over and above what cida was funding in these areas. Although not
directly tied to democracy, the concept of human security was very much
related to human rights and good governance—and to some of the hard-security issues that the pre-9/11 world was confronting in the wars that raged across
Africa, the Balkans, and the Caucasus.
As Axworthy put it in 2001: “In the time since I became Foreign Minister
of Canada, a shift has occurred in what it means to be secure. Today, the language of foreign affairs includes protecting civilians, war-affected children,
the threat posed by terrorism, drug trafﬁcking and forced migration, not just
states rights and national sovereignty” (in McRae and Hubert 2001, 3). And in
2005, Irwin Cotler, then Canada’s justice minister, drew a direct line between
human security and democratic institutions: “The best protection for human
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security is …the building of national justice systems as part of the building of
an international justice system for the twenty-ﬁrst century organized around
democratic institutions and rights-protecting instruments, including Charters of Rights, protection of minorities, an independent judiciary, a free press,
protection of human rights monitors, transparency, accountability, and responsible government.”
Too Soon Eureka

Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, as soon as something has been accepted
as a truism, as soon as a policy has been enunciated, as soon as money is
devoted to the new idea, doubt creeps in. An academic industry develops in support of an idea, and another grows to refute it. The following paragraphs highlight some of the current debate surrounding the promotion of good governance, and the challenges facing any donor country seeking to embed it in
its aid programming.
Many studies over the past ﬁfteen years
have made a direct link between the spread of democracy and reductions in
armed conﬂict, thus supporting and encouraging donor involvement in these
areas.4 The UN has invested a decade, not just in the idea, but in holding elections and promoting democratic institutions from Cambodia to Sierra Leone,
from East Timor to Burundi. Much of Canada’s peacebuilding effort over the
past decade has been predicated on the idea. nepad—the New Partnership
for Africa’s Development—widely endorsed by African governments and much
beloved of donors, has as its ﬁrst principle “good governance as a basic requirement for peace, security and sustainable political and socio-economic development” (n.d.). nepad does not hedge on the word governance as some donors
do; for nepad, governance and democracy go hand in hand: “democracy and
good, political economic and corporate governance.”
The ink was barely dry on documents like these—some of which reached
as far back as ancient Greece for inspiration—when new research began to
ﬁnd that “immature” democracies may actually have an increased tendency to
go to war, and that the spread of market economies and democracy may widen
group hatreds and ethnic violence. Jane Boulden, writing at Canada’s Royal Military College, argues that a distinction is to be made between liberal and democratic values. She argues that “perhaps we should be giving more emphasis to
liberal values relating to individual freedoms and the rule of law” in early postconﬂict recovery, than to the building of democratic processes and institutions. She argues as well that donors and the UN need to develop a more nuanced understanding of democratization in post-conﬂict situations (2005, 45).
DEMOCRATIZATION AND PEACEBUILDING
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David Gillies, an alumnus of the ichrdd and cida, pours cold water on the correlation drawn
between democracy and growth (a correlation strongly supported and variously
articulated by the UN and a phalanx of donors). “As a whole,” he writes, “the
empirical evidence directly linking democracy and economic growth is ambiguous at best. There is no ironclad law deﬁning the relationship between democracy and economic growth” (2005, 21). (It might be noted here that there is,
in fact, no ironclad law deﬁning the relationship between anything and economic growth.) All good things may not go together, Gillies says, and donors
need to think about disaggregating governance, human rights, and democracy. “It is governance,” he writes, “that has become the master value for some,
if not most, ofﬁcial aid agencies” (2005, 21).
This idea is a reversion to where the World Bank was in the 1980s and may
explain why the Bank has so assiduously steered clear of the word democracy.
“The decisive ingredient of the East Asian miracle,” Gillies writes,“seems to have
been the quality of economic governance and institutional arrangements.
These included a capable, merit-based civil service; effective public-private
consultation and collaboration; and crucially, the effective implementation of
policy.” This is shorthand acknowledgment of the economically successful, yet
authoritarian, governments of countries such as South Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam,
China, and Singapore.
Legitimacy is an important part of effective governance, and higher standards of living can bestow a degree of legitimacy. Historically, there have been
many forms of legitimacy; however, Francis Fukuyama (2004, 28) observes
that “in today’s world the only serious form of legitimacy is democracy.” Government accountability is important but is unlikely to be enough if allegiance
is owed more to donors and international ﬁnancial institutions than to the
citizenry. So it is possible to contest the relationship between development
and democracy. The argument, though, could be stated another way. There is
no correlation—and certainly no ironclad law—between authoritarian governance and economic growth, as countless dictators have demonstrated in
recent years. Amartya Sen has demonstrated how a free press and accountable politicians can help avert famine: “No famine has ever taken place in the
history of the world in a functioning democracy” (2000, 16). He adds that
democracies are more likely than dictatorships to enjoy long-term political
stability. And it is worth adding that in a democracy, a bad government can at
least be defeated at the polls.
As a part of good governance, institutions do matter, of course, and aid
agencies have been “building institutions” since day one. In the early years of
development programming, however, institution building tended to focus
DEMOCRATIZATION AND GROWTH / DEVELOPMENT / POVERTY
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narrowly on building management and technical capacity; such projects were
not cast in a governance mode until very recently. The World Bank announced
a new strategy in this regard in a 2000 paper, “Reforming Public Institutions
and Strengthening Governance.” That report stated clearly, however—perhaps
in deference to the vexed nature of the discourse on democracy and governance—that certain issues of governance would be left to others, including
parliaments and criminal justice systems. And even these were mentioned only
in a passage in the report that excluded them from the Bank’s purview.
Building institutions (whatever they may be), especially from the outside
in or from the top down, is no easy matter. Culture, history, values, norms,
money, pay scales, the nature of social capital, and the quality of human
resources all play important roles. Fukuyama (2000) gives an example: “Many
people speak of the “rule of law’ as if it were a binary condition that is either
on or off. In fact… establishing a rule of law involves extensive construction
not just of laws but also of courts, judges, a bar, and enforcement systems
across the entire country. Putting such a system in place is one of the most
complex administrative tasks that state-builders need to accomplish” (59). He
adds: “There is no legal system in the world that can be “ﬁxed’ by ten technocrats, no matter how bright” (84).
HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRATIZATION John Humphrey, a Canadian, was one of
the original drafters of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights in
1948. Although application of the Charter’s provisions in Canada’s international relations was patchy and inconsistent during the Cold War, funding for
human rights promotion has long been provided through cida, mainly to
ngos. As already noted, during the 1970s and 1980s Canadian aid to a number of countries was suspended on the basis of human rights violations. Various parliamentary committees in the 1980s advocated a stronger human rights
position for Canada, and the 1987 cida policy statement,“Sharing Our Future”
(1987), explicitly called for aid to be tied to human rights performance (although
the actual record—in places like Indonesia and China—is more than a little
patchy). The creation of the ichrdd in 1990 signalled a shift from reactive
sanctions toward the promotion of human rights; but it was not until the 1995
publication of Canada in the World that the government made a similar shift
explicit in its own foreign policy.
The linkages between democracy and human rights have been widely studied in academe, and donor agencies have made critical connections as well.
The oecd’s Development Assistance Committee (dac), for example, says that
“it has become increasingly apparent that there is a vital connection between
open, democratic and accountable systems of governance and respect for
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human rights, and the ability to achieve sustained economic and social development” (oecd dac 1993, 2). In all of its statements and policies, however,
including its recent “International Policy Statement” (Canada 2005a), the
Canadian government has compartmentalized human rights and democracy,
placing them on the same page but never actually articulating a link. According to human rights analyst Nancy Thede (2005, 26), “both fac (Foreign Affairs
Canada) and cida use a shopping-list approach to democracy, positing that a
series of characteristics or building blocks (democracy, respect for rights,
accountability), are necessary. This approach does not allow for devising a
strategy, because it provides no understanding of the dynamic relationships
among the components.” In fact, some argue that democracy, the rule of law,
and human rights do not all ﬁt together neatly and may even conﬂict.5
The term “civil society” entered the discourse on democratic
governance among aid agencies in the early 1990s. The importance of civil
society as an alternative to the state, or as a buffer, goes back to the writings of
Tocqueville, Hegel, and Gramsci. Certainly ngos and other civil society organizations—trade unions, educational institutions, and professional associations—had been programming actively in developing countries, usually with
signiﬁcant support from their home governments. But not until Robert Putnam published his study of governance in Italy did ideas about civil society’s
role in the promotion of democracy began to gel (Putnam 1993). Through a
detailed analysis of five centuries of documented Italian history, Putnam
showed that it was civic institutions and what he called “social capital” that
explained why the north of Italy enjoyed democracy and good governance
while the south of Italy did not.
Soon, books, studies, and tracts on civil society were ﬂying off the printing
presses of Europe and North America. Courses on civil society sprang up at the
London School of Economics, Johns Hopkins University, Yale, and dozens of
other universities. Deﬁnitions and descriptions proliferated. Alison Van Rooy
(1998) sums up some of the mid-1990s literature, grouping civil society organizations into ﬁve conceptual clusters: civil society as a collective noun; civil
society as a space for action; civil society as a historical moment; civil society
as antihegemony; and civil society as an antidote to the state (1998, 6).
As with many Big New Things, however, the bloom was soon off the rose.
By the end of the decade, discussion about civil society had become less fulsome. It was no longer touted as the answer to all problems, and in many
developing countries the idea of building the capacities of civil society centred
less on buffering against the state than on creating alternative service providers
in countries where the state had been downsized and emasculated courtesy of
CIVIL SOCIETY
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the Washington Consensus. In situations like this, civil society was now being
asked to pick up the pieces from failed experiments in just about everything.
TA X ATION The issue of taxation may seem like a stretch in a discussion of governance—something like taking the deﬁnition of “downtown” well into the
suburbs. But recent studies by the Institute of Development Studies (ids)
show how taxation matters for accountability. As the ids stated in one report:
“The way states raise revenue has major implications for state formation.
State–society bargaining over tax is central to building relations of accountability based on mutual rights and obligations, rather than on patronage. Recent
changes in the ﬁscal environment, including a shift from indirect to more
direct taxation, could encourage taxpayers to mobilise around broader, common interests, with potentially positive outcomes for governance” (ids 2005).
The purpose in mentioning taxation so late in this chapter is actually to
make another point entirely: most people in poor countries do not pay any
direct taxes. A billion people, perhaps even two billion, do not earn enough
money to be income taxable even when there are systems in place to make
this possible. They live in informal economies, making lives for themselves
that are almost completely outside the state’s formal structure. This is not to
say, though, that they do not understand concepts of good governance. Unlike the many donor governments that actively supported the criminalization
of governance in Zaire, Liberia, Angola, and a dozen other places over three or
four decades, most citizens of these countries could probably always tell the
difference between a political right and a political wrong. Whenever they are
given the opportunity, hundreds of thousands of illiterate and desperately
poor people go to the polls in the hope of electing a better government. Even
the poorest villager in Africa knows what corruption is, what a judge is supposed to do, and why there are police.6
The truth is that the intricacies of today’s debate on governance have little
relevance to the millions of people living in countries where the state has all
but disappeared except as predator. The problem is not so much to teach those
millions what good governance is, but how to promote, achieve, and sustain
it. As Koﬁ Annan put it: “Obstacles to democracy have little to do with culture
or religion, and much more to do with the desire of those in power to maintain their position at any cost. This is neither a new phenomenon nor one
conﬁned to any particular part of the world” (undp 2002, 14).
An even bigger possibility where democracy is concerned is stated with
depressing if contentious clarity by economic and social historian Eric Hobsbawm (2004): “The campaign to spread democracy will not succeed. The 20th
century demonstrated that states could not simply remake the world or abbreviate historical transformations. Nor can they easily affect social change
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by transferring institutions across borders” (2004, 41). But Niall Ferguson,
apologist for empire and author of Colossus: The Rise and Fall of the American
Empire, disagrees. In his view, the British Empire, for all its failings, gave (or
imposed on) its colonies and dominions structure, accountable if not democratic institutions, the rule of law, Pax Britannica, and a safe climate for investment. This took many decades, a small army of educated and dedicated personnel, and serious ﬁnancial resources—all of which are in conspicuously
short supply among today’s purveyors of good governance.
Security and the Three D’s

When Brian Mulroney committed Canadian forces to Operation Desert Storm
in 1991, he started to draw Canada away from its traditional peacekeeping role
toward one of peacemaking, and the more interventionist strategies that were
to come in Kosovo and Afghanistan. Since 9/11, of course, security has become
a much more tangible part of international aid programs, and there is growing concern about the diversion of long-term development and short-term
relief assistance to the new agenda. Ngaire Woods (2005) observes that new
security concerns “have rapidly come to dominate foreign policy since the terrorist attacks on the United States in September 2001. Inevitably they are
spilling over into aid policy” (2005). Mark Dufﬁeld (2005), however, says that
in many respects,“‘development’ has always represented forms of mobilization
associated with order and security. While different strategies have come and
gone, the general aim has remained that of a modernizing reconciliation of the
inevitability of progress and the need for order” (2005, 207). Since its inception, he adds, it has singularly failed in this objective.
The paradigm did begin to change with the 1999 nato intervention in
Kosovo, which added the question of state sovereignty to more general issues
of security. Canadian foreign minister Lloyd Axworthy, speaking at a meeting
of G 8 foreign ministers, stated that non-interference remained basic to peace
and security and that Kosovo could not be used as a precedent to justify intervention “anywhere, at any time or for any reason.” But, he added, “in cases of
extreme abuse, the concept of national sovereignty cannot be absolute” (Axworthy 2004, 190). This became the guiding idea behind the Canadian government’s commission to examine the intervention–sovereignty conundrum,
whose December 2001 report, The Responsibility to Protect (International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty 2001), deﬁned sovereignty not
on the basis of the prerogatives of the state, but on the state’s responsibility to
protect its citizens. As Axworthy explained: “It is a way of coming both at the
tyrants who hide behind the walls of sovereignty and at those states that can’t
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or won’t protect their citizens, without usurping the rights of those states that
exercise their sovereign duty to care for their people” (ibid., 193).
Canada continued to support the endorsement and implementation of the
“responsibility to protect” concept through the ﬁrst half of the 2000s, and succeeded in having the idea—foreshortened among the cognoscenti to “r2p”—
adopted at the landmark September 2005 UN General Assembly meeting of
heads of government. The agreement on intervention speciﬁed cases of “genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity,” but in the
post–Cold War world, this covers a vast amount of territory. The remaining
issue at the time of writing was whether the Security Council would endorse
r2p, how it would be interpreted in the future, and whether—as in the case of
Darfur—it would ever be implemented at all.
What this brief history of r2p indicates is that debates about state sovereignty
and the responsibility to protect are far from over, and that many developing
countries have signiﬁcant misgivings about it. Without using either term, in
2004 Prime Minister Paul Martin brought the development and security issues
together under a single roof: governance. “True security,” he said, “is much
more than simply defense against attack. It is a conviction that we will be more
secure when citizens in all countries are able to participate fully in national life,
when they can see clearly that their own well-being and freedom require a
functioning state that listens to them and—ultimately—is accountable to them.
They key ideas here are ‘functional’ and ‘accountable’” (Martin 2004b).
Countries cannot work, Martin continued, unless they have institutions
that work. “In Canada we refer to the three Ds—defense, diplomacy, and development. This means we are integrating our traditional foreign policy instruments more tightly—especially when responding to the needs of vulnerable states to build up their own capacity to govern themselves.” Referring to
Afghanistan, he argued that security and political stability go hand in hand
and that the effort requires more than “some police training and a prison or
two.”
Addressing the UN General Assembly in September 2006, Canada’s new
prime minister, Stephen Harper, said something similar. Success in Afghanistan,
he said, “cannot be assured by military means alone. This we all recognize. For
success also requires a strong and unwavering civilian contribution: educators, engineers, elections advisors; direct aid and technical assistance. The list
is lengthy, but the contributions essential.…That is why this spring we increased
our development assistance, raising Canada’s total contribution to nearly $1 billion over 10 years, to assist the people of Afghanistan. These two actions—
rebuilding a shattered society and providing a stable security environment—
go hand in glove” (Harper 2006a).
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In its February 2005 budget the Liberal government announced the creation of a $100 million per year Global Peace and Security Fund (gpsf). Managed by the Department of Foreign Affairs, the fund would “support the renewal of the Human Security Program and provide security assistance to failed
and failing states, as well as resources for post conﬂict stabilization and recovery” (Canada 2005b, 214). The fund, which survived the 2006 election, will be
used in part for activities that do not fall under the oda rubric. It is expected
to be part of a broader Global Peace and Security Pool—not unlike Britain’s
Global Conﬂict Prevention Pool—that will encompass some cida programming. The budget was soon followed by the “International Policy Statement”
(ips; mentioned above), which was billed as Canada’s “ﬁrst comprehensive,
integrated international policy framework.” Bringing the three Ds together in
a coordinated fashion, the ips purports to embody the oecd’s most oft repeated
recommendation to its members: that policy be made to cohere across issues
of aid, trade, and diplomacy. Indeed, around the same time as the ips, the
oecd published new dac guidelines in “Security System Reform and Governance” (oecd dac 2005). This report linked the two concepts much more
clearly than ever before and explicitly added yet another issue to the heavily
laden governance agenda.
What is especially interesting about the ips is that the issue of weak and
failing states gets more attention in the sections on defence than it does in the
sections on development:
Whether in Somalia, Afghanistan, Haiti or Sudan, the past 15 years have
confronted us with the concept and consequences of failed and failing states.
The inability of governments in these countries, and others like them, to
maintain political authority, to provide security and other basic services,
and to protect essential human rights has trapped millions of vulnerable
civilians in a cycle of misery, poverty and violence.…Failed and failing states
pose a dual challenge for Canada. In the ﬁrst instance, the suffering that
these situations create is an affront to Canadian values. Beyond this, they also
plant the seeds of threats to regional and global security. They generate
refugee ﬂows that threaten the stability of their neighbours, and create new
political problems for their regions. More ominously, the impotence of their
governing structures makes them potential breeding grounds or safe havens
for terrorism and organized crime. (Canada 2005a)

At the time of writing, the Department of Foreign Affairs was reorganizing
itself, bringing a number of units under a newly formed Stabilization and
Reconstruction Task Force (start), which aims for a more coherent government response to crises in relation to the gpsf. The “three Ds,” start, and the
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new funds represent a move toward greater policy coherence. Whether they also
represent new incursions by the Department of Foreign Affairs and the security agenda into the territories of good governance and long-term development is not yet clear. Many critics contend that the evidence points in that
direction, citing Canada’s massive contributions in Afghanistan and Iraq as
conﬁrmation. The ips—crafted with difﬁculty over an inordinately long time—
was disowned by Canada’s new government in 2006. Even so, speeches by
Prime Minister Harper and Chief of Defence Staff General Rick Hillier have
repeatedly suggested that sentiments in this area remained unchanged.
Programming for Good Governance

In recent years, as this book shows, cida has supported a wide range of governance initiatives. In Egypt it has supported civil service reform; in Ghana it
has worked with the government on ﬁscal decentralization, and in South Africa,
through the International Development Research Centre (idrc), it has supported major public service reforms as part of the transition from apartheid.
In Central Europe, cida has worked with several governments to develop local
and municipal administrations; it has also worked in many countries on legal
and judicial reform. In China it has worked with the Senior Judges Training
Centre in support of a law promoting gender equality; in Brazil it has supported a Human Rights and Police Accountability Project; and in Haiti it has
rebuilt court buildings and supported training programs in the Department
of Justice. In addition to the “freedom from want” concept articulated by cida
Minister Maria Minna in 2000, cida has also taken on board the security sector concerns of dfait.
A 1987 study on Canadian activities in the area of democracy, good governance, and human rights found that even that far back a wide variety of initiatives were under way, through cida, the Departments of Justice and Labour,
the rcmp, Elections Canada, ngos, and the idrc (Côté-Harper 1987). The
whole, however, was less than the sum of its parts—that is, something less
than a coherent program. A subsequent in-house review of “lessons learned”
found that cida was weak on analysis, that its staff lacked experience in human
rights and democratic development, and that they were drawing on individual rather than corporate experience when designing new projects. The same
report added that “it is essential to have a sophisticated understanding of the
political context” in which interventions are being made (Brown 1995).
A decade later, Sue Unsworth, formerly Chief Governance Advisor in
Britain’s Department for International Development (dﬁd), was saying the
same thing. In chapter 2 of this book she suggests—under the heading “rethink-
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ing governance”—that donors must “increase their understanding of political
and institutional context.…[They must] increase their awareness of the impact
of external interventions on local initiatives and capacity for action.” A number of other needs she identiﬁes will be familiar to donors in other settings: for
donor coordination and harmonization; for predictable funding; for real meaning to be given to the idea of local ownership; for ways to ﬁnd out what is
working and why; and for realistic expectations.
Other scholars have written about the long, expanding, and overwhelming
nature of the good governance agenda; about the lack of clarity regarding
which programs are essential; and about the best sequencing of such initiatives.
Merilee Grindle (2002) contends that if more attention were given to sorting
out these kinds of issues, the end point of the good governance imperative
might be recast as “good enough governance,” that is, a condition of minimally acceptable government performance and civil society engagement that
does not signiﬁcantly hinder economic and political development and that
permits poverty reduction initiatives to go forward (2002, 1). In the short and
medium term, some improvements in governance may be less important than
others in helping reduce poverty. Above all, she suggests, good governance—
especially good enough governance—requires research and critical analysis
(ibid., 27).
The case chapters in this book, especially those on Afghanistan and Haiti,
point to the need for a comprehensive understanding of local conditions and
of the history that has created them. Some speak of the need for an iterative
approach to programming. “Iterative” means “repetitive.” Repetition and replication are good where a positive lesson has been learned, but in the absence
of blueprints and in the absence of a signiﬁcant volume of learned (and useful) lessons, emergent strategies must certainly be a large part of the mix.
“Emergent” does not mean lurching from one fad to another—a major failing of the global aid business; rather, it means building on experience, and it
means exploiting good opportunities as they arise. The Afghanistan chapter
describes Canada’s approach there in recent years as opportunistic, although
in the absence of knowledge, experience, and seasoned staff, this was perhaps
the right approach. Certainly—even with the best talent in the world—there
was, and there still is, no blueprint for those promoting good governance in
Afghanistan. Nilima Gulrajani makes a similar point about opportunism in the
chapter on Vietnam: “The drive for political accountability in Vietnam does
not require more funding so much as slow, sustained, bitty, and transitional
donor involvement exploiting key, if often unexpected, entry points for change.”
This raises the question of what a good strategy of “aid for good governance” might actually look like. Management guru Henry Mintzberg (1994)
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distinguishes between intended strategies and those which actually emerge
over time. Perfect realization of intended strategies, he says, “implies brilliant
foresight, not to mention inﬂexibility, while no realization implies mindlessness. The real world inevitably involves some thinking ahead of time as well
as some adaptation en route” (1994, 14). He draws a picture of real-life strategy development:

Intended
Strategy

Deliberate
Strategy

Realized
Strategy

Unrealized
Strategy
Emergent
Strategy

On the learning front, cida got off to a good start in the second half of the
1990s with a variety of studies aimed at building knowledge of what worked.
There were studies of governance initiatives in South Africa, West Africa, and
Sri Lanka, as well as the “lessons learned” study noted above. Studies were also
produced relating to anticorruption programming, decentralization projects,
and legal and judicial reform. Also, in 1996–97, cida produced a ﬁrst annual
report on its support for human rights and democratization. But then the
studies and annual reports stopped. The website fell dormant around 2000, and
there were no more reports. Then in 2006 the reports that had been compiled
were removed from cida’s website. Whether this reﬂected changing priorities
or just ﬂagging enthusiasm for studies and for website administration is not
clear.
In cida, governance is a cross-cutting theme—a horizontal issue—whereas all programming is vested in vertical silos, arranged geographically. Governance is like other horizontal themes, including gender, health, and the environment. There are no proactive, central budgets for these issues. cida’s
“geographic” programs take them up based on experience and opportunity, and
in line with whatever priority they have been given in the overall scheme of
things. While cida has a well-informed governance unit in its Policy Branch,
each of the geographic programs also has at least one person responsible for
governance. Coordination and coherence across the agency is as good or as bad
as it is on any cross-cutting issue. The Policy Branch people follow trends and
issues, develop policy statements as required, and help establish Canada’s position at the UN and the oecd, and in other international forums. To the extent
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that geographic programmers need special expertise on governance, democracy, and human rights, they can consult the Policy Branch, but they are more
likely to hire specialized consultants in the area at hand. There is no central
clearing house for governance projects. More oddly, given its importance in
budgetary and political terms, there is no consistent reporting on cida’s governance programming.
Even the amount of money spent on governance, democracy, and human
rights is uncertain. At the beginning of this chapter, the cida estimates for
2005–6 were cited to show that at $565 million budgeted for governance—
12.8 percent of total oda—Canada was spending twice as much per capita on
governance, democratization, and human rights as the United States. The truth
is that the Canadian numbers (and the US numbers as well) are almost totally
unreliable as a guide to real spending.
Canada is now focusing its oda on twenty-ﬁve “better performing” developing countries, but a huge proportion of the money coded as “governance”
is actually going to Afghanistan, Iraq, and Haiti, none of which is on the list
of twenty-ﬁve. Large, multifaceted programs, such as one in Ethiopia, are clustered under the “governance” heading, although this one includes gender projects, electric power, food security, and assistance with the formulation of a
Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper. The companion chapter by Scott Gilmore
and Janan Mosazai on Afghanistan spells out the coding problem there in considerable detail. The actual amount of money spent by Canada on governance
programs in Afghanistan, they say, is elusive, as different layers in different
organizations all provide different numbers.
A large proportion of governance funding is spent through ngos, although
there is no clarity on how much of this actually relates to governance. Much
of it might as easily be coded under “basic human needs,” “gender,” or half a
dozen other things. In any case, it is unlikely that much of this “civil society”
spending is aimed at supporting organizations as governance players in their
own right. Rather, their projects will be supported if they can project measurable outcomes in any one of several ﬁelds. This is not to say that the advocacy
and human rights efforts of civil society are not being supported by cida, but
they are more likely to be supported as discreet, short-term projects than as
organizing ideas around which an institution would receive a sustaining grant.
Regardless of coding, the truth is that none of the donors—not Canada,
and certainly not the United States (pace Michael Ignatieff)—is devoting the
time, attention, or resources required to transform much bad governance into
good. According to General Anthony Zinni (usmc ret.), who was commanderin-chief of US Central Command in the Middle East between 1997 and 2000,
“we preach about values, democracy, human rights, but we haven’t convinced
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the American people to pony up. There’s no leadership that steps up and says,
‘This is the right thing to do’.…That’s the basic problem.…We should believe
that a stable world is a better place for us. If you had a policy and a forwardleaning strategy, the US would make a much greater difference to the world.
It would intervene earlier and pick ﬁghts better” (in Priest 2003, 117).
Coding and volume aside, a further problem for cida in today’s climate—
one might say today’s “fog”—of results-based programming relates to the need
to demonstrate cause and effect—that is, to show that efforts aimed at democratization or improving human rights have actually had some results. The 1995
“lessons learned” survey found that staff “lack conﬁdence and feel at risk operating in a high-risk sector within cida’s risk-averse environment.” This has
not changed in the years since. There are several reasons why it is so difﬁcult
to demonstrate results. One is that for aid agencies, the democracy and good
governance “business” is only ﬁfteen years old and human rights programming is not much more mature than that. Given the enormous enthusiasm for
democratization at the end of the Cold War, it is not surprising that expectations have been unrealistically high. It is even less surprising that short-term
attributable results have been patchy.
Conclusions

In Canada’s 2005 “International Policy Statement,” and in this chapter, “good
governance” is taken to mean several things: democratization, human rights,
the rule of law, and public-sector capacity building. Historically these have
emerged as different streams in Canadian policy and programming, with different emphases at different times. Human rights has the longest record, perhaps because as a discipline it is well articulated internationally and has deep
and honourable, if vexed, roots in Canada’s domestic history (see, for example, Lambertson 2005). The international application of a human rights policy has been at times principled and at other times situational. Concerns about
Indonesian human rights violations in East Timor, for example, were not
allowed to interfere with sales of weapons and other commodities. But Canada
took a principled position on South African apartheid in the mid-1980s, and
while it may be argued that the political and economic cost of the approach
was not high, it was a policy that put a conservative Canadian government at
odds with its conservative counterparts in the United States and Britain.
As an explicit tool in the oda arsenal,“governance” has a more recent provenance, emerging largely from structural adjustment programs in the 1980s
and what became known as the “Washington Consensus.” Canada was an eager
member of this consensus, which emphasized cutbacks to the state in some
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areas without much thought to strengthening states in other areas where this
was badly needed. Only in the past decade has the need to build state capacities been seen as an important part of governance—a position that Canada
now strongly endorses.
The promotion of democracy and democratic processes emerged as the
most recent part of Canada’s good governance agenda in the mid-1990s. This,
too, has been somewhat situational, although the ambiguities are not as striking as in US policies, where there are stark everyday trade-offs between, for
example, the promotion of human rights and the detention of terrorist suspects at Guantánamo Bay, or between support for democracy and human
rights and the desire for friends in countries such as oil and gas-rich Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan, both of which are running serious deﬁcits in democracy and human rights.
Some critics of Canada’s approach to governance lament the absence of
coherent policies tying all aspects of the agenda together. A patchy, projectby-project approach with no obvious central policy and no central management, they say, is unlikely to yield coherent results. This may be true, but given
the overwhelming size of the governance agenda and the limited track record
in its promotion by any donor, healthy doses of humility and caution are warranted, along with a good set of brakes in the expectations department. Given
the complexity of the challenge, a case can be made for selective interventions,
made in concert with other donors, aimed at learning what works and what
does not. The apparent absence in Canada, however, of a place where the lessons can be rolled up, spelled out, shared, and remembered, works against the
learning that is so badly needed in this ﬁeld.
It is perhaps worth adding a ﬁnal comment on Canada’s approach to
governance. Canada Corps, an idea promoted by Prime Minister Martin in
2004, soon became a locus for policy discussions about good governance.
Essentially a tool for mobilizing and dispatching Canadians, Canada Corps
was described in the ips as a “vehicle to strengthen Canada’s contribution to
human rights, democracy and good governance internationally.”“Particularly
through Canada Corps,” Canada would promote “democratization, human
rights, the rule of law, public sector capacity building and conﬂict prevention”
(Martin 2004, 12). Given what is known about the complexities of good governance, the idea of technical assistance as a prominent delivery mechanism,
signiﬁcantly predicated on volunteerism and youth, is little short of bizarre.
Canada Corps nevertheless found enthusiastic supporters outside government, some of whom saw it as a horse to which they might hitch other wagons. Thomas Axworthy and others have been promoting the idea of a Canadian Centre for the Study of Democracy, along the lines of the US National
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Democratic Institute (ndi), since 2004. It was proposed in 2005 that this
Democracy Canada Institute might ﬁnd a welcoming home “as a core institute
of the Canada Corps,” taking $20 million of a suggested $100 million budget
for the whole shooting match (Axworthy, Campbell, and Donovan 2005). A
Democracy Canada Institute modelled on the National Endowment for Democracy (which serves as an umbrella funding mechanism for governance initiatives of US political actors—including business, labour, and the ndi) could
well be an important way to involve parliamentarians, political parties, and
others in democratization programs. It could also be a way to bring coherence, discipline, and learning to the Canadian discourse on good governance,
although there are questions. One might ask why the International Centre for
Human Rights and Democratic Development, a creation of the Canadian government and accountable directly to Parliament, has never received more than
$5 million a year in government subventions, and why a new institute is now
required at four times the price. One might also ask why a Democracy Institute would have even the slightest interest in being a subsidiary of an untried
volunteer-sending operation. The answer is as speculative as the question is
rhetorical, because by the end of 2006, “Canada Corps” was quietly bifurcating into an “Ofﬁce of Democratic Governance” and a more traditional personnel-sending operation.
This little debate is emblematic of the yin and the yang of Canada’s foreign
policy: the push of the “realism” school and the pull of the “romantic” one.
These two themes were identiﬁed by Gottlieb at the outset of this chapter. We
can conclude that increasing clarity in the articulation of human rights policy has been offset by realpolitik in its application. Lloyd Axworthy’s human
security initiative seemed to fade somewhat after his departure, and the views
of “I Branch”—fac’s International Security Branch, which deals inter alia with
international security, the military, police, and intelligence—looked to be on
the ascendant. On the other hand, what Gottlieb disdainfully called “Boy Scoutism” in Canadian foreign policy alive and well, as evidenced by the newly
forged link between Canada’s good governance policy and the Canada Corps—
a kind of governance-related Outward Bound for the new century with “Boy
Scout” written all over it.
But maybe it is not that simple. Perhaps life at the Pearson Building and
Place du Portage should not be all about one thing or the other; perhaps there
is a real and important role for Canada in the world beyond concerns about
its trade, its oceans, and its neighbour to the south. Perhaps the boy scouts of
the past had an idea that war and collapsing states in Asia and Africa would
inevitably have a real and signiﬁcant impact on Canada, in much the way that
war and collapsing European states did in the 1930s. If so, they were correct.
The world of 2007 is considerably more fraught with the outcomes of bad
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governance than anyone might have imagined in 1989. The question today is
not so much whether Canada should be promoting an international good governance agenda, as whether Canada knows enough yet to do it well, and whether
it will commit adequate resources in the future to do more, once lessons have
been well and truly learned.
This chapter, then, does not end with a long list of what should now be
done. In the face of governance disasters in Haiti, Afghanistan, and two dozen
other “failed” and “fragile” states, humility and caution are important watchwords for outsiders. So this chapter ends, rather, with the following admonitions, which are found in all thoughtful critiques on governance: good governance does not drop from the sky; it is not a gift; it cannot be imposed. Good
governance is unlikely to ﬂow from a collection of disparate, time-bound projects offered by a dozen ill-coordinated donors. It cannot be transferred holusbolus like pizza from a delivery truck. It must be earned and learned, not just
by those for whom it is intended, but by those who would help them. Effective application of the full governance agenda as we now understand it is still
pretty much undocumented, untested, and uncoordinated. And it is far too
young for dogmatism and certainty.
It is old enough, however, that mistakes should not be repeated. And it is
important enough that lessons, both positive and negative, should be documented, learned, remembered, and applied. Aid agencies have a problem with
this sequence, in almost everything they do. But for democratic governments
that want to encourage some of their values elsewhere, doing this well is a test
of their own understanding of, and commitment to, principles of democratic
good governance.
Notes
1 For a discussion of Canada’s South Africa policy, see Adam and Moodley 1992; Freeman 1997.
2 Total Canadian aid and edc loans to China in 1991–2: $66.02 million; in 1992–3:
$54.9 million. See Morrison 1998, 349.
3 Ouellet managed both foreign affairs and cida. After his departure early in 1996,
the recently elected Pierre Pettigrew was appointed minister for cida, but he was
succeeded before the end of the year by Don Boudria, who also lasted only a few
months.
4 For example, Diamond 2002; Weart 1998; Windsor 2003.
5 In At Home in the World, Jennifer Welsh (2004, 195–98) reviews some of the arguments against combining democracy, human rights, and the rule of law in a single
approach to good governance.
6 For a discussion about local perceptions, see Donini, Minear, and Smillie 2005.
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SUPPORTING THE STATE THROUGH AID?
THE CASE OF VIETNAM
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Nilima Gulrajani

I
Introduction

When Vietnam ﬁnally opened its doors to the world in 1986 through an economic “renovation” policy known as Doi Moi, interest in this Communist
nation peaked among the international development community. Bilateral
donor involvement in Vietnam dates no earlier than 1990, when normal diplomatic relations were restored with most Western countries apart from Sweden
and Finland.1 Relations between Canada and Vietnam blossomed in 1994 with
a visit by a Canadian trade delegation led by then Prime Minister Jean Chrétien and the formulation of the Canadian International Development Agency’s
ﬁrst Country Development Program Framework (cdpf) for Vietnam.
This chapter traces the contribution that cida has made in advancing good
governance during this decade or so of involvement in Vietnam. It assesses
the overall approach that cida chose to adopt and the consequences that strategy had for its good-governance aims. Inductive, qualitative methods are used
to conduct this assessment. These include documentary analysis that traces
the ofﬁcial and unofﬁcial record of cida’s interventions in Vietnam, examination of scholarly work on Vietnam’s political economy, and structured interviews with relevant stakeholders both within and outside cida. Based on the
rich contextual understanding these methods foster, an appraisal is then made
of cida’s effectiveness in advancing good governance in Vietnam.
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But what is good governance? Good governance entails, ﬁrst and foremost,
“improving the capacity, commitment and quality of government administration, of developing an effective developmental state” (White 1998, 25). The
historical record of the transition to capitalism has shown that strong, if undemocratic, states are necessary in order to steer industrialization, navigate market liberalization, and arbitrate global competitive forces (Centre for the Future
State 2005; Chang 2002; Watts 1998, 454; White 1998). In other words, the
market alone is an insufﬁcient condition for the transition to capitalism. Developmental states, however, must carefully balance being effective (or
autonomous) with being accountable (or embedded); and the balance that is
struck has a strong inﬂuence on their long-run democratic potential (Centre
for the Future State 2005; Cheema 2005; Evans 1995). As Unsworth writes in
this book: “Getting better governance involves striking a balance between the
need for effective state control and capacity to act, and the need for holders of
state power to be accountable for their actions.” This chapter adopts this twopronged deﬁnition of good governance, suggesting that the desire for good
governance is a desire for the twin plans of an autonomous and embedded
state. This assessment of cida’s good-governance work in Vietnam thus focuses
largely on the ways its program fosters a developmental Vietnamese state that
balances these countervailing imperatives, with an eye on its prospects for
evolving into a modern democratic polity.
In section ii of this chapter, a brief development and political proﬁle of
Vietnam is provided. Section iii presents cida’s overall priorities and ﬁnancial commitments for good governance in Vietnam and outlines the nature of
cida’s current operational work in good governance in terms of two aid modalities: stand-alone technical assistance projects and multidonor financing
arrangements. In section iv, the distinctive attributes of cida’s efforts as a
bilateral donor in Vietnam are analyzed. Finally, section v examines possible
intended and unintended effects of cida’s governance interventions for the
autonomy and embeddedness of the Vietnamese state.
II
The Backdrop for Aid in Vietnam

Prior to 1988, Vietnam was largely isolated from the international aid community (Conway 2004). It received only small amounts of assistance from a
handful of friendly oecd nations and UN agencies. This changed drastically
in 1986 with the election of the reform-minded Nguyen Van Linh as Secretary General of the Communist Party. Linh initiated a process of economic liberalization—Doi Moi—that improved almost all aspects of citizen well-being.
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Vietnam has been viewed as an economic success story since the launch of
Doi Moi. Gross national income (gni) per capita increased from $114 in 1990
to $480 in 2005 (all ﬁgures in usd unless speciﬁed). Adjusting for purchasing
power parity, this qualiﬁes Vietnam as a low-income country and thus makes
it eligible for concessional lending from the International Development Association (ida). Vietnam is perceived to have weathered the 1997 East Asian
ﬁnancial crisis well; between 1990 and 2002 its annual gdp growth averaged
7.1 percent. The production of export goods also increased dramatically during the same years: seafood exports rose from $239 million to $2 billion, rice
exports from 1.6 to 3.2 million tonnes, coffee from 93,000 to 713,000 tonnes,
coal from 800,000 to 5,600,000 tonnes, and garments from $214 million to
$2.7 billion. Annual capital investment increased from $1.4 million in 1990 to
$11 billion in 2002. (For an overview of Vietnam’s impressive economic success, see Saumier 2003).
Vietnam is a casebook example of the impact that sustained and equitably
distributed economic growth can have on poverty reduction. The number of
poor as percentage of the population fell from 75 percent in 1990 to 32 percent
in 2000. During this same period, primary school enrolments rose from 80
percent to 94 percent, infant mortality declined from 50 deaths per 1,000 live
births to 29, and under-ﬁve mortality dropped to 38 per 1,000 from 54. The
Human Development Report 2005 (undp 2005b) ranks Vietnam in 108th place
among 177 nations on the basis of its human development index (hdi). Overall, Vietnam suffers from less income inequality than the United States, a positive legacy of Communist rule. It looks poised to attain many of the UN’s
Millennium Development Goals, and has thus given itself additional targets
to meet by 2015, including many that relate to governance—for example, the
implementation of grassroots democracy, the enhancement of budget transparency, and the advancement of an agenda for legal reform. A set of worldwide indicators on governance designed by the World Bank has ranked Vietnam relatively low in terms of the state’s accountability to its citizenry but
relatively high in terms of its autonomy and effectiveness (Table 1). Overall, there
do seem to be small positive improvements in the state’s political and social
embeddedness over the 1998–2004 period.
Given Vietnam’s apparent dynamism and development success, one must
consider why it continues to draw so much donor interest. If anything, Vietnam’s experience points to the irrelevance of external ﬁnancing for development and to the paramount importance of a strong state. Yet for better or for
worse, Vietnam continues to attract donor attention and resources. Indeed,
Vietnam actually has a surfeit of Ofﬁcial Development Assistance (oda) funding. In 2005 it was the World Bank’s second-largest concessional borrower
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table 1
Select Governance Indicators for Vietnam (2005)
Governance
indicator

Year

Percentile
rank a

Number of surveys/
surveys polls b

Voice and accountability

2004
1998

7.3
4.2

10
4

Political stability

2004
1998

51.9
69.1

10
6

Government effectiveness

2004
1998

44.2
49.2

12
6

Regulatory quality

2004
1998

27.6
24.5

10
5

Rule of law

2004
1998

35.7
20.5

15
9

Control of corruption

2004
1998

27.1
29.5

13
8

Source : World Bank 2005a.
a Percentile

rank indicates the percentage of countries worldwide that rate below Vietnam
(subject to margin of error).
b Percentile ranks reﬂect the statistical compilation of responses on the quality of governance
by citizen and expert survey respondents.

after India and the largest ida-only borrower in the world. Commitments to
Vietnam totalled $700 million, up from $368.1 million in 2003. Vietnam’s absorptive capacity for oda is limited largely by donors’ concerns with perceived
problems of governance—problems that jeopardize the effective use of external resources for developmental purposes. As such, state capacity building
provides an important, if often implicit, rationale for donor involvement in
Vietnam. This involvement is justiﬁed by the relatively widespread importance assigned to quickening disbursements to Vietnam, advancing the use of
program instruments, and deepening democratic impulses in the country.2
Nevertheless, donors continue to justify their interventions in Vietnam on the
basis of poverty levels. To some extent this is correct, for many Vietnamese
live only marginally above the poverty line despite decades of socialist rule.
Pockets of extreme poverty still exist in rural areas (especially in the highland
provinces) and among ethnic minorities. Vietnam’s recent accession to the
wto, in November 2006, also suggests that growing inequality between rich
and poor may worsen before it improves.
In terms of the political backdrop for aid to Vietnam, the Vietnamese Communist Party (vcp) still dominates the landscape. The party’s small size (2.5 mil-
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lion members, or 3 percent of the population) belies its near monopoly of
coercive powers over both government and state (Abuza 2001, 9). Power is
concentrated in the vcp’s Central Committee, members of which are selected
by the party. From this committee, members of an exclusive Politburo are
chosen. The Politburo is the pinnacle of the vcp, with its chairman acting as
the vcp’s secretary-general. In the relatively recent transition to market socialism, the vcp has fought to preserve its power monopoly, looking to China as
its role model. Yet it must be said that Vietnam has liberalized far more quickly
and moved faster and further than any other comparable state socialist economy with a large agricultural base, including China (Watts 1998). Nonetheless,
a key consideration in all governmental policy and program debates remains
the extent to which the nature and timing of individual reform measures might
threaten or compromise the party’s hegemony (Saumier 2003, 6).
The Vietnamese National Assembly has long been nothing more than a
rubber stamp for the vcp, although increasingly since the late 1990s it has
exercised greater assertiveness (Abuza 2001, 20).3 The assembly sits for only two
months of the year, its powers devolving to a powerful Standing Committee
in the interim. The Government of Vietnam is composed of bureaucrats appointed on a de facto presidential model. The National Assembly appoints the
prime minister, although there is only ever one candidate, who is pre-selected
by the Politburo. There is no overarching coordinating body, such as the Cabinet found in Westminster Parliamentary systems, and the prime minister is
typically involved in the minutiae of government administration, though also
a member of the Politburo (Saumier 2003). He does obtain some support from
the Ofﬁce of Government (the elite wing of the Vietnamese public service);
however, that ofﬁce’s reputation for ineffectiveness has compelled successive
prime ministers to appoint small and personalized advisory and analysis bodies. Generally, the government operates in a highly opaque and secretive environment. All senior ofﬁcials are thought to be subject to special surveillance
by the vcp, government policy statements are never published, and the rationales for policy decisions are never made public, nor are they requested by
the state-controlled media.
Vietnam has sixty-four provinces and municipalities; districts and communes report to these (Conway 2004, 5). Communes are the lowest level in the
hierarchy, but villages are recognized as local representative units and interact with commune administrations. At each level in the hierarchy there are
People’s Councils (the local legislature) and People’s Committees (the local
executive, selected from within the People’s Council). National–provincial dialogue takes the form of annual meetings between provincial/municipal chairs
and the prime minister. Also, senior ofﬁcial in central ministries are rotated into
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senior posts in the provinces, and informal provincial delegations attend the
National Assembly. The provinces do enjoy some discretion in implementing
national policies and spending budgetary resources; that said, formal authority in Vietnam remains heavily centralized.
III
Canada’s Governance Priorities and Commitments in Vietnam
The Vietnamese Context

The values and objectives of Canadian aid are highly susceptible to both international trends and domestic political pressures. The rise of good governance
as an area of programming in Canadian development policy is no exception
to this. The ﬁrst manifestation of this agenda arose from the heated debate
over the role of Canadian aid to regimes that violated human rights, spent
excessively on their militaries, or evidenced persistent problems of corruption (Schmitz, Pistor, and Furi 2003). In response to a sweeping foreign policy review in the mid-1990s, Canada endorsed human rights, democracy, and
good governance as key program priorities. It is fair to say that good governance
has captured both political and bureaucratic interest to the point where it is
now a ﬂagship item for Canadian aid policy.
Good governance has always been one of cida’s explicit objectives in its
relatively young aid program to Vietnam, albeit within an overall program
that privileges poverty reduction.4 This is in line with Vietnam’s Comprehensive Poverty Reduction and Growth Strategy (c-prgs), in which governance
is one of three critical priorities. cida’s priorities for good governance in Vietnam have largely been deﬁned in terms of facilitating the country’s transition
from a centrally planned economic system to a market economy. This focus
on improving economic governance is shared with the bulk of the donor community operating in Vietnam and is driven by the Communist government’s
reluctance to address uncomfortable questions about political reform, as well
as by the international development community’s professed desire for country “ownership.” Demand by Vietnam for donor assistance in the area of governance is, however, strictly limited to maximizing the gains from poverty
reduction through its capitalist transition and protecting the economy from
the harmful residual effects of liberalization. Questions of political reform are
generally sidelined except where they may directly beneﬁt Vietnam’s ongoing
ﬁnancial and economic liberalization. Thus, in parallel and often in concert with
other donors, cida has deﬁned its governance priorities in Vietnam in terms
of formal legislative and regulative institution building, as well as less formal-
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ized initiatives for transferring knowledge and skills through capacity building of the sort that can foster equitable economic growth. This has not precluded cida’s interest in improving the state’s embeddedness in and accountability to society. That said, cida has framed its aspirations for enhanced
political governance ﬁrst and foremost by pointing to its beneﬁts for the ongoing transition to market socialism:
Governance programming will be designed to improve the policy environment and strengthen the institutional capacity of the Government of Vietnam to facilitate Vietnam’s economic transition and at the same time contribute to more transparent and accountable governance.… In the view of
cida and donors generally, the collective effort of reforming and implementing the legislative and regulatory regimes surrounding Vietnam’s ongoing economic transformation can also have a positive impact on government and corporate transparency and accountability, democratic decisionmaking processes and, potentially, human rights. (cida 2004 a, 22; emphasis added)

Since 1999, cida’s bilateral program in Vietnam has aimed 40 percent of its oda
disbursements directly at governance, although it has fallen short of this goal
for most of this period (Table 2). Canada’s increasing ﬁnancial commitment
to governance-related activities in Vietnam is part of a visible trend among
all donors. Demonstrating this through data on external resource inﬂows is a
challenge, however, as there is no universally accepted operational deﬁnition
for what constitutes sector programming in good governance. For example, the
United Nations Development Programme (undp) groups external aid ﬂows
into Vietnam into one of six categories 5: (1) major infrastructure, (2) policy and
institutional support, (3) rural development, (4) human development, (5) natural resources, and (6) emergency and relief (undp 2005a, 23). Given that
most donors deﬁne their activities in good governance in Vietnam in terms of
policy and institutional supports for equitable economic growth, there are
grounds for taking this category as a proxy for total oda expenditures on governance.6 Policy and institutional support accounted for 26 percent of total
disbursements in Vietnam in 2003, the second-largest oda category after infrastructure. The value of oda within this category had increased by $533 million
since 2002, a 226 percent increase (undp 2005a, 25). This suggests that among
the community of donors operating in Vietnam, governance is an area of
growing interest and commitment.
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table 2
cida Good-Governance Disbursements in Vietnam
2000–1

2001–2

2002–3

2003–4

2004–5

2005–6

(projected)
2006–7

Governance
expenditures
(in c$ millions)

5.9

5.6

5.3

7.0

7.3

14.3

13.5

As a % of total
cida bilateral
disbursements
in-country

36.1

22.9

33.2

25.7

46.8

47.6

Fiscal

24

Source: cida, in-house.

CIDA’s Involvement and Interlocutors in Vietnam

Over 2003–4, twenty-ﬁve bilateral donors reported oda disbursements in Vietnam totalling $967.7 million (cida 2005a, 51). Canada provided 2.4 percent of
this total assistance package (approximately $23 million), making it Vietnam’s
ninth-largest bilateral donor. This percentage belies both the country’s importance in Canada’s aid program—Vietnam is Canada’s tenth-largest bilateral
aid recipient and one of twenty-ﬁve priority countries identiﬁed in its International Policy Statement (cida 2005b, 33)—and the size of cida’s inﬂuence
among the Vietnamese donor community.
As of this writing, cida’s bilateral involvement in specific governancerelated activities in Vietnam takes two main forms. First, cida subsidizes the
transfer of knowledge and expertise in speciﬁc technical projects. The second
aid modality involves donors pooling ﬁnancial resources in multidonor interventions.
One could cast the net wider to look at projects in other sectors that have
an effect on improving governance in Vietnam. We do not do so here, which
points to a dilemma involved in analyzing aid for good governance—a dilemma
addressed by the editors of this book. The decision to examine cida’s bilateral
activities with explicit governance objectives is motivated by the belief that
the linkages between operations and outcomes within these will be both more
obvious and more direct, thus making an assessment of their impact on governance somewhat easier to discern. Furthermore, given the need to restrict the
scope of this research, the examination of activities designated as governance
projects seems appropriate. As such, while other areas of cida’s bilateral programming—for example, decentralized rural development—may have outcomes for governance, this chapter limits itself to those bilateral operations
which identify governance as a primary objective. Those operations falling
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within this category, current as of September 2005, are outlined in Appendices
i and ii of this chapter.
The ﬁrst observation to make about cida’s bilateral involvement in Vietnam is how many different activities are subsumed under the label “governance.” Thus, technical assistance activities touch on areas ranging from legal
reform to banking reform, judicial training, pollution management, policy
formulation, language training, training for women, and ﬂooding prevention.
cida’s multidonor contributions toward governance range from the harmonization of donor aid processes to support for ﬁnancial management modernization and public administration reform and the World Bank’s Poverty Reduction Support Credit (prsc).7 This diversity suggests that donors believe
that creating an effective developmental state is a complex problem that can
be attacked on many fronts. Nevertheless, this complexity and multidimensionality add to the difﬁculties of assessing the sum total of cida’s programming
impact for governance.
Second, cida channels the bulk of its programming for good governance
through bilateral technical assistance. Its total operational project budget at the
time of writing was approximately c$74.3 million, of which c$54.4 million or
73 percent was channelled through bilateral technical assistance. The remaining 17 percent of its activities is invested in multidonor governance arrangements, the bulk of which (97 percent) is invested in the prsc. The balance struck
between cida’s bilateral and multidonor interventions raises important questions about whether this is the most appropriate resource allocation for strategically advancing good governance. Detractors suggest that governance is better achieved multilaterally by funding sectors with positive spillovers for
governance—for example, through the strengthening of ﬁscal management
systems. But ploughing monies into multilateral funds raises awkward questions about the rationale for bilateral agency engagement at the country level.
Interestingly, only a handful of cida’s bilateral projects in governance are
budgeted at less than c$1 million. This suggests that cida has capped projects
that fall below a minimum threshold level, in line with thinking that effective
development requires that assistance be focused on fewer, better-funded activities (Canada 2005a). It also potentially indicates that there is a consensus that
good governance is best advanced through larger investments.
Another feature of Canada’s bilateral aid program is the degree to which it
advances opportunities for Canadian consultants, private-sector and civilsociety actors, and members of the academic community. In a signiﬁcant number of good-governance projects, the implementing agencies are purposely
Canadian, albeit working in collaboration with the Vietnamese government.
Yet recent initiatives such as the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness (oecd
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2005b) stress the value of untied aid and coordinated technical cooperation
rooted in country-led implementation units. Notwithstanding this, there are
good examples of Canadian counterparts maintaining exceptional responsiveness to government priorities. One is the Policy Implementation Assistance Project (piap). But this is not to deny the broader need for cida to critically examine the nature of Canadian partner involvement in bilateral projects
in order to make sure it is not unintentionally substituting for the capacity it
is supposedly seeking to foster locally.
Finally, it is noteworthy that most of cida’s local partners are government
agencies, ranging from the Prime Minister’s Research Commission to the Ministry of Planning and Investment and the Ministry of Justice. This state-centred approach reﬂects cida’s concern that pursuing programming with local
non-state actors could provoke a strong negative reaction from the Vietnamese
government. It also partly reﬂects cida’s optimism that political reforms can
emerge in Vietnam from within a one-party state. Yet, as will be highlighted
later, this state-centred approach may be impeding the advancement of good
governance in Vietnam.
IV
Canada’s Distinctiveness in Vietnam

Given the number of active donors in Vietnam and the overabundance of
oda, there remain few unique contributions to be made by any single external actor. Indeed, Canada’s distinctiveness as a donor in Vietnam probably
derives more from its comparative advantage in particular professional ﬁelds.
There is some indication that Canada’s dual civil and common law traditions
have made its advice on the design of a nascent legal system within the piap
program highly valued, with Quebec’s Civil Code informing and inﬂuencing
Vietnam’s Civil Code and Code of Civil Procedure. Canadian experience and
expertise could also be drawn from in an upcoming judicial training project,
which will be working to foster a better-managed court system and a more
independent and accountable judiciary. Other areas where Canada could exercise leverage over both the Vietnamese government and other donors derive
from its experience as a decentralized federation, as a result of which it has
expertise in organizing and implementing public programs across political
jusrisdictions (e.g., in the ﬁeld of taxation). These sources of comparative
advantage could be exploited more strategically in its diverse portfolio of technical assistance projects.
One must still ask whether cida’s technical assistance programs provide it
with greater leverage in advancing good governance objectives than its multidonor interventions. This is not to question the success of many of cida’s
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stand-alone technical assistance projects 8 but rather to consider whether such
mechanisms are the best way to advance broader governance objectives. cida
ofﬁcials generally agree that the unique inﬂuence their governance programs
enjoy in Vietnam is mainly the consequence of bilateral technical assistance
activities, or at least from dual delivery mechanisms. In other words, cida’s technical assistance programs in governance are a major source of its credibility and
effectiveness and also justify Canada’s involvement in multidonor arrangements such as the Like-Minded Donor Group (lmdg), with the former informing cida’s participation in and contributions to the latter.
Yet it is interesting to compare this view with that of a larger and more
inﬂuential bilateral donor in Vietnam—the UK’s Department for International Development (dﬁd). For dﬁd, working through multidonor channels
and through programmatic mechanisms is a way to foster aid effectiveness;
doing so also places greater responsibility on the Vietnamese government for
development results, besides permitting greater leverage for the policy reform
agenda. The dﬁd ofﬁce in Hanoi employs more than twenty people and has
an annual budget of around £55 million, yet its portfolio consists of just one
or two traditional bilateral technical assistance projects representing a small percentage of total allocations. While a few of its projects involve collaborations
with other donors, most of its funds are channelled through programmatic
and multidonor ﬁnancing instruments. It can be argued that this shift to programmatic approaches has provided some of the momentum behind the success of the lmdg, which in turn has been an important inﬂuence on the growing size and credibility of cida in multidonor interventions in Vietnam.9
One thing is certain: cida’s seat at the table of multidonor coordination bodies has allowed it to wield greater inﬂuence on the Vietnamese state than its relatively small portfolio would otherwise grant it.10 Through its membership in
the lmdg, cida has acquired agenda-setting powers and acted as an important interlocutor with the state. The lmdg also provides cida with enhanced
opportunities for exercising moral leadership, further cementing its reputation
as a bilateral donor committed to the new normative context of aid that privileges organizational partnerships and collaborative work. Canada’s position
as chair of the lmdg in 2005, the leadership role it has played in lmdg priority areas such as the prsc and procurement reform, and its position as one of
only two lmdg members of the Partnership Group on Aid Effectiveness, all lend
support to this claim. Multidonor arrangements are important vehicles for
developing leverage in core governance reforms; 11 they do so by uniting donors
behind a common agenda with uniﬁed procedural requirements. The decision by cida to channel 73 percent of its good-governance programming
through bilateral technical assistance should be considered against this evidence and experience.
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Certainly, one impediment to cida’s participation in multidonor aid programs has been its own particular organizational constraints. In 2002 an oecd
peer review of cida described it as one of the most centralized bilateral donor
agencies (dac 2002b). This perception of Canada as a slow and cumbersome
bilateral donor impeded cida’s initial request to join the lmdg. This was surmounted only after cida country ofﬁcials reiterated their commitment to play
an active role that would not reduce the group’s overall speed and effectiveness.
The perception that cida is inefﬁcient is not unsubstantiated. For example,
cida’s country-based managers and Ottawa-based directors, and even its vicepresidents, have limited authority to contract for new projects (selection
approval) or to disburse aid funds compared to their counterparts in other
bilateral agencies. Amounts above the ceilings listed in Table 3 must be approved
by the Minister of Development Cooperation, with projects over $20 million
requiring approval of the Treasury Board Secretariat in Ottawa.12 Meanwhile,
a number of highly publicized government-related corruption scandals in
Canada have greatly increased the pressure on cida to become more accountable to both central government agencies and their political masters. Yet in
the drive to create more accountable government, complex, cumbersome, and
sometimes even contradictory strategic performance management systems
have been introduced to an organization that is already viewed as far too centralized and risk averse (Goldfarb and Tapp 2006). The result has been a further reduction of cida’s speed, ﬂexibility, and responsiveness. This is limiting
possibilities for action within multidonor bodies such as the lmdg and is channelling Canadian involvement into positions of reactive/moral rather than
proactive/ﬁnancial leadership. Ultimately, it is sure to undermine its capacity
to capitalize on small, emergent, and transitional spaces for advancing good
governance. cida recognizes these organizational limitations and to its credit
is engaging in innovations to overcome them. For example, it lobbied for raising the ceiling on the approval authority of vice-presidents within the lmdg
table 3
Maximum Project and Selection Authority
for Three Levels of cida Staff (c$)
Project approval
(disbursal)
Selection approval
(new projects)
Source: cida, in-house.

Country manager

Director

Vice-president

$50,000

$500,000

$5 million

0

$ 50,000

$100,000
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initiative, and decentralized greater authority to the ﬁeld in its Africa program.
What is now needed is greater political will both within and beyond cida to
engage in organizational reforms that will ensure that Canada’s development
agency remains as effective as it can be in the ﬁeld while preserving its accountability to Ottawa.
V
Assessing Effectiveness:
A Final Note

In the introduction to this chapter the term good governance was equated
with an effective and embedded developmental state—that is, a state that possesses the capacity to act while remaining accountable for its actions. Examining cida’s overall bilateral program in good governance, one is left with the
impression of a strongly state-centred portfolio that prioritizes effectiveness
over embeddedness. This can be broadly attributed to cida’s reluctance to
antagonize Vietnam’s established political order. Vigorous donor demands for
political reform would violate the current international consensus on the
importance of recipient country “ownership” and rooted principles of state
sovereignty and donor neutrality. It could also undermine cida’s relationship
with Vietnamese ofﬁcialdom, thereby jeopardizing Canada’s place and position as a bilateral donor.
In this climate, a state-centred approach is the only feasible option for cida.
In Vietnam this approach takes two principal forms. First, within its technical assistance projects, cida has focused on attaining its economic governance
goals by enhancing formal institutions and ofﬁcials’ capacity to act within and
through these. cida is engaged in organization building, knowledge transfer,
and skill development in highly specialized areas such as legal system reform
and environmental management, with newer technical assistance projects
involving banking reform and judicial training poised to build on this earlier
work. Second, cida’s involvement in multidonor arrangements relating to
public administration reform, procurement reform, and public ﬁnancial management have given it important inﬂuence within a core set of governance
activities. Using this two-pronged approach to aid delivery, cida is undoubtedly succeeding in fostering formal institutions, enhancing professional conduct, and improving managerial competencies within the ofﬁcial state apparatus.
This state-centred focus, however, seems to have at least two possible unintentional consequences. First, the privileging of the state as cida’s primary
interlocutor and the desire to avoid sensitive discussions on political reform
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have meant that Vietnamese societal forces are usually a secondary consideration in cida programs. While the role of social movements and csos is of
concern to cida, it is generally separated from strategic discussions on the
implications for accountability relationships between the Vietnamese state
and society. Instead, societal forces become salient only as state substitutes in
relatively uncontroversial areas such as language training, disaster planning,
environmental planning, and gender equality. As Smillie notes elsewhere in
this book, cida’s efforts in advancing governance through civil society do not
support these organizations as governance players in their own right; rather,
the agency engages more often than not in discreet, short-term projects that
seek to achieve speciﬁc sectoral outcomes. The common belief is that there
are fewer beneﬁts to be accrued in supporting non-state groups because of
their limited policy inﬂuence and relatively continuous identity with the Vietnamese government and state. Yet this ignores the fact that fostering embeddedness does not require a programmatic “choice” between state and society.
State embeddedness in a dense network of societal ties provides an alternative
source of intelligence, as well as channels of implementation that can enhance
the state’s competence (Evans 1995, 248). Donors need to recognize that fostering good governance requires prioritizing actions that enhance reciprocities and mutual dependencies within state–society interactions and that consider societal actors as vehicles of governance in their own right.
A second possible unintentional outcome of state-focused development
programming may arise from the ways a state-centred approach limits the
possibilities for nascent opposition movements in Vietnam that are striving for
greater embeddedness. There remains considerable uncertainty regarding
whether, and through what generative mechanisms, the focus on formal state
institutions and ofﬁcials translates into a more effective and embedded developmental state. While cida ofﬁcials largely reject this potential unintentional
consequence of their program, it makes sense to at least consider the possibility. Obviously, a state-centred focus does not per se prove that cida’s program—or any other donor’s, for that matter—is undermining indigenous reform movements by strengthening state autonomy to the detriment of its
embeddedness. Nonetheless, one might suggest that this state-centred approach
may be reinforcing conservative trends, if only by channelling vast resources
to support formal Vietnamese state institutions at a time when nascent civil
society organizations, political opposition, and social movements are increasingly trying to test it (Fforde 2005). There are important limitations on cida’s
ability to champion political reform in Vietnam and work closely with nonstate actors; that said, opportunities to renegotiate state–society relations appear to be lost in Vietnam as donors fall into line behind the development aid
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“dogmas” of multilateral agencies. This may unintentionally silence the few critical voices asking uncomfortable questions about even the most minor political reforms in Vietnam (Fforde and Porter 1995, 14). Indirect étatization by
donors aligned behind a “harmonized agenda” may be particularly unfortunate given the relatively small number of local change agents and intrasocietal
alliances in Vietnam—forces that have proven pivotal in the history of democratization elsewhere (Abuza 2001, 9; Ferguson 1994). As Unsworth argues in
her contribution to this book, external assistance has always been better at
nurturing local social movements than at creating them from scratch.
Yet there are some examples of best practice by cida occurring in Vietnam.
For instance, cida has limited its aid program’s demands on government by
engaging in multidonor ﬁnancing approaches; many of these arrangements
involve harmonizing aid policies and procedures. The sincerity of Canada’s
efforts in this area is a promising basis for an honest and constructive relationship with the Vietnamese state that may go some length toward altering
domestic incentive structures in favour of improved governance. One outcome of the success of multidonor cooperation in Vietnam, however, has been
the increasing popularity of governance programming among all bilateral
donors. Increasing numbers of bilateral donors seek a foothold in Vietnam in
formal institution and capacity building, even though many donors already
operate in this sector and even though the oda account is relatively bountiful. One can only ask whether Vietnam is attracting aid for governance that
might be better spent in low-income countries where state capacity may be far
less but the possibilities for enhancing state embeddedness are more obvious.
An effective and embedded developmental state is within Vietnam’s grasp
in the medium to long term. But the drive for political accountability and
reform in Vietnam does not require more funding so much as small-scale,
slow, and sustained donor involvement, where interventions exploit key if
often unexpected and ﬂeeting entry points for change (Centre for the Future
State 2005, 44). It also requires donors to focus their interventions on improving interactions and accountabilities between state and society. For bilateral
donor agencies willing to engage in highly organic, politically sensitive, and frustratingly unpredictable processes, the gains from governance programming
are likely to be enormous.
▼
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Appendix I:
Current CIDA Bilateral Investments for
Good Governance in Vietnam

cida’s bilateral involvement in governance-related activities in Vietnam largely
takes two forms.15 This appendix provides an overview of operational cida
governance activities that rely on both technical assistance and multidonor
interventions. It examines the purpose, value, duration, and key Canadian and
Vietnamese interlocutors of current bilateral interventions in order to appreciate the variety of operations, approaches, and sectors associated with cida’s
good governance agenda. All data and ﬁgures were supplied and veriﬁed by cida
at the time of writing (September 2005).
Technical Assistance Projects

Legal Reform Assistance Project (lerp)
cida contribution: c$5 million
Duration: 2001–2007
Canadian implementing agencies: Bearing Point, Centre for Asia-Paciﬁc
Initiative, University of Victoria
Local partner: Vietnam Ministry of Justice
This project develops mechanisms to improve the application of the law in order
to promote sound economic development. It also informs and educates Vietnamese
citizens on the nature of the law and improves their access to and utilization of the
justice system. cida has sought to build local capacity in comparative law analysis
for the purpose of supporting government reviews of current legislation and help
the ministry comply with wto trading regime regulations. There are tentative plans
to contribute an additional c$10 million toward a second phase of this legal reform
project beginning in 2007.

Vietnam Banking Legislative Review
cida contribution: c$225,000
Duration: June 2003–December 2005
Canadian implementing agencies: Canadian Embassy, Hanoi
Local partner: State Bank of Vietnam
The Government of Vietnam places a high priority on banking reforms that can
create a stable macroeconomic environment, develop local capital markets, and
support growth of the private sector. This project was intended to provide short and
punctual assistance to the State Bank of Vietnam in reviewing banking legislation,
speciﬁcally the Law on the State Bank of Vietnam and the Law on Credit Institutions. At the end of the review, the National Assembly passed a revised Law on
Credit Institutions.
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Banking Reform Project
cida contribution: c$9.175 million
Duration: 2002–2009
Canadian implementing agencies: DevPar / Gowlings / ibm
Local partner: State Bank of Vietnam
Following on from the Vietnam Banking Legislative Review, this project aims to
improve the State Bank’s overall organization and management. Its focus is on
banking supervision functions and prudential management and compliance standards at state-owned commercial banks and private shareholding banks.

Policy Implementation Assistance Project (piap ii)
cida contribution: c$10 million
Duration: 2000–2006
Canadian implementing agencies: Experco-Stikeman Elliott International
Local partners: Prime Minister’s Research Commission (pmrc), Prime
Minister’s Research Group on External Economic Relations (geer),
National Assembly Standing Committees on Laws and Social Affairs
This project supports the knowledge needs of high-level decision makers in the
Vietnamese government as they navigate the uncertainties and challenges of transforming Vietnam’s planned economy. It follows from piap i, which had a budget
of c$10.2 million to promote economic and administrative reform by building government-desired knowledge of and capacity for policy formulation, assessment,
and implementation. A piap iii phase is expected to begin in 2006 with an expected
budget of approximately c$10 million.

Judicial Development and Grassroots Engagement Project (judge)
cida contribution: c$12 million
Duration: 2005–2010
Local partners: Supreme People’s Court, the Ministry of Justice, select civil
society organizations
This project builds competencies within the legal–judicial sector by improving the
quality of administering justice and increasing access to the legal system by disadvantaged groups. The focus is on developing judicial training institutions, assisting
the Supreme Court in reforming the court system, and improving dispute resolution mechanisms for target populations.

Vietnam–Canada Environment Project (vcep ii)
cida contribution: c$12.3 million
Duration: 1999–2005
Canadian implementing agencies: essa Technologies and snc Lavalin
Local partners: Ministry of Natural Resources, Department of National
Resources
The Government of Vietnam has been reluctant to engage in environmental mitigation efforts where such efforts might jeopardize industrial and employment
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expansion. As such, cida has attempted in this project to improve environmental
capacity, transparency, and accountability of organizations and institutions in order to implement environmental mandates. cida will contribute another c$10 million to implement Phase iii of vcep, which begins in 2006.

Young Canadian Volunteers in Vietnam
cida contribution: c$3.5 million
Duration: 1998–2006
Canadian implementing agency: World University Service of Canada
This project provides English and French training for the purpose of enhancing
socio-economic development and facilitating the transition to a market economy.

Vietnam–Canada Social and Women’s Initiative Fund Phase ii
cida contribution: c$1 million
Canadian implementing agency: Canada Fund
This fund follows from an earlier project that sought to improve the political, entrepreneurial, and managerial skills of Vietnamese women and to heighten genderequality awareness.

Capacity Building for Adaptation to Climate Change
cida contribution: c$1.2 million
Duration: 2002–2005
Canadian implementing agency: Canadian Centre for International Studies
and Cooperation
This recently concluded project sought to reduce social and economic vulnerabilities deriving from climate change, particularly from ﬂooding in Central Vietnam.
Multidonor Interventions

Vietnam Harmonization of oda Procedures
cida contribution: c$384,000
Duration: 2004–2006
Fund contributors: Like-Minded Donor Group (Canada, Aus aid, UK,
Finland, Netherlands, Switzerland); Japan, World Bank
Primary local partner: Ministry of Planning and Investment
This project is an outgrowth of efforts among the Like Minded Donor Group
(lmdg), Japan, and the World Bank to increase donor harmonization and improve
government capacity in project and program management. cida has budgeted a
further c$10 million toward a harmonization facility that will provide funds to
multidonor initiatives within the lmdg to be dispensed by 2010, either through
pooled funding or multilateral co-ﬁnancing/basket-funding instruments. The facility will be used to support governance activities and promote aid effectiveness. The
harmonization facility overcomes bureaucratic procedures within cida by giving
vice-presidents the power to select projects valued up to c$2 million.
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Multidonor Support for Financial Management Modernization
cida contribution: c$350,000
Duration: 2002–2005
Implementing organization: World Bank
Fund contributors: Like-Minded Donor Group (Denmark, Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, UK, Canada, Switzerland)
Local partner: Ministry of Finance
The purpose of this initiative is to harmonize donor efforts in supporting the development and implementation of the Government of Vietnam’s Public Financial
Management Reform Initiative. This project is expected to improve ﬁscal management processes and provide a stronger ﬁduciary basis for donors seeking to provide
greater budget support to Vietnam. The implementation of this fund is through
two jointly ﬁnanced funds supervised by the World Bank.16 The project is held to
be a working example of donor coordination.

Poverty Reduction Support Credit Contribution (prsc)
cida contribution: c$19 million
Duration: 2002–2007
Implementing organization: World Bank
Fund contributors: Under aegis of lmdg (Denmark, Netherlands, Sweden,
Britain, Canada); other co-ﬁnanciers (European Commission, Asian
Development Bank, Japan)
The prsc is an aid instrument created by the World Bank to provide budget support for countries implementing their Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (or in
Vietnam’s case, the c-prgs). Disbursements depend on the success Vietnam makes
in advancing the main objectives of the c-prgs, including actions relating to public ﬁnancial management, legal reform, and anticorruption. The prsc is co-managed by the World Bank and the Government of Vietnam, although it is becoming
the single most important mechanism for donor harmonization through co-ﬁnancing arrangements with lmdg members. cida has provided its contribution under
the aegis of the lmdg in order to reduce transaction costs and exercise greater inﬂuence on government. cida has taken an interest in the environmental and educational components of the prsc, assuming the position of sector leader in the working group dealing with the former. It is expected that cida will contribute another
c$19 million toward the next prsc over the 2007–2010 period.
Other

Vietnam Multidonor Governance Reform Project
cida contribution: c$1.1 million
Duration: 2001–2010
Implementing organization: undp
Fund contributors: Canada, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland
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While this intervention is not listed in Appendix ii, interviewees often referred to
it as representing a substantial Canadian contribution to a undp-led initiative in
public administration reform in Vietnam. This contribution is part of a larger,
pooled basket fund totalling us$18.4 million.

▼

Appendix II

Current cida Operations in Governance in Vietnam with Projected Disbursements (c$)
Project
Budget

Historical
Disbursements

FY 05/06

FY 06/07

FY 07/08

FY 08/09

FY 09/10

4,995,000

2,366,892

850,000

1,000,000

778,108

0

0

4,995,000

225,000

121,834

103,166

0

0

0

0

225,000

9,175,000

369,335

1,680,665

2,220,000

2,240,000

1,910,000

755,000

9,175,000

10,000,000

6,661,677

1,800,000

1,538,323

0

0

0

10,000,000

12,000,000

10,898

800,000

2,400,000

2,400,000

2,400,000

2,400,000

10,410,898

12,300,000

10,226,028

2,073,972

0

0

0

0

12,300,000

3,500,000

3,121,843

378,157

0

0

0

0

3,500,000

H Vietnam–Canada Social and Women’s
Initiatives Fund Phase ii (A-021595)

1,000,000

755,342

244,658

0

0

0

0

1,000,000

I Capacity Building Adaptation to
Climate Change (A-031297)

1,205,000

1,030,388

174,612

0

1,205,000

Total

Governance Projects—Operational

B Vietnam Banking Legislative Review
(A-032094)
C Banking Reform Project
(A-031629-002)
D Policy Implementation Assistance Project

(A-019865)
E judge-Legal-Judicial Reform Project

(A-032113)
F Vietnam–Canada Environment Project ii

(A-019588)
G Young Canadian Volunteers in Vietnam

(A-020976)
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Technical assistance projects
A Legal Reform Assistance Project
(A-019065)
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Project
Budget

Historical
Disbursements

FY 05/06

FY 06/07

FY 07/08

FY 08/09

FY 09/10

Total

Multi-donor interventions
J Vietnam Harmonization of oda Procedures
(A-031833)

384,000

89,446

294,554

0

0

0

0

384,000

K Multi-Donor Support for Financial
Management Modernization (A-31903)

350,000

145,165

204,835

0

0

0

0

350,000

19,200,000

7,000,000

6,100,000

6,100,000

0

0

0

19,200,000

Total (Operational)

74,334,000

31,898,848

14,704,619

13,258,323

5,418,108

4,310,000

3,155,000

72,744,898

Total (Tentative)

57,000,000

0

1,000, 000

6,000,000

13,000,000

14,000,000

14,000,000

48,000,000

131,334,000

31,898,848

15,704,619

19,258,323

18,418,108

18,310,000

17,155,000 120,744,858

L Poverty Reduction Support Credit
Contribution Project (A-032271)

Total (Operational and Tentative)

Source: in-house, cida.
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Appendix ii, continued
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Notes

1 The United States was one notable exception; only in 1994 did it remove its trade
embargo against Vietnam.
2 Program-based arrangements are a way of engaging in development based on principles of coordinated donor support. Typically these arrangements involve a single comprehensive program and budget framework to which donors subscribe
collectively. They are meant to reﬂect support for local strategies that use local systems of design, implementation, and ﬁnancial management.
3 The vcp, however, still controls membership in the assembly.
4 In its most recent Country Development Program Framework (cdpf), cida
adopted the overarching goal of reducing the percentage of poor and hungry
households in Vietnam. In addition to governance, the 2004–9 cdpf outlined two
additional priority areas: the improvement of rural livelihoods through support for
agriculture and rural development; and enhanced access to quality basic education,
particularly for disadvantaged children.
5 The undp’s 2005 Development Cooperation Report for Vietnam (2005a) aggregates and reﬁnes the oda taxonomy provided by the Development Cooperation
Assistance System (dcas). dcas groups aid into seventeen sectors and more than
eighty subsectors.
6 The policy and institutional support category includes contributions toward activities relating to economic management, development administration, and international and domestic trade.
7 The prsc is an aid instrument created by the World Bank to provide programmatic budget support (in the form of concessional loans) in annual tranches for
countries implementing their Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (or in Vietnam’s
case, the c-prgs).
8 Common examples cited as successful technical assistance projects include the
piap program, which has achieved substantial leverage with high-ranking government ofﬁcials and resulted in often unexpected policy outcomes, such as the promulgation in November 2004 of a competition law. Similarly, cida’s environment
project has been praised for strengthening the knowledge base of industrial pollution management control at subnational levels, for improving provincial/national
collaboration, and for strengthening environmental protection laws.
9 The lmdg was the creation of the Utstein group of donors (the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, and Norway) in 1999; Canada joined in 2002. It now comprises
those ﬁve members as well as Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Australia, and Switzerland. Historically, the share of oda disbursed by the lmdg has accounted for
between 12 and 17 percent of total oda in Vietnam. The lmdg focuses on small projects; in 2003, 83 percent reported disbursements below $1 million and only six
projects involved disbursements up to $10 million. In 2003 the group disbursed
approximately $270 million—16 percent of total oda to Vietnam (undp 2004a).
10 Among the ten members of the lmdg, Canada is the fourth-smallest contributor,
ahead of only Finland, Norway, and Switzerland (undp, 2005: 53–54).
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11 By core governance reforms, cida means public management, public administration reform, anticorruption, and procurement.
12 The Treasury Board Secretariat is a central government agency of Canada in charge
of public expenditure management.
13 This review does not examine governance programs that operate through the
Canadian Partnership Branch, which funds involvement in Vietnam by Canadian
organizations (universities, professional associations, ngos) and the Multilateral
Programs Branch, which is responsible for cida’s relationship with the international
institutions.
14 cida’s ﬁnancial contribution represents less than 6 percent of the total value of each
fund.
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ASSISTING CIVIL SOCIETY THROUGH AID:
THE CASE OF BANGL ADESH

▼
Fahimul Quadir

I
Introduction

A consensus seems to have emerged among ofﬁcial aid agencies, key global
interstate organizations, academics, and development practitioners that “economic development” is inseparably linked with the notion of “political development.” Even those global macroeconomic institutions that once refused to
acknowledge the role of politics in the development process now argue that economic development cannot succeed unless it addresses the challenges of governance. At the heart of this new understanding of development is the belief
that greater democratization1 of the entire decision-making process is a necessary condition for economic development (Islam and Morrison 1995; Leftwich 1993, 603). A considerable amount of aid is thus directed toward civil
society as well as toward democracy promotion programs designed to foster
a culture of pluralism in the economic and political arenas (Ottaway and
Carothers 2000). All major bilateral and multilateral aid agencies, including the
World Bank, the imf, the UN system, the US Agency for International Development (usaid), the Canadian International Development Agency (cida),
and the Japan International Cooperation Agency (jica), are now moving away
from their traditional focus on “economic development” toward a new emphasis on “good governance” as the instrument for enhancing human rights,
democracy, civil society, and market-oriented economic reforms. Interestingly, this new aid paradigm is increasing opportunities for collaboration
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among states, ngos, and global decision-making organizations, and hence for
the involvement of non-state actors on more positive terms than in the past.
Critics, however, see good governance as a framework for creating a homogenous world based on the Western, especially the American, model of capitalist development (Moore 1993; Schmitz 1995, 68). Some authors also argue that
the technocratic language of good governance is enabling national elites to
apply the concept of good governance for their own political and economic ends
(Orlandini 2003). Other critics raise ethical questions regarding donors’ current policy of using good-governance conditionality to promote democracy,
civil society, and human rights. They argue that the widespread use of aid conditionality not only generates serious tensions between conditionality and the
right to self-determination, but also raises serious questions as to the intentions
of donors’ democratization initiatives, as many multilateral organizations
themselves lack a democratic political culture. The critics demand greater
democratization of the donor community, especially with regard to the international ﬁnancial institutions (ifis) (Collingwood 2003).
Given this lively debate over good governance, this chapter analyzes Canada’s
development assistance programs in Bangladesh, especially those relating to
good governance. While good governance means different things to different
people, democratization is often a key part of the deﬁnition. So the analysis here
will pay particular attention to initiatives aimed at improving democratic governance. This chapter comprises six sections, including this introduction. Section ii of this chapter offers a brief overview of the present state of human
development in Bangladesh and identiﬁes the reasons why donors view governance as a priority in their development programs. Section iii offers a historical account of Canada’s development assistance programs, including a discussion of how its priorities have shifted away from support for relief and
rehabilitation toward the fostering of an enabling environment for economic
growth and human security. Section iv identiﬁes recent trends in Canada’s
governance programs in Bangladesh, which appear to revolve around three
strategically important areas: environmental governance, democracy promotion, and gender equality. It also looks at how social development, governance,
and private-sector development are all connected. cida’s governance programs are assessed in section v. Finally, section vi discusses prospects for good
governance in Bangladesh that cida might consider in the near future.
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II
Bangladesh’s Development Profile:
Why Governance Matters

Recent studies conducted by ofﬁcial aid agencies, including cida, the United
Nations Development Programme (undp), the World Bank, and the UK Department for International Development (dfid), state that Bangladesh has
made tangible progress in improving its economic and ﬁnancial governance.
Boosted mainly by expansion in both domestic and external demand, Bangladesh’s economy has been growing at an average annual rate of 5 percent or
more for the past few years. Despite frequent natural disasters, the agriculture
sector—which employs 63 percent of the country’s labor force—has experienced
moderate growth over the past decade. Industrial growth has remained robust
at about 7 percent annually; exports have shown a strong upward trend; and
the service sector has grown at an average annual rate of 6 percent in the past
few years. Inﬂation has been around 4 percent (i.e., moderate) in recent years
(adb 2004; 2005).2
The country has also taken strides in food production, public health, family planning, and universal education. In addition, it has managed to make
signiﬁcant progress in improving its overall policy environment since the mid1980s. On the political front, Bangladesh has undergone a successful transition
from military rule to constitutional democracy over the past decade. Three
fair and democratic elections since 1991 have opened up opportunities for people to elect their leaders.
More important, perhaps, is that both rural and urban poverty dropped
during the 1990s. On the basis of a national head count index, the Bangladesh
Planning Commission reported in 2005 that the percentage of Bangladeshis living in poverty declined from 58.8 percent in 1991–92 to 49.8 percent in 2000.
The same report also suggested that the poverty gap ratio dropped from 17.2
to 12.9 percent over the same period. The undp’s human poverty index (hpi)3
points to a similar trend in Bangladesh’s efforts to reduce poverty. The 2005
Human Development Report indicates that the country’s hpi declined from 61
percent in 1981–83 to 44.1 percent in 2004.4 Though rural poverty remained
much higher than urban poverty throughout the 1990s, empirical studies provide evidence of declining poverty in rural areas. A World Bank study suggests that while urban poverty decreased from 44.9 percent in 1991–92 to 36.6
percent in 2000, rural poverty remains a major concern for both policy-makers and development practitioners. Some 53 percent of rural Bangladeshis was
living in poverty at the start of the new millennium (World Bank 2002 a). Furthermore, growing inequalities pose a serious challenge to Bangladesh’s poverty
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reduction efforts. Both the donor community and the Bangladesh government acknowledge the apparent failure of current policies to address a significant rise in inequality in the 1990s. The Gini index of inequality increased
from 0.259 in 1991–92 to 0.306 in 2000 (Bangladesh Planning Commission
2005; World Bank 2002a).
As Table 1 indicates, Bangladesh’s human development record also improved
signiﬁcantly in the 1990s. Its human development index (hdi) rose from only
0.189 to 0.509 between 1990 and 2004. Remarkable progress has also been
made in reducing child malnutrition and the under-ﬁve child mortality rate
(which is now 95 per thousand live births). Impressive advances have been
made in adult literacy, which had risen to 61 percent by 1999. These tangible
social gains have impressed the international donor community, including
the World Bank and the UN. The undp, for instance, now recognizes Bangladesh as a medium human development country (undp 2005b).
Despite these signiﬁcant improvements in Bangladesh’s social and economic conditions, the country continues to face serious policy and structural
challenges that could negatively affect its prospects for democracy and human
development. A recent Asian Development Bank (adb) commentary cautions
table 1
Human Development Indicators over Time

Year

Life
expectancy at
birth (years)

Adult
literacy rate
(%)

1990

51.8

35.3

Real gdp
per capita
(us$)

872

Human
development
index

0.189

Human
development
rank

147
(out of 173
countries)

1992

52.2

36.6

1,160

0.309

146
(out of 173
countries)

1994

56.4

37.3

1,331

0.368

144
(out of 175
countries)

1998

58.6

40.1

1,361

0.461

146
(out of 174
countries)

2002

59.4

41.3

1,602

0.478

145
(out of 173
countries)

2004

61.1

41.5

1,700

0.509

138
(out of 177
countries)

Source: undp, Human Development Reports, 1993, 1994, 1997, 2000, 2002, and 2005.
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that the termination of the Multi-ﬁber Agreement (mfa), further increases in
food and oil prices, and the possible escalation of confrontational politics5
could undermine the country’s medium-term economic prospects. The report
warns that Bangladesh’s economy is likely to plunge into crisis unless the government makes serious efforts to “diversify the exports base, enhance competitiveness, remove structural impediments, encourage foreign direct investment, and upgrade infrastructure” (adb 2005).
Recently published studies by the World Bank, the US Department of State,
and the undp echo the concern that Bangladesh still confronts major challenges
to attaining all of its Millennium Development Goals (mdgs). These reports
indicate that poverty remains widespread in the country, with half the population still living below the poverty line.6 Even though the child and infant
mortality rate has been halved over the past ten years and maternal mortality
has fallen, the country has one of the highest rates of child malnutrition and
maternal mortality in the developing world outside of Sub-Saharan Africa.
Even now, one-quarter of a million of Bangladeshi children die each year
before their ﬁfth birthday. Bangladesh is unlikely to succeed in reducing the
maternal mortality rate from 320 to 400 per thousand live births (in 2001) to
143 by 2015. A large number of people lack basic services, including access to
education and health care, and experience violations of human rights and
security on a daily basis. The country’s progress in ensuring environmental
sustainability remains uncertain as it has not yet been able to mobilize its ﬁnancial and institutional resources to address crucial issues such as deforestation, energy efﬁciency, and desertiﬁcation. More worryingly, Bangladeshis are
losing conﬁdence in their country’s administrative institutions, which are perceived as lacking integrity and efﬁciency (World Bank 2005). Ofﬁcial aid agencies contend that the country’s social and economic progress has been slowed
by Bangladesh’s confrontational political culture and growing corruption at all
levels of government as well as by the state’s reluctance to introduce comprehensive economic and political reforms. Progress has also been halted by the
politicization of the civil bureaucracy—a popular topic of discussion in the
media. Instead of maintaining their autonomy, civil servants—especially at
the senior level—are increasingly involving themselves in petty partisan politics. This is negatively affecting the country’s institutional governance (Ali
2004).
The country’s legal system is antiquated and understaffed. Its current civil
justice system forces long and (usually) unnecessary delays in delivering justice. Also, Bangladesh lacks mechanisms for settling disputes through mediation. In addition, a deterioration in law and order has complicated the task
of achieving the mdgs. Growing crime and the lack of law enforcement are
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discouraging local and foreign investors to explore investment possibilities
(US Department of State 2003; World Bank 2002a).
A recent World Bank publication confirms that good governance in
Bangladesh has deteriorated over the past decade. As Table 2 shows, the report
paints a dismal picture of Bangladesh in all six selected areas of good governance. Other reports cast profound doubts as to the future of creating an
accountable, transparent structure of both economic and political governance.
Unanimously, donor agencies blame “poor governance” for the country’s failure to promote sustainable human development in the new millennium. cida’s
Bangladesh Country Development Programming Framework (cdpf) offers a
well-considered overview of Bangladesh’s current state of development. That
report declares poor governance to be the main obstacle to “pro-poor” economic growth. It goes on to say that a dysfunctional Parliament, high levels of
corruption, precarious law and order, lack of accountability, and violence
against women are all hindering Bangladesh’s prospects for democracy and
development in the new century (cida 2003a).
Similarly, a dfid-sponsored study published in 2002 contends that
Bangladesh’s ability to meet its mdgs by 2015 will depend on its ability to
table 2
Bangladesh’s Good-Governance Record, 1996–2004
Governance
dimension a

Year

Bangladesh’s
percentile rank b

South Asian
regional average c

Voice and accountability

2004
1996

28.6
41.9

25.4
32.5

Political stability

2004
1996

11.7
26.8

26.4
26.4

Government effectiveness

2004
1996

26.4
22.3

38.5
47.5

Regulatory quality

2004
1996

13.3
26.5

30.8
30.8

Rule of law

2004
1996

22.2
27.1

34.2
35.5

Control of corruption

2004
1996

10.3
35.3

37.9
37.9

Source : World Bank (2005).
a

The World Bank in its 2005 report provides an aggregate governance performance record
for 209 countries in six selected areas of governance.
b This value refers to the percentage of countries that are lagging behind Bangladesh in the
selected area of governance. Higher percentages imply a better record of governance.
c The Bank’s list of South Asian countries includes Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India,
Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka.
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improve its quality of governance (Duncan et al. 2002). Both the UN and the
adb state that Bangladesh’s major challenge in the twenty-ﬁrst century will
be to reform public institutions so “that [they] work openly and transparently,
based less on the exercise of power and patronage and more on clear systems
of control and accountability” (adb 2005).
In other words, donor agencies, government ofﬁcials, development practitioners, and mainstream political analysts concur that poor governance is
threatening the poverty reduction targets outlined in the country’s own Interim
Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (iprsp).7 The iprsp calls for a substantial reduction in chronic poverty and for the invigoration of social development.
Its ﬁndings focus on the following: pro-poor economic growth in order to
raise incomes and create employment; human development through education, health, nutrition, and social programs; gender equity; social safety nets
for the poor; and participatory governance so as to strengthen the voice of the
poor. What is interesting about the iprsp is that it amounts to an ofﬁcial declaration that unless Bangladesh improves its governance, its poverty reduction programs may well fail. So it calls for broad-based reforms, including the
restructuring of the public sector, and for a redeﬁnition of the state’s role in
reducing poverty.
III
Canada’s Development Priorities in Bangladesh

Canada’s development assistance to Bangladesh began in 1971, almost immediately after independence. During the early years, cida’s support consisted
mainly of food aid, humanitarian assistance, relief and rehabilitation work,
and projects to rebuild basic infrastructure, which had been almost totally
destroyed during the liberation war of 1971.8 cida’s development programs
for Bangladesh, like those of so many other donors, are inﬂuenced strongly by
Canada’s oda guidelines, which change over time. cida’s cdpf for Bangladesh
is based on the priorities set out in Canada’s 2005 International Policy Statement (ips; Canada 2005b) and is intended to address the country’s principal
development concerns.9 Although the cdpf identifies Bangladesh’s major
development challenges, its programs have often focused on a handful of areas
where Canada believes it can have an impact. For instance, the ﬁrst cdpf (approved in May 1999) focused on two strategic areas: basic human needs, and
good governance. In practice, however, cida has directed most of its resources
toward improving the living conditions of the poor in areas such as health, education, water, and sanitation.
This focus on poverty reduction is consistent with Canada’s past record in
Bangladesh. In concert with local and international partners, Canada has
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helped the country raise its citizens out of both absolute and relative poverty
over the past thirty years. Key areas of Canadian development support have
included the following: food production; primary health care; family planning; literacy and primary education; income-generating activities and/or
microcredit programs; water management as it relates to irrigation, ﬁsheries
development, ﬂood control, agriculture, and environmental quality; and infrastructure services, including energy development and rural electriﬁcation
(Bangladesh Economic Relations Division 1998; cida 1999b). The general
objective of these cida-supported programs has been to reduce poverty; cida
has, however, paid particular attention to gender equality—that is, to improving the status of women in Bangladesh’s male-dominated society. Indeed, close
to 80 percent of the beneﬁciaries of Canada’s poverty reduction programs in
Bangladesh have been women (cida 2003d, 10).
cida continues to emphasize social development and poverty reduction.
Recently, though, it has also begun to address Bangladesh’s governance challenges. Much of its programming in good governance is organized around a
rather broad understanding of governance. Unlike the World Bank, its governance activities aim at increasing the sustainability of various ngos engaged
in promoting human development at the grassroots level (cida 1999a, 1). In
recognition of the need to strengthen organizations for the poor, cida has
taken a close interest in heightening the impact of popular organizations on
development. A number of projects have been undertaken to help ngos design,
implement, and evaluate development programs (details below). Clearly, cida’s
aid to Bangladesh acknowledges the voluntary sector, including ngos and civil
associations, as key actors in development.
This might seem a natural course for donors to take today. Yet cida’s decision to work closely with ngos represented a unique approach to development and poverty reduction in the early 1970s. During those years, most ofﬁcial aid agencies focused on working directly with the state. cida ofﬁcials in
Bangladesh departed from this development praxis when they started supporting the activities of ngos such as Proshika Manobik Kendra and the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (brac). Part of this shift in strategy
arose from cida’s disappointment with the Bangladeshi state, which sharply
suffered from a constant crisis of legitimacy. Local cida ofﬁcials set out to
create alternative service delivery mechanisms by strengthening organizations
of the poor that were capable of promoting grassroots development. Since the
early 1970s, cida has continued to help ngos strengthen their institutional
capacities so that they can play a greater role in achieving the broader goals of
sustainable human development.
cida’s goal of giving Bangladesh’s popular sector a strong voice in development is also reﬂected in its latest country policy framework (cdpf), estab-
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lished in 2003, which focuses on the following three broad yet interrelated
aspects of governance and human development:
• Social development. To improve the quality and delivery of services in health
and education appropriate to the needs of the poor, in particular women
and children, and to increase their access to those services.
• Governance. To improve policy development and regulatory reform of
selected public and private institutions and link governance more directly
to poverty reduction.
• Private sector. To address constraints in the development of small- and
medium-sized enterprises by increasing their access to ﬁnancial and capacity building services and by improving their regulatory environment (cida
2003 d, 14).
While Bangladesh10 continues to be one of the largest recipients of Canadian oda,11 Canada’s total disbursements have declined since 1990–91. As seen
in Table 3, Canadian aid to Bangladesh fell from c$152.1 million in 1988–89 to
$87.14 million in 2001–2 and $86.36 million in 2003–4. This marked a major
change from the period 1971–72 to 1997–98, when Canada ranked ﬁfth among
twenty major donors, including multilateral organizations such as the World
Bank and the EU. In 2000, Canada ranked ninth among multilateral and bilateral donors, who together contributed about us$2 billion per year to bridge
Bangladesh’s ﬁnancing gap and to implement its poverty reduction strategies
(Bangladesh Development Forum 2004). Canadian aid to Bangladesh now
accounts for less than 5 percent of its total aid.
table 3
cida Disbursements in Bangladesh in c$ Million (1999–2004)

Bilateral
Partnership a
Food aid
Multilateral
idrc
Subtotal
ifis
Total

1997–98 1998–99

1999–
2000 – 2000–1

36.92
2.56
35.98
0.35
0.23
76.04
24.09
100.13

35.55
3.92
16.6
0.25
0.34
56.66
25.63
82.29

34.47
3.04
19.67
0.9
0.42
58.5
40.06
98.56

34.34
3.86
0
0.78
0.55
39.53
29.13
68.66

2001–2

2002–3

36.88
2.78
13.21
0.36
0.43
53.66
33.38
87.04

35.89
3.04
10.00
0.40
0.30
49.63
21.44
71.07

2003–4 2004–5

53.25
2.89
10.00
0
0.17
66.31
20.05
86.36

50.00
b
b
b
b
b
b

50.00

Source : cida, Bangladesh Program Desk.
a Partnership refers to disbursements to Canadian voluntary-sector organizations and private-sector ﬁrms through cida’s Canadian Partnership Branch.
b Disbursement data for these categories are not available.
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The identiﬁcation of Bangladesh as a “new investment target country” by
the Minister of International Cooperation in 2002 has placed Bangladesh back
on Canada’s oda priority list. The Bangladesh program desk at cida expects
that Canada’s bilateral aid will double by 2008 (cida 2003a, 5), which will
make Canada one of the top bilateral donors in the country.12
Canada’s ongoing emphasis on poverty reduction and social development
is reﬂected in its current distribution of aid. As seen in Figure 1, almost twothirds of its resources have gone into social development issues and concerns,
which are divided into two main categories: health and education. While less
than 10 percent of Canadian aid is allocated for programs13 directly aiming at
substantially improving governance, it could be argued that many of its social
development programs also, albeit indirectly, address issues of power, management, politics, and democracy.
ﬁgure 1
cida–Bangladesh
Other
6.2%
Private Sector
10.8%

Health
61.8%
Health [61.8%]

Governance
9.8%

Private sector [10.8%]
Governance [9.8%]
Education [11.6%]

Education
11.6%

Other [6.2%]

Source: cida 2003a.

IV
CIDA’s Governance Programs and
Interlocutors in Bangladesh

As noted in its recent International Policy Statement (2005b), Canada takes an
integrated approach to development in which good governance is viewed as
a precondition for peace, security, and sustainable political and socio-economic development. Identifying the synergies among these sectors, the ips
seeks to vigorously promote “democracy, human rights, the rule of law, pub-
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lic-sector capacity-building, and conﬂict prevention” through its governance
programs (ibid.). This understanding of governance is also reﬂected in cida’s
recent cdpf for Bangladesh, which highlights a combination of measures to
help Bangladesh address its development challenges. Recognizing the conceptual and practical linkages between social development, governance, and private-sector development, it aims at reducing poverty, improving the quality of
governance, and strengthening the role of the private sector in national economic development.
The cdpf links governance, market reform, and poverty reduction, but it
also singles out governance as a priority for Canadian development assistance
in Bangladesh. Canada’s current governance activities in the country focus on
legal reform, capacity building for both public institutions and civil society, and
the promotion of human rights (especially women’s and children’s rights).
The speciﬁc good-governance programs that support this overall objective fall
into the following three broad categories: environmental governance; democracy promotion; and gender equality.
Environmental Governance

One of the key objectives of cida’s governance program is to help Bangladesh
reduce its environmental vulnerability. All four of the environmental projects
that cida is currently implementing are intended to build the local capacity
to balance environmental sustainability with economic activity in decision
making. For instance, the Bangladesh Environmental Management Project,
with a Canadian contribution of c$12.61 million, aims to strengthen the institutional capacity of the Bangladesh government in environmental planning,
management, and monitoring. In partnership with kpmg, Resource Futures
International, Dalhousie University, and the Department of Environment
(doe),14 the project seeks to turn the doe into a more effective public institution capable of enforcing environmental rules and procedures.
The Environmental Monitoring Information Network (emin) project, with
a Canadian contribution of $4.4 million, seeks to strengthen Bangladesh’s
water management. Two Bangladeshi organizations, the Water Resources Planning Organization (warpo) and the Centre for Environmental Geographic
Information Systems (cegis), are working with the Canadian partner radarsat International to develop a more effective early warning system capable of
preventing the negative effects of ﬂooding and erosion. Besides addressing the
needs of the Bangladesh government, this project seeks to increase the capacity of ngos and community organizations to deal with ﬂooding. The project
hopes to establish new forecasting mechanisms designed to coordinate and
monitor data for areas that are often hit hard by ﬂooding and river erosion.
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cida’s third environmental project, Reducing Vulnerability to Climate
Change, involves ngos—both Canadian and local15 —in creating an ecologically balanced society in which national and local institutions can work together
to engage the public in policy making. Speciﬁcally, this project (to which cida
has allocated $3 million) targets 4,300 low-income households and community-based networks and seeks to build their awareness of the negative effects
of global climate change on the lives and livelihoods of local people.
A fourth environmental project aims to strengthen the governance capacity of the Ministry of Water Resources in areas such as planning, budgeting,
accounting, and auditing.16 Canada’s particular role is to help the ﬁnancial
divisions of the Bangladesh Water Development Board (bwdb) develop a computerized accounting system.
Democracy Promotion

With other development agencies, Canada is making an effort to establish a system of governance in Bangladesh that is open, predictable, accountable, and
corruption-free. Three of cida’s current projects focus on ways for the country to eliminate obvious abuses of power; to replace the current patronage-based
politics with the rule of law; and to allow civil society associations a central role
in holding the state accountable and protecting the interests of marginalized
communities, including women and ethnic and religious minorities.
The Legal Reform Project, jointly funded by cida, the World Bank, and the
Danish government, is supporting the creation of a rules-based, accountable,
transparent, and predictable legal framework in Bangladesh. It is offering assistance to the Ministry of Laws in restructuring the country’s legal system,
especially in the area of criminal justice. A second aim of the project is to support relevant initiatives undertaken by local ngos and advocacy groups on
behalf of the most vulnerable sectors of society.17 cida is also helping develop
better election mechanisms—and more broadly, a stronger democratic political culture—through its Fair Election and Institutional Reforms Project
(feirp). This initiative is encouraging civic engagement in developing a broadbased consensus on necessary electoral and political reforms. It is also creating opportunities for civil society groups to play a more effective role in maintaining a free and fair electoral process and holding elected representatives
accountable for their actions. Ultimately, the feirp is expected to help the
Bangladesh Election Commission develop and strengthen its capacity to manage transparent, accountable, and participatory elections.18
Finally, in collaboration with the World Bank Group, Canada is helping
Bangladesh Bank (the country’s central bank) build up its research capacity.
The goal here is to enable the Bank’s Research Department to offer credible information that can be used to devise appropriate poverty reduction strategies.
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Gender Equality

cida’s governance activities in Bangladesh pay close attention to gender equality. In collaboration with Bangladeshi organizations and other donor agencies, cida is seeking to transform existing relations through gender “mainstreaming” and gender awareness raising and by identifying the sources of
gender discrimination. Two of its current projects address the subordinate
position of women in Bangladeshi society. For example, the second phase of
the Policy Leadership and Advocacy for Gender Equality (plage) 19 project is
seeking to increase the capacity of the Ministry of Women’s and Children’s
Affairs (mwca) to integrate gender into its planning and policy cycles. In partnership with civil society groups, the project expects to develop speciﬁc interventions capable of responding to practical and strategic gender needs, identifying target groups, and raising gender awareness within planning processes.
The Gender Fund 20 (phase three) project also addresses gender equality
and empowerment. By supporting the initiatives of relevant local ngos and
advocacy groups, it aims to improve the conditions of women and girls in
Bangladesh. Unlike most other cida projects, it offers a space for the Canadian
High Commission in Dhaka to work with women’s organizations and to test
ideas for changing social and cultural patterns and practices that produce and
perpetuate gender inequalities.
V
Assessing the Impact of Canada’s
Good-Governance Initiatives

cida’s governance programs in Bangladesh are consistent with the general
framework of governance adopted by the donor community, which emphasizes fostering a democratic political culture by improving the efﬁciency, transparency, and accountability of public institutions. The assumption driving
cida’s programs is that for an economy to be open, it must be supported by
a free political process (Austin 2001). Drawing on this popular thesis, cida’s
good-governance initiatives make a clear effort to identify the missing link
between economic and political development within the changing development
realities of Bangladesh. Besides helping the country manage its economic activities more effectively at the macro level, most of cida’s governance projects
encourage the Bangladeshi government to enhance the accountability and
responsiveness of public institutions, reform the legal system, and develop an
efﬁcient and professional civil service. This approach is driven by the recognition that the Bangladeshi government has failed so far to pursue a pro-poor
reform agenda that is capable of accelerating economic growth and redistributing wealth and resources. cida’s governance initiatives in such areas as free
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and fair elections, ﬁnancial management, environmental sustainability, and
gender equality are aimed at helping Bangladeshi ofﬁcials strike a ﬁne balance
between these objectives and at addressing some of the country’s deep-rooted
institutional problems.
While its program decisions are inﬂuenced by Canada’s international priorities as well as by budget realities, cida’s governance and other development
assistance programs are undertaken primarily in partnership with various
bilateral and multilateral donor agencies, the government of Bangladesh, and
local and international ngos. The country’s well-functioning aid coordination mechanisms—which include the Local Consultative Group (lcg), the
Bangladesh Development Forum (bdf),21 and the Like-Minded Donor Group
(lmdg)—provide a framework for Canada to pursue its agenda for poverty
reduction, good governance, and private-sector development. With its relatively
small budget for Bangladesh, Canada uses these coordination structures, especially the lcg—the most important forum for coordination among major
funding agencies—not only to ensure the most effective utilization of its
resources but also to promote its distinct development agenda. The lcg comprises thirty-two Bangladesh-based representatives of bilateral and multilateral donors and the Secretary of the Economic Relations Division (who represents the Government of Bangladesh). It facilitates dialogue and collaboration
among its members on speciﬁc sectors or thematic areas through its twentythree subgroups.22 Canada is currently chairing lcg subgroups on education
and environment.
Canada also draws strength from its historical ties with a small group of
donor countries in the lmcg, which includes Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden. The group made its ﬁrst ofﬁcial appearance in 1984 when it
published a report prepared by the North-South Institute titled Rural Poverty
in Bangladesh (1985). Despite its small size, this group has managed to broaden
the development agenda for donors by shifting the focus of development cooperation in Bangladesh away from traditional macroeconomic concerns toward
human development (Blair 1986). The group has taken on a greater role in
reducing poverty and promoting gender, human rights, and civil society. As a
core member of the group, Canada has continued to use the lmcg’s inﬂuence
to assert its role in promoting good governance in Bangladesh.
What is more distinct is Canada’s ongoing emphasis on strengthening the
strategic capacities of Bangladesh’s dynamic yet complex ngo sector. Given
the weak implementation capacity and inefﬁciencies of public institutions in
Bangladesh, cida sees ngos as important, alternative development actors capable of more actively and effectively inﬂuencing the country’s development
process. It works very closely with development ngos, especially intermediary
ngos, to ensure that these local bodies strengthen the local population’s capac-
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ity for self-governance. cida’s governance and other development assistance
programs often create opportunities for ngos to represent the voices of marginalized communities such as women, ethnic and religious minorities, and the
rural poor when decisions are being made. They also involve a special set of
ngos directly in the implementation of various development activities and
provide ﬁnancial assistance to ngos and civil society groups that are seeking
to increase the participation and decision-making power of vulnerable communities. cida seems to pay particular attention to those ngos which are either
engaged in policy research on the dynamics of poverty and social change or
involved in empowering women. It is important to note that while cida often
works directly with local ngos, its ﬁnancial assistance is also channelled through
Canadian ngos, including cuso, Aga Khan Foundation Canada (akfc), the
South Asian Partnership, and Inter Pares.
cida’s assistance appears to have succeeded in strengthening the institutional capabilities of a group of selected ngos, namely, the Bangladesh Rural
Advancement Committee (brac),23 Proshika, the Centre for Policy Dialogue
(cpd), the Association for Development Agencies in Bangladesh (adab), Nijera
Kori, and ubinig, which are widely known for their success in providing greater
democratic input by the people into the country’s development process. The
representatives of a few Bangladeshi ngos, including brac, Nijera Kori, ubinig,
and adab, told this author that cida’s support gave them greater recognition
as development actors and enabled them to serve as democratic institutions.
Many are now globally acclaimed for their innovative development strategies,
which focus on group-based mobilization, beneﬁciary participation, microenterprises, and the involvement of women in various income-generating
activities.
Unlike the World Bank or usaid, Canada has adopted a dual approach to
good governance in its operations in Bangladesh. The former organizations tend
to focus on ﬁnancial and economic management, public-sector reform, private-sector infrastructure development, and the strengthening of the rule of
law through democracy promotion; by contrast, cida attempts to establish
links between governance and social development. Put another way, cida’s
governance activities are not undertaken in isolation. In addition to making
public institutions more accountable, efﬁcient, and transparent, Canadian
governance initiatives in Bangladesh aim to build capacity for ngos and to
promote gender equity and human rights.
While this approach has been effective in creating an enabling environment for pro-poor activities and human development, it does not pay adequate attention to improving Bangladesh’s institutional structures of governance. Currently, Canada’s initiatives deal with only a few areas of intervention,
albeit important ones. Part of the reason why Canada remains highly selective
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and why the scope of its current governance programs is fairly limited is its relatively small development budget for Bangladesh. The $50 million in annual
bilateral oda is not nearly enough for cida to vigorously promote good governance in Bangladesh. Current allocation practices also prevent Canada from
undertaking a comprehensive program on good governance.
VI
Conclusions:
Can Canada Do Better?

If good governance is a precondition for pro-poor economic growth and
human development, one would expect Canada’s development programs to pay
more attention to improving Bangladesh’s quality of governance. Funding
agencies, civil society leaders, mainstream scholars, and development practitioners clearly agree that if Bangladesh hopes to meet its mdgs, it will need to
thoroughly reform its public sector, strengthen the rule of law, combat corruption at all levels of government, and improve law and order. In light of this,
Canada could consider rethinking and restructuring its governance initiatives
to help Bangladesh meet these governance challenges.
Nowhere is the need for governance reform more obvious than in public
institutions. A few donor agencies such as the undp and dﬁd are already pursuing a public-sector reform agenda; even so, Bangladesh requires much more
outside support if it is to develop an efﬁcient and professional civil service
capable of realizing the country’s full potential in a highly competitive global
market. cida’s governance program could be (re)designed to address this
pressing challenge. In particular, cida could focus on redeﬁning the role played
by the civil service in human development by redesigning the programs of a
few inﬂuential public-sector training institutions—speciﬁcally, the Bangladesh Public Administration Training Centre (bpatc), the Bangladesh Civil
Service Training Academy, the Planning and Development Academy, and the
Bangladesh Institute of Administrative Management (biam). Some Canadian
universities are already offering public-service training programs; cida could
partner with them to help these key public-service training institutions shift
their activities away from routine courses on bureaucratic management toward
issues such as participation, accountability, and transparency in governance.
These training programs could also increase the level of civic engagement in
public policy making.
The separation of the judiciary from the executive is another key area where
Bangladesh needs immediate assistance and where cida could successfully
intervene. Although the Bangladeshi government has shown some interest in
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recent years in drafting legislation that would give the judiciary greater autonomy vis-à-vis the executive, nothing concrete has yet been done to realize this
important goal of good governance. Canadian legal experts drawn from a few
prestigious law schools and/or private organizations could help Bangladesh
develop legislation and strengthen the newly formed Judicial Service Commission (jsc).24 These interventions would allow the government of Bangladesh to move forward with its stated aim of establishing a “rule-of-law culture”
in the country.
Reducing corruption at all levels of government should also be a priority
for cida in Bangladesh. In partnership with usaid, which is currently providing some assistance in combating corruption, cida could invest in strengthening the newly formed Anti-Corruption Commission.25 The Canadian Auditor General’s Ofﬁce could consider providing Bangladesh with expertise to
streamline its auditing and accounting practices, which have often been ineffective in preventing government officials from routinely misusing public
money. cida’s support could focus on the creation of performance-based
audits; this would involve restructuring the Comptroller and Auditor General’s (cag) Ofﬁce and helping the government of Bangladesh separate the
auditing and accounting functions.
These crucial development interventions would certainly require cida to
allocate more of its oda directly to governance activities in Bangladesh. The
current disbursement of roughly 10 percent to governance projects is unlikely
to be enough to make a dent in Bangladesh’s development management problems. Given the country’s governance challenges, a ﬁgure of 25 percent (which,
using current ﬁgures, would represent approximately $12.5 million annually)
would be more appropriate. But while such a major shift in funding would
scale up governance interventions, Canada’s individual commitment would still
be inadequate to improve the prospects for good governance in Bangladesh.
Canada would also need to collaborate more effectively with other major funding agencies to promote a transparent, accountable, and responsive government
in the country. In other words, Canada would have to play a decisive role in
Bangladesh’s formal aid coordination forums, which include lmcs, the lmcg,
and the bdf. The lmcg would likely to be the most effective mechanism for
Canada to mobilize its support and exert its inﬂuence over the entire process
of aid coordination.
Finally, besides reprioritizing its programs, cida may need to transform its
whole approach to good governance assistance, so as to move it beyond the discourse of formal democracy and a market economy. cida’s current approach
to governance is effective in identifying and solving deep-rooted institutional
problems of the sort that so often undermine the Bangladeshi government’s
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development performance, but that approach does not always encourage popular participation in policy making. Here, the concept of “participatory governance,” as used in critical development studies,26 could help cida encourage
donors to focus on broader and more diverse means of governance—especially those which enable people’s self-development. Participatory governance
can create and strengthen the political spaces where state and civil society associations work together to promote human development, representing the concerns of gender, age, caste, ethnicity, wealth, and class. It can also support an
autonomous space for civil society, free from co-optation by either the state
or the market. Above all, participatory governance can foster accountable and
self-determined institutions based on the voices of ordinary citizens in decision making.
Notes
1 Donors seem to rely on the widely held assumption that democratic governments
are likely to make better political and economic decisions as they are held accountable for all of their actions (Ottaway and Carothers 2000, 5).
2 The inﬂation rate is probably much higher, about 7 percent, in 2005–6 owing to a
signiﬁcant increase in food and oil prices.
3 The hpi is calculated based on deprivations in health, education, and income. It
focuses on the proportion of people below a threshold level in the three key aspects
of human development, namely life expectancy, standard of living, and education.
4 Some studies, however, caution that despite some tangible progress in poverty
reduction efforts, poverty rates were still higher in 1995 than the rates in 1985.
Between 1985 and 1995 the number of absolute poor increased by 1.2 percent annually (Mahbub ul Haq Human Development Centre 1999, 13–14). What remains
a puzzle for many is that some 83 percent of Bangladeshis live on less than two
dollars a day (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics 2004).
5 Growing conﬂicts of political interest between the ruling Bangladesh National
Party (bnp) and the opposition, led by the Awami League, coupled with the resort
to violence by competing political forces as means to achieve their conﬂicting
political goals, have fostered a precarious situation in Bangladesh, where the future
of democracy and development is becoming increasingly uncertain. These two
mainstream political parties, which dominate Bangladesh’s political landscape,
promote very different views of governance relating to the role of religion in politics and how a national political identity should be constructed. The unwillingness of these parties’ leaders to come to terms with democratic values has led to the
development of a highly confrontational state–society relationship in which rival
groups often rely on violence and non-constitutional means to advance their political goals. For a detailed discussion of the country’s inability to foster a democratic
political culture, see Quadir (2004).
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6 A recent World Bank study contends that “Bangladesh still has the highest incidence
of poverty in South Asia and the third highest number of poor people living in a
single country after India and China” (World Bank 2005).
7 Also known as the National Strategy for Economic Growth, Poverty Reduction and
Social Development.
8 During the early years, two-thirds of bilateral aid was in food or commodities;
recently, though, the emphasis has shifted from food aid to development more
broadly. By one estimate, development projects now account for 60 to 80 percent
of cida’s total oda.
9 The ips identiﬁes Bangladesh as one of the twenty-ﬁve “core development partners”
that will draw special attention from Canada.
10 It is important to mention that oda is still a vital component of Bangladesh’s development initiatives. As of June 30, 2005, the country has received a total of us $43.26
billion of external assistance in the forms of food aid, commodity aid, and project aid. While bilateral aid accounted for some 75.4 percent of the total aid in the
1970s, the country has witnessed a signiﬁcant decline in bilateral aid in recent years.
In 2005, bilateral aid was only 43.8 percent of the total aid the country received. In
other words, the focus of oda in Bangladesh seems to have shifted away from bilateral aid toward multilateral assistance owing to the declining share of “grant.”
Instead of allocating grants, multilateral aid agencies are currently more interested
in offering loans, which now constitute more than 73.6 percent of Bangladesh’s
total oda (Bangladesh Economic Relations Division 2006).
11 Excluding Afghanistan, Bangladesh is the largest traditional recipient of bilateral
Canadian oda in Asia.
12 Precise details on future levels of spending were unavailable from cida at the time
of writing.
13 In other words, cida claims that governance is a top priority for its activities in
Bangladesh, but its current budgetary allocation does not support such a claim.
14 The doe is a Bangladeshi partner that represents the government’s key environmental agency—the Ministry of Environment and Forests.
15 A number of international ngos, including care Canada and care Bangladesh,
as well as local ngos, are working together as partners on this project.
16 cida has committed c$4 million to this project, which involves Cowater and Corporate Renaissance Group of Canada and Bangladesh’s Ministry of Water Resources (mwr) as partners.
17 This important governance project involves a Canadian contribution of cdn $ 15
million, and brings together the Department of Justice, the Canadian Bar Association, and ibm. The local Bangladeshi partners are the Ministry of Laws, Justice and
Parliamentary Affairs, the Ministry of Social Affairs, and a variety of local ngos.
18 Canada has committed c$5 million to this project.
19 This relatively large project (cost c$11 million) has established a consortium of
Cowater International Inc., Carleton University’s Pauline Jewett Institute of
Women’s Studies, and Bangladesh’s Ministry of Women’s and Children’s Affairs
(mwca).
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20 Various Bangladeshi feminist organizations are working with cida on this lowbudget project, in which Canada’s contribution is some c$2.5 million.
21 The Bangladesh Development Forum, previously known as the Annual Aid Consortium, coordinates donor policies and regularly reviews the country’s state of
economic and social development. Under the direction of the World Bank, the
Aid Consortium was established in 1974 to meet annually both to review the performance of Bangladesh’s economy and to pledge oda. Canada has been an active
member of the Forum since 1974.
22 Currently there are twelve sectoral subgroups, which address the following: agriculture; food security and nutrition; ﬁsheries; water management; water supply
and sanitation; education; health and population; energy; transport; urban sector; rural infrastructure; and ﬁnance. There are nine thematic subgroups; they
address poverty; women’s advancement and gender equality; governance; ngos;
private-sector development; environment; project implementation issues; macroeconomic developments and technical assistance; and disasters and emergency
response. There is also one region-speciﬁc subgroup for addressing development
issues in the Chittagong Hill Tracts.
23 brac is now the largest ngo in the world.
24 There are precedents in this area. For example, Canada has recently helped Iraq draft
its ﬁrst democratic constitution.
25 This independent commission was established in February 2004 to combat corruption.
26 The notion of participatory governance focuses on bottom-up participation of all
stakeholders, especially the poor, in the development process at the grassroots level
in the context of both poverty reduction and human development (Bickerstaff
and Walker 2001; Grote and Gbikpi 2002).
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THE BENEFITS OF AN INDIRECT APPROACH:
THE CASE OF GHANA

▼
Peter Arthur and David Black

Introduction

Since it embarked on the transition to democratic rule in 1992, Ghana has
been widely perceived in the international community as one of Africa’s success stories in terms of the promotion of good governance.1 Most signiﬁcantly,
it has been able to hold successive elections that have been perceived as free and
fair, despite some anomalies, and that have resulted in an orderly change in governing parties. Yet substantial challenges remain for both governance effectiveness and democratic accountability. This chapter therefore analyzes the
role of the donor community in the process of promoting good governance
in Ghana. In particular, it focuses on the nature and priorities of Canada’s
governance assistance. In general, Ghana emerges (as it has regularly over the
past couple of decades) as an important “test case” for the new approach taken
by the donor community (including cida), with its pivotal focus on goodgovernance reforms. The results of that approach to date reﬂect a combination of progress, promise, and uncertainty.
The case of Ghana shows how, broadly speaking, good-governance reforms
involve two distinct priorities. First, there are more technocratic reforms, which
are concerned mainly with the “machinery of government,” including its ability to establish and implement policy priorities, particularly (albeit not exclusively) in the domain of economic policy. These sorts of reforms are the primary emphasis of the international ﬁnancial institutions (iﬁs), among others.
Second, there are more political reforms, the purpose of which is to deepen
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democratic openings and processes by reinforcing structures of accountability within core political institutions (such as Parliament and the courts) as
well as between the state and civil society (by supporting the capacity of the
media and other non-state actors to scrutinize and pressure government ofﬁcials and political leaders). Like many other donors, cida has tended to emphasize the former, more technocratic side of governance reforms, and to this end
has focused on “good economic governance” as defined by a broad-based
donor consensus; relatively speaking, it has given less weight to more political reforms aimed at deepening democratic accountability. Yet aspects of both
are almost certainly necessary for sustained development and poverty reduction in Ghana; indeed the two are arguably codependent. Thus, failure to pay
more attention to the latter compromises prospects for the former. In other
words, better governance in the “machinery of government” sense is likely to
depend on more robust democratic accountability, even if the results of this
deepening of democracy are indirect and less neatly consonant with donor
preferences.
This chapter begins by outlining the development situation in Ghana that
necessitated the adoption of economic and political reforms. It brieﬂy reviews
the achievements of governance reforms in Ghana as well as the ongoing challenges such reforms present there. This is followed by a discussion of the assistance Canada has provided in support of Ghana’s governance agenda since
the adoption of the last Country Programming Framework in 1999, highlighting the substantial changes that have taken place over the past several years as
Ghana has emerged as a “core bilateral partner.” The ﬁnal section looks at key
lessons to be learned from efforts to achieve the goals of good governance in
Ghana. The emphasis here is on the need to pay closer attention to the indirect impact of democratic deepening as a key requirement for sustainable
“technocratic” governance reforms.
Ghana’s Development Profile

The severe economic decline that Ghana experienced in the 1970s (see Aryeetey,
Harrigan, and Nissanke 2000; Boafo-Arthur 1999; Hutchful 1989, 2002) resulted
in the J.J. Rawlings–led Provisional National Defence Council’s (pndc) seizure
of power through a military coup on December 31, 1981. After failing to resolve
the crisis through “people’s power,” the pndc embarked on a neoliberal structural adjustment program (sap) in 1983 (Hutchful 1989, 102; 2002). Ghana
initially chalked up impressive rates of economic growth under structural
adjustment, but behind this initial economic “miracle” lay an “economic
mirage” (Aryeetey, Harrigan, and Nissanke 2000). In governance terms, the sap
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fostered and relied on a narrowly based, bureaucratic, and highly personalized policy process, driven architecturally by the International Monetary Fund
(imf) and the World Bank. Brieﬂy stated, structural adjustment effectively
undermined the foundations for improved governance beyond a highly concentrated policy elite.
Economic hardships and political alienation persisted. After 1984, public
dissent sparked by urban-based groups and associations such as the Ghana
Bar Association (gba), the National Union of Ghana Students (nugs), the
Trade Unions Congress (tuc), and church-associated organizations such as the
Christian Council of Ghana and the Catholic Bishops Conference led to rising demands for a return to constitutional rule (Hutchful 2002, 197–98). In a
bid to legitimize its rule and to rebuild grassroots support while fending off
domestic and international pressure for political liberalization, the pndc government introduced a new decentralization program in 1988. Indeed, while
Ghanaian governments had made intermittent efforts to decentralize authority through some form of district-focused public administrative system since
independence in 1957, it was not until 1988 that the pndc government embarked
on a new and comprehensive decentralization program. Speciﬁcally, it established District Assemblies (DAs) on a “no party” basis. The pndc sought to
make the DAs the basis of the country’s new political system; it saw decentralization as a means to stabilize a political system in crisis and to secure some
of its own political objectives (Ayee 1994; 1997a, 88; Hutchful 2002).
Despite the adoption of these measures, domestic political opposition continued to grow. In 1992, with donors pushing for political as well as economic
liberalization, the pndc government ﬁnally embarked on a transition toward
constitutional, multiparty democratic rule. Hence, while institutions such as
the imf and the World Bank insisted on good economic governance, with
some of the country’s top technocrats and neoclassical economists in the lead
(Hutchful 2002, 36–37), the push for good political governance and democratic rights came primarily from Ghanaians, reinforced by key bilateral donors
and the UN. Indeed, Whitﬁeld (2003, 382) points out that international donors
went to great lengths to secure Ghana’s transition to democracy and ensure “free
and fair” elections.
Since 1992, Ghana has made signiﬁcant strides toward good political and
democratic governance. Most strikingly, it has held three successive multiparty elections since 1992 that were essentially free and fair and devoid of violence. Indeed, the 2000 elections marked a milestone in the country’s political history when the incumbent National Democratic Congress (ndc)—
Rawlings’s party—was defeated and power was peacefully transferred to John
Kufuor and the New Patriotic Party (npp) (Tettey et al. 2003, 2). Moreover, the
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World Bank’s new governance indicators show that Ghana scored above the
median in all categories, especially in the areas of Government Effectiveness
and Voice and Accountability, compared to other countries with similar
socio-economic and development proﬁles (World Bank 2005a).
Some progress has also been made in the area of political decentralization.
For example, the 110 (now 138) DAs, established as part of the decentralization
process in 1988–89, not only survived the drafting of Ghana’s new 1992 Constitution, but were empowered with revenue-generating and developmentplanning functions. Also, a District Assemblies Common Fund (dacf)2 was
established to provide the decentralized authorities with the resources necessary to implement their development plans (cida 1999c).
Yet substantial challenges remain. At the broadest level, challenges persist
in consolidating a democratic culture as well as institutional structures based
on tolerance and accountability. Some of these challenges revolve around
core representative institutions, including Ghana’s still relatively new multiparty Parliament as well as the DAs, which continue to deviate from principles of democratic representation. For example, little progress has been
made on ﬁscal decentralization. DAs have only limited discretion over the use
of the dacf: half the fund is earmarked by the central government, mainly
for capital projects, while the remaining half is generally used as a matching
fund for donor projects and to cover the administrative expenses of the DAs
themselves. Other challenges to the consolidation of democratic principles
and good governance revolve around judicial and quasi-judicial institutions,
which many regard as an especially weak link in Ghana (see, for example,
Hammerstad 2004; also Crawford 2004, 9–13). Ghana’s vibrant, independent, and often courageous media are crucial for accountability and transparency; nevertheless, they have been weakened by tendencies toward “irresponsible journalism” and “reporting on rumour.” These tendencies reﬂect,
in part, limitations in both training and pay (cida interview August 24, 2005;
Sandbrook 2000, 40–46).
In this connection, there is little doubt that structural problems such as
the continued high incidence of poverty in Ghana have done much to undermine the country’s efforts to promote good governance. Data show that the proportion of Ghana’s population living below the national poverty line fell from
about 60 percent in 1987–88 to under 40 percent in 1999. But this progress
needs to be kept in perspective: when poverty is deﬁned as living on less than
one dollar a day, being “lifted out” of it falls far short of achieving basic human
security. Moreover, progress in poverty reduction has been uneven; poverty is
actually rising among urban dwellers and on the northern savannah (Booth
et al. 2004; undp 2005b). Thus, although Ghana has made aggregate gains in
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poverty alleviation, millions of Ghanaians still face difﬁculties meeting their
basic needs, with these millions concentrated unevenly in the country’s cities
and regions. Indeed, in 2005 Ghana ranked 138th out of 177 in the undp’s
Human Development Index: that year, the country’s life expectancy at birth
was 56.8 years, and its combined gross enrolment percentage for primary, secondary, and tertiary schools was only 46 percent (undp 2005b). In these conditions, tendencies toward corruption have been reinforced. Meanwhile, the
relatively poor and marginalized majority has found it difﬁcult to hold Ghana’s
elites accountable.
Finally, there is a widely recognized need to reform the country’s public
service and public ﬁnance management. Necessary in this regard are clearer policy- and decision-making procedures, greater transparency and accountability, and a strengthened capacity to track expenditures, reduce corruption, and
implement policies. Thus, while the World Bank’s new governance indicators
point to signiﬁcant improvements in Ghana since 1996 in the areas of Voice
and Accountability, Government Effectiveness, and Control of Corruption,
the country’s scores and indices on Economic and Regulatory Quality, which
measure trade and ﬁscal policies, and its overall effectiveness with regard to
market-friendly policies, have been relatively low (World Bank 2005a). Indeed,
as Crawford (2004) notes, public service and public ﬁnance reforms have consistently been a principal preoccupation (along with decentralization) among
Ghana’s donor community (2004, 36–38). The fact that these prodigious efforts
have not met with greater success raises the obvious question of why this
should be so, and more particularly how these types of governance reforms
relate to broader efforts to strengthen democratic institutions and governance.
Canada’s Governance Priorities and Role in Ghana
Context

Ghana and Canada have a long history in development cooperation. Indeed,
Ghana is cida’s longest-running program and has been a core recipient of
Canadian development assistance since independence in 1957. In its last programming framework, cida (1999c) noted that by 2000, Canada would have
contributed c$1 billion to Ghana’s development efforts through all channels.
The same report also estimated that Canada would be contributing more than
$100 million in ofﬁcial development assistance (oda) to Ghana between 2000
and 2003. It should be pointed out, however, that Canada’s aid program in
Ghana generally—and its programming on good governance in particular—
has grown and changed signiﬁcantly since the last framework was issued in 1999
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(a new framework will soon be released). This makes many judgments concerning the effects of Canadian programming preliminary, in that some of the
largest and most important initiatives are less than three years old. The difﬁculty of isolating the impact of cida programming is compounded by the fact
that the agency is a medium-sized bilateral donor that accounts for only a
small share of Ghana’s overall aid income. According to World Bank data,
cida’s projected 2005 disbursements of us$38.04 million placed it seventh
among bilateral donors—eleventh if key multilateral agencies were included—
accounting for under 4 percent of us$1,135.76 million in total oda.
cida’s renewed commitment to Ghana is nested within a broader renewal
of interest in and support for Africa as a whole. At the 2002 G8 meeting hosted
by Canada at Kananaskis, for example, not only did former prime minister
Jean Chrétien make Africa a principal focus of discussion but he also
announced an extraordinary c$500 million Canada Fund for Africa in the
context of the G8 Africa Action Plan (see Black 2004; Fowler 2003). Prior to
this, at the Monterrey Conference on Financing for Development in March
2002, Chrétien had committed Canada to doubling its international assistance
by 2010 through annual aid increases of 8 percent, with aid to Africa to be
doubled by 2008–9. While the government was widely criticized in the context of the “Make Poverty History” campaign of 2005 for refusing to commit
to a timetable for reaching the aid target of 0.7 percent of gdp, Canada’s 2005
International Policy Statement reiterated Ottawa’s Monterrey commitments.
Finally, at the 2005 G8 ﬁnance ministers’ meeting in London, Canada and
other G8 members agreed that eighteen developing countries that had met
minimum standards of “good governance” (including Ghana) would have
their foreign debts cancelled. By then, Canada had already agreed (in 2000) to
cancel the debt owed it by heavily indebted poor countries (hipcs). Thus, the
overall context for Canada’s aid programming in Ghana has been a signiﬁcant
process of increasing and refocusing development assistance, especially in
Africa.3
The Ghana Program Prior to 2003

As noted above, cida’s post-1999 aid policies in Ghana built on a long history of bilateral links. After 1999, cida’s program in Ghana remained broadly
focused on the provision of basic human needs and the promotion of good governance (both economic and political), along with cross-cutting themes such
as hiv/aids, gender equality, and environmental protection. Within the provision of basic human needs (bhns), which were projected in 1999 to account
for 60 to 70 percent of cida’s program resources to Ghana by 2002–3, the emphasis was on increasing food security, improving quality of life for poor
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groups, and increasing access to sustainable water supplies (cida 1999c). In particular, cida built on a twenty-ﬁve-year commitment to the water sector in
northern Ghana to launch a number of water projects throughout the country (ibid., 10). In governance, the focus of Canadian aid policy was deﬁned
not only as improving the capacity of local and central governments in Ghana
to plan and deliver poverty reduction programs, but also as increasing accountability, transparency, and participation in local and central government activities (ibid., 15–16). In addition, Canada announced its intention to focus on District Assembly capacity building and ﬁscal decentralization, and also to help
strengthen the capacity of villages and towns to manage their own development,
with the stated aim of consolidating improved governance and democracy
(ibid., 16). In the context of the Government of Ghana’s (GoG’s) long-standing but slow-moving process of decentralization, the Canadian government
sought to inﬂuence this process through a variety of means, including bilateral consultations with the GoG, the maintenance of agreed-on performance
standards, and the fostering of coordination among donors (ibid.). Geographically, cida intended to focus mainly though not exclusively on northern
Ghana in general and on three of the country’s poorest regions in particular—the Upper West, the Upper East, and the North. It was anticipated that
governance activities would account for 10 to 30 percent of cida expenditures
by 2002–3—a strikingly imprecise commitment. Moreover, the precision of
these estimates is further brought into question by the figures in Table 1,
which indicate that in 2006 cida placed the governance share of bilateral
expenditures for 2001 to 2003 at over 50 percent. While there is no clear explanation for the discrepancy between the 1999 governance projections and
the 2006 ex post figures for much the same portfolio of projects, this was likely
a result of simply reclassifying a substantial portion of program activities
from bhns to governance, underscoring the loose nature of these categories.
Overall, even though cida’s program remained quite wide ranging, and
even though the priorities of bhns and governance are highly malleable, one
table 1
Actual and Projected cida Disbursements for Good Governance in Ghana
Governance
expenditures

In millions

fy 01

7.17

As a % of
53.4
total cida
disbursements

fy 02

6.99
53

fy 03

fy 04

fy 05

fy 06

fy 07

7.16

19.55

15.46

23.02

34.51

50.2

37.5

40.7

38

51.5

Source: Ghana ips Disbursements and Budgets, cida 2006-02-13.
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can see in the 1999 Framework an attempt to focus on certain programming
“niches” in both thematic and geographic terms. This was a natural and, in
policy terms, sensible response to the period of ﬁscal restraint and cutbacks
that preceded it. Moreover, many specific governance commitments—for
example, on economic governance ($5 million, 1998–2002), ﬁscal decentralization ($2 million, 1998–2001), and parliamentary committee strengthening
($0.5 million, 1998–2002) were small in scale, representing a relatively lowrisk but also low-reward strategy.

2003 Onwards: Ghana as a “Country of Concentration”

Since 2003, cida’s Ghana program has grown and changed, building on but
extending beyond these core focuses. The trigger for this process has been
Ghana’s designation in late 2002 as one of nine “enhanced partnership countries” (in the language of the G8’s Africa Action Plan)—that is, countries
judged by cida to be “good performers.” This status was conﬁrmed and reinforced in the 2005 International Policy Statement, in which cida designated
Ghana as one of fourteen core bilateral partners in Africa and one of twentyﬁve overall. The Canadian government also pledged to invest about c$55 million annually in Ghana as long as the country continued on its path toward promoting good governance as well as achieving the Millennium Development
Goals (mdgs). Indeed, bilateral expenditures are currently projected to peak
at just over $90 million in ﬁscal year 2007. Much of the overall thrust of the
changes that have occurred has been ﬁrmly in line with core elements of the
consensus on “best practices” that has taken shape within the international
aid regime since the late 1990s, as well as the cida programming reforms for
“strengthening aid effectiveness” adopted as agency policy in 2002 (see de Renzio and Mulley in this volume; cida 2002; Therien and Lloyd 2000). Thus,
steps have been taken to make longer-term and more predictable ﬁnancial
commitments, to increase donor collaboration and coordination (“harmonization and alignment”), and to foster closer “partnerships” and local and
national “ownership” around national Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (in
Ghana’s case the Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy; gprs).4
There has also been an effort to, in effect, integrate and thus blur the distinctions between the thematic priorities of bhns and governance so that governance programs are designed to facilitate bhn objectives (“oiling the wheels
to help government do its job better,” in the words of a cida informant). As a
comparison of the more limited list of bilateral projects in Table 2 with the
longer list of projects in the chapter appendix indicates, for example, cida
ofﬁcials will include both more and less expansive lists of projects within the
ambit of governance programming, depending on how strictly they are inter-

table 2
Current cida Bilateral Governance Operations in Ghana (c$)
Project
number

Project Name

Disbursements
projected for
2005–6

Disbursements
projected for
2006–7

3,919,378

778,230

380,471

A-031898 Land Administration
A-031899 District-Wide Assistance Project

Disbursements
projected for
2007–8

Disbursements
projected for
2008–9

400,000

400,000

700,000

5,960,508

3,767,704

3,695,533

1,573,173

A-032034 gprs-bs (general budget support)

22,750,000

24,743,000

17,007,000

17,000,000

11,500,000

A-032089 Parliamentary Committee Support

485,441

660,688

946,563

835,000

550,337

A-032297 Research and Advocacy Project

0

534,479

805,521

660,000

A-033154 Promotion of Women in Local Governance

0

90,000

10,000

Source: cida, 2006.
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A-015929 Central Governance Project

Disbursements
projected to
2005–6
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preting this focus. In terms of programs that have built on past initiatives, the
District Capacity Building Project (discap—$7.7 million, 2000 –6; see appendix) has built on cida’s twenty-ﬁve years of water programming in northern
Ghana to strengthen local government capacities for managing potable water
and sanitation resources, in collaboration with ngo and private-sector stakeholders. Part of this program has involved establishing gender desk ofﬁcers in
sixteen district ofﬁces. As informed observers and cida ofﬁcers concur, early
efforts in the water sector experienced some failures and setbacks, based partly
on an inadequate understanding of the challenges of building capacity and
fostering conditions for sustainability. However, cida also took from this experience the lesson that water projects can have organizational spinoffs that
enhance the capacity of a community to manage and communicate in other
areas; and also that these projects can form the basis for promoting gender
equality and enhanced participation of women and other community members in decision processes. Thus, discap reﬂects a concerted effort to build
outwards from a long accumulation of lessons learned, political and cultural
linkages, and well-established counterpart relationships. It has drawn on the
agency’s achievements in the provision of bhns (clean water) to pursue broader
objectives relating to governance and management capacity at the village,
town, and district levels as well as in terms of gender empowerment. At the same
time, the project is designed to help ensure the sustainability of past achievements in clean water provision. In short, discap seems to illustrate the beneﬁts of continuity, long-term commitments, and adaptability in the face of setbacks as well as successes in the provision of aid. It is not surprising, then, that
cida is now attempting to leverage this experience, not only in terms of its
own district-level programming (see below), but also by taking the lessons
learned at the northern District level and bringing them into the national dialogue, with the objective of establishing similar systems on a wider basis (interview with cida ofﬁcer, August 25, 2005). It remains to be seen how effective
this effort will be.
Similarly, the Ghana Parliamentary Committee Support Project implemented by the Parliamentary Centre in Ottawa, which in its ﬁrst phase focused
on the Ghanaian Public Accounts and Finance Committees, has been extended
in its second phase to include the Special Committee on the Ghana Poverty
Reduction Strategy (gprs), the Committee on Local Government and Rural
Development, the Gender and Children Committee, and the Government
Assurances Committee. The focus, in other words, has been broadened to
encompass all those committees with particular responsibility for poverty
reduction policy monitoring and evaluation, through ongoing scrutiny of the
gprs. This focus was apparently adopted at the request of the Ghanaian parliamentarians with whom the second phase was negotiated, and could help
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ensure that the executive branch of the Ghanaian government is held more
accountable for its poverty reduction strategy, which is widely regarded as less
participatory and broadly “owned” than the rhetoric surrounding prsp’s
implies.
More expansively and controversially, cida has moved to embrace budgetary support programs, both in its established “niche” at the district level and
at the sectoral and central government levels. Thus, in March 2004 it initiated
a $15 million District-Wide Assistance Project (dwap) to provide support
through the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning to thirty-four Northern District assemblies for the implementation of district development plans
to reduce poverty. This district-level initiative is the ﬁrst of its kind and, according to a cida ofﬁcial, is being watched with interest by other donors. In addition, also in March 2004, cida launched a ﬁve-year, $85 million Food and
Agriculture Budgetary Support (fabs) program to provide budgetary support
to the Ministry of Food and Agriculture for its Food and Agriculture Sector
Development Policy. In this way, it has arguably built on the emphasis on food
security set out in the 1999 programming framework in a way that aims to
simultaneously fulﬁll governance objectives. Finally, it has joined nine other
donors in the Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy–Budget Support (gprs-bs)
program. This major initiative, of which cida’s share for 2004–9 is to be $93
million, directly supports the GoG. With gprs-bs, cida has contributed to a
program initiative that not only is comparatively large, and aimed toward
facilitating dialogue and “ownership” of poverty reduction policies, but also
embodies an unprecedented level of donor coordination through the negotiation (reportedly for the ﬁrst time in Ghana) of a common programming
matrix and evaluation framework among seven bilateral donors, the African
Development Bank, the EU, and the World Bank (the largest contributor, at
40 percent of the total commitment).5
Much stock has been placed in these budgetary support initiatives. For one
thing, as noted above, they are seen by donors as combining the promotion of
governance reforms with the pursuit of bhn and poverty alleviation objectives. They now account for about 70 percent of cida’s bilateral program to
Ghana and thus, depending on how they are “scored,” represent a major increase
in the agency’s ﬁnancial commitment to governance efforts. They are seen as
a potentially effective means of combining accountability (to donors as well
as Ghanaian stakeholders) with the fostering of local ownership, since they
are premised on district, sectoral, and central government authorities applying the resources committed to their own policy priorities, and then accounting for their performance in implementing these priorities.
The process of negotiating these arrangements, it should be noted, has not
been easy for many of the Ghanaian institutions in question. For example,
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according to a cida informant, it took the Ministry of Food and Agriculture
several months of back-and-forth discussions to arrive at their programming
priorities for the fabs program. The underlying issue, in his view, was that
ministry ofﬁcials were so used to operating on the basis of bilateral project
funding that they weren’t organized to set and implement their own programming priorities in their dealings with donor “partners.” Indeed, the degree to
which years of project-based funding have undermined the capacity for
autonomous priority setting within recipient governments is a major governance concern. An additional, perhaps alternative, explanation is that budgetary support involves donors insinuating themselves far more deeply into the
governance processes of recipient institutions in ways that can be highly
demanding for these institutions, and which can hold up the provision of both
initial and subsequent performance-based “tranches” (see Tomlinson and Foster 2004). This also raises issues of “ownership,” to which we will return.
At the district level, the dwap program (Appendix; Table 2) has several
objectives, stated and unstated. Like other budgetary support programs, it
aims to provide a predictable and timely ﬂow of funds to enable DAs and administrations to implement projects arising from their own annual action
plans. These have generally focused on infrastructure in the education, health,
public security, water, and sanitation sectors. The districts are then accountable for their performance in meeting these objectives. The funds are disbursed
through the GoG’s District Common Fund Administration, thereby enabling
district authorities to gain experience and build capacity and (theoretically at
least) trust in managing their relations with central government authorities.
In this connection, the program also aims to provide support and impetus
to the GoG’s protracted decentralization policy, something that is widely
regarded by donors as essential for effective poverty alleviation activities.
Despite the formal process of decentralization that has been in motion since
1988–89, far less has been accomplished in terms of decentralizing real ﬁscal
capacity and authority than would have been hoped for or expected,6 owing
to powerful resistance from several sources (Booth et al. 2004, 28). The GoG
tends to cite concerns over the capacity of district authorities as justiﬁcation
for their reluctance to devolve more real authority to the districts. Yet especially
considering the level from which the current decentralization process began
in 1988–89, some real progress has been made in the devolution of authority
to the DAs. Not only have they been given the power to award contracts up to
$100,000 on the advice of the District Tender Boards, but they have also
improved revenue mobilization and collection from sources such as market
tolls, licences, fees, stool land revenues, and special levies (Ayee 1997a, 95). Furthermore, they are responsible for the construction and maintenance of streets,
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parks, cemeteries, and other public utilities. Indeed, the DAs have undertaken
development projects such as the construction and maintenance of feeder
roads, school classroom blocks, clinics, and places of convenience as well as the
provision of water and electricity (Ayee 1997b, 39).
Therefore, part of what the dwap program seeks to do is to demonstrate to
the central government that the districts are stronger and more able than has
been assumed or asserted, and to get the two levels of government more used
to working with and trusting each other—thereby moving the decentralization
process forward. This seems an admirably subtle strategic objective. The question remains, however: Is the central government genuinely open to ceding
more authority and funds to the district level? Does the political logic of the
Ghanaian system militate decisively against surrendering control over resources
seen as essential to political success to other administrative levels, as the dﬁd
“Drivers of Change” study on Ghana suggests (Booth et al. 2004)?
More broadly, budgetary support is a controversial strategy, within and
beyond cida. Some see this approach in general, and multidonor budget support in particular, as the most promising way yet of fostering Ghanaian ownership in governance reform processes. cida interviewees cited encouraging
evidence of the GoG being increasingly able and willing to “push back” in
exchanges with donor agencies and to play a leadership role on policy priorities—a dynamic that is facilitated, in principle at least, by collaborative donor
arrangements that allow it to engage one donor collective rather than multiple institutional “partners” across a wide front. Others see the effective implementation of this type of program as dependent on long-awaited public service and public ﬁnance reforms at the central government level, as well as on
effective decentralization. In the absence of such reforms, some doubt the ability of the GoG to implement effectively the poverty reduction policies it has
chosen to prioritize and to track the large infusions of funds that budgetary support programs entail. Thus, another cida interviewee expressed scepticism
over whether the central government has the infrastructure, the courage, and
the means to implement the reforms it “needs to undertake.” In a similar vein,
the authors of the dﬁd “Drivers of Change” study doubted that the historical
and structural conditions currently prevailing within the Ghanaian political
economy would allow its government to “skip straight to Weber” (Unsworth
2005, 11, following Pritchett) through the implementation of ideal-typical public service and ﬁnance reforms. They therefore advised against further emphasis on budgetary support, arguing that the “mdbs package already agreed goes
beyond what seems wise under current conditions” (Booth et al. 2004, 62).
Finally, civil society and academic critics mount a deeper critique of budgetary support and other similar program-based approaches (pbas). They argue
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that the widely endorsed “good” of donor coordination can in fact signiﬁcantly reduce effective recipient ownership. In part, this is because on the donor
side of the “bargain,” effective harmonization and alignment can be enormously difﬁcult to achieve. According to Mulley and de Renzio (in this volume),
domestic political pressures for visibility, institutional rigidity, resistance to
change in policies and procedures, and the fact that some donors remain
unconvinced of the usefulness of this new approach, have all contributed to
a lack of commitment by some donors to deliver on commitments to coordination and local ownership. More broadly, multidonor budget support is usually premised on policy and governance priorities and modalities emanating
principally from the World Bank and imf, which risk-averse medium-sized
donors like cida may be especially inclined to rally behind. The effect, in some
instances, has been the adoption of donor-coordinated policies that are inappropriate to the country context, thereby undermining the good governance
cause. From this perspective, collectively imposed conditionalities are the most
powerful of all (an argument that may be understood by analogy with the
challenges of negotiating with collectives like the European Union7). Such
critics take little comfort from the fact that budgetary support is tied to nationally “owned” prsps, because they regard the breadth and quality of participation in the negotiation of these vital “gatekeeping” documents as highly limited (for elaboration, see Tomlinson and Foster 2004). These are powerful
arguments that place issues of ownership and accountability into sharp relief.
We will return to them below.
The controversy over budgetary support also highlights the importance of
the most recent initiative to formulate a thoroughgoing package of public
service reforms within Ghana and, in this context, cida’s Central Governance
Project ($5 million; 1999–2008). This has been a highly regarded project within
cida, in large part because of the quality of the work of the Canadian implementing organization (the Institute for Public Administration in Canada;
ipac) and its effective cooperation with very able Ghanaian counterparts in the
Ofﬁce of the President (cida interview, August 25, 2005). The project focuses
on “formalizing, strengthening, and systematizing the policy management
processes within the executive branch of the Government as well as the Central Management Agencies, Ministries, Departments and Agencies tasked with
either developing policies or translating policies articulated by the political
leadership into operational programs” (cida 2005d). The core problem, according to an ipac ofﬁcial, is that “accountabilities are all mixed up,” with two or
three parallel policy-planning processes in play and no clear procedures for
adjudicating between them. The project has produced a framework document
outlining much-improved policy decision-making procedures. Behind this
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framework, more fundamental reforms to the decision-making process are
implied. This is therefore a highly strategic and politically sensitive project,
with limited results to date. One cida interviewee noted that while the project principals had done a good job of outlining practical proposals for moving the policy process forward, it had taken the GoG a year to even respond to
these proposals. This was partly because of the December 2004 elections, which
effectively suspended progress on politically sensitive governance reforms
(ipac interview, September 15, 2005). The project’s efforts may, by the time
this book is in print, have passed a crucial decision point, and cida ofﬁcials have
negotiated an eighteen-month project extension (to January 2008) to allow
more time for the necessary consultations and decisions.
If the latest efforts to catalyze public service reform come to fruition, the
project could have a highly signiﬁcant impact on the work of government
(cida interview, August 25, 2005). It remains to be seen, however, whether the
political obstacles that have stymied such reform initiatives in the past can be
overcome this time around. If they are not, or even if they are, it is likely that
more attention needs to be paid to the broader context of democratization in
Ghana, beyond direct, technocratic attempts to “skip straight to Weber.” Without effective political impetus, embedded in the wider political process, technocratic reforms—no matter how well conceived—often falter. This is a theme
we address further in the conclusion.
In terms of support for democratizing reforms, the one cida initiative that
has been targeted directly at core democratic institutions has been the twophased Parliamentary Committee Support project, noted above and projected
to run through May 2008. It is conceived as complementary to the West Africa
regional Parliamentary Strengthening Project ($9 million over ﬁve years),
which is funded through the Canada Fund for Africa. cida ofﬁcials see the
Parliamentary Committee project as having had a markedly positive impact on
the quality of the work done by the targeted committees in terms of what they
discuss and how they discuss it—a trend reﬂected in the quality of parliamentary debates as well. cida sees this as a step toward more robust structures of
democratic oversight and accountability between Parliament and the Executive, and thus also as “a risk mitigation factor for cida’s budgetary support
programming” (cida 2005d). The project aims to train committee members
on how to analyze the budget, communicate with ngos, monitor the implementation of the gprs, and establish better links with the communities that
are supposed to be its focus. The project has also fostered greater understanding and communication between key parliamentary committees and civil society groups, especially in Ghana’s North, as well as a much greater awareness
of gender issues. An unanticipated outcome was that by enhancing the national
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proﬁle of these parliamentary committees, and particularly the credibility of
then-opposition MPs through their leadership of the Public Affairs Committee, the project may have helped strengthen democratic choice by enhancing
the electoral prospects of the npp.
In a highly executive-centred institutional system, however, the sustainability of this project’s achievements remains a significant concern. In the
absence of durable systemic reforms, including ongoing structures for the provision of policy analyses needed for effective committee work, can the positive
effects on individual MPs and the operations of committees in the “here and
now” be sustained beyond the life of the project?
In sum, it is too soon to tell what the impact of many of cida’s largest and
most important governance programming initiatives will be. It can also be
difﬁcult to discern the effects of individual donor initiatives, particularly those
of relatively smaller donors, in the somewhat amorphous governance domain.
If the effectiveness and democratic legitimacy of the District Assemblies increase, for example, how much of this will be attributable to the work of the
dwap project? This difﬁculty may grow as donor collaboration increases, since
it can be very hard to isolate the roles and contributions of donors such as
cida through their “seat at the table” of formidable groupings such as the
gprs-bs project. This is why donors will sometimes be reluctant to collaborate and why, within cida, there is ongoing discussion about how much to be
concerned over clear attribution of “cida results,” versus effective “contributions” to collaborative donor efforts. One key test of governance programming is long-term sustainability. This test requires follow-up analysis over
time of initiatives such as the discap and parliamentary committee projects.
Nevertheless, there have been a number of signiﬁcant and largely positive
developments in cida’s governance programming in Ghana over the past several years. Most importantly, the agency has made much larger and more stable ﬁnancial commitments, linked (though perhaps not as ﬁrmly as they could
be, especially beyond the district level) to tangible objectives in support of
enhanced bhns. It is to be hoped that this long-term commitment to Ghana
and other core bilateral partners will help reduce the rapid turnover of project ofﬁcers and the time-consuming, cumbersome approval and reporting
procedures noted by some implementing partners. These frustrations can perhaps be understood as a function of the agency’s ﬁscally induced difﬁculties
and uncertainties during the 1990s, from which it has only recently emerged.
Some real progress has been made in terms of donor coordination, not only
in the highly formalized context of the ﬂagship gprs-bs initiative but also in
sectoral and/or more informal contexts (e.g., around decentralization, with the
Germans and the Danes; through monthly lunches of heads of development
assistance programs; and through information sharing of agencies involved
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in parliamentary support work). However, cida ofﬁcials acknowledge that
considerably more remains to be done on this front, notably in the agency’s
core geographic focus area of the North. Efforts to coordinate and share information, and to avoid overlap and duplication, need to be improved. Some
burden-sharing arrangements have been worked out in water programming,
with different donors agreeing to focus on certain districts. But even in this context, challenges remain in terms of effective cooperation with ngos.
More broadly, there are important questions concerning the sustainability
of cida programming and, in this connection, the pivotal issue of Ghana’s
“ownership” of its own reform and poverty reduction efforts and the broader
process of democratization within which they are embedded. It is to these key
contextual issues that we turn in concluding.
Conclusion:
Lessons and Remaining Challenges

While Canada’s foreign aid, together with that of other donors, has contributed to a wide variety of development projects and programs, helped
alleviate the impacts of poverty, provided basic human needs such as safe
water to substantial numbers of Ghanaians, and promoted good governance
in Ghana, there is no denying that the goals and standards cida has set for
itself have yet to be realized. Efforts have been hampered by a number of
problems. First, there is the critical issue of “ownership.” Everyone agrees in
principle that fostering “genuine ownership and leadership on the part of
the people you are working with” (cida interview, August 25, 2005) is essential for the success of governance reforms as well as other aid initiatives. It
is much less clear how this can be achieved, especially in a context of the
results-based management system (discussed by Wood later in this volume)
and the imperatives of accountability to the Parliament and taxpayers of Canada. The latest answer is the move to a heavy emphasis on budgetary support anchored, at the national level, in the gprs. There is also a presumption
by some officials, at least, that budgetary support can only succeed in the
context of a far-reaching program of donor-promoted public service and
public ﬁnance reforms. Does this context foster “ownership”? Who is doing
the owning, and with what consequences in terms of mdg objectives of
poverty alleviation? Do GoG ofﬁcials “tell donors what they want to hear” in
order to secure donor resources? Or, if priorities are truly those of the political/npp elite, are they really “pro-poor” in conception or effect? And even
if budgetary support does seem in principle to encourage national, sectoral,
and district priority setting and accountability, are its intentions likely to be
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undermined by its potential to reinforce deeply entrenched tendencies toward
clientelistic strategies of political mobilization and dispensation?
There are no simple answers to these questions, but there are grounds for
concern. As noted above, for example, it is doubtful that the gprs truly
reﬂects a broadly consultative/democratic process—or indeed, that it could
realistically have been expected to do so. It is also not clear that Ghanaian political elites share the commitment embodied in the donor and mdg discourse to generalized poverty reduction. In the dfid “Drivers of Change”
report on Ghana, the authors argue that “the character of local politics leads
to expectations that the rich and the powerful will help the poor in their
own communities. The boundaries of community may be more or less
broadly deﬁned, but would not normally include the whole national society.
So poverty reduction, implying generally redistributive policies, is not at the
forefront of anybody’s political agenda” (Booth et al. 2004, 58). This should
hardly be surprising; where, after all, is the generalized well-being of the
poor a dominant political priority in practice of those who are relatively
wealthy and privileged?
There are also grounds for suspicion when recipient country representatives
articulate their needs in language that echoes the clearly expressed priorities
of the donor community. One cida ofﬁcial acknowledged that, in discussing
gprs-bs priorities with GoG ofﬁcials, one can never be entirely sure whether
the latter are giving voice to their own priorities or those of the largest donors
in the enterprise, such as the World Bank and the dﬁd. This has been referred
to as “the politics of the mirror” in donor–recipient relations, in which sophisticated recipient governments become adept at absorbing and reﬂecting back
donor priorities. This helps explain, for example, the remarkable similarities
among various “nationally owned” prsps (see Tomlinson and Foster 2004).8
Finally, it is not clear that far-reaching public service and public ﬁnance
reforms can be successfully implemented and sustained on the country’s
current political terrain—certainly in the absence of sustained domestic political pressure for greater transparency and accountability. It is therefore
necessary to look beyond budgetary support for sustainable “ownership” and
poverty reduction, though without discounting or dismantling these important large-scale initiatives. There must also be greater willingness to accommodate developing countries’ choice of strategies and policies, and use of language, that diverges from the orthodoxy preferred by the donor community.
This would seem to be a likely effect of more robust democratic institutions
and political processes. In short, technocratic governance reforms cannot be
expected to succeed, in the Ghanaian context at least, without sustained deepening of democratic accountability.
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Thus, there is a need to focus considerably more attention on supporting
the broader process of and context for democratization in Ghana, which has
achieved so much already and holds the promise, however fragile, of fostering
stronger dynamics of accountability, responsiveness, poverty alleviation, and,
ultimately, “ownership.” Indeed, since 1999 the World Bank’s Comprehensive
Development Framework—a three-pronged strategy for promoting overall
social and economic development and reducing poverty—has assigned a key
role to civil society participation and to the broader development community
and stakeholders.9 In particular, support to civil society organizations such as
the media and voluntary associations to enhance their capacity for participation, monitoring, and advocacy of good governance and far-reaching policies
for poverty reduction would be a very positive step. Since citizen access to
information increases signiﬁcantly through the activities of the media and
other csos (Booth et al. 2004), support for civil society activities is one area
where cida could usefully expand its governance agenda. While “home town”
development associations and other socially rooted civil society organizations
can affect wider political developments in Ghana, independent media have
the ability to ensure the free ﬂow of uncensored information and keep government in check. Indeed, Booth and colleagues (2004) note that Ghana’s vibrant
media have begun to raise the political costs associated with corruption and
the more blatant forms of patronage politics. They have also moderated the
advantages of incumbency and increased the probability that political leaders
will be rewarded by voters for better management of the macroeconomy.
These, then, are instances of how “indirect” dynamics and pressures can critically reinforce prospects for improved governance.
cida is providing some support to civil society organizations through its participation in the collaborative, us$7.62 million Ghana Research and Advocacy
Program along with the dﬁd, danida, and the Dutch Embassy (cida’s contribution is to be c$2 million for 2005–7; see Table 1). This program touches
very few organizations, however (twelve at present, of eighty that applied for
funding in a competitive process). Given the potential importance of Ghana’s
relatively robust and diverse civil society in collectively strengthening dynamics of democratization, this seems insufﬁcient. Similarly, Ghana’s vigorous but
underdeveloped (and underpaid) mass media would beneﬁt from capacity
building and training programs that would in turn better enable them to hold
the government accountable in terms of anticorruption, transparency, and
poverty alleviation. cida supports no such programs at present.
Moreover, if the government of Ghana is to attain the goals of decentralization, including the devolution of real authority and accountability, cida
should encourage the GoG to build stronger support structures and to enhance
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the capacity of existing ones so that they can deliver on its decentralization programs. The goals of decentralization cannot be realized when local government structures are not properly resourced and remain heavily dependent on
central government prerogatives. The political will to promote decentralized
governance must be translated into devolution of power and the provision of
ﬁnancial, logistical, and human resource supports for local governments. It is
appropriate, then, that engagement with district institutional structures and
development programs remains a key cida priority.
There are certainly other areas where cida could usefully focus its governance efforts, including the country’s still relatively weak judicial and quasijudicial institutions. Clearly, however, the agency must decide where to focus
its energies, given the ﬁnancial and administrative constraints it faces. Much
of its protracted push to strengthen aid effectiveness has been concerned with
this process of making choices. In the Ghanaian case, as we have shown, these
choices have tended to privilege efforts in support of technocratic governance
reforms, linked to the gprs and related donor-approved poverty reduction
priorities, in collaboration with state-based interlocutors. For these efforts to
become more fully effective, however, and in order to enhance the legitimacy
and “ownership” of donor programming, including cida’s, broader support for
more robust dynamics of accountability will be required within both state–civil
society relationships and core democratic institutions.
▼
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Appendix:
CIDA in Ghana — Programming Overview
Bilateral Program Projects

All of cida’s bilateral aid interventions are provided in support of Ghana’s
Poverty Reduction Strategy (gprs). Current program priorities in Ghana are
food security/agriculture; water; and governance—all critical elements of the
gprs.
Good Governance

Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy—Budget Support (gprs-bs) Project
cida contribution: $93,000,000
Duration: January 2004–March 2009
Ghana has a good chance of meeting some of its Millennium Development Goals,
speciﬁcally those related to eradicating poverty and achieving universal education
and access to safe water. The GoG’s Poverty Reduction Strategy is the key development framework for pursuing the goals via growth and poverty reduction. The program provides the opportunity for the GoG and donors to discuss priorities for
poverty reduction and growth, and to determine methods of assessing growth and
setting targets.

Food and Agriculture Budgetary Support (fabs)
cida contribution: $85,000,000
Duration: March 2004– March 2009
The Food and Agriculture Budgetary Support project (fabs) is cida’s contribution to the food and agriculture component of Ghana’s Poverty Reduction Strategy.
fabs provides budgetary support to Ghana’s Ministry of Food and Agriculture
(MoFA) to implement Ghana’s Food and Agriculture Sector Development Policy
(fasdep).

District-Wide Assistance Project (dwap)
cida contribution: $15,000,000
Duration: March 2004– September 2009
The ﬁve-year dwap provides support through the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning directly to the budgets of all thirty-four District Assemblies in
northern Ghana for the implementation of District Development Plans (ddps) to
reduce poverty. Much of cida’s investment to the project is supporting the construction of health clinics and centres, and school classroom blocks for community use.

District Capacity Building Project (discap)
cida contribution: $7,700,000
Duration: November 2000– March 2006
The goal of discap is to strengthen local government capacities in the Upper East,
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Upper West, and Northern Regions of Ghana to manage, in collaboration with ngo
and private-sector stakeholders, potable water and sanitation resources.

Central Governance Project
cida contribution: $5,000,000
Duration: July 1999–April 2007
This project aims to strengthen the policy management capacity of, and to improve
coordination between, the Ofﬁce of the President, the Cabinet Secretariat, the Policy Planning, Monitoring, and Evaluation Directorates, the Ministry of Finance,
and the National Development Planning Commission.

Ghana Program Support Unit Phase iv
cida contribution: $4,900,000
Duration: January 2005–2010
The goal is to maximize the efﬁciency and effectiveness of the development assistance program in Ghana. The psu supports cida and Ghana in planning, implementing, and monitoring cida’s development assistance program in the context of
the gprs, donor harmonization, and Ghanaian ownership of the country’s development agenda.

Ghana Advisory Services Project
cida contribution: $4,500,000
Duration: November 2004–June 2008
The Ghana Advisory Services Project acts as a framework for program-level advisory services and knowledge-building activities in the Ghana program. It will provide a ﬂexible, fast-acting, and proactive tool capable of responding to evolving
program needs, and of supporting and identifying development needs and strategies.

Ghana Parliamentary Committee Support Phase ii
cida contribution: $3,325,000
Duration: February 2004–November 2008
This project works to strengthen accountability, transparency, and participation in
the parliamentary governance of Ghana, with particular attention to achieving
more effective poverty reduction efforts in the country.

Developing Rural Entrepreneurs—nsac
cida contribution: $2,180,000
Duration: March 2004–March 2008
Working with a range of educational institutions, government organizations, and
ngos in northern Ghana, the project will develop the human resource capacity of
educational institutions to address the needs of rural entrepreneurs. Ultimately,
the project will enhance the ability of northern Ghanaians, especially women and
youth, to start and sustain micro-enterprises and small businesses.
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Ghana Research and Advocacy Project (g-rap)
cida contribution: $2,000,000
Duration: 2005–2007
g-rap is a multidonor initiative supporting the development of research and advocacy organizations (raos) in Ghana. It aims to enhance the capacity of raos to
carry out evidence-based research on various issues, enabling them to make independent contributions to policy process.

Strategic Information Management Program Participants Ghana (simp)
cida contribution: $282,000
Duration: September 2003–January 2010
This program was developed to facilitate Strategic Information Management Program (simp) participation. The simp provides technical training and ongoing support for Ghanaian government partners in information management and information technology tools.
Source: cida 2005.

Notes
1 As described in the Introduction, the good political governance agenda refers to
how the rules, institutions and systems of the state—the executive, judiciary and legislature—operate at central and local levels, and how the state relates to individual
citizens, civil society, and the private sector (Unsworth 2005, 3). It involves not only
the promotion of the rule of law, increased information ﬂows between the government and civil society, and the participation of civil society in political decision
making, but also the creation of public structures and institutions that are legitimate, responsible, efﬁcient, transparent and accountable to the general public, who
are supposed to be the beneﬁciaries of government programs (Woods 2000). Finally,
good governance is about improving the capacity, commitment, and quality of government administration as well as developing an effective developmental state
(White 1998, 25).
2 Under Section 252 of the 1992 Constitution, not less than 5 percent of the total revenues of the Ghanaian government are to be allocated to the DAs for development.
These moneys are paid into the dacf in quarterly installments (Ayee 1997a, 96).
3 Although there are signs of retreat from this emphasis on Africa under the new
Conservative government of Stephen Harper.
4 These terms and trends are controversial, most fundamentally because they tend to
obfuscate the fundamental power asymmetries within aid relationships but also
because the processes of consultation by which “ownership” is supposed to be
secured are, in practice, limited and selective. See Tomlinson and Foster 2004.
5 The other bilateral donors are Denmark, Germany, France, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the UK.
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6 For example, a previous cida project on ﬁscal decentralization ($2 million, 1998–
2001) was not a success, producing a series of guidelines and reports on how to go
about ﬁscal decentralization but no real commitment to effectively decentralize.
Interview with cida ofﬁcer, August 25, 2005.
7 See also Rogerson (2005a) on the hazards of “cartelization” in the aid industry.
8 Another example concerns cida’s Food and Agriculture Budgetary Support (fabs)
Project, in which the Ministry of Food and Agriculture ultimately prioritized increased production of raw materials for industry, increased production of agricultural commodities for exports, enhanced input supply and distribution systems,
and enhanced output marketing systems. While these may all be worthwhile objectives, they are also clearly reﬂective of neoliberal priorities and are at best indirectly
related to enhanced food security for the poor.
9 Although it is doubtful whether the Bank has in mind the kind of unfettered civil
society activity and advocacy work that a more fully democratic politics would
imply.

▲

7
DEFENCE, DEVELOPMENT, AND DIPLOMACY:
THE CASE OF AFGHANISTAN, 2001–2005

▼
Scott Gilmore and Janan Mosazai

Introduction

This case study examines the Canadian experience in Afghanistan from 2001
to 2005, when Afghanistan became Canada’s largest bilateral aid recipient in
history.1 Although governance projects represented a large and important part
of the Canadian assistance package, Canada did not play a signiﬁcant role in
developing the governance strategy presented in the overarching Afghan
National Development Framework (ndf). Nor did cida pursue a systematic
strategy for implementing governance projects within Canada’s own aid program. Rather, governance programming was delivered within the framework
of the Afghan government’s priorities; in this context most funding decisions
were taken based on the individual merits of proposals and as opportunities
arose. The program was not tailored to ﬁt any speciﬁc Canadian capability,
nor was it used speciﬁcally to leverage broader Canadian interests. It was recipient country preferences, rather than Canadian capabilities or interests, that
guided governance initiatives.*
These projects were highly diverse in both nature and impact, and at the time
of writing it is still difﬁcult to gauge accurately the beneﬁts of individual initiatives or the overall effectiveness of the governance program. Nonetheless,
it is clear that the unusually active efforts of key Canadians on the ground,
including the ambassador, the military commander, and cida’s staff, gave
Canada a higher proﬁle and inﬂuence than the size or focus of its governance
assistance would otherwise have provided.
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We argue that while the “harmonization and alignment” agenda, discussed
by de Renzio and Mulley elsewhere in this book, is a critical element for improving the effectiveness of aid on the ground, it is only one side of the coin. From
the standpoint of donor governments, which are ﬁrst and foremost responsible to their voters, the “effectiveness” of aid is also measured in terms of how
it supports the donor’s domestic agenda. For example, does giving aid to country A instead of country B make the donor nation more secure? Or would a
development program focused on economic governance lay the seeds of a useful and stable bilateral relationship? These considerations are occasionally dismissed as irrelevant or counterproductive by some within the development
community; nonetheless, they are a key concern for ministers and senior-level
decision makers, who ultimately decide where and how much aid money to
send to recipient countries. This is particularly the case for so-called failed or
failing states, where security and development are linked in complex ways. In
this regard, we conclude that the overall Canadian engagement in Afghanistan
would have been improved had decision makers in Ottawa initially identiﬁed
speciﬁc Canadian interests in the region and within the coalition. Determining those would have allowed ofﬁcials to craft a more uniﬁed interdepartmental strategy, which in turn would have led to more effective coordination of the
defence, diplomatic, and development initiatives on the ground, including the
governance projects.
This case study reviews Canada’s governance program from a “3 D” perspective, encompassing the combined objectives of not only cida but also the
Department of National Defence (dnd) and the Department of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade (dfait). Therefore, in examining the impact of initiatives in Afghanistan, Afghan as well as Canadian outcomes will be considered.
Afghanistan’s Development and Security Profile

Afghanistan has seen very little development, particularly over the past twentyﬁve years. Little infrastructure work was undertaken during the country’s occupation by the Soviet Union, and much of what was built—including silos,
roads, hydroelectric dams, and some factories—was of poor quality and degraded quickly. By the time of the Soviet withdrawal, these development initiatives had not added up to much, and the ensuing civil war (1992 to 1996)
destroyed much of the remaining infrastructure. The theocratic Taliban rule
(1996 to 2001) created further setbacks by discouraging foreign aid and by
hobbling the emergence of a national government capable of managing reconstruction.
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Current development needs are overwhelming. Many provinces in Afghanistan do not have a single kilometre of paved road. There are severe shortages
of hospitals, health clinics, schools, and universities. The countryside is heavily mined, and many Afghans remain refugees in neighbouring countries. The
list of sectors needing signiﬁcant international assistance is long, including
but not limited to the security sector, the judiciary, and the administrative,
education, and health care systems. Governance issues cut across all sectors,
playing an important role in Afghanistan’s National Development Framework
(ndf).
In all reconstruction and development efforts in Afghanistan, the re-emergence of the narco-economy is a central consideration. Afghanistan is now
the world’s largest producer of opium. The trade in illicit drugs accounts for
roughly two-thirds of the national gdp. Poppies are a reliable and valuable
crop, and opium production is perhaps the most dangerous challenge to the
creation of stable, transparent, and accountable state institutions. Most observers agree that its continued production could once again plunge the whole
country into chronic disorder and criminality (Ward and Byrd 2004).
In most of Afghanistan, the physical and state infrastructure has been partially destroyed, including roads, hospitals, schools, and public transport. Until
very recently, ngos acted as the de facto institutions of state delivering most
basic services. A lack of state control resulted in the felling of thousands of
acres of timber forests—an important source of revenue for the central government—as well as the destruction of most of the pistachio forests along the
Hindu Kush. There is also a thriving trade in black market gems and semiprecious stones. Most of the proﬁts generated from natural resources have
gone into the pockets of local warlords, further undermining state-building
efforts.
The presence of the international community in Afghanistan today is a
direct response to the threat of terrorism. The goal of ensuring that Afghanistan
never again becomes a sanctuary for terrorists underpins the entire development effort. This is particularly the case with governance projects, which are
generally intended to support the government of President Hamid Karzai and
to facilitate a stable transition to democracy. Decisions made by major donors
regarding the scope and focus of aid and reconstruction tend to include as
their goals stabilizing the provinces, reinforcing the central government, and
undermining the warlords. To illustrate this point, consider the signiﬁcant
energy and money spent on developing rural livelihoods. These programs have
been aimed straight at the heart of the narco-economy, which is widely viewed
as funding the local warlords, who in turn support the Taliban and Al-Qaeda.
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The Challenge of Governance in Afghanistan
Political Impediments to Reform

For many years, many state institutions in Afghanistan have existed only in
name. The governance challenges facing the country cannot be exaggerated,
notably in light of three major political impediments: the centre–periphery
divide, ethnic conﬂicts, and foreign interference.
Because of the centre–periphery divide, regional and local ofﬁcials are able
to exercise power beyond their political mandates. The result has been the rise
of regional strongmen. Given the historic divide between Kabul and the
provinces, patronage politics has been the norm rather than the exception
throughout the country. The central government has tended to appoint ofﬁcials in their areas of origin, in order to win their allegiance and to appease local
ethnic factions. This, however, is not viewed as a blessing by those—of whom
there are many—who would prefer competent authorities.
The patron–client relationship is even stronger at local (i.e., provincial and
district) levels. The central government can rarely appoint ofﬁcials to local
government positions without the consent of the respective regional warlords,
who maintain their own informal patron–client networks within and outside
formal state institutions. As a result, non-professional, illiterate individuals
are often appointed to professional positions. There are numerous examples
of this—for example, of former combatants with no formal education running
provincial departments of education, or information and culture. Favours are
granted based on various allegiances, most prominently factional, family, and
tribal ones.
For many long decades it was the Pashtuns who controlled the levers of
political power in Afghanistan. As a consequence, efforts to build and strengthen
state institutions have been undermined by ethnic misunderstandings and
grievances, and this has estranged many Afghans across the ethnic spectrum.
These conflicts were exacerbated during the civil war and also during the
removal of the Taliban. Smaller ethnic groups such as the Panjshiris, who dominated the US-supported Northern Alliance, usurped other, larger ethnic groups
in Karzai’s government. Due to historical ethnic divides, any decisions on
developing governance in modern Afghanistan must take into account a complicated web of ethnic and tribal politics.
Afghanistan’s strategic location between Central Asia, South Asia, and the
Middle East has been a curse on the country’s development, both politically
and economically. Afghanistan has been a battleground for powerful empires,
and its neighbours have often interfered with its internal affairs. The British
and the Soviet empires tried their luck in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries respectively. Neither succeeded in colonizing the country; their inva-
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sions, however, did foster ethnic and tribal differences. With the defeat of the
Soviet Union, Afghanistan once again became a competitive arena for its neighbours, notably Pakistan, Iran, Russia, Uzbekistan, and India, each of which
supported its own ethnic, religious, or political favourites. Given the political
and military developments since December 2001, there is hope that much of
this interference will diminish. This is hard to predict, though, because of persistent instability in the region bordering Pakistan and the re-emergence of
the Taliban.
Cultural Implications of Reform

In Afghanistan, the central issue concerning good governance is not whether
people aspire to it, but rather how it should be delivered. Overall, Afghans are
extremely politically aware and know what they want: competent state institutions as well as impartial ofﬁcials whose main concern is to provide services
to the public. Related to this are a desire to avoid reverting to the bloody political competition of the recent past and a general distrust of political parties.
Traditional politics are based on shuras (councils) and jirgas (assemblies); 2
these are key mechanisms for conﬂict resolution and civic engagement in matters of social and community concern. These bodies address every issue, from
land and water disputes to marriages and crimes. In some parts of Afghanistan,
jirgas also serve as courts, and strictly enforce punishments—some of them
extremely harsh—to ensure order. Although effective in maintaining community stability, many of the practices of such jirgas, especially in family matters,
are biased against women. At present, village shuras are an important counterpart for national programs such as the National Solidarity Program, which
addresses rural development with maximum grassroots participation. Villages
elect their representatives to shuras so that they can set out collective priorities for the community in consultation with their peers.
The challenge with these institutions relates to the propensity for small
groups of individuals at the top to use coercion, most often in the form of intimidation and the threat of public shame and/or punishment. This was evident in a few cases in southeastern Afghanistan during the presidential elections of October 2004, when voters were told to cast their ballots for a particular
candidate or face the prospect of having their houses burned down. However,
this is not the case across the entire country. In the June 2002 elections for the
Emergency Loya Jirga, for example, Burhanuddin Rabbani, a former president, was not elected in his own district in Badakhshan despite considerable
intimidation and bribery.
Before and during the Soviet occupation, many Afghans—mostly in rural
areas—did their best to keep their children away from schools out of fear of
the possible secular inﬂuence. Today the situation is almost completely reversed.
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Afghans now list education as one of their top priorities. This change is due
in part to the inﬂuence of returning refugees, who saw the beneﬁts of education while in Pakistan or Iran.
Women play an integral part in raising families and looking after the community. In the countryside they also take on many of the same agricultural
duties as men. However, Afghanistan’s patriarchal social system has worked
strongly against political, social, and economic participation for Afghan women.
Even though Afghans now crave education for their children, they are reluctant to send their daughters and sisters to school. Even in urban centres, many
girls are prevented from attending school after they reach puberty.
At the same time, many Afghan men are sensitive about “foreigners” attempting to liberate Afghan women. There is a common view among the local population that international organizations and foreign countries place too much
emphasis on women’s rights, usually to the detriment of what many consider
more important issues, such as combating corruption (which is endemic) and
developing sustainable livelihoods. Donors consider it irrefutable that empowering women beneﬁts society as whole, and local arguments to the contrary
rarely persuade them otherwise. Nonetheless, cultural sensitivities like this
one need to be factored in when development choices are being explained to
“partners” in a recipient country. At the very least, an awareness of different
cultural perspectives should guide the information campaigns that donors
pursue in support of their programming.
Creating the Governance Strategy
Early Post-Conﬂict Phase

The reconstruction efforts in post-Taliban Afghanistan began with an unprecedented level of donor coordination and consultation that resulted in an overall development strategy, the ndf. Unlike in previous international aid efforts,
such as in East Timor and Cambodia, the lead donors made a conscious effort
to avoid overlap and to ensure Afghan participation in setting priorities. Canada
participated in almost every stage of this process, but the ofﬁcials involved in
this conceded that they never signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced the ﬁnal outcome of
any speciﬁc elements of these early consultations, including governance. In
part, this was because Afghanistan had not been a traditional country of focus
for Canada (as Haiti was, for example). But it was also due to the lack of a
clear set of objectives on the part of ofﬁcials in Ottawa—objectives that could
have guided Canada’s participation in multilateral discussions. In the case of
governance, cida’s strategy paper on the issue (discussed below) was almost
ten years out of date and was unknown to the Canadian ofﬁcials who attended
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the Afghan consultations. Among the donors, the most inﬂuential player was
widely considered to be the United States. This was mainly a function of
realpolitik: the Americans had led the ﬁght against the Taliban and had managed much of the early diplomatic manoeuvring that resulted in Karzai’s
appointment. American influence was perhaps inevitable, given the larger
diplomatic and aid presence the US government had in Kabul. There were
simply more bodies on the ground and in attendance at critical meetings.
The donor consultations began in November 2001, before fighting had
ended, in Bonn, Germany. Donors, international agencies, Afghan warlords,
and members of the diaspora came together for the ﬁrst time to consider the
daunting reconstruction task ahead. Canada did not send a delegation from
Ottawa but was represented by the Canadian Ambassador to Germany, who
participated as an observer with the objective of demonstrating support for the
multilateral approach. Canada was not considered a key international player,3
nor did it try to assert itself as one. The view among senior ofﬁcials in Ottawa
was that Canada should be seen to be “doing its fair share” but only in the
context of a broader multilateral effort. An oft-heard phrase at that time was
that “Canada should not get ahead of the like-minded.” As a result, Canadian
ofﬁcials did not pursue any speciﬁc priorities beyond the general goals of many
Western countries, such as human rights and gender equality.
The immediate task of the Afghan leaders and the major donors in Bonn
was to distinguish urgent, short-term needs from long-term ones. At the same
time, the conference was intended to ﬁll the power vacuum left behind by the
Taliban and to ensure immediate security in Kabul. The resulting political
agreement, brokered by UN Special Representative Lakhdar Brahimi with vital
support from the United States, served as a road map for broad governance
objectives in Afghanistan, including the next steps for the Emergency Loya
Jirga and the Constitutional Loya Jirga. It also laid down plans to re-establish
a judiciary, reform the civil service, empower civil society, and foster civic participation, human rights, and a free press.
The Bonn meeting was followed by a series of senior ofﬁcial meetings in
Washington and elsewhere. These were dominated by a core group of likeminded nations that included the United States, Japan, Saudi Arabia, and several EU states. This group commissioned the World Bank, the United Nations
Development Programme (undp), and the Asian Development Bank (adb)
to conduct a needs assessment and develop a coordinated strategy for delivering donor aid. Canada did participate in some of these meetings, either by
sending mid- to low-level ofﬁcials from Ottawa or by asking the resident diplomats to attend and report back. In either case, Canadian input in this process
was minimal.
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The resulting grand blueprint for Afghanistan’s reconstruction was endorsed by the principal donors (such as the United States, Britain, Germany,
and Japan) at a conference in Tokyo in January 2002. In the three years following, those key players have been reluctant to renegotiate the ndf, though considerable ﬁne tuning and adjustments have taken place in response to events
unfolding on the ground.4 Canada did not play a substantive role in setting out
this road map, though it would eventually contribute to its execution, and it
was not invited to join the core group driving the initial agenda. Its level of participation in the donor conferences gradually increased, culminating in the
attendance of then–cida minister Aileen Carroll at the Berlin conference, but
by that time the ndf had been well established.
Agreed Objectives

A clear set of priorities emerged from the donor consultation process. They are
reﬂected in the ndf’s three pillars and twelve development programs as listed
below (Table 1). In the context of the ndf’s twelve priority programs, governance itself was not identiﬁed as a speciﬁc objective. It was, however, a crosscutting issue throughout the three pillars. In particular, there was signiﬁcant
emphasis on governance in public administration reform and security and
rule of law. Regarding these, the Afghan government and core donors identiﬁed three broad areas they viewed as critical to the success of development
efforts: judicial reform, civil service reform, and elections.
table 1
Afghanistan’s National Development Framework Priorities
pillar 1
Human Capital and
Social Protection

pillar 2
Physical
Infrastructure

1 Refugee and idp Return
2 Educational and
Vocational Training
3 Health and Nutrition
4 Livelihoods and Social
Protection
5 Cultural Heritage,
Media, and Sports

1 Transport
2 Energy, Mining, and
Telecommunications
3 Natural Resource
Management
4 Urban Management

pillar 3
Trade and Investment,
Public Administration, and
the Rule of Law/Security

1 Trade and Investment
2 Public Administration
3 Security and Rule of Law

Source: “Afghanistan National Development Strategy: An Interim Strategy for Security
Governance, Economic Growth, and Poverty Reduction” (30 January 2006), Presidential
Oversight Committee, Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.
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Canada’s Role in Assisting Afghanistan
Phases of Involvement

Historically, Canada has had very limited relations with Afghanistan. In 2002,
even though it was home to a sizable Afghan immigrant community, Canada
had no embassy in the country, and its aid contributions were limited to
humanitarian assistance delivered through multilateral agencies such as the
undp. There was no traditional foreign policy agenda for Afghanistan as existed
with countries in the Caribbean, the Middle East, and Europe. The events of
September 11, 2001, changed this situation dramatically, but not overnight.
Canada quickly contributed military resources to the US-led Operation
Enduring Freedom (oef) against the Taliban government in Kabul. Most
notably, the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry Battle Group participated in the hunt for Al-Qaeda and Taliban insurgents near Kandahar in February 2002. However, this deployment was short lived, and Canadian combat
troops were repatriated in July of the same year.
Canada had yet to establish an embassy, choosing to cover events in Kabul
from the High Commission in Islamabad. Nonetheless, cida pledged more
than $350 million in aid after the January 2002 Bonn Conference.5 This made
Afghanistan the single largest recipient of bilateral aid in Canadian history.
Belying the size of this commitment, there were no cida ofﬁcials in the country, although a subcontracted project support unit (psu) was established. Much
of the larger part of Canadian development assistance was funnelled through
trust funds or multilateral agencies. While this pooled approach has become
standard among oecd donors, Canadian ofﬁcials are split on its merits. Those
in favour argue that this is a more efﬁcient means to deliver assistance. It facilitates harmonization, eliminates overlapping programs, and in theory reduces
administrative overheads. Also, by pooling funds with other donors, Canada
can achieve economies of scale in ways that would not be possible if the money
were spent on smaller bilateral projects. The opposing view maintains that the
recipient agencies such as the undp are in fact less responsive and more bureaucratic. In the case of Afghanistan, Canada’s funding commitment was large
enough to stand on its own and would not necessarily have beneﬁted from
pooling. Furthermore, as we illustrate below, individual country contributions cannot be disaggregated from overall agency spending; it therefore
becomes a challenge for donors to track the impact and effectiveness of their
aid. With respect to Afghanistan, the question was moot: Canada had a small
staff covering Afghanistan from Islamabad in Pakistan, and thus did not have
the capacity to disburse its largest aid program in history in any other way
than through multilateral organizations.
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There was no pressure from either the government or the bureaucracy to
increase Canada’s participation in international efforts, until the unexpected
decision by Canada’s Cabinet in February 2003 to contribute a battalion group
and brigade headquarters to the UN-authorized International Security Assistance Force (isaf). Almost in the same breath, Cabinet decided to match its
military commitment with a diplomatic one: a Canadian embassy would open
as soon as possible. Until that moment, ofﬁcials were only examining the possibility of contributing a much smaller provincial reconstruction team (prt)
to Afghanistan. The decision to send an entire battalion left bureaucrats scrambling to develop a broader strategy of engagement.
In September 2003 the Canadian embassy opened and Canada’s role in
Afghanistan jumped to a new level. With a large and highly visible military
presence, a considerable aid program, high-level visits from Ottawa, an energetic ambassador, and extraordinarily active embassy staff, Canada suddenly
emerged as a signiﬁcant player in Kabul. Contributing to this were key aid initiatives that leveraged the new-found inﬂuence to raise the Canadian proﬁle
even higher. These included the decision to be the ﬁrst country to fund the voter
registration process, allowing it to start on time and thus setting the stage for
Afghanistan’s presidential elections. Equally important, and as a result of the
efforts of Ambassador Christopher Alexander and the Canadian commander
of Task Force Kabul, Major-General Andrew Leslie, Canada played a key role
in the cantonment of heavy weapons in Kabul. This defused tensions among
the various warlords in the Afghan Cabinet—an essential precondition for
peaceful elections.
Canada’s role in Afghanistan evolved yet again in mid-2005 with Operation Archer, the launch of a Canadian prt in Kandahar. Aid then levelled off
to amounts more consistent with those of other bilateral programs, and there
was an expectation that the embassy would be “temporary” and remain open
for only a few years. As of December 2006, General Leslie was speculating that
the Canadian Forces could remain in Afghanistan for twenty more years. Ofﬁcials in Ottawa began moving away from an ad hoc approach, of the sort to be
expected from a bureaucracy faced with an unexpected shift in priorities,
toward a more measured and planned strategy. The Canadian government’s
overall attitude toward Afghanistan in 2005 became more long term than it was
between 2001 and 2004.
Measuring Aid

Using the oecd’s Development Assistance Committee (dac) statistics for consistent comparison, in 2003–4 net ofﬁcial development assistance (oda) for
Afghanistan was us$1.6 billion. Canada ranked ninth among donors, con-
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tributing $65 million of that amount. Over the same time period, however,
Afghanistan ranked ﬁrst among bilateral recipients of Canadian aid.6
While cida, fac, and dnd all provide developmental assistance in one form
or another, cida’s assistance is by far the largest component of the overall
Canadian aid package, with c$616.5 million allocated from 2001 to 2009,
excluding the cost of military operations.7 cida’s program focused on four
priorities chosen from the Afghan government’s ndf: rural livelihoods and
social protection; security and the rule of law; natural resource management
and agriculture; and budgetary support to the Afghan government (through
the World Bank).
It is difﬁcult to decisively measure how much cida spent in these four priority areas, and even more difﬁcult to determine how much was spent specifically on governance programs. Under cida’s internal accounting processes,
projects can be “coded” against more than one priority. As an example, a project to support anticorruption measures in Afghanistan’s Ministry of Agriculture could be classiﬁed as part of rural livelihoods, rule of law, and/or resource
management. In particular, governance projects are often coded against different objectives. Further complicating matters, cida provides the vast majority of its assistance to Afghanistan through multilateral partners, who may
then treat the funds as fungible. For example, Canada gave $4 million to the
Law and Order Trust Fund (lotfa), managed by the undp, earmarking it for
salaries and training. Yet in practice, international agencies pool donor funds
and it is impossible to determine with certainty where any particular donation
goes. The timings of aid disbursements add to the confusion. Pledges are not
delivered at once, and when the total amount of delivered aid is calculated,
much depends on whether projects have been allocated, disbursed, or executed.8
Because of these difﬁculties, the actual amount of money spent by Canada
on governance programs in Afghanistan is elusive. The cida ofﬁce in Kabul,
the Afghanistan desk ofﬁcer in Ottawa, the governance unit at headquarters,
the cida minister’s ofﬁce, and the cida website all provide different numbers
for this period. The range is $18 million to $54 million per year. A cida press
release dated September 14, 2005, stated that “since 2001 Canada has contributed over $33 million to assist the democratic process in Afghanistan.” By
another estimate, cida expenditures on human rights, democracy, and good
governance represented more than half of total Canadian disbursements to
Afghanistan over a three-year period, with $60 million in 2002, $57 million in
2003, and $53 million in 2004. A more detailed breakdown provided by the
Afghanistan desk at cida suggests that these numbers are inclusive, casting a
very broad net over projects that may be only tangentially linked to gover-
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ﬁgure 1
cida Disbursement as of January 2004 ($137m)
10%

1%

49%

20%
Operating Budget Suppor t
to Government [49%]
Governance [20%]
Rural Livelihoods and
Social Protection [20%]
Security Sector Reform [10%]
Natural Resource
Management [1%]
20%

Source: Calculated with data provided in correspondence with cida and Embassy staff,
August 2005.

nance objectives. If one uses the ofﬁcial total disbursement ﬁgures of $266
million over thirty-one months beginning in September 2001, the low estimate of $18 million would represent 17 percent of Canada’s aid package to
Afghanistan.
Using January 2004 ﬁgures as an example, projects with an obvious relation
to governance (voter registration, constitutional commission, government
capacity building, etc.) comprise approximately 20 percent of Canada’s disbursed funds. If one considers the central importance of funding the Afghan
government’s operating budget as a governance-related initiative, the proportion climbs to 69 percent 9 (see Figure 1). By any estimate, governance and
related efforts represent one of the largest elements of the development “D”
of the 3 D approach.
Explaining the Canadian Commitment

Given the scope of Canada’s commitment to Afghanistan, there has been considerable speculation about the government’s motives for making this unprecedented commitment of aid, military forces, and diplomatic capital. This
deserves a brief examination as it may shed light on why the development assistance program is so large and so heavily focused on governance.
When Canada ramped up its efforts in Afghanistan in 2003, spokespersons
from dnd, cida, and dfait used closely synchronized talking points. Communications, unlike more operational elements of the government’s response,
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were relatively well coordinated by the Prime Minister’s Ofﬁce and the Privy
Council Office. According to official statements, Canada’s largest overseas
commitment since the Korean War was being undertaken for four reasons.
First, to support Canada’s traditional allies including the United Kingdom,
the United States, and Germany (which was heavily committed to isaf). Second, to contribute to the “War on Terror,” as Afghanistan had been the safe
haven of Al-Qaeda (this was to be Canada’s key commitment in that war).
Third, to address the “genuine needs of the Afghan people” after decades of conﬂict. Fourth, to assist in the peacebuilding efforts of the UN and nato as a
long-time supporter of the multilateral system. This last point received pride
of place among the others, and it was implied that this was the foremost reason for the massive investment of troops, diplomats, and cash (Canada dnd
2003).
Several ofﬁcials interviewed for this chapter questioned this public rationale, given the timing of the Liberal Cabinet’s decision to invest so unexpectedly in Afghanistan. In early 2003, Canada was under pressure from Washington and London to participate in the looming war in Iraq. At home there
was signiﬁcant opposition to this US-led campaign. Some believe that the governing Liberals wanted to demonstrate that Canada was carrying its weight in
the “War on Terror,” while at the same time supporting the “softer” side of the
struggle: multilateral state building. If this is the case, it would explain the signiﬁcant amount of money that was channelled through multilateral agencies
and toward a large number of good-governance and rule-of-law projects
designed to support Afghanistan’s nascent government. As will be discussed
later, however, it appears that systemic factors dictated the Canadian aid program and not political or strategic considerations.
In general, even the nominal strategic objectives in Canada were rather
vague. It was difﬁcult for those making planning and operational decisions at
the bureaucratic level to fathom Canada’s commitment to maximizing the
benefit to “traditional allies.” More important, the four reasons given for
Canada’s involvement did not draw a map of speciﬁc Canadian interests in
Afghanistan, except insofar as they reﬂected an overly broad desire to avoid a
nato failure and to help improve the lot of Afghans. This lack of speciﬁcity
hampered later efforts to focus Canada’s development and reconstruction
assistance.
The 3D Approach

Canada’s commitment to Afghanistan was intended to be a coordinated effort
involving dfait, dnd, and cida. Traditionally, interdepartmental coordination
in Ottawa has been sporadic at best. In the case of the three principal interna-
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tionally focused departments, cooperation has often been overshadowed by
competition. This is not to say that coordination does not exist. As cida ofﬁcials pointed out in the course of this research, departmental cooperation
occurs frequently, figures prominently as a key principle in cida’s 2002
Strengthening Aid Effectiveness policy, and was a cornerstone of Prime Minister Paul Martin’s 2005 International Policy Statement (ips). However, during the early stages of Canada’s involvement in Afghanistan, the ips remained
incomplete and the vast majority of those interviewed for this paper agreed that
cooperation was inconsistent and ad hoc.
In the case of Afghanistan, the Clerk of the Privy Council explicitly directed
the three departments to work together under a uniﬁed strategy. Senior bureaucrats, working at the assistant deputy minister (adm) level, repeatedly made
it clear that a “Whole of Government Approach” was necessary, and ofﬁcials
were encouraged to ﬁnd ways to cooperate across departmental lines. Setting
an example, the adms took the unprecedented step of meeting weekly to review
progress on the Afghanistan issue. At the working level, deputy directors were
in daily contact to ensure, with varying degrees of success, that individual
departmental initiatives were mutually supportive. This initiative was called
“3 D” after its principal component parts: defence, development, and diplomacy. Eventually other federal departments and agencies such as the rcmp
and Justice Canada participated. The overlapping priorities of the three departments were limited, but there was agreement on the importance of supporting the emergence of a stable Afghan government.
Of all of cida’s programming options, those which supported elections
and institution building provided the most obvious common ground. Each
department could draw a direct link between the establishment of a stable
political environment in Kabul and the success of its speciﬁc departmental
objectives. In reality, each department largely continued to follow its own priorities on the ground, even if Afghanistan marked the ﬁrst time that any effort
was made to ensure that officials knew about one other’s activities and
attempted to coordinate them as closely as possible. The 3D concept improved
communication in Ottawa and in the ﬁeld; it also fostered a new sense of common purpose among the often estranged military, diplomatic, and development
branches of the Canadian government. But it is difﬁcult to discern any example of a governance project that was instituted directly as a result of this new
cooperation.
Speciﬁc Canadian Governance Projects

Canada’s governance projects in Afghanistan have been highly diverse, as illustrated by the three notable examples below.
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Emerging from the Bonn Agreement was a
political road map for holding national elections. One of the ﬁrst and most
important milestones was the drafting of a new constitution. Canada contributed $1,750,000 to support this process, which entailed the establishment
of a Constitutional Drafting Commission consisting of nine legal scholars and
jurists, including two women. The draft was completed in late 2003 and presented to the Constitutional Loya Jirga. Against the expectations of many, the
constitution was accepted and was seen as relatively democratic and progressive. The commission’s work in preparing a draft that addressed the contradictory aspirations of Afghan society has been hailed as one of the great successes
of the post-Taliban period.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL COMMISSION

Another critical step toward meeting the objectives of
the Bonn Agreement was the registration of Afghan voters prior to the presidential elections. Complicating the already daunting task of ﬁnding and registering 13.5 million voters in the midst of an Afghan winter was the fact that
large parts of the countryside were still unstable and that security fears prevented
international elections workers from moving freely. Canada was one of the
ﬁrst donors to support the voter registration by providing $10,450,000 to the
International Foundation for Election Systems (ifes). That funding was used
to procure registration equipment in time to begin work before the snow
blocked access to the remote mountain regions. The process was considered
a great success: 90 percent of eligible voters registered. This encouraged international donors and the Afghan government to pursue the Bonn timetable of
elections unfazed by threats of disruption from the Taliban and disaffected
warlords.
VOTER REGISTRATION

In 2005 the Department of National Defence quietly launched an interesting innovation that
went well beyond the traditional role of the Canadian Forces in peacebuilding missions. Fifteen dnd employees, including civilians, were seconded to
the Afghan government to act as technical governance advisers. The advisers
focused on assisting Afghan ofﬁcials on governance as well as on social and
economic development. This project included activities ranging from budget
management to donor relations. The placements included the Office of
President Karzai, where dnd planners helped produce a strategy to coordinate donor projects. In September 2005 the initiative was renewed with
the rotation of ﬁfteen new Canadian staff into Kabul. The project has been
funded through the dnd budgetary envelope, separate from cida’s governance
spending.
■
STRATEGIC ADVISORY TEAM ( DND SECONDMENT PROJECT )
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The Strategic Advisory Team initiative was a remarkable deviation from normal practices. Prior to it, the Canadian Forces’ forays into development assistance had been limited to Canadian Civil-Military Affairs projects (cimics).
These are usually small infrastructure projects within the military’s zone of
operations and are designed largely to “win hearts and minds.” Examples in
Afghanistan include providing school tents, rehabilitating Kabul’s ﬁre department, and reconstructing a water reservoir and pump system. These projects
are a regular point of friction between cida and dnd because of conﬂicting
mandates. cida’s long-term approach to development decisions with a particular emphasis on sustainable development can clash with dnd’s short-term
operational needs. The Canadian Forces may see a well-digging project on
their patrol route as an expeditious way to build a working relationship with
local leaders, while cida may question how it would ﬁt into broader developmental priorities.
It is perhaps because of these conﬂicting objectives that dnd chose not to
seek funding or other assistance from cida when Canadian personnel were
placed in strategic locations within the Afghan government. On the positive
side, this permitted dnd to address needs quickly soon after they were identiﬁed without going through cida’s more time-consuming project approval
procedures. It also stands as a good example of a governance project that
helped the Afghan government while simultaneously supporting parallel
Canadian objectives (in this case strengthening isaf’s strategic partner in key
areas). Critics in other departments have argued that the dnd ofﬁcials seconded into the Afghan government are not trained in providing technical
assistance and that this project’s objectives may fall outside the agreed ndf. In
this case, however, the former Afghan Finance Minister Ashraf Ghani has
speciﬁcally singled out the Canadian Forces as one of the most effective organizations for delivering assistance and praised their ability to operate efﬁciently
and smoothly within the priorities of the Afghan leadership (Ghani 2005).
As of 2005, it was too soon to measure the impact of this initiative, but senior ofﬁcers within dnd were optimistic. They were also impressed by the initial results (Capstick 2005). For example, the project’s contribution to ensuring that individual departments coordinate their individual objectives within
the broader ndf was widely hailed as an important one. It is likely that in
future circumstances where Canada is engaged in post-conﬂict reconstruction, the Canadian Forces will use similar mechanisms to deliver strategically
placed governance assistance.
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Assessing the Process
Obstacles to Strategic Programming

For several reasons, cida did not begin with an overarching list of priorities
for its governance assistance program in Afghanistan. First and foremost, there
was no up-to-date governance policy to guide programming decisions. The last
major policy paper on the topic had been written almost ten years previously;
it was largely unknown at headquarters and had never been seen in Kabul. A
1997 paper commissioned by cida to examine its governance program listed
the following four governance priorities for the Asia Branch:
• to strengthen the role and build the capacity of civil society and democratic
institutions;
• to promote the effective and accountable exercise of power by the public
sector;
• to support organizations that promote and protect human rights; and
• to strengthen the will of leaders to respect democratic rights. (cida 1997)
cida ofﬁcials interviewed for this chapter stated that these priorities were
not taken into account in programming decisions. Rather, it was cida’s broader
institutional objectives—to support the developmental priorities of the Afghan
government (as outlined in the agreed ndf), and to avoid overlap with other
donors—that were the foremost strategic considerations guiding its policy.
In the case of Afghanistan, Canada’s governance programming appeared
to be largely dictated by tactical realities. Foremost among these was the fact
that the small Canadian embassy were extremely overburdened: there were
only two cida ofﬁcers 10 on the ground. Keeping in mind that Afghanistan was
the largest aid recipient in Canadian history, the small cida unit in Kabul simply could not be expected to provide a sophisticated delivery strategy for particular components of the aid envelope. According to staff on the ground,
most implementation decisions were necessarily taken in an ad hoc fashion,
in response to proposals from the Afghan government or international agencies. Not surprisingly, this led to the consideration of proposals on short notice
and on a rolling basis; frequently, funding opportunities could not be compared
relative to one another.
Some Canadian domestic pressures do nevertheless inﬂuence governance
programming decisions. Chief among these is the need to disburse the allocated
funds within the ﬁscal year. This pressure naturally discourages a more measured approach to crafting a long-term Canadian governance strategy on the
ground. In addition, in 2002–3 Ottawa was anxious to promote a 3D approach
to funding decisions, which meant that dfait and dnd priorities would also
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have to be taken into account, further complicating the task of crafting a consistent governance program.
Canada’s Interlocutors

Canadian ofﬁcials in Kabul make programming decisions based on input from
an unusually wide network of interlocutors. Due to the embassy’s high proﬁle in Kabul, the Canadian Ambassador and his staff enjoyed frequent access
to key Afghan decision makers all the way up to the President. Initially, an
important reason for this was that, compared to their British and American colleagues, Canadian diplomats were able to circulate more freely in Kabul due
to lower threat levels against Canadian nationals. Unfortunately, as the Canadian proﬁle rose, so did the threat level, and eventually the embassy staff found
themselves equally hamstrung by security precautions.
The embassy’s high proﬁle also gave the ambassador and his staff a higher
level of inﬂuence than anywhere else in the world at that time. This inﬂuence
is reﬂected in the broad network of interlocutors, which stretches well beyond
the Afghan Cabinet. The cida ofﬁcer, for example, regularly talks to isaf ofﬁcers, relevant government ofﬁcials, and the heads of the international agencies
and signiﬁcant ngos. In this regard, governance programming decisions are
taken within a broad context of opinions and collaborating information.
In terms of execution, cida’s main interlocutors for delivering its governance
programs were a small number of large international agencies. The undp ofﬁce
in Kabul has been its principal partner, most notably in the voter registration
project. Following closely is the ifes, an American-based non-proﬁt organization that specializes in delivering support for elections and rule-of-law projects.
Determining Canada’s Impact on Governance in Afghanistan
Challenges in Measurement

There are a number of reasons why it is difﬁcult to assess the overall impact
of Canada’s governance program in Afghanistan or the impact of speciﬁc projects. First, the donors and the Afghan government are attempting to build
democratic institutions almost from scratch, and these are still early days.
Progress is slow and incremental and will be measured over decades, not ﬁscal years. Similarly, the impact of Canada’s governance projects will only be felt
over time. While donors can point to the two successful Loya Jirgas and the presidential elections as important historic milestones, their success depended as
much on a stable military environment as on particular governance projects.
Second, as suggested above, most of cida’s governance funds were contributed as portions of larger projects. In these cases, the recipient agencies
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have treated the Canadian money as fungible, making it difﬁcult to directly track
the impact of speciﬁc contributions.
Third, due to the limited number of cida staff on the ground, it was extremely difﬁcult—bordering on impossible—to closely track the impact of
individual projects. For the most part, cida relied on assessments provided by
recipient agencies, and in many cases these assessments have not yet been provided. Furthermore, project reports generally cover the overall impact of projects, not speciﬁc elements that may have been funded by Canadian contributions.
Relationship with Other Donors

Canada’s efforts in governance were not intended to be distinct from those of
other donors. Instead of seeking to carve out a unique program that was clearly
“Canadian,” the embassy and cida ofﬁcials in Ottawa opted to support multilateral initiatives that were already under way. The vast majority of Canadian money spent on governance was applied to parts of larger projects prioritized through the ndf. This approach is part of a broader strategy to bolster
the coordinated multilateral efforts of the international community and to
avoid duplicating the efforts of other donors. It is also relatively cost effective,
since it means that Canada does not have to undertake its own needs assessments and can directly contribute funds to larger multilateral projects that do
not require as much cida oversight. Furthermore, the lack of Canadian governance experts with experience in Afghanistan would have hampered the
effectiveness of Canadian-branded stand-alone projects.
This collegial approach to donor funding, which sees Canada’s contribution
absorbed into a multilateral effort, does have its shortcomings. To begin with,
in the case of Afghanistan, Canada did not play a signiﬁcant role in determining the overall design of the ndf and therefore trusted many of its underlying
assumptions to external players such as the US State Department and the Japanese International Cooperation Agency. There is also the issue of visibility and
credit. Being a “good team player” means that the broader Afghan public and
fellow donors are not as likely to recognize Canada’s contribution. While this
does not affect the impact of projects, it does undermine Canada’s diplomatic
and military interests in the region—a reality that Canadian development
actors need to better understand. In Kabul, this has been mitigated by the very
public and active role played by Ambassador Alexander and Generals Leslie and
Hillier.
Finally, as we have suggested, a collaborative approach prevents the implementation of a coordinated Canadian strategy that takes Canadian strategic
interests into account. These interests are not explicitly identiﬁed beyond the
ex post facto list: supporting multilateral agencies, the “War on Terror,” the
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Afghan people, and the efforts of bilateral allies. If, as a hypothetical example,
it had been determined in 2001 that Canada had a strategic interest in the
development of the trans-Afghan pipeline, which would foster investment and
provide commercial opportunities for the Canadian oil patch, a bilateral
approach to governance funding would have permitted cida to support the
development of the Afghan Ministry of Natural Resources. Or, to take another
example, it is not clear to Canadian planners and managers whether achieving stability in one Afghan province is more important than achieving it in
another. Because funds are being channelled through a multilateral framework, room for making these kinds of strategic calculations remains limited.
It should be emphasized, however, that for a strategic approach to be useful,
clear national and departmental interests need to be identiﬁed from the beginning; furthermore, they must be objective and obvious enough that civil servants can use them as guideposts for crafting a programmatic response.11
Relative Size of Canada’s Aid Program

The relative size of the Canadian governance effort during this period made
it unlikely that the overall program would make a large impact, or one distinct from that of the international community at large. Governance is a crosscutting issue, and for the reasons discussed above, it is very difﬁcult to extract
the precise amount spent on it by Canada—or by other donors, for that matter. If overall spending patterns are used as an indicator, Canada’s contribution
has been a drop in the bucket. Although it is the largest Canadian aid effort in
history, it still ranked only ninth on disbursed aid among donors overall and
tenth on pledged donations among donors overall. (See Figure 2.) This represents 3 percent of disbursed assistance and less than 1 percent of total aid
pledged.
Intended and Unintended Effects

Canada’s overall impact on the reform and development of Afghanistan’s government has been limited; even so, it has had several notable side effects. The
main one is that it has enhanced Canada’s diplomatic proﬁle in Afghanistan,
due largely to the timely support of the voter registration project, which was
widely welcomed at the time. This improved the embassy’s access to important government decision makers and helped Canada “sit at the table” among
the other core donors as a key contributor. This project also facilitated broader
coalition objectives at key moments when momentum was needed—a fact
that was recognized and appreciated both at the UN and in the donor community.
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ﬁgure 2
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Source: Afghan Ministry of Finance, based on data available as of October 1, 2004.

The governance program has also provided access to nascent political parties, which are being nurtured by projects such as those executed by the National
Democratic Institute (ndi). While this will not pay dividends right away, it
has strengthened relations with future Afghan politicians and built up Canada’s
political capital in the country. In the coming years, these small investments
may reap signiﬁcant diplomatic rewards.
The Governance Impact of Non-Governance Aid

In examining the case of Afghanistan, it is important to note that some of the
Canadian-supported initiatives that would not normally be classiﬁed as governance projects have had a signiﬁcant impact on governance objectives nonetheless. One example already discussed is the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust
Fund, which is intended to provide budgetary support for the operating costs
of the ﬂedgling government of President Karzai. As former ﬁnance minister
Ashraf Ghani has frequently pointed out, donors cannot expect postconﬂict
governments to develop effectively if many of the traditional tasks of central
administration are being delivered through internationally funded ngos. By
giving the Afghan government budgetary support, cida has provided the new
government with increased sovereignty and in the process enhanced the capacity of the bureaucracy to shoulder its expected duties.
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In a similar vein, Canadian efforts in the cantonment of heavy weapons in
Kabul had a direct impact on the new government’s ability to extend its authority and deliver the services expected by the public. Without this aid, the warlords would have continued to overshadow the Interim Administration and prevent any substantive improvement in governance.
Conclusion

In the period 2001 to 2005, Canada’s government did not have a strategic plan
or set of priorities for delivering governance assistance in Afghanistan. This was
true both for cida’s internal strategy and for that of the broader 3D community. Underpinning this is the fact that Ottawa did not identify speciﬁc strategic interests in Afghanistan beyond the baseline support for multilateral agencies, the “War on Terror,” Afghan development, and relations with key allies.
Without a clear understanding of Canadian interests, a governance plan would
have been useful solely for coordinating efforts with other donors and would
not effectively support or leverage strategic Canadian goals.
Ideally, before the initial decision to send troops and aid to Afghanistan, the
Cabinet would have agreed on and articulated a set of Canadian interests in
the region and within the coalition. From that, ofﬁcials could have developed
a more detailed 3D strategy that included a coordinated approach to governance
assistance. That strategy, in turn, would have allowed Canadian ofﬁcials in
Bonn and elsewhere to help formulate the ndf. While Canada did participate
in the process that established the ndf as an overarching strategic road map,
it did not play a signiﬁcant role in deﬁning its priorities. A more coordinated
approach would have made it easier for the development, diplomatic, and
defence initiatives of the three departments to mutually support one another
on the ground in Afghanistan.
Closer interdepartmental coordination implies a certain degree of compromise on the part of cida, dfait, and dnd, with each department having
to sacriﬁce some policy independence. Understandably, this makes some ofﬁcials nervous. cida has an additional reason to be wary of further coordination, and that is the belief that closer cooperation with dnd would compromise the agency’s relatively neutral reputation in a volatile security environment.
This concern is usually cited in relation to the prts, which partner small military teams with a small number of diplomats and development ofﬁcers. In the
context of Afghanistan, however, it is highly unlikely that the Taliban would
see cida as a neutral party, regardless of its level of cooperation with dnd.
From 2001 to 2005, Canadian ofﬁcials on the ground were too few in number to implement effectively a coordinated governance strategy, given the scope
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of the combined tasks of delivering the 3D aid. As a result, Canada’s governance projects were loosely based on recipient country needs; they were chosen largely according to individual project opportunities as they arose in order
to ﬁll the many gaps identiﬁed by the ndf. The needs listed in the ndf were
broad enough that there were numerous opportunities to address Afghan and
Canadian priorities simultaneously. But while using recipient nation priorities
as a framework for tailoring aid programs is an important operating principle, it cannot substitute for a coherent aid strategy.
There was undoubtedly very good work being done in Kabul by Canadian
ofﬁcials on the ground. But the governance projects that were funded were
highly diverse. While some were important successes, such as the voter registration process, overall there was no reliable way of consistently measuring
the impact of individual donations or the cumulative impact of the Canadian
governance program. Without an overarching strategic plan, it was difﬁcult to
coordinate governance initiatives in such a way as to leverage either Canada’s
additional value in particular areas of governance such as elections, or Canada’s
larger strategic interests in the region.
■

As a postscript, the period 2005 to 2007 saw a considerable evolution in Canada’s
3 D activities in Afghanistan. The Liberal government was replaced by the Conservative government of Prime Minister Stephen Harper, who immediately
emphasized the central importance of Afghanistan to his foreign policy by
travelling to Kandahar and stating that Canada would be there for the long
haul and would not “cut and run” (Harper 2006b). With a new government
came the renewed efforts of cida’s president, Robert Greenhill, to modernize
and improve the organization’s impact and efficiency. As an example, the
Afghan team at headquarters was increased approximately tenfold, to over
seventy people. At Foreign Affairs, the Afghan task force also increased dramatically in size, and the Prime Minister appointed a senior diplomat, David Mulroney, to act as an Afghanistan “czar,” coordinating the interdepartmental
efforts.
In the ﬁeld, the Canadian embassy country team was expanded, and with
the deployment of troops to Kandahar, the entire Canadian focus shifted south.
A prt was deployed to Kandahar city, and included dfait and cida personnel. More cida money was pledged, over and above the previous large commitments made by the Martin government. In ﬁscal year 2006–7, $139 million was disbursed, and an additional $100 million per year was pledged through
2011, with an additional $200 million on top of that for 2007–8 (PM Harper
Press Release February 26, 2007). During this expansion of Canada’s efforts,
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governance has been given a new emphasis as one of cida’s three priorities,
with more explicit measurements for tracking progress. Unlike previous donor
coordination exercises, Canada played a much larger role in the multilateral
development of the Afghanistan Compact, which sets out detailed areas of
focus for the donors and speciﬁc indicators of progress.
With these additional resources, and more people in Ottawa and Afghanistan
to manage the assistance, it appears much more likely that Canada will be able
to harmonize its governance assistance both with its partners and with Canada’s
own strategic agenda.
Notes
* This case study was researched and written in autumn 2005 and reﬂects statistics
and policies current at that time.
1 In 2005 it was surpassed by Iraq.
2 Shura is Arabic for “council”; jirga is the much older Pashtu term for a similar
mechanism.
3 A subjective term that in this case refers to the United States, the United Kingdom,
Germany, Saudi Arabia, Japan, Pakistan, Iran, and the EU, in rough order of inﬂuence.
4 Particularly at the donor pledging conference in Berlin in March 2004.
5 This was pledged in two different tranches: $100m in Tokyo, and $250m in Brussels in April 2003.
6 oecd dac 2004, Donor Aid Charts (http://www.oecd.org/dac). Note: These numbers differ from Government of Canada ﬁgures because the oecd uses different
deﬁnitions of what constitutes assistance.
7 The total cost of the Canadian Forces deployment can be calculated in several
ways, as many of the costs have been absorbed by existing budgets. At a minimum, the incremental cost for Operation Apollo was at least $900 million; the
total cost, however, was signiﬁcantly higher. (See “Budget 2005: Chapter 6 Meeting our Global Responsibilities,” Department of Finance Canada; http://www.ﬁn
.gc.ca/budget05/bp/bpc6e.htm.)
8 The problem of how to accurately code projects and track disbursements accordingly is an important one. Without an accurate or consistent labelling system,
decision makers are deprived of a fundamental tool for strategic planning. In the
case of Afghanistan, it would be a crude approach to simply give each project one
label. At a minimum, there should be consistent use of the coding so that every level
of decision making from the ﬁeld to the Minister’s Ofﬁce can work with the same
numbers.
9 Some ofﬁcials in cida have asserted that this is a very narrow view of what constitutes governance programming that fails to recognize the important governance
aspects of initiatives such as demobilization and heavy weapons cantonment (in-
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cluded under Security Sector Reform); work in the justice sector; or support to the
Afghan government for program coherence and development. However, for the
sake of clarity, the authors have chosen to focus on those projects which have a primary or signiﬁcant secondary impact on governance objectives.
10 From the embassy’s opening in 2002 until mid-2004, there was only one cida ofﬁcer on the ground, supported by a Project Support Unit staffed by contracted
employees. With the launch of the Canadian prt, this was increased to two cida
ofﬁcers in Kabul and one in Kandahar. As of February 2006 there were three cida
ofﬁcers in Kabul.
11 Canada has since identiﬁed Kandahar as a strategically important province and has
shifted its priorities accordingly.
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THE PERILS OF CHANGING DONOR
PRIORITIES IN FRAGILE STATES:
THE CASE OF HAITI

▼
Robert Muggah

Better governance within fragile, failing or failed states means building
effective public institutions.…We saw this in Haiti. Almost 10 years ago
Canada, the United States and some other countries intervened to help
restore the then-democratically elected president back into ofﬁce who had
been overthrown in a coup.…The problem is that none of us, neither the
States nor Canada nor France …stayed long enough nor did we make the
time and the effort that was required to build these institutions. So 10 years
later, here we are, back with the same problem and the same mess, but this
time, we have got to stay until the job is done properly.
—Paul Martin, July 7, 2004
Introduction

Building better—much less good—governance takes time and sustained commitment. Despite considerable investment, only meagre dividends have been
realized in Haiti, a country that has experienced more than thirty military
coups and twenty constitutions since independence in 1804. Even before the
notorious Duvalier dictatorships came to an end in the mid-1980s, Haiti was
described alternately as “failing,” “failed,” and “fragile” in international policy
circles. By far the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere and rated the
world’s most corrupt, Haiti has the ignoble distinction of being categorized as
both a “fragile state” and a “difﬁcult partner” by Canada and many others in
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the international community. Canada’s lengthy and troubled experience of
promoting good governance in Haiti yields compelling insights into the real
challenges accompanying sustained investment in failing states.
Following a historical overview of the country’s governance crisis, this chapter traces out the endogenous and exogenous causes of Haiti’s protracted
fragility. It ﬁnds that failures in governance are frequently attributed to Haitians “from below” rather than as a result of external geopolitical manipulation and ﬂawed prescriptions mandated “from above.” Next, the chapter chronicles Canada’s speciﬁc role and record in governance promotion between 1990
and 2006. Canada’s approach has oscillated between reinforcing public institutions and more radical efforts that bypass the state altogether in order to
strengthen “civil society.” Though Canada has played a prominent role in promoting governance—particularly through multilateral intermediaries such as
the UN, the Organization of American States (oas), and a host of non-governmental organizations, its strategic approach has been heavily inﬂuenced by
other donors. Weaknesses in its overall strategy include ambiguous and shifting deﬁnitions of governance, a simplistic understanding of the local context
and appropriate “entry points,” and difﬁculties in forging coherence with strategic partners. The chapter concludes with a number of reﬂections on how governance promotion might be strengthened in the context of fragile states and
difﬁcult partners.
Chronicling State Failure

Though spectacular levels of violence have featured in media headlines since
the ouster of President Jean-Bertrand Aristide in early 2004, Haiti has in fact
suffered from a profound crisis of governance for decades. After the promulgation of a new constitution in 1987, the country was crippled by chronic political instability at the centre. Positive gains arising from the democratic transfer of power to President Aristide in 1990 were quickly reversed after his forced
removal less than twelve months later by Lieutenant General Raoul Cédras of
the Haitian Armed Forces (fadh). To pressure Cédras to reinstate Aristide, the
UN, the oas, and various major donors—including the United States, the
European Union (EU), France, Canada, and the World Bank—applied mandatory and voluntary sanctions1 and authorized a large-scale US-led intervention force and UN mission (unmih) between 1993 and 1996 (Muggah and
Krause 2006).
After he was reinstated in 1994, Aristide promptly disbanded the fadh and
by presidential decree re-formed the Haitian National Police (hnp) as the sole
provider of state security. A limited US Army and usaid-led weapons buy-
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back and demobilization initiative was launched to return the fadh to civilian life. This effort was described as a “dismal failure” by American generals at
the time because of how the weapons were merely recirculated and because
command and control remained largely untouched. New elections in 1996
heralded in President René Préval, then a close ally of Aristide, and aid poured
into the country for the next few years. But donors made only modest improvements to the country’s re-established police force, and meanwhile, donor
fatigue was mounting, with the UN coming under mounting pressure to phase
out peacekeeping and civilian police (civpol) operations completely.2 By the
end of 1997 the UN had ended many of its peacekeeping operations and only
a small civpol contingent remained. The Préval administration faced a succession of political deadlocks as well as popular discontent spurred on by civil
society, notably pro-Lavalas groups and thugs.
The years 1998 to 2002 were especially dark. Widespread corruption—
including within the hnp and the customs service—became increasingly difficult to conceal, and political violence once again escalated. By mid-1998
approximately us$340 million was held back by international ﬁnancial institutions (ifis) for reasons of “political instability, woefully poor governance
and corruption” (World Bank 2002b). Meanwhile, Canada and the oas continued to promote conventional “technical” governance activities—particularly the strengthening of key public-sector institutions (such as the Treasury),
training for the judiciary, and human rights monitoring through ngos, all of
this with limited success. Multilateral and bilateral efforts to stimulate economic growth, promote social development, and strengthen the security sector came to a grinding halt following the hotly contested legislative elections
and the re-election of Aristide in 2000. By 2001 the UN had almost entirely
closed down its activities in the country: only essential undp staff working
and representatives of a handful of operational agencies remained. The World
Bank announced once again that it was suspending its loans.
In 2002 the country began to implode. A rash of cross-border massacres by
“rebels”—in fact, they were paramilitary death squads and fadh soldiers—
was tipping the country into chaos. Few actors, including the Caribbean community (caricom), were prepared to intervene beyond the usual expressions
of concern and outrage. From this point on most donors, including Canada,
along with the commercial elite and the Diaspora, became demonstrably uneasy
with the president’s autocratic style and use of armed militias, nicknamed the
chimère. As will be discussed below in more detail, certain donors began indirectly supporting the recruitment and training of “opposition groups” (their
euphemism for this was “governance activities”) in the Dominican Republic,
Chile, and Washington, DC.3 In February 2004 the so-called rebels headed by
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a former police commissioner stormed the capital and Aristide was spirited away
by a US aircraft, bound for Africa. He disembarked in the Central African
Republic before pushing on to South Africa, where he currently resides.
In April 2004, almost exactly a decade after the last large-scale peacekeeping mission came to an end, the UN Security Council (unsc) again sanctioned
a Chapter vii intervention. unsc resolutions 1529 and 1542 established the UN
Stabilization Mission in Haiti (minustah) with an initial twelve-month mandate, later extended into 2007. Within weeks of Aristide’s departure a caretaker government had been installed to prepare the country for legislative and
presidential elections in November 2005. While the new interim government
periodically demonstrated a will for genuine reform, it was hampered from the
beginning by a marked inability to absorb funds, weak institutional capacity,
and signs of ﬂagrant corruption. The executive was undermined by the absence of a sitting, elected legislative body and could only legislate through executive decree.4 What is more, the government’s credibility had been eroded
by its manifest inability to demonstrate gains in public security. Progress in promoting governance was painfully slow and an admittedly secondary priority
among donors to ensuring safety and security on the ground.
A centralized funding mechanism—the Interim Cooperation Framework
(icf)—was established soon after the interim government was installed. The
icf combined a needs assessment with a mechanism for pooling pledges and
harmonizing programs, with some allowance for earmarked contributions.
The icf promoted four pillars to guide recovery and reconstruction: political
governance and national dialogue; economic governance and institutional
development; economic recovery; and access to basic services. In July 2004
more than us$1.089 billion was pledged by over a dozen countries (with the
United States and Canada spearheading the contributions).5 The expectation
was that the mechanism would ensure coherence of priorities between donors
and the interim government. Many also expected that the icf would serve as
the basis for a future Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (prsp). Its mandate was
eventually extended to September 2007.
But as has so often been the case in Haiti, expectations severely misjudged
realities. Part of the problem was inherent to the multidonor icf itself. For
one thing, it lacked vertical and horizontal legitimacy. The mechanism had
been hastily cobbled together over two months in mid-2004 by 26 bilateral
and multilateral partners—including 250 national and international experts—
and was to be jointly overseen by the World Bank, the UN, and the InterAmerican Development Bank (iadb). As such, it was never “owned” in any
meaningful sense by Haitians and the process was hardly “inclusive” beyond
consultations in the capital of Port-au-Prince and to a lesser extent in the
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regions. Moreover, the icf’s objectives were overambitious, given the political and economic realities among donors and on the ground. Twelve months
after its creation, it was reported that less than 10 percent of the earmarked funds
had been disbursed.6 Commitment to the icf was erratic, and certain donors—
notably the United States and France—were bypassing it completely before
the ink had even dried on the agreement.7 As so often happens with pooled
funding mechanisms, pledged moneys failed to materialize despite a series of
international conferences in 2004 and 2005 to shore up support.8 What is
more, the commitment of regional partners—especially countries like Brazil,
Argentina, and Chile, which for the ﬁrst time were directing a UN peacekeeping force—began to waver, as declared unsc priorities were abandoned and
their own domestic constituencies began asking uncomfortable questions
about the mission’s effectiveness. In 2005 and 2006, as a result of mounting
international pressure—from senior UN policy-makers in New York and Portau-Prince, as well as from human rights groups—minustah peacekeepers
began adopting increasingly aggressive tactics to counter armed gangs in the
shantytowns of urban centres. In late 2006 and early 2007, armed civilians
were given an ultimatum: disarm or die.
The Causes of Haiti’s Governance Deficit

Haiti’s governance crisis is often blamed on the Haitians. In other words, it is
viewed as a consequence of weaknesses in Haitian society associated with political illegitimacy, rampant corruption, and structural underdevelopment.9 Lip
service is paid occasionally to the crippling effects of geopolitics on the country’s political and economic development, though this is seldom reﬂected in
the mainstream Western media, much less academic discourse. It is true that
Haitians are partly responsible for the collapse of governance “from below.” Few
observers dispute the existence of deep political, social, and economic cleavages in Haitian society, which are a consequence of the country’s legacy of
authoritarianism between the 1950s and 1980s, as well as the militarized populist politics of the early 1990s. And no one disagrees that these political and
social problems are compounded by systemic corruption at the centre and by
poor macroeconomic planning.
Except for a brief interlude in the mid-1990s, the state appears to be reluctant to and incapable of sustaining and managing accountable, legitimate, and
accessible public services for the vast majority of urban and rural Haitians. It
can be argued that a poisonous cocktail of corruption, divisive politics, weak
or predatory state services outside the capital, and a precarious economic environment has contributed to a series of violent outbursts over the past two
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decades. But as will be discussed next, exogenous factors have played an equally
insidious role in shaping the contours of governance “from above.”
Endogenous Factors

For at least the past ﬁve decades, political power in Haiti has been concentrated within a small political and commercial elite. From the 1950s into the
1980s, Haiti was governed by brutal dictatorships that showed little interest in
democratic or pro-poor policies.10 As was typical of the Cold War era, donors
were relatively content with the stability such dictatorships provided—especially given the proximity of nearby Communist Cuba—and with the visible
order they imposed.
Following the meteoric rise of Jean-Bertrand Aristide and his Lavalas Party
in the 1990s, a strong populist and pro-poor sentiment temporarily deﬁned the
political landscape. Aristide had come, after all, from the ghettos surrounding
Port-au-Prince and claimed to know what poverty was all about. But in the turbulent 1990s, both Lavalas and mainstream opposition parties practised a
highly personalized politics, one that focused on unseating individuals (or
worse) and advancing personal agendas rather than propounding viable social
platforms. The result was an increasingly polarized political space and the erosion of any predictability or stability; instead of forming coalitions, opposition
parties and citizen movements contested power in a zero-sum, winner-takeall game.
A monumental obstacle to legitimate, predictable, and efﬁcient governance
in Haiti is corruption, which has been endemic there since the 1970s, long before the term crept into the international discourse on development and governance in the 1990s (see Smillie, this book). In 2004, Transparency International rated Haiti the most corrupt country in the world (out of 145), though
its ranking seems to have improved since then.11 Since the early 1990s, key
donors—including the United States, Canada, the EU, and France—have repeatedly identiﬁed corruption as one of the primary factors corroding their
bilateral relationships with Haiti’s central authorities, regardless of the regime.12
But corruption and the illegitimacy it fosters extend well beyond the ruling elite;
it has burrowed deep into the security sector, the judiciary, and other line agencies. As a result, donors have adopted extremely cautious approaches in their
dealings with Haiti’s formal institutions.
Despite a succession of large-scale UN-led interventions and considerable
inflows of aid to the country designed specifically to stimulate economic
growth, the country’s macroeconomic record is woeful, marked by persistently high inﬂation and intermittently negative growth (see Figure 1).13 Accord-
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ﬁgure 1
Economic Indicators, 1990–2004
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ing to the World Bank, the structural conditions for rapid growth in Haiti
were simply not present in the 1990s. The macroeconomic environment was
then and still is characterized by a small export sector, the elites’ monopoly
on imports of basic goods and commodities, a massive informal sector dependent on subsistence agriculture and remittances, and a long-standing dependence on oda to shore up government revenues. Haitians rely heavily on unsteady wages in the informal sector. National budgets are seldom issued, and
the country’s escalating deﬁcit has repeatedly been ﬁnanced by bonds issued
by the National Bank. As a result of severe economic decline fuelled by multilateral and unilateral sanctions 14 as well as natural disasters throughout the
1990s, remittances from diaspora Haitians increased from us$256 to $931 million annually between 1997 and 2002 ($4 billion over the past decade). Today,
remittances are the primary source of domestic revenue.15 Because of proliﬁc
corruption and physical insecurity, direct foreign investment has fallen to the
point that the World Bank, the imf, and the iadb have repeatedly suspended
loans over the past two decades and repeatedly downgraded the country.16
Because of the unstable macro- and micro-economic environment, the
country’s human development indices are well below comparator countries and
among the lowest in the world. In 2003, Haiti ranked 153rd out of 177 coun-
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tries on the undp’s Human Development Index (undp 2004b). This actually
represents a decline over the past decade; in 1992 the country ranked 148th
out of 175. Over the same period, two-thirds of the country’s estimated 8.4
million people remained below the poverty line. By 2004, life expectancy had
declined to less than ﬁfty-three years, half of all adults were still illiterate, and
less than one-quarter of rural children were attending primary school. Infant
mortality rates are today among the highest in the world, and under-ﬁve mortality is 118 per 1,000. What is more, less than 40 percent of Haitians have
access to safe drinking water, and sanitary systems are virtually non-existent.
These national indicators do not adequately reﬂect the situation in rural areas,
where two-thirds of the population live, more than four-fifths of them in
poverty (Montas 2003).
Systemic poverty and demographic pressures, coupled with inefﬁcient farming practices that increase vulnerability to environmental disasters, have combined to make Haiti one of the most environmentally degraded countries on
the planet. These conditions have remained unchanged since the early 1990s.
Since the 1990s, ngos have been funding and implementing a number of signiﬁcant social programs to reduce poverty and improve public services; however, the effectiveness of these has been dramatically reduced since the late
1990s as a result of acute political instability and physical insecurity. No surprise, then, given the country’s barren environmental and economic landscape, that the governance agenda has failed to take root.
Exogenous Factors

However dismal Haiti’s internal state, external factors have also done much to
cripple its capacity to govern. Arms transfers, narco-trafﬁcking, and the inmigration of criminal elements greatly undermined the country’s security
environment in the 1990s and severely hampered efforts to promote rulesbased and predictable governance. For example, though “ofﬁcial” exports of
small arms to Haiti have been comparatively modest over the past two decades
(due to a variety of oas, UN, and US arms sanctions and the limited needs of
the armed forces), the covert and illegal arms trade is thriving. It is believed
that throughout the late 1990s, besides supporting “governance activities,” elements within the US government channelled military equipment and training
covertly to various anti-Lavalas militant groups and disgruntled fadh soldiers
in the Dominican Republic (Muggah 2005a). What is more, black market trading for weapons persists through an “ant trade” for weapons between Haiti
and its neighbours. Source countries for illegal weapons since the early 1990s
include the United States, Jamaica, Colombia, Brazil, and the Dominican Republic, as well as Central America (Carment 2005; Muggah 2005b).
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Other important exogenous factors include multilateral/unilateral interventionism and conditionality. For example, in the lead-up to the disputed
elections won by Aristide in 2000, the oas—backed mainly by the United
States and Canada—exerted considerable pressure on the president and his
allies through a combination of threats, sanctions, and the withholding of
oda. This pressure did not yield its desired effect (of keeping Aristide from being re-elected) and in fact worsened an already bad situation.17 The fractious
relations between donors and Haitian authorities resulted in uneven and
wasted investment to the extent that “of the roughly us$2 billion spent by the
international community between 1994 and 1998, there is today virtually no
legacy” (Hawrylak and Malone 2005, 35). As a measure of their discontent,
donors began to bypass Haitian authorities altogether and to support civil
society organizations directly.
In Haiti’s highly politicized environment, donors found it exceedingly difﬁcult to locate alternative entry points to the state. In the early 1990s, donors
began to conclude that the costs of missteps in an environment where political negotiations between coalitions regularly turned violent were far too high.
In the latter half of the 1990s, frustrated by the increasingly aggressive postures adopted by Aristide, certain donors—including the United States and
France—began to provide under-the-table support to civil society groups
(anti-Lavalas parties). This included assistance to the “Group of 184” by the
National Endowment for Democracy and the International Republican Institute—funds earmarked by the US State Department.
Even in the best of circumstances, it is a challenge to identify and strengthen
civil society groups, which aid experts view as fundamental components of
the governance agenda. After considerable efforts to strengthen voluntary associations, cooperatives, trade unions, and ngos as service providers in a fragile state—and as a political counterweight to Aristide—the World Bank (2002b)
concluded pessimistically that “the country appears to have a weak civil society with limited capacity to challenge public authorities in order to enhance
their performance and responsiveness to the citizenry.” Some senior donor
representatives in Haiti noted with despair that Haiti lacked a civil society
altogether.
As the following section will make clear, Canada’s efforts to promote governance between 1990 and 2004 persisted despite far poorer than expected
returns. As noted above, many other iﬁs and donor governments found it difﬁcult to justify continued oda with so few dividends to show for it. Diplomats were quietly describing the country as a “black hole.” Canada, often after
pressure from the United States and France, periodically suspended its lending and grant activities to Haitian government bodies. The EU also suspended
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direct support to the government in 2001, though it continued to route some
funds to civil society groups. As noted, the World Bank and the iadb were bitterly disappointed with Haiti’s record since the mid-1980s, to the extent that
they terminated lending in 1997 and again in 2001.18 While these tactics reﬂected
more general changes in the strategic orientation of donors such as the World
Bank and the Canadian government, notably the refocusing of attention on
“good performers,” they also represented something of an indictment of donordriven agendas in the 1990s.
Why Does Canada Promote Good Governance in Haiti?

Despite an avowed commitment to promoting governance in Haiti, Canada and
other countries have struggled to define what “good governance” actually
means. When asked by the author what “governance” implies institutionally
and practically, a number of senior dfait and cida representatives referred to
cida policy statements or dfait reports,19 though they could not personally
offer a substantive deﬁnition. Meanwhile, as dfait and cida policy analysts
hammered out the conceptual and practical parameters of good governance
in the Haitian context, the issue quickly glided up the foreign policy agenda.
Former prime minister Paul Martin repeatedly described governance as a key
plank of Canada’s strategy in the country: “As we have seen in Haiti, all the
aid in the world will have only a ﬂeeting effect if a country does not have functioning public institutions. We must build countries’ governance capacities
and take the time to do it right” (Canada 2004). The Harper administration
confirmed in 2006 that it would “follow the lead of his [Prime Minister
Harper’s] predecessor” in making governance a priority” (McGregor 2006).20
In the 1990s, governance promotion was a euphemism inclusive of everything from nation building and democracy building to preparing for elections, monitoring human rights, strengthening rule of law, and reforming the
public sector. As Ian Smillie notes in his chapter of this book, security sector
reform (ssr) has also recently been added to the Canadian government’s
agenda. All of these priorities have been described as legitimate aspects of governance, along with other closely related thematic priorities such as poverty
reduction and social justice promotion. For the purposes of this chapter, and
because of the “maximalist” approach adopted by fac and cida, governance
is deﬁned broadly and refers to the rules, systems, and institutions of the state
and how they relate to civilians, civil society, and the private sector (Unsworth
2005). In this way, good governance can be equated with democratic principles, Weberian bureaucracies, and the promotion of transparent, predictable,
and equitable state–society transactions.
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Notwithstanding the persistent deﬁnitional dilemma, Canada’s ofﬁcial approach to promoting governance in Haiti over the past few years has also been
motivated by the now commonsense wisdom of engaging “fragile states” 21
and “difﬁcult partners.”22 Canada therefore offers two good reasons to invest
in governance—on the one hand it is the appropriate and moral thing to do,
while on the other, it is justiﬁed in order prevent regional instability, including the internationalization of crime and terrorism. While strategic engagement
with Haiti remains the only option, many in international and domestic policy circles have begun to (privately) toy with the idea of setting up a temporary UN protectorate, similar to those established in East Timor, Cambodia,
and Kosovo. However, it seems highly unlikely at present that the either the
Canadian public or the unsc has the stomach for such a radical step (Hawrylak and Malone 2005).
Canada has played a leading role in promoting good governance in Haiti
since the early 1990s. In spite of daunting political and economic challenges—
or precisely because of them—in 2004 Haiti earned the (un)enviable distinction of being Canada’s “most important long-term development assistance
beneﬁciary in the Americas.” The same year, to emphasize Canada’s deep commitment, Prime Minister Paul Martin appointed a Special Advisor for Haiti.
Moreover, Michaëlle Jean, Canada’s newly appointed governor general, who is
Haitian-born, made her country of birth the site of her ﬁrst ofﬁcial visit in
2006. Because of the history and complexity of Canada’s relationship with
Haiti, and the two countries’ cultural links, Canada’s motives for engaging
with it are stronger than they are for other priority countries, including Ghana,
Vietnam, Bangladesh, and even Afghanistan (see chapter 7).
Canada’s involvement in Haiti goes back many decades: it has maintained
uninterrupted diplomatic relations since 1954 and has been a core development donor since 1968. As a highly visible partner, Canada has long claimed
a special relationship with the country. Both are members of the Francophonie, and there are robust cultural, linguistic, and economic links between the
two, especially between Montreal and Port-au-Prince.23 In part because of
international and domestic pressures, but also informed by the moral imperative noted earlier, since 1990 Canada has repeatedly played a major role in
UN or oas-led international interventions; at various times it has provided
ﬁnancial, military, humanitarian, and development assistance. And while Canadian concerns coincide with the realpolitik interests of the United States and
France (e.g., containing refugee ﬂows and terrorism), the bulk of its support
goes toward broader and decidedly softer priorities. While the two clusters of
interests and strategies—containment and development—clearly overlap, our
interest in this chapter is on the latter.
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The main Canadian entity promoting good governance is cida, which has
been active in Haiti since the late 1960s. Between 1968 and 2005, cida transferred more than c$780 million of oda to Haiti.24 This ﬁgure excludes military and policing support provided by fac, the dnd, and the rcmp. cida’s
preferred vectors for governance promotion in complex environments—as
with relief and development more generally—include multilateral and non-governmental “implementing partners.” A shortlist of these includes the oas, the
undp, unicef, the UN Population Fund (unfpa), the Food and Agriculture
Organization (fao), the World Food Program (wfp), the Pan-American Health
Organization (paho), the International Committee of the Red Cross (icrc),
and national Red Cross associations. Canadian ngos are also principal agents
for oda; these include Oxfam-Québec, International Child Care, the Société
de Cooperation pour le Développement International, Terre sans Frontières,
Save the Children Fund–Canada, and the Centre d’étude et de coopération
internationale.
The promotion of good governance in Haiti assumed priority status for
cida in the early 1990s. Though an empirical and disaggregated treatment of
investments in governance promotion is rendered difﬁcult by complicated
and non-standardized reporting procedures, it is possible to parse out general trends (see Annex 1). Speciﬁc investments intended to promote good governance, such as election support (e.g., voter registration and independent
election monitoring), public-sector reform, and small-scale civil society projects focusing on human rights promotion and the media, have long been channelled through existing programs established by the oas and the undp, by networks of Canadian tertiary education institutions, and by a vast assortment of
Canadian and Haitian ngos. In some cases this has coincided with broader
strategic objectives. For example, after Canada joined the oas in 1990, it observed that democracy promotion in Haiti was a stated goal of that group’s
newly minted Santiago Declaration. The oas, together with Canada, envisioned Haiti as an early test case, with Canada acting as a steadfast supporter
of the oas and the UN as vehicles for addressing Haiti’s challenges (Hawrylak
and Malone 2005).
The overall outcomes of Canada’s investment in governance since 1990 are
harder to discern. Though a number of cida reports have detailed the many
successes of governance promotion, it is in fact exceedingly difﬁcult to measure the outcomes despite more than two decades of engagement (cida 2004b,
c, and d; 2003b, c). There are few evidence-based evaluations of cida (or other)
investments in this sector. Measurement is made especially difﬁcult by the
instability that has long plagued Haiti and by the absence of robust monitoring and evaluation systems. It is also hampered by Canada’s restless concep-
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tual approach to governance itself. Even so, by 2004, governance promotion
was widely considered the main axis of Canadian intervention in Haiti, to the
extent that then–foreign minister Pierre Pettigrew announced that “governance was the key to ﬁnding a viable solution” to that country’s problems.
Precisely what this “key” looked like remains strangely elusive.
A Frustrating Period:
Governance Promotion from 1990 to 2003

Canada’s governance agenda in Haiti underwent several qualitative transformations between 1990 and 2005. The ﬁrst phase can be described generally as
experimentation with democracy (1994 to 1995), the second as public sector
reform (1996 to 1999), and the third as the promotion of civil society (2000 to
2003). Each of these phases was accompanied by considerable investment by
Canada in the security sector, especially in police and judicial reform. After
2004, engagement with Haiti entered a fourth period—a combination of security-ﬁrst approaches with elements of all three aforementioned tactics. While
cida undertook a number of internal evaluations to assess the merits of its conceptual and strategic approach to governance, it seems to have sidestepped
the question of impacts and outcomes, intended or otherwise.
The ﬁrst phase (1994 to 1995) sought to shore up incremental gains achieved
after Aristide’s reinstatement. It is important to recall that between 1991 and
1993, cida experienced what amounted to a three-year programming hiatus
owing to economic and military sanctions in place at the time. Following the
permissive entry of American, Canadian, and UN troops in 1994, however,
Haiti’s reconstruction and recovery needs were tremendous. Canada focused
on emergency aid and reconstruction—including food relief through wfp,
quick-impact projects (qips) to stimulate employment creation, and support
for the training of civil servants through the undp—while simultaneously
exploring entry points for the preparation of democratic elections with the
oas mission. cida (2004b) reports that it disbursed more than c$35 million
over this period (see Table 1). Meanwhile, given the presence of extensive US
military assets and the country’s focus on downscaling the fadh, usaid undertook a limited demobilization and reintegration program (drp). France assisted
in constitutional and judicial reform—especially the training of judges and
magistrates. Thus, from 1994 to 1995, activities focused primarily on security
and judicial reforms, short-term humanitarian assistance, labour-intensive
social and economic infrastructure development schemes, and preparations for
democratic elections.
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table 1
Global vs. Canadian oda Disbursement in Haiti, 1995–2005 (c$)*

Year

Total oda
disbursed
in Haiti

Total cida
contribution
to Haiti

Percent contributed
contributed by cida
to all oda in Haiti

1995

610,000,000

35,730,142

5.8

1996

420,000,000

33,064,226

7.8

1997

371,000,000

39,679,526

10.6

1998

330,000,000

44,908,795

13.6

1999

266,000,000

35,249,708

13.2

2000

189,000,000

39,029,902

20.6

2001

NA

27,344,516

13.6 est.

2002

NA

18,693,430

9.0 est.

2003

NA

22,323,985

11.1 est.

2004

NA

26,284,629

13.1 est.

2005

1,089,000,000

98,000,000

8.9

Source: Internal cida documents.
*This includes all oda—including World Bank, iadb, and other loans and grants. Aggregate data from 2001 to 2004 were not available, though it is believed to have decreased to
below c$200 million during this period. Estimates rendered from 2001 to 2004 should
therefore be treated with caution.

The second phase (1996 to 1999) shifted from “recovery” to “development”
with the aim of strengthening the capacity of public-sector institutions to deliver essential services. Governance strategies during this period included training civil servants in the justice, ﬁnance, and social welfare ministries, as well
as public entities and line agencies, in the expectation that basic services could
be extended to the poor and that the state’s legitimacy could be consolidated.
Many donors, including Canada, recognized (if only privately) that these agencies were themselves heavily politicized and riddled with corruption and incompetence. During this period, however, Canada’s principal vehicle for
strengthening the public sector was debt relief, in addition to modest judicial,
policing, and public-sector reform (also declared priorities of France and the
United States).25 Total disbursements by cida and other Canadian partners
between 1996 and 1999 reached some c$184 million. Intriguingly, while overall oda was dramatically reduced by most donors during the period, Canadian
funding actually appeared to increase (see Table 1). During the second phase,
cida observed a marked disconnect between its stated policy prescriptions—
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which anticipated stable institutions with rational bureaucratic execution and
the promotion of absorptive capacity—and the realities on the ground. These
years were also marred by escalating political violence perpetrated by rival
militia factions, intractable corruption under Préval, and the likelihood of
contested elections involving Aristide and his Lavalas Party. By the end of this
phase, cida had decided to end the bulk of its support to public-sector reform,
especially in the justice and security sectors. Predictably, many other donors
were thinking along the same lines.
A third phase (2000 to 2003) followed on the heels of disputed legislative
elections and witnessed a marked qualitative change in cida’s approach. Instead
of directing support toward state and public institutions, as had been the case
over the previous four years, both good governance and developmental assistance were purposefully channelled toward an amalgam of international and
national ngos and community-based organizations. This shift coincided with
plummeting donor conﬁdence in Aristide, a new and more conservative US
administration, and an emerging orthodoxy indicating that good governance
depended not only on accountable state institutions, but also on a vibrant civil
society. Most donors—particularly the United States, the EU, and Canada—felt
that the deliberate exclusion of the Aristide regime and its supporters would
send an unambiguous political signal to the president and his opponents to
cooperate. The Americans actively solicited donors to apply strict conditions
on all oda to the Haitian government, ostensibly to induce more transparency,
responsibility, and ﬁscal accountability within the new government (Haiti
Democracy Project 2003). It was becoming abundantly clear, at least to the
United States, the EU, France, and Canada, that Aristide had to go.
On the ground, cida made a concerted effort to decentralize assistance and
strengthen the not-for-proﬁt sector in order to enable the more efﬁcient delivery of key services to beneﬁciaries. Harnessing the rhetoric of “improving efﬁciency”and “building capacity” at the grassroots, cida effectively bypassed the
national public entities. In some situations it sought to work directly with local
and municipal government agencies where feasible. Thus, between 2002 and
2003, some c$3.5 million in assistance was again provided to the oas for its
activities in relation to human rights monitoring, with smaller packages provided to literally hundreds of small-scale community-based organizations to
enhance local governance. By 2004, cida was reporting that despite initial
positive results from a scattering of small-scale community-based development projects, the aggregate impacts of those projects were somewhat meagre
(cida 2004b). A corporate evaluation of 450 Canadian-funded development
projects concluded that they were widely dispersed and highly differentiated
and “did not seem to provide a critical mass of results” (cida 2004b, 12).26 In
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table 2
cida Thematic Priorities and Disbursements, 2001–2005 (c$)
2001–2

2002–3

2003–4

2004–5

Good governance

3,492,591

5,104,566

3,442,384

35,538,128

Basic human needs

6,941,770

10,556,988

15,771,006

35,749,937

Environment

1,315,588

905,133

948,707

1,094,868

Gender

1,321,391

967,134

1,208,856

1,540,125

Infrastructure

1,610,472

907,245

819,620

12,486,977

Misc.

1,316,664

2,368,131

2,638,227

10,182,376

Private sector

2,667,190

1,496,866

1,672,183

1,547,097

Source: Internal cida documents.

fact, cida (2004b) reported that by the end of 2003, ngo actors (private and
not-for-proﬁt) accounted for almost 80 percent of all basic service delivery in
the country. Far from improving efﬁciency, the decentralized approach seemed
to be spurring a parallel service delivery system and raising the local costs of
labour—effectively undermining the dilapidated services hitherto provided
by the state. The question of “national ownership”—another supposed pillar
of the good governance agenda—was moot.27
A More Hopeful Chapter?
2004 and Beyond

After more than a decade of poor returns, cida undertook a major review of
its internal and external functions and resorted to new thinking on the subject of “difﬁcult partners.” From 2004 onwards, revitalized strategic approaches
to addressing governance in Haiti drew from conceptual frameworks advanced
by the oecd dac (2002), the World Bank,28 and Canada’s own “3D” strategy.29
Early on, it was expected that the key mechanism for coordinating and implementing cida’s new agenda in Haiti would be the Country Development Programming Framework (cpdf), a mechanism designed to bring about greater
program coherence and better coordination with other departments. The
approach that emerged was in fact appropriate, given the volatile circumstances that began to unfold in late 2003. Relatively conservative in its scope,
this new strategy called for enhanced commitment to police reform, redoubled
commitment to staying the course, a concerted effort to ensure policy coherence and donor coordination, investments in improved analysis and identiﬁ-
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table 3
cida Governance Disbursement in Haiti, 2001 – 2007 (c$)
cida governance
disbursement
in Haiti

% governance in Haiti
as a proportion of all
cida disbursement

cida governance
global
disbursement

2000–1

4,869,098

1.32

369,312,905

2001–2

3,786,077

1.07

354,575,131

2002–3

5,374,585

1.45

370,192,974

2003–4

3,923,500

0.92

427,237,969

2004–5

33,825,780

5.76

587,048,871

2005–6

25,942,689

8

324,167,716

2005–6 (budgeted)

45,322,911

8.52

532,104,550

2006–7 (budgeted)

30,661,283

4.11

746,650,114

Source: Internal cida documents.

cation of “change drivers,” a willingness to be more ﬂexible and opportunistic, and renewed efforts to involve the Haitian diaspora in recovery. Governance was a central theme for cida’s Haiti program, second only to poverty
reduction (see Tables 2 and 3). The commitment to a governance-centred
strategy for Haiti also reﬂected the general views held internally across the
agency.30
In mid-2003, cida began to carefully review its own internal coherence in
relation to programming in Haiti. A stated priority was to ensure that the lessons of the past three decades were effectively learned and applied. It was also
expected that cida would eventually adopt an all-agency approach with common statements of objectives and strategic approaches, clear and unambiguous standards, and the maximization of synergies within the organization.
Meanwhile, as debate heated up in Ottawa to decide the overall contours of the
governance agenda, the situation in Haiti was rapidly unravelling. In late 2003
and early 2004, confronted with an extremely volatile and dynamic situation,
the “governance promotion” agenda again found itself in a holding pattern.
Given the precariousness of the security situation, short-term interventions such
as disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (ddr) and police recruitment and training was correctly identiﬁed as major priorities.
cida put its cpdf strategy into action. All program resources were to be
directed toward the short-term goal of promoting security and ensuring elections and the long-term goal of “poverty reduction”—primarily through the
formation of improved donor–host relationships based on aid-effectiveness
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principles (as discussed elsewhere in this book by Wood, de Renzio, and Mulley). Besides accepting more risk and uncertainty in its investments, and as
beﬁtted a crisis situation, the agency aimed to support rapid and decentralized
decision making though rapid disbursement of relief. cida also sought to
maintain political dialogue with the new Haitian authorities—in this case an
interim government—while encouraging a rapprochement with national stakeholders—politicians, senators, and respected leaders—involved in governancerelated activities.31 Finally, cida aimed to strengthen cooperation and coherence among international donors, who time and again had proven both divided
and confounded over what to do with this most difﬁcult partner.
In the months following Aristide’s second ouster in 2004, Canada adopted
a “security first” perspective. In keeping with unsc resolutions, Canada’s
immediate objectives during this period were to contribute to a secure and
stable environment and to facilitate the delivery of humanitarian assistance,
while simultaneously helping the Haitian National Police (hnp) and the coast
guard maintain law and order. As outlined earlier in the chapter, fac, dnd,
and the rcmp were heavily committed to this end.32 At the UN’s request, the
Canadian Forces mission in Haiti was extended beyond its initial mandate to
permit Task Force Haiti (tfh) to help expand the mif to minustah in June
2004. Around 450 Canadian forces personnel remained in Haiti until midAugust 2004, and Canadian police continued to serve in civpol (now renamed
unpol). Between July and October of the same year, Canada also launched a
“Plan stratégique de développement de la police nationale d’Haïti” to prepare
the training of the police force. Surprisingly, by March 2005 Canada had also
contributed c$500,000 toward disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (which had been budgeted at us$18 million over two years). This, perhaps,
was the ﬁrst time cida had earmarked funds for such activities. By way of
comparison, in addition to supporting the UN missions (i.e., mif and minustah) in early 2004, the United States was pursuing a more aggressive and unilateral strategy of security sector reform—a strategy from which it would later
back away (see Annex 1). Besides contributing to these and other operations,
cida was providing support to multilateral agencies such as unicef and the
wfp for food and livelihood assistance to violence- and disaster-affected populations, especially those outside the capital.
Along with the security-ﬁrst approach highlighted above, the promotion of
good governance was an important pillar of Canada’s post-2004 strategy.33
Here, “election support” was the single largest component of the governance
portfolio. Monies for this included c$8 million in least three separate grants
to the oas, c$147,000 for a census administered by unfpa, and c$17 million
for administering the election and the undp in 2004.34 Moneys for public-
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sector reform projects included the following: c$4.6 million toward a ﬁnancial management centre; c$36,000 for trade union development (through the
Centrale des syndicats du Québec); and c$15 million for debt repayment and
restructuring. According to internal cida records, human rights support included c$3 million to create a justice and human rights fund (through René
Mari) and c$34,000 for a human rights project executed by the Social Justice
Committee. Finally, spending on “rule of law” totalled some c$1.5 million and
was channelled to both the undp and the Ministry of Justice. Support for “political parties” included projects named “Appui politique et programmation
bmg” (c$978,000) and “Renforcement des groupements pays” (c$73,000),
both carried out by the Association Québécoise pour l’avancement des Nations Unies (see Annex 1).
cida’s general strategy emphasized multilateral approaches to governance
promotion, whether through multidonor trust funds or UN, oas, and other
international agencies, as well as small-scale support for civil society interventions. Overall, there appears to have been considerable emphasis on electoral
and public-sector reform programs, with much smaller allocations to support
ngos in human rights, rule-of-law, and civil society development. Institutionally, besides supporting Canadian development organizations and academic
centres, Canada announced that cida would support a three-year “Solidarité
Canada-Haiti” project (c$7.5 million), which was expected to send some 250
Canadian volunteers (including diaspora Haitians) to the country with the
aim of strengthening democratic institutions.35 It was anticipated that this
ambitious project, supported by Canada Corps, would help support public
administration reform, strengthen the education system, increase the capacity of (Haitian) civil society organizations, support private-sector development, and improve the delivery of community services. All of these would
have been challenging objectives even in a stable and secure environment.
cida’s own reporting mechanisms make it difﬁcult to determine trends in
past and prospective funding. Very generally, cida has endorsed several broad
priorities over the past ﬁve years of programming in Haiti (see Figure 2). The
promotion of governance has either included or coincided with parallel priorities such as human rights and justice.36 As in other fragile states where
Canada is engaged—notably Afghanistan and Sudan—it is exceedingly difﬁcult to discern from cida records (both public and in-house) what constitutes a good-governance program or project (as compared to human rights or
justice promotion), much less how and to whom allocated funds are ultimately
disbursed. In other words, it is impossible to track longitudinal trends because
of the opaque manner in which budget items are coded and conﬂated. For
example, available cida documents make it seem that well over c$33 million
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ﬁgure 2
Deconstructing Good Governance in Haiti:
Thematic Priorities 1994–2004
3% 2% 1%
49%

39%

Public Sector Reform [39%]
Human Rights [6%]
Elections [49%]
Rule of Law [3%]
Political Par ties [2%]
Misc. [1%]

6%

Source: Internal cida documents.

was budgeted in 2004–5 for governance—a huge increase over previous years
(see Table 3). But when itemized spending is examined, it seems that less than
c$9,000 was ultimately transferred as “support to non-governmental organizations” (read civil society)—in this case, the Haiti Media and Elections Training and Support Project, which was designed to improve awareness of and
reporting on the impending elections. At the same time, in late 2005 Canada
provided well over c$22 million to the oas and undp (combined) to fund
election preparations. It is unclear from available cida reports, however,
whether these line items were draw-downs from the 2004–5 “human rights, justice, and governance” envelope.37
Canada massively increased its funding commitments to Haiti after Aristide’s departure in 2004 and in the run-up to presidential and legislative elections anticipated for 2006. But raising funds for core priorities is one thing; getting them out the door is quite another. Donors are often criticized for not
disbursing rapidly or ﬂexibly in the context of political and natural disasters.
But as noted above, cida disbursed emergency assistance comparatively rapidly: by March 2005 some c$96 million of more than c$180 million pledged
for humanitarian and development oda (ﬁscal years 2004–5 and 2005–6) had
been disbursed. cida and the donor community also registered some important successes on the governance front, including the relatively free and fair election of René Préval in February 2006.
Even modest advances in governance were threatened by extreme levels of
violence during the term of the interim administration (2004–6). Rates of
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homicide, victimization, and kidnapping increased severalfold between late
2004 and 2006. A controversial household survey revealed that during the
twenty-two months of the interim government, 8,000 people were intentionally killed in the greater Port-au-Prince area alone (Kolbe and Hudson 2006).
An estimated 35,000 women and girls were reportedly raped or sexually
assaulted during this same period. Those responsible for these human rights
abuses included the primary recipients of “security sector” assistance, including the hnp (Jiminez 2006; Muggah and Krause 2006).
Overall, if evaluated purely on the basis of disbursement and electoral outcomes in 2006, Canada’s governance strategy performed comparatively well
during the turbulent period 2004 to 2006 (Muggah 2005a). This is especially
so when compared to the record for other donors such as the United States,
the EU, and France, who have yet to make good on their original pledges. It is
still far too early to tell whether Canada’s recent investments in good governance have yielded a durable impact, though these short- to medium-term
outcomes are grounds for cautious optimism.
Conclusions

Canadian interpretations of and approaches to good governance in Haiti have
undergone a series of transformations over the past decade. Globally, cida’s
approach to governance programming has remained relatively stable since
1996, when it announced the Human Rights, Democratization, and Good
Governance policy. Bilaterally in Haiti, cida’s approach to governance programming has been more erratic. Over the past ﬁfteen years, changes in programming have been motivated as much by volatile conditions in Port-auPrince as by shifting interests, prescriptions, and policy trends emanating from
Ottawa, Paris, and Washington. Despite standard-setting initiatives from the
oecd, the overall lack of donor coherence and coordination on strategic priorities in fragile states means it is difﬁcult—and even disingenuous—to evaluate the practical outcomes of Canada’s governance agenda in Haiti. All
the more so when we recall that there is comparatively little evidence of a
causal relationship between governance inputs and outcomes more generally,
even with more promising partners such as Vietnam and Ghana. At the very
least, the hubris that characterized the pro-democracy efforts of the 1990s has
been replaced by a wary pragmatism.
If good governance means a functioning democratic political system and
a Weberian-style bureaucratic order, then Canada’s interventions in Haiti have
yielded comparatively few gains. Despite years of investment, the country’s
problems appear to have grown more intractable, not less. But if governance
is defined more concretely as a set of discrete interventions to strengthen
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speciﬁc forms of public-sector accountability and responsiveness, to create
functioning electoral registration systems, to support the rule of law, to develop
an accountable security sector and a reformed police service, and to promote
human rights capacities among ngos, then Canada’s interventions, while not
particularly successful, have yielded modest dividends. The very real challenges to promoting governance with difﬁcult partners in fragile states must
not be underestimated. Except for the elections in the mid-1990s and 2006
and a scattering of short-term successes, the situation in Haiti seems to have
stumbled backwards: indicators of human development have actually dropped
since 1990 and show signs of dropping further still.
A number of general patterns can be discerned from Canada’s efforts to
promote governance in Haiti during the 1990s. First, despite the frequent
changes in strategic priorities, the vast majority of Canada’s oda was channelled through multilateral agencies—particularly the oas and operational agencies such as the undp, the wfp, and unicef. Canada consistently invested in
multilateral approaches and urged cooperation between donors and ngos; as
such, it aligned itself with enhanced harmonization and aid effectiveness (as
described by other contributors to this book). Whether it was promoting election monitoring, human rights activities, or the rule of law, Canada carved
out a niche for itself in the governance agenda beﬁtting its multilateral instincts.
Even so, despite Canada’s commitment to multilateralism, it has not necessarily offered new or particularly innovative approaches to governance promotion on the ground.
Second, despite high-level political interest in governance, the application
of overarching conceptual frameworks, and a growing emphasis on resultsbased management, Canada had difﬁculty deﬁning what precisely governance
means and how it is to be measured and operationalized. Deﬁnitions have changed
over the decade from a proactive “democracy and elections” agenda in the
early 1990s to a more tentative and risk-averse focus on “public-sector reform”
and “change agents” today. Canada’s changing deﬁnition of governance of
course reﬂects geopolitical realities and the discursive zeitgeist; this in turn
raises fundamental questions about accountability. It is exceedingly difﬁcult
to evaluate outcomes of good governance promotion if the goalposts are constantly being moved. It remains the case that agendas continue to be deﬁned
in Ottawa, Washington, and Paris, with comparatively few inputs from Haitians
themselves. Canada would do well to reﬂect on local and differentiated interpretations of governance and how they might inform national strategies. Studies on elite and local perceptions of “poverty,” for example, have found that
many Haitians would welcome the return of a strong, authoritarian state—
an aspiration that does not rest easily with the more progressive liberal expectations of certain donors (Reis and Moore 2002). Conﬁrming this view, a Gal-
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lup poll conducted in August 2005 determined that the “Baby Doc” Duvalier
dictatorship (1971–86) was rated “the most favourable” regime in the previous
ﬁve decades.
Third, despite registering comparatively marginal gains, cida stands out
for its longevity, persistence, and commitment when compared to other donors.
Canada’s engagement in Haiti has endured partly because of its history with
the country and domestic pressures generated by an activist diaspora. Canada
has long been a key donor to Haiti and between 2004 and 2006 was the second-largest bilateral contributor to the icf, pledging more than c$180 million out of a total of us$1.085 billion. Canada also deliberately adopted the
role of “consensus builder” among fractious donors. The difﬁculties of ensuring donor coherence and coordination—particularly in light of the unilateral
tendencies of certain governments and the palatable frustrations of key
donors—are very real.
Finally, it seems that cida recognized the limitations of top-down agendas and
their poor “ﬁt” with political realities on the ground. The agency has been convinced that better assessments of local political conditions are urgently required.
Canada has learned a series of difﬁcult lessons about its past approach to governance promotion with difﬁcult partners and fragile states. For example, it has
grasped—at least in theory—the importance of evidence-based diagnoses of
the structural and institutional constraints on public-sector reform and civil
society engagement in governance. It also recognizes the dangers associated with
rapidly changing policy prescriptions, non-targeted sanctions, and heavily
conditioned aid. This ﬁnal section of the chapter closes with a sample of lessons drawn from the past decade of governance programming in the country.
These include the importance of correctly identifying external and internal
problems; moving beyond technical solutions toward political engagement;
challenging generic labels; and devising a consistent and long-term strategy.
External and Internal Problem Identiﬁcation

Policy-makers and donors are regularly overwhelmed by the scale and magnitude of the challenges they confront in Haiti. This has resulted in rapid diagnoses and reactive approaches to targeting and administering aid. In the process,
these governments have frequently adopted conﬂicting priorities, failed to
consult one another, and in some cases withdrawn altogether. In the rush to
provide assistance, donors have failed to prepare themselves with adequate or
appropriate guidance to set priorities, execute programs, and monitor and
measure results. This is partly because Haiti—its political realities, complex factions, shifting alliances, and rural economy—is not particularly legible to
donors. Instead of adopting a deductive policy-formulation process that would
respond to local realities, donors have devised governance agendas according
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to interests determined from above. The imposition of these agendas has
eroded an already weak domestic policy-making capacity.
Political and social analyses of changing local circumstances are crucial—
and sorely lacking in the Haitian context. Less than 1 percent of international
policy-makers, country representatives, or UN practitioners even speak Creole, the lingua franca of the vast majority of Haitians. In her contribution to
this book, Unsworth emphasized the importance of identifying and responding to local demand and ensuring “ownership” of governance reform measures.
While no doubt good advice, donors in Haiti, including Canada, have had a
hard time deciding who exactly should “own” reforms at all. To be sure, there
are concrete dilemmas concerning how and with whom to engage. But external awareness must be complemented with internal reﬂection.
As the case of Haiti amply demonstrates, donor behaviour matters. The
presence of too many donors with competing interests consumed the scarce
time and energy of local policy-makers. Until recently, changes in donor policy in Haiti were shaped more by priorities determined from above than by local
realities. It is now painfully obvious to most of cida’s aid programmers that
practical decisions on governance priorities and modalities must be sensitive
and responsive to the local context, instead of catering disproportionately to
visible political actors and geopolitical interests. Locally grounded knowledge
will allow Canada to render more timely and effective support, and even more
important, to know when to turn off the tap.
Political Solutions over Technical Responses

Few in cida now wonder whether the governance deﬁcit in Haiti is monocausal or amenable to quick ﬁxes. There is now a keen sense that that deﬁcit
is deeply embedded, acutely political, and epiphenomenal. Canada has adopted
a more cautious approach even while ofﬁcially and publicly advocating opportunism and ﬂexibility and applying diplomatic pressure at the highest levels. The scope for direct outside intervention and governance promotion with
fragile states and difﬁcult partners is more limited than once believed. This
acknowledgment is important and calls for a certain humility in Canada’s
expectations in fragile states more generally. In some cases, Canada may ﬁnd
that the most appropriate course of action is to simply do nothing at all, however unpalatable this might ﬁrst appear to politicians, interest groups, and
human rights activists in Ottawa. To put it another way, donors such as Canada
may need to redeﬁne progress and accept “that in some instances, ‘no change’
is in fact an encouraging sign” (cida 2004b, 15).
Effective public institutions are created not by transposing models from
wealthy to poor countries, but by a process of state–society bargaining. To be
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effective, such bargaining requires both state effectiveness and accountability
and the identiﬁcation and institutionalization of common interests between
the state and civil society. In Haiti, the act of bargaining is especially tricky on
account of the difﬁculties associated with deﬁning agents and interests to begin
with, the politicization of public institutions and their lack of accountability
at the periphery, and the intentional violence that so often accompanies formal and informal state–civil society exchanges.
For these and other reasons, donors have encountered tremendous difﬁculties in facilitating meaningful state–civil society interactions. These challenges
emerged when donors and UN agencies attempted to promote a “national
dialogue”—a core feature of early unsc resolutions. It was also apparent in
the underhanded way that the US State Department supported oppositional
groups in the late 1990s. In unpredictable environments, most donors preferred to craft and impose new aid frameworks, create new normative mechanisms, institutions, and organizations, and launch visionary strategies from
foreign capitals or Port-au-Prince with comparatively little emphasis on engendering (or engineering) ownership at the municipal level—much less a participatory dialogue from below. With some notable exceptions, Canada is guilty
on this count, with its ﬁxation on formal electoral mechanisms and public
sector reform on the one hand, and modest investments in ngos at the expense
of state institutions on the other.
One lesson is that “either/or” approaches to governance—alternately targeting political and public institutions and civil society—may well miss the
point and could even do harm. Certainly the strategy adopted by Canada
between 1994 and 2003—supporting the Haitian government and then alienating it in favour of civil society—yielded perverse outcomes (cida 2004b).
There is a risk that by essentializing the “state” and “civil society”—that is, by
treating one or the other as the key to unlocking good governance without a
careful assessment of the structural power relations between them—outside
agencies will foster power asymmetries and political pathologies.
Instead, governance strategies must explicitly consider the dynamic relationships between the two clusters of actors and build on the incentives for them
to engage in collective action. Recall, however, that such a strategy is exceedingly risky in the context of fragile states. Here, as noted above, successful intervention depends on a sound grasp of the political and social context, which
in turn depends on the recruitment of competent and relatively unbiased
(ideally Creole-speaking) personnel—individuals in distressingly short supply.
Moreover, it is difficult for meaningful state–society engagement to occur
when the country in question lacks a neutral and non-politicized forum for
public policy debate. In Haiti, the low levels of perceived legitimacy of the
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government, high levels of illiteracy, and weak systems of communication
limit the possibilities for collective action.
Beyond the Labels

Deﬁnitions matter. The careless application of labels can gloss over complexities—the understanding of which is essential to the promotion of good governance—in favour of simplistic technical solutions. There can be no doubt that
Haiti is convulsed by a crisis—it is a failed state par excellence. And while security-ﬁrst approaches are no doubt crucial, there is an urgent need to recognize the complex historical and nested interests that underlie the crisis and, it
follows, point to the incentives and opportunities for altering them. Too often,
positivist and apolitical labelling leads to formulaic interventions.
To be effective, good governance requires thinking differently about civil
society. A key strategy for donors following Aristide’s contested election win
in 2000 was the redirection of assistance to a supposedly progressive civil society. This effectively bypassed what was widely regarded as a morally bankrupt state. cida’s current strategy hinges on supporting change agents within
civil society. But as donors have discovered in Haiti and elsewhere, there is
nothing intrinsically benign about civil society—it is not an autonomous or
undifferentiated sphere waiting to be strengthened. Having been stung by
some poor returns, civil society is now either treated with suspicion or as a
potentially dangerous entity not to be trusted—as alternately pro-Lavalas or
against it. Again, this misreads the inherent complexities of civil society. The
same goes for the elites, who are not simply a wealthy class of mulattoes in
Pietonville, Jacmel, and Gonaive; they include various upper- and middleclass professionals, intellectuals, artists, and private citizens’ groups and networks both within and outside the country.
cida is gradually recognizing the practical dangers of all-encompassing
labels and is turning its attention away from reiﬁed deﬁnitions of civil society
toward change agents (who are presumably “progressive” elements within the
society). It appears that the agency is beginning to develop a less technical and
normative understanding. It is beginning to conceive civil society as a heterogeneous constellation of interests that are by turns independent of and reliant
on effective state institutions, which are similarly responsive to state action
and inaction. Even more attention could be devoted to the relationships
between particular state authorities and civil society actors, and to the design
and support of representative institutions to facilitate political exchange and
to (peacefully) channel grievances.
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A Long-Term Approach

There are no shortcuts for achieving governance in fragile states and with difﬁcult partners. Donors must “know when to fold ’em,’” but they must also
know when to adopt long-term visions—perspectives that challenge conventional aid cycles and short-term political horizons. Past efforts to shore up
good governance in Haiti faltered not just because of endogenous factors such
as insecurity, endemic corruption, and a legacy of militarized politics, but also
as a result of geopolitical interests, uneven donor and UN commitment, and
the placing of strict conditions on oda. Though cida currently recognizes the
principle of adopting a longer-term vision, together with the value of sustained funding and results-based management, there are no guarantees that the
agency will not still be held hostage to the short-term imperatives of international and domestic politics. Even so, cida has taken some important steps in
terms of improving its own internal organizational and policy coherence, and
it has created a more positive and constructive environment in which to enact
policy. So, while the content of what cida does has not changed greatly, at
least the rules and mechanisms of engagement have.
Canada must proceed carefully with its governance agenda in Haiti. Security is of course a necessary precondition of good governance, and Canada’s
(admittedly controversial) focus on policing and security sector reform in the
context of 3 D is appropriate. In some cases, Canada’s interests may well beneﬁt from fewer projects and more attention to ensuring political coherence
among donors, as has been emphasized in the past. Ultimately, if the good
governance agenda is to be meaningfully advanced in the context of this most
fragile and difﬁcult partner, Canada must develop a real-time capacity to monitor and respond to evolving political and social realities. It must look beyond
formal institutions and confront the complex, diverse, and often unpredictable
informal relationships that underpin them. Finally, it must adopt a measure
of humility with regard to what can be achieved. Above all, it must stay the
course.
▼
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Annex 1

cida Programming on Governance: Historical and 2004–2008*
Project name

Bilateral
Agro-Forestry Project (Nippes)
Regional Human Resource
Development Project
federec (civil reconstruction)
acoopech Project
upaz Training Project
acoopech iii Project
Local Development Project (Nippes)
Media Support Project
Justice Sector Assistance Project
Voluntary Cooperative Support
Program (Canadian Corp)
Police Advisers to minustah
Election Observers to Haiti
Logistical support for Management of the
Voluntary Sector Project
Save the Children 2002–6 —
3 Years Program

Historical
distribution

Distribution Distribution
2004–5
2005–6

Budget
2005–6

Budget
2006–7

Budget
2007–8

Total

1,521,102
196,308

239,171
87,517

83,671
1,732

30,000
0

44,495
0

0
0

1,918,439
285,557

1,427,304
1,436,994
128,128
0
0
–467,500
0
–250,000

76,851
350,917
572
0
0
0
0
0

153
275,182
0
201,786
0
850,000
336,950
500,000

0
84,256
0
0
74,443
184,740
363,050
0

0
211,053
0
1,192,000
350,000
1,052,825
2,500,000
1,665,930

0
0
0
972,000
387,500
0
1,360,000
1,790,954

1,504,307
2,358,402
128,700
2,365,786
811,943
1,620,065
4,560,000
3,706,884

0
0
0

0
0
0

1,994,672
479,679
20,000

255,328
2,159,272
83,644

0
0
0

0
0
0

2,250,000
2,638,950
103,644

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

35,600

87,222

45,718

0

0

0

168,540**

Annex i, continued
Project name

Program Support (Save the Children Fund,
2006–11)
Planning Budgets
Multilateral
caricom Capacity Development Project
Consolidation of the Rule of Law
Local Development Project (Marmelade)
Grant to the oas Special Mission
Local Development Program in the Northeast
Electoral Support

Distribution Distribution
2004–5
2005–6

Budget
2005–6

Budget
2006–7

Budget
2007–8

Total

–173,678

153,861

46,179

77,900

39,706

0

143,967

44,751
0
–63,143
0
0
0
4,013,122
0
0
0

42,589
61,382
51,759
0
0
0
1,484,909
0
0
0

38,398
37,219
68,212
33,329
44,501
42,870
5,391,136
0
0
0

13,659
1,762
2,012
18,271
44,501
42,870
3,515,550
19,600
3,430
0

59,383
51,975
61,140
51,600
97,214
44,170
7,642,096
19,600
3,430
54,888

0
51,975
0
51,600
0
0
4,691,069
0
0
54,888

198,781
204,313
119,981
154,800
186,216
129,910
26,737,883
39,200
6,860
109,776

0

0

0

24,010

79,878

54,888

158,776

–23,880
266,152
132,000
0
0
0
0

13,681
36,485
263,324
0
5,000,000
0
17,000,000

22,811
165,758
51,992
330,000
0
231,000
2,750,000

0
9,974
0
165,000
5,000,000
115,500
0

24,712
0
18,975
330,000
0
231,000
0

26,613
0
0
330,000
0
231,000
0

63,938
478,368
466,290
1,155,000
10,000,000
808,500
19,750,000
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occdp Development Program
(2004–2006)
Financing for pro-poor services project
Voluntary Cooperatives: 2004–9 (suco)
Human Rights Education Program: 2004–7
International Cooperation Program (ctf)
Democratic Values Promotion Program
Organizational Capacity Building Program

Historical
distribution
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Project name

Rule of Law and Justice Sector
Support (icf)
cartac Phase ii
undp support to ddr in Haiti
cdb sdf 6th Replenishment
Total Expenditures 2004–8

Historical
distribution

Distribution Distribution
2004–5
2005–6

Budget
2005–6

Budget
2006–7

Budget
2007–8

Total

0

0

0

500,000

2,500,000

2,000,000

5,000,000

0
0
–453,060
–17,942
3,995,180

209,305
500,000
0
23,039,512
24,524,421

66,700
0
906,120
4,548,960
9,940,097

0
0
0
5,795,069
9,334,629

57,495
0
906,120
4,083,776
11,805,750

0
0
906,120
3,508,033
8,253,990

333,500
500,000
2,265,299
40,957,408
67,854,067

* All values are in c$. All distributions under c$100,000 are excluded.
** According to cida, Canada’s total aid budget to Haiti for ﬁscal years 2004–5 and 2005–6 was c$180 million.
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Notes
1 The UN and the oas implemented sanctions in 1993 on the importation of fuel and
petroleum-related products, as well as temporary arms embargoes.
2 Hawrylak and Malone (2005) consider the geopolitical interests that have governed leadership on Haiti on the UN Security Council, with a particular focus on
the United States and France.
3 These same opposition groups would later play a central role in the ousting of
Aristide several years after the contested elections of 2000. See Bogdanovich and
Nordberg (2006).
4 Cabinet members of the interim government pledged that they would not run for
political ofﬁce during the elections originally planned for November 2005. This preserved their integrity in the eyes of the international community, but also lessened their power over an entrenched civil service, which had long been dependent on systems of personal patronage.
5 According to the World Bank (2004c), bilateral pledges came from the United
States, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Taiwan,
Ireland, Mexico, Norway, and the EU, with additional commitments from the
World Bank, ida, iadb, and imf as well as UN agencies.
6 According to the unsc (2005c),“as of March 2005 disbursements amounted to only
us$266 million. Seventy-two per cent of the disbursements were made in support of access to basic services, economic governance and institutional development; 22 per cent were allocated to political governance, national dialogue and
economic recovery; and 6 per cent were allocated for budgetary aid, arrears and
unallocated funds” (emphasis added).
7 When the usaid director of the Americas Division was asked about US contributions to the icf, he simply responded, “What’s the icf”? Interview, January 2005.
8 These include the Washington Conference (July 2004), the Cayenne Ministerial
Conference (March 2005), and the Montreal Conference (June 2005).
9 cida (2004b) also observes additional sources of instability, including low-intensity violence, environmental deterioration, economic stagnation, and a history of
slavery.
10 According to the undp (pnud 2004), 1 percent of Haitians control about half the
country’s entire wealth. The upper class distinguishes itself along ethnic and linguistic lines. There is a modest middle class in Haiti’s urban centres, though these
groups are not well represented in government.
11 In 2003, Haiti ranked 131st out of 133, and in 2002 it was 89th out of 102. In 2004,
Haiti’s ranking had marginally improved, and it is currently tied with Bangladesh.
See, for example, “corruption perceptions index” at http://www.transparency.org/
surveys/html.
12 Following pressure from the United States, France, and the EU, as well as the iadb
and the World Bank, some us$150 million was withheld from the Haitian authorities in 2001, despite being formally budgeted by Parliament and the international
community. The World Bank (2002b, 21) noted that “if it resumes lending in Haiti,
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the Bank will have to take into account the human resource constraints, the persistent budgetary shortages, and the risk that the lending itself can create opportunities for corruption.”
See World Bank (2002b) and the iadb’s reports on Haiti at http://www.iadb.org.
unsc Resolution 841 (June 16, 1993) introduced a sanctions committee but lifted
the embargo shortly after unsc 861 of 1993. The arms embargo was restored again
through unsc 873 (1993) and ﬁnally lifted by unsc 944 (1994), following the return of President Aristide. For a review of these and related sanctions consult
Muggah (2005a, 2005b).
Haiti’s main export and import partner is the United States, which accounts for
some 81 percent of all exports and 53 percent of all imports. In 2003, Canada provided some 4.2 percent of all exports and 2.9 percent of all imports. Speciﬁcally,
Canada imported some us$18.6 million in textiles, ﬁsh and seafood, twine, cocoa,
fruit, and nuts. Canadian exports to Haiti totalled us$20.7 million over the same
period, including dairy products, vegetables, paper, meat, ﬁsh, and seafood. Canada
has included the country in the Least Developed Country Initiative, which means
that tariffs and quota on most Haitian exports to Canada have been eliminated,
except for certain agricultural products. See World Bank statistics at http://www
.worldbank.org.
According to Gabriel Demombynes of the World Bank, “the bank’s main approach
to corruption has been to offer technical advice and some grant money for good
governance.” The World Bank is working with the current Powal administration
to develop a prsp for 2008.”
Speciﬁcally, oas resolutions 806, 822, and 1959 unintentionally deepened the crisis of governance by contributing to an expansion in corruption and illegal trade
in various contraband—a fact now acknowledged with some regret by diplomats
and national authorities in Port-au-Prince.
“The development impact of the Bank’s assistance since 1986 has been negligible;
new lending has been blocked since 1997 by the lack of a functioning parliament,
and the few remaining projects have been cancelled. The outcome of the Bank’s
assistance program is rated ‘unsatisfactory,’ its institutional development impact
is ‘negligible,’ and the sustainability of the few beneﬁts is rated as ‘unlikely.’” See
World Bank (2002b, 43).
According to one such report, “good governance is achieved through promoting
democratic institutions, supporting human rights commissions and supporting free
and fair elections” (Canada, dfait 2005, 6). By way of comparison, a cida Canada
statement (2005) observes that “programming in governance involves a wide range
of activity areas: democracy, elections and parliaments, a fair and impartial judiciary, mechanisms to respect and protect human rights, an effective and transparent public sector, and a stable and reliable security system to protect people and
resolve conﬂict fairly and peacefully. Good governance is also an integral component of private-sector development, creating an environment that enables economic growth.”
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20 According to Yves Petillon, Director of cida’s Americas Branch, “the likely scenario
is for Canada to continue channelling aid through multilateral agencies and ngos,
and not in the form of direct budgetary support to the Haitian government.” Interview with author, January 2006.
21 According to cida (2004b), state “fragility” is determined according to a set of
predetermined indicators, including declining socio-economic benchmarks that
fall below a certain threshold, political instability and insecurity, weak or nonexistent “social contracts,” and low levels of trust between governments and their
citizens. The oecd/dac (2002c) has also elaborated an agenda to work with fragile states. Its Learning and Advisory Process in Difﬁcult Partnerships (lap) was
established to this end.
22 According to oecd dac (2002), a “difﬁcult partnership is one in which the recipient state demonstrates neither the capacity, ownership nor commitment of development processes, resulting in a marked reluctance among donors to support
relationships or provide assistance based on partner development frameworks.”
Thus, “difﬁcult partnership” countries would technically not qualify for donorsupported Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (prsps).
23 There are an estimated 100,000 Haitian families living in Canada (cida 2004b).
Nearly 90 percent of Haitian immigrants to Canada since 1981 have settled in
Montreal. Secondary destination points include Toronto and Quebec City.
24 By way of comparison, the United States provided over us$850 million in assistance between 1995 and 2003 alone. See, for example, Noriega (2004).
25 Canada’s programming framework for Haiti was reportedly redesigned in 1997. The
new approach was based on the assumption that security and development would
ﬂourish following Aristide’s return in 1994 and the resumption of investment. As
the anticipated scenario failed to emerge, and the inadequacies of its strategic
engagement with Haiti became apparent, Canada reassessed its strategies in 2000.
See cida (2004d).
26 cida reports that these were “funded on a very short-term basis, which inhibited
continuity needed for signiﬁcant change.” The same report notes, however, that
some decentralization efforts were more effective in “promoting good governance,
human rights and social services where projects do not require such technical
knowledge” (cida 2004b, 12).
27 According to cida (2004b, 13), “political instability and polarization, elite interests as well as aid volatility and donor-driven agendas seriously constrained the
capacity of the Haitian government to develop ownership over the development
process.”
28 The World Bank applies the concept of “Low Income Countries Under Stress” or
licus, as an indicator of gni and the impact of external and internal stresses on
a particular country. The licus Task Force applies a basic typology to characterize the situation of particular countries: (i) policy-poor but resource-rich countries, (ii) countries with exceptionally weak government capacity (e.g., Haiti), and
(iii) countries emerging from conﬂict.
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29 Baranyi (2004, 9) has outlined how since February 2004, Canada has sought to combine “diplomacy,” “defence,” and “development” in various ways, ranging from
more active executive engagement in the country, to Operation Halo and increased
aid commitments for 2004–6.
30 By 2003, some 16 percent of cida’s total annual budget of more than c$2 billion
was devoted to “strengthening governance” (cida 2003c, 18).
31 These are presumably the “change drivers” and “coalitions of key players” anticipated in earlier cida reviews.
32 Canada deployed 450 personnel and six ch-146 Griffon helicopters to assist a UNsanctioned mif over a ninety-day period from March 2004 (Operation halo). By
August 2004, sixty-six rcmp ofﬁcers were also in country to support civpol and
training of hnp (Muggah 2005b).
33 Descriptive overviews of Canada’s expenditures on “good governance” are provided in Figure 2 and Annex 1.
34 Canada deployed more than 106 election observers and 25 police offers for the
February 2006 election. These observers and police also trained about half the
3,500 electoral guards manning polling stations.
35 The project includes the Canadian Centre for International Studies and Cooperation (cei), World University Services of Canada (wusc), the Paul Gérin-Lajoie
Foundation (fpgl), and the Canadian Executive Service Organization (ceso).
36 Other sectors include the Canada fund for local initiatives (health and education);
primary health care projects (hiv/aids and health service management training);
basic and technical education (e.g., new school projects and education schemes);
economic development (e.g., technical assistance for electricity, and assistance for
agricultural cooperatives and savings and credit unions); environment and agriculture (veterinary, agroforestry, and local development projects); and regional
programs.
37 In the meantime, some c$15.8 million was provided as debt relief to international
creditors (described as meeting “basic human needs”), while c$ 17.7 million was
spent on “emergency assistance and reconstruction.”

▲

9
ASTUTE GOVERNANCE PROMOTION VERSUS HISTORICAL
CONDITIONS IN EXPL AINING GOOD GOVERNANCE:
THE CASE OF MAURITIUS

▼
Richard Sandbrook

If good governance is, as cida deﬁnes it, “the exercise of power by various levels of government that is effective, honest, equitable, transparent and accountable” (cida 1996), then Mauritius has been characterized by exceptionally
good governance during the past quarter-century. Why has Mauritius not succumbed to the ineffectual and often predatory neopatrimonial rule that is so
common in sub-Saharan Africa? The reason cannot be effective aid programs,
for aid to this tiny, middle-income developing country has been meagre since
the advent of governance promotion in the early 1990s. There are two other
possible keys to this country’s governmental success: astute institutional design
and capacity building, on the one hand, and/or unusual historical circumstances, on the other. Although it is impossible to be certain, the evidence suggests that unusual conditions constitute the key factor. If so, the Mauritian
experience may suggest that governance promoters such as the Government
of Canada should emphasize more the fostering of facilitative conditions for
democratic governance and effective bureaucracy, and less the direct capacity
building of the institutions themselves.1
Mauritius as a Success Story

Since independence in 1968, Mauritius has made rapid socio-economic and
political progress while other sub-Saharan countries have languished. Between
1983 and 2003 the economy expanded by almost 6 percent per annum 2 —albeit
with periodic downturns caused by severe cyclones or droughts. With annual
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population growth at a low 1.2 percent, the average annual increase in real per
capita gdp has been over 4 percent. Real income in Mauritius more than doubled in twenty years, to nearly us$4,000 per capita, whereas the comparable
ﬁgure for sub-Saharan Africa as a whole was about us$450 (World Bank 2004).
Moreover, growth has been accompanied by considerable diversiﬁcation of
an initially monocultural sugar economy, involving the successive development of a textile and clothing industry (in an Export Processing Zone—epz),
high-end tourism, offshore banking and business services, and information
and communications technology. Mauritian ﬁrms have even begun to invest
in other African countries—textile and clothing manufacturing in Madagascar, sugar estates and factories in Mozambique, and joint ventures in information technology in Namibia and elsewhere. Although Mauritius has not
matched East Asia’s economic performance, its record has surpassed that of all
other African countries except Botswana.3
Substantial social equity has accompanied this economic success. One indicator of the relative well-being of national populations is the United Nations
Development Programme’s (undp) annual ranking of countries according to
a composite score, the human development index (hdi). Mauritius in recent
years has ranked ﬁrst or second among African countries on this index, thanks
to its extensive welfare state. Life expectancy, adult literacy, school enrolment,
and infant mortality rates approach those of the industrial countries. Also,
income inequality has diminished since independence. The Gini co-efﬁcient
(where 1 signiﬁes perfect inequality in income distribution, and 0 perfect equality) fell from 0.5 in 1962 to 0.37 in the mid-1980s, where it has remained, with
minor oscillations, ever since.4 Nonetheless, wealth remains concentrated, with
1 percent of the population, mostly whites, owning about half the land under
cane cultivation and about 65 percent of the stock of productive assets (Mistry 1999, 554). Were it not for the tax-supported welfare state—with social
spending accounting for 40 percent of public expenditures—this concentration of wealth might well have sabotaged democracy.5
The welfare state commands overwhelming public support.6 Public pensions,
originating in the 1950s, were expanded into a comprehensive scheme on the
eve of the hard-fought 1976 election. This scheme included a universal Basic
Retirement Pension (brp) at age sixty (the equivalent of about $70 per month
in early 2005), together with pensions for widows, invalids, and orphans. For
workers, a National Pension Scheme based on compulsory contributions from
employers and employees complements the basic pension. When the government announced in late 2004 its intention to restrict the brp to those whose
regular pension was less than 17,333 rupees ($630) per month, it was widely
denounced as a stooge of the imf (L’Express [Pt.-Louis] September 23, 2004).
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Primary schooling, which has been free since colonial days, became compulsory in 1993. Governments extended free schooling to the secondary level in
1976 and to the tertiary level in 1988. The University of Mauritius, built just
before independence, features a modern and well maintained campus and an
enviable student–teacher ratio.
Comprehensive and free medical care is a major and cherished legacy of the
country’s ﬁrst prime minister (and a medical doctor), Sir Seewoosegur Ramgoolam. In the 1970s and 1980s the government built health centres so that
no citizen would be more than three miles from primary health care. Currently, 63 percent of medical doctors work in the public sector, with the remainder in private clinics, where the price of services is publicly regulated (Mauritius, Ministry of Health and Quality of Life 2001). The state has achieved
remarkable success in controlling communicable diseases through the provision of clean water to all, the extension of a sewerage system begun in 1959,
immunization campaigns, and the continuation of an antimalaria campaign
introduced by the colonial government in the 1940s. Continuing subsidies of
basic foodstuffs (white rice and ﬂour) further improve overall health statistics
by reducing malnutrition.
Other effectively administered public programs target particular disadvantaged groups. A Central Housing Authority started to build housing estates
following a devastating cyclone in 1960. The Mauritius Housing Corporation
(mhc) has been extending housing loans to middle-class families since 1963.
Since the 1980s the mhc has been helping low-income families purchase housing through subsidized loans and grants. Widespread house ownership provides most people with a stake in the system.
There are also several targeted antipoverty programs, with contributions
from various aid donors. These programs respond to the needs of those
bypassed by the “miracle.” A Presidential Educational Trust provides ﬁnancial
help to children in “deprived” areas from the age of three. A Trust Fund for the
Social Integration of Vulnerable Groups, established in 1998, ﬁnances community development projects, microcredit schemes, loans to needy students,
and free school meals. It had disbursed R107 million (us$3.7 million) by early
2003. The EU has provided the bulk of the funding (us$4 million) to A Nou
Diboute Ensam (ande) since 1999. That organization acts as a funding agency
to support microenterprises and community projects run by local ngos. The
state also provides social assistance to households whose income falls below a
basic level as a result of natural disaster, loss of employment, or abandonment
by the breadwinner. Although critics charge that applying for this beneﬁt is a
complex and humiliating process, such schemes do not even exist elsewhere
in the region.
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Finally, the government mounts employment and training schemes, whose
importance has risen along with the unemployment rate (close to 10 percent
by 2002) (see Mauritius, Central Statistics Ofﬁce 2003, Table 5). These schemes
upgrade skills, train people for employment in speciﬁc industries, and provide paid job experience to unemployed university and college graduates. Also,
various subsidies and services promote small and medium-sized enterprises,
which employ about 30 percent of the labour force.
In addition to these achievements, a centralized and regulated industrial
relations system enhances the security and well-being of employees outside
the Export Processing Zone (epz). This system derives from the Industrial
Relations Act passed in 1973 by the Fabian-socialist Mauritian Labour Party,
which at the time faced a Marxist-Leninist threat from militant trade unions
allied to the Mouvement Militant Mauricien (mmm). Not surprisingly, this
legislation makes it very difﬁcult for unions to stage legal strikes. It also exempts
employers in the incipient epz from regulations concerning overtime, maternity allowance, holiday work, night work for women, and termination of
employment.7 Such pro-capitalist measures were instituted in the context of
a state of emergency that severely restricted protest activities. Nevertheless,
the act (with later amendments) contains some important beneﬁts for labour.
Through tripartite (union–employer–government) wage negotiations and
various labour tribunals, the state engages in a delicate balancing act: to reward
workers with fair terms and conditions of employment while ensuring that
improvements will not lower productivity or stoke inﬂation. Also, employers
outside the epz are required by law to justify layoffs to a Termination of Contracts and Services Board on economic grounds—and compensate laid-off
workers—before they can declare workers redundant. Unions have come to
embrace these protections.
This socio-economic progress would probably not have occurred in the
absence of good governance; democracy has reinforced the growth-with-equity
strategy. The early years were not propitious: there was a state of emergency
in 1971, and the ﬁrst post-colonial elections were postponed by four years.
Nevertheless, Mauritius has not deviated from the democratic path since the
delayed election in 1976 (in which the radical mmm adopted the “electoral
road” to power). The country has experienced seven hotly contested national
elections, all of which observers deemed free, fair, and orderly, and four of
which led to peaceful changes of government. Despite ﬂaws (periodic corruption and nepotism, occasionally unstable coalitions), democracy in Mauritius
has consolidated itself to a degree that is unique in Africa. In addition, an unusually effective public service has orchestrated investment and economic
diversiﬁcation and implemented the various social programs (as discussed
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below). Mauritius, in sum, satisﬁes the exacting criteria of a “democratic developmental state” (Sandbrook 2005).
Nonetheless, the country’s record is far from ﬂawless. Afro-Creoles, constituting about one-quarter of the population, have not shared equally in the
rising prosperity. A range of subtle biases in the educational system, especially
the importance placed on a mastery of English, impede Afro-Creoles in attaining the higher education and training needed to escape the unskilled and semiskilled positions they predominantly hold (Bunwaree 2001). Politically, too,
Afro-Creoles face hurdles in making their voices heard. Whereas other ethnic
groups ﬁeld their own associations to press their interests, Creoles have historically joined Roman Catholic associations—and rarely ﬁll leadership positions
(Laville 2000, 286). In addition, few black Creoles have sat in Parliament, where
they might voice the aspirations and frustrations of this group. The result has
been growing ethnic and class tensions, which exploded in three days of rioting in 1999.
As well, gender inequality persists in Mauritius (see Bunwaree 1999; Thacoor-Sidaya 1998). Until recently the country harboured a traditional, patriarchal society (or congeries of societies). Much has changed in the past twenty
years, especially as a result of the academic success of women within a free
educational system based on competitive examinations. However, women are
still found disproportionately in the lowest-paid, least skilled, and most insecure jobs. At least two-thirds of those employed in the epz, whose ﬁrms are
exempt from many of the country’s labour protections and wage requirements, are women (Liang Lung Chong 1998; Uppiah 2000). In sum, though
Mauritius has recorded notable achievements, it is not a paradise.
The Role of Aid

Aid has played a minor role in Mauritius’s governmental experience. Even at
its peak in 1990, aid to Mauritius—as a share of gross national income (gni)—
was far below that for sub-Saharan Africa (ssa) as a whole or for Ghana—
another African case considered in this book (see Table 1). Mauritius, a decade
later, received negligible aid, whereas the region experienced a decrease of onethird relative to gni and Ghana an increase. As the period since 1990 has been
the era of governance assistance, and as overall aid to Mauritius by 1995 had
already fallen to 1 percent of its gni, we can conclude that governance assistance to the island has been of minor signiﬁcance. This judgment is supported
by oecd data for 2002–3: 74 percent of the minimal aid to Mauritius in that
ﬁnancial year was directed toward economic infrastructure and services, 12 percent to education, and 3 percent to production. Any governance assistance
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table 1
Aid as % of Gross National Income
1990
Mauritius
Ghana
Sub-Saharan Africa

4 (us$ 89 million)
10
6

2000
0.5 (us$20 million)
12
4

Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators (online).8

programming would have fallen within the remaining 11 percent of aid, which
is identiﬁed as “program assistance” and “other/unspeciﬁed” (http://www.oecd
.org/dataoecd/23/25/1882308.gif ). In any event, Mauritius had achieved exemplary governance long before 1990.
Governance assistance been a minor aspect of aid in Mauritius; furthermore, cida has played a negligible role on this small island. Canada did not
appear among the country’s top ten donors in 2002–3; indeed, the EU and
France alone accounted for about 38 percent of its ofﬁcial development assistance (oda), with Japan a distant third (oecd data). Canada provided a total
of c$1.9 million to Mauritius in a recent ﬁve-year period (2000–5), of which
cida’s Canadian Partnership Branch (cpb) accounted for 42 percent.9 The
remainder arrived in Mauritius through cida’s support of regional programs
(the African Union, the African Capacity Building Foundation [acbf], the
Southern African Development Community) and through multilateral channels. In fact, cida has had no bilateral programs in Mauritius. About onequarter of cpb’s limited funds have been targeted at “government and civil
society” projects in Mauritius by way of various partners. The acbf has received,
directly or indirectly, three grants from cida since 1991 to support regional
institution building. It is unclear, however, whether this foundation has supported any capacity building in Mauritius. Local government has been a focus
of three cida-funded regional programs in which the partner was either the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities, the Association Internationale des
Maires Francophones (France), or the Commonwealth Local Government
Forum in London. Other partners, such as the Canadian Bureau for International Education, have been involved in programs that may have had some
tangential impact on governance on the island. All of these projects grew out
of discussions with local actors.
Although aid cannot claim direct credit for this country’s advanced governance, friendly foreign governments have made important indirect contributions. Healthy economic growth fortiﬁes political institutions by building
popular enthusiasm for them within emergent democracies. Preferential treat-
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ment of Mauritius in trade and credit agreements has assisted the island’s economic development, thereby indirectly building democratic legitimacy. Three
agreements in particular deserve mention. The EU boosted Mauritius’s sugar
exports through the sugar protocol in the Lomé Convention (1975), renewed
in the Cotonou Agreement in 2000 (but soon to expire). The Multi-Fibre
Agreement, phased out in 2006, has provided the country with relatively large
textile quotas in Europe and the United States. (Textiles, clothing, and sugar
accounted for about 63 percent of the country’s exports in 2003.) Finally, India
generously provided a line of credit of us$100 million to Mauritius in 2002 to
use in creating a “Cyber Island.” External assistance has therefore been important—but, unlike many other developing countries, Mauritius has been able
to take advantage of its opportunities. This superior capacity requires explanation.
Explaining Good Governance

The Mauritian experience sheds light on the knotty question of whether governance is more likely to be improved directly by institutional engineering or
indirectly by fostering the conditions in which democratic institutions and
disciplined bureaucracies can ﬂourish. The “governance” school in international development, which emerged in the late 1980s, has assumed that “institutions matter” (in driving economic reform, market-based growth, and social
development) and that appropriate institutions can be nurtured despite hostile conditions of poverty, corruption, and ethnic strife. Yet experts in the ﬁeld
would also acknowledge that particular institutional arrangements will work
well only under certain conditions. But we cannot have it both ways: either we
should focus our energies mainly on institutional capacity building or, accepting that unusual conditions produce exceptional governance, mainly on fostering those conditions. While no deﬁnitive resolution of this issue seems possible (Przeworski 2004), the Mauritian experience nevertheless allows us to
reﬂect on the merits of each approach. Mauritius has beneﬁted from astute institutional design; however, unusual conditions have underpinned the effectiveness of its political institutions.
Astute Institutional Design

The ﬁrst prime minister, Sir Seewoosegur Ramgoolam (1968–82), buttressed
the institutional and policy foundations of an activist, democratic state. He
adopted a conciliatory, non-communalistic, and issue-oriented approach to politics, rejecting a communal appeal to the Hindu majority. He adopted this
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approach both because his Labour Party had originated as a transethnic, anticolonial movement and because the Hindus were too riven by caste and regional
loyalties to succumb to such an appeal (see Teelock 2001, 378–82, 391–96).
Consensus rested on a common social democratic outlook that Ramgoolam
and most other leaders had imbibed in British and French universities and
that accorded with the popular yearning for equity in this racially stratiﬁed
former sugar colony. This moderately progressive outlook was challenged by
the revolutionary-socialist mmm in the 1970s. Only when the mmm renounced
its revolutionary message in favour of electoral competition and respect for
property rights was the consensus restored (and a state of emergency lifted).
Mauritius thus managed to avoid the familiar cul-de-sac of so many African
countries: authoritarian leadership, communalism, and an issueless clientelism
fuelled by state control of productive resources.
Institutional arrangements undercut communalism, which might otherwise have sabotaged the democratic state. First, the independence constitution mandates an electoral system that encourages all major parties to nominate candidates from minority as well as majority communities. The main
island is divided into twenty constituencies of three members each, while
Rodrigues (the second island of Mauritius) encompasses a single two-member constituency. These multimember constituencies penalize parties that
appeal exclusively to a single ethnic group; when this happens, other ethnic
communities respond by boycotting those parties’ candidates to elect their
own favourite son in one of the three slots. Second, the “best losers” system reassures all communities that they will not be deprived of representation; this
was important during the ﬁrst decade of independence (Mathur 1997). Under
that system, an independent electoral commission appoints up to eight losing
candidates to each new National Assembly to represent “underrepresented” ethnic groups.
A third innovation is an inclusive party system. Before independence, most
parties had a distinct ethnic basis: Creoles, Muslims, and Hindus each dominated their own party or parties. However, caste, regional, and personal divisions among Hindus undercut their ability to use their majority status to impose Hindu domination of political life. Ramgoolam, after assuming leadership
in 1956, continued to recruit candidates for the Labour Party 10 from all communities. Other parties, sooner or later, followed suit, and communal appeals
became rare after independence. Also, governing has required the formation
of coalitions, and this practice has further blurred ethnic divisions (Carroll
and Carroll 2000, 136). Cabinets now routinely include ministers drawn from
all communities. No ethnic group, with the major exception of the Afro-Creoles, need fear that democratic processes will ignore their interests.
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The “civic network,” as it was originally called, is another institution that
political leaders use to accommodate diverse interests and to build policy consensus. This consultative tool originated in 1979, just prior to the adoption of
a stringent structural adjustment program. To foster acquiescence to painful
economic reforms, the government consulted a wide range of voluntary associations about the choices to be made. Since then, successive governments
have regularized this consultative process. In the months leading up to a budget,
the ﬁnance minister “makes the rounds of the country’s major stakeholders,
listening to their views, exchanging comments, accepting their written analyses. Each evening, these consultations are reported on the state-run television
news: union members meet the minister one day; business associations another;
and major social welfare ngos and other groups have their days” (Brautigam
2004, 662). When the budget is presented, its details are widely disseminated
by newspapers and the ﬁnance minister’s website. Lively debate, both in and
outside Parliament, ensues. As well, each ministry has developed a “consultations list” of organizations to be consulted on major policy issues. In 2002 the
government formalized this innovation in the National Economic and Social
Council, which brings together representatives from employers, unions, youth
organizations, women’s groups, senior citizens, ngos, the universities, and
experts in various ﬁelds. Although it is difﬁcult to gauge the degree to which
these consultations inﬂuence the budget and other legislation, they are apparently effective in building both public support for policies and public trust in
government (Carroll and Carroll 1999b).
These institutions, together with the British-style bureaucracy inherited at
independence, have proven resilient and strong. But would they have survived
in the absence of Mauritius’s historical circumstances?
Unusual Historical Conditions

Although Mauritius after independence in 1968 shared many of the typical
challenges facing other African countries, underneath the surface the country
was quite atypical. In particular, an unusual colonial experience prepared the
soil for democratic governance and effective bureaucracy. Consider ﬁrst the
shared problems:
• As with other countries in the region, Mauritius’s history included servile
labour, extreme racial inequality, and a monocultural economy. France,
which controlled the island until 1810, forged a colonial society in which a
small French oligarchy exploited African slaves on extensive landholdings.
When the British took over, they employed incentives to convert these
mixed estates into sugar plantations. The new colonial power abolished
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slavery in 1835 but replaced the slaves with indentured labourers from South
Asia, a system that continued until 1910.
• Mauritius at independence suffered the rapid population growth and high
unemployment that bedevilled other countries in the region. Unemployment ranged as high as 20 percent between independence and 1982 (Darga
1996, 80).
• Mauritius was typical both in its reliance on extensive state intervention in
economic life and in its need to undertake structural adjustment to deal
with an economic crisis in the early 1980s (Gulhati and Nallari 1990). Between 1979 and 1985 the island carried out a series of stabilization and
adjustment programs with loans from the imf and the World Bank. These
measures were unusually successful: by 1983, Mauritius was well on the way
to recovery.
• Mauritius is similar to many African countries in its extreme cultural diversity (Miles 1999). Hindus comprise just over half the population (52 percent).
But Hindus do not constitute a uniﬁed voting bloc: they are divided by
caste and regional/linguistic origins. Hindus predominate in the public
service and some professions and are heavily engaged in agriculture as
labourers and small planters. Muslims, also the descendants of indentured
workers, form about one-sixth of the population. They are mainly involved
in commerce in the towns and cities. Descendants of slaves, the Creoles
account for 27 percent of Mauritians. Darker-skinned Creoles (often referred
to as Afro-Creoles) constitute the bulk of this category. Afro-Creoles are
disproportionately represented in low-paid, low-status employment, especially in the towns, and reside disproportionately in impoverished neighbourhoods (Laville 2000). The Chinese, though few in number (2 to 3 percent of the population), are economically inﬂuential as entrepreneurs and
shopkeepers. Finally, Franco-Mauritians, a tiny but wealthy minority, have
diversiﬁed from sugar cane production into manufacturing, tourism, and
ﬁnancial and business services.
• Mauritians, not atypically, tend to divide politically by ethnicity and religion, though here ethnicity, religion, and class overlap. Several instances of
communal violence marred the island’s transition to independence, just as
“tribalism” marred decolonization in many mainland countries. The new
state seemed headed for communal disaster. Confounding expectations,
however, the country maintained social harmony for twenty-one years—
until three days of unnerving riots and looting spearheaded by the Afro-Creole underclass in February 1999.
Yet in other ways, historical conditions in Mauritius are quite atypical, and
account in large measure for the growth and survival of effective democratic
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governance. First, Mauritius emerged from the beginning of colonial rule as a capitalist social formation in which land and labour were treated as commodities.
That Mauritius was uninhabited when the Dutch occupied it in the seventeenth century is key to understanding its unusual class structure. No potentially reactionary pre-capitalist classes—a landed aristocracy or poor peasantry—survived into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as they did
elsewhere. Whereas other countries of the region comprised largely peasant
societies that were inclined to clientelism and personal rule, Mauritius developed a powerful mercantile and agrarian bourgeoisie, a large class of small
landowners and merchants, and a rural and urban proletariat. This class structure facilitated the formation of a disciplined capitalist state, while opening the
possibility of an eventual social democratic class compromise.
An independent bourgeoisie emerged under French rule, with its roots in
commerce and estate agriculture (see Allen 1999). This class transformed itself into a plantocracy when the British promoted Mauritius as a sugar colony
following its takeover; its members depended largely on local resources to
expand their holdings and productivity (ibid.). Local capital accumulation
continued in the post-colonial era, when state incentives channelled the plantocracy’s surplus into the epz and to a lesser degree into tourism and business
services. Its cohesion enhanced by French culture, Catholic religion, and intermarriage, the business class remains well organized and powerful.
Labour, in contrast, has rarely acted as a united force. From the start, labour
in the form of slaves and indentured workers was treated as a commodity.
With the end of the indentured labour system in the 1920s, unions emerged
to cater to the interests of a rural and urban proletariat (dockworkers and
transport workers were particularly well organized). Yet no cohesive working
class consciousness developed. Only in the late 1930s and early 1940s, in the context of general strikes and the formation of militant unions, and again in
1971–73 at the height of mmm’s radical class appeal, did unions unite across
ethnic lines to advance common interests (Oodiah 1991; Gokhool 1999). Otherwise, ethnic rivalries and suspicions pitted the largely Hindu agricultural workers against the largely Afro-Creole urban workers.
A variegated petty bourgeoisie also emerged in the nineteenth century. One
fraction was composed of an educated and mainly Creole commercial and
bureaucratic class (“les gens de couleur”), which remains prominent today.
Another, much larger fraction was a Hindu yeomanry that purchased cane
land, beginning in the 1870s, from Franco-Mauritian plantation owners forced
to retrench in hard times. By 2002 almost 90 percent of the island’s arable land
was devoted to sugar cultivation, and small planters owned nearly half this
total. (Seventeen large ﬁrms own the remaining cane ﬁelds, together with the
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sugar mills.) The 35,000 independent growers—whose families account for
about 15 percent of Mauritians—own plots as large as 400 hectares, though 90
percent of the holdings are two hectares or less.11 The larger of these independent farmers, by investing in their children’s education, had engendered by
the 1940s (together with government scholarships) a substantial Hindu professional and bureaucratic class that competed with the Creole elite in the colonial bureaucracy.12 Muslim shopowners and Chinese entrepreneurs formed
further ethnic fragments of the small and (later) large-scale business class.
Second, the complex overlap of class and ethnic divisions facilitated a social
democratic compromise by separating economic from political power. At independence, economic power resided in a small Franco-Mauritian and Creole elite that
owned and ran the sugar plantations. The colonial state depended on sugar
revenues, yet British governors had rarely identiﬁed with the French-speaking
elite, who held them at arm’s length. Meanwhile, the educated offspring of the
predominantly Hindu small planters, facing exclusion from the upper echelons of the sugar industry, sought advancement through the colonial state and
independence movements, especially the Labour Party (formed in 1936). Politics and the state provided the majority Hindus with a way of countering the
economic power of the plantocracy. Democratic politics would empower the
Hindus in particular, for their leaders could tap the support of the majority,
whose hostility to the plantocracy ran deep—a hostility deriving from a harsh
history, from the fact that most small planters had family members who worked
seasonally on the large plantations, and from an exclusionary and stratiﬁed
racial system. The state, through its top posts and control of contracts, offered
an alternative route to economic success. The plantocracy and the Creole elite
opposed independence and majority rule for fear of Hindu domination;
nonetheless, the British transferred power to a largely Hindu leadership in
1968.
The local capitalists who chose to remain in Mauritius (at least half) accepted
an implicit bargain. They yielded their political dominance and accepted some
redistribution in exchange for the legitimacy that a modest social democracy
would generate, provided that social reform was limited to a tax-supported
welfare state and excluded asset redistribution. This consensus has prevailed
ever since; even the radical mmm acquiesced in 1982.13 Hence, Fabian-socialist ideas, imbibed during lengthy stays in Britain, united the leaders of the
major parties and provided the ideological basis for a welfare capitalism that
drew support from the descendants of slaves and indentured labourers.
Third, the patterns of governance established under British rule have positively inﬂuenced the formation of a democratic and developmental state. The
directive, developmental stance of this post-colonial state traces its origins to
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the ﬁrst decades of British rule in the nineteenth century. The colonial state
never pre-empted market forces; it did, however, forcefully intervene to mould
these forces in accordance with a plan. Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, the British orchestrated the transformation of Mauritius into a plantation economy based on sugar. The colonial power provided a range of incentives to planters, mobilized investment capital as needed, built the infrastructure
of roads, railways, and port facilities, amended the legal code to establish limited-liability companies, and created a reliable labour force through the indentured labour system (Reddi 1997, 2–6). The strategy succeeded, establishing a
tradition of an activist capitalist state.
Effective states are those in which the executive commands broad political
authority and there is a disciplined and expert bureaucracy. Whereas other
African states have disintegrated since independence, the Mauritian state has
remained coherent and strong. Its authority and administrative capacity also
derive from an unusual colonial experience. The dynamics of rule impelled the
British authorities to extend political rights and to open the colonial bureaucracy to local talent at a much earlier stage than in other colonies. Tensions
between the French plantocracy and British colonial ofﬁcials motivated the
latter to secure the support of local allies through legal and constitutional
reforms. The British legal system, introduced in the 1830s, accorded a “technical equality” to all people, regardless of race. On many occasions in the nineteenth century, British judges ruled in favour of Indian indentured labourers
in disputes with their employers (Reddi 1997, 9). Also, the colonial authorities
tried to limit the Franco-Mauritian oligarchy’s inﬂuence, and to maximize
their own, by extending political rights, ﬁrst to “Coloureds” (Creoles) and later,
in 1885, to literate Indians. The oligarchy’s demand for retrocession to France
after the First World War accelerated this process. Although the era of mass politics dates only from the formation of the mlp in 1936 and the extensions of
representative government in 1948 and 1959, the Indian vote had become signiﬁcant in Legislative Council elections as early as 1921, by which time they
formed 31 percent of the electorate (Reddi 1989, 10). Even those who were
denied the franchise avidly followed political debates and attended campaign
rallies from this early date (interview, S. Reddi, Réduit, May 16, 2003).
Equally conducive to democratic consolidation was the development of a
robust, if ethnically fragmented, civil society during colonial rule. British rule
accustomed people to a free press, in addition to regular elections and the rule
of law (Dukhira 2002, 42; Reddi 1989). General strikes in 1937, 1938, and 1943,
and the organization of trade unions, announced the arrival of the working class
on the historical stage. It was to play an important role in pushing politics
to the left in the revolutionary era of the early 1970s. In addition, the strong
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cooperative movement that exists today traces its roots to 1913–15. Fifteen
cooperative credit societies emerged in that period under the tutelage of an
expert contracted by the colonial government. By 1932 there were twenty-eight
of these societies, most of which catered to small planters, with a total of 2,100
members. The postwar period saw an upsurge in cooperatives and their extension to workers, civil servants, entrepreneurs, consumers, and ﬁshermen, as
both colonial and post-colonial governments fostered their growth through
advisers, training, and legislation. By 2000 more than one-tenth of Mauritians (156,000 people) belonged to 563 cooperative societies.14 The island’s
tightly knit communities have spawned a variety of other civil associations
over the years. The umbrella body of ngos, the Mauritius Council of Social Services, estimates that ﬁve thousand voluntary organizations were operating in
the country in 2000, though only about three hundred were well-structured
and permanent organizations (interview, Ram Nookadee, Mauritius Council
of Social Services, 2003). These trends help explain the unusual vitality of
democracy in Mauritius. And with governments based on consent, political
rulers have eschewed a standing army, thereby avoiding the debilitating military coups that afﬂict other African countries.
Bureaucratic independence, discipline, and esprit de corps—without which
a developmental state would collapse into ineffectiveness and corruption—
also emerged from unusual colonial circumstances.15 Not only was this colonial state exceptionally well articulated, but it also employed a much higher proportion of indigenous personnel than elsewhere in the region. The weight of
the colonial state prepared the ground for its developmental role; it had “four
times the per capita state revenues, three times the number of police ofﬁcers
per capita, and ten times the number of magistrates and cases per capita” than
other British colonial states in Africa (Lange 2003, 404). The British left a much
deeper imprint on Mauritian governance than in its other African colonies,
principally because, in the absence of traditional political institutions, the
colonial power had to engage in direct rule. Elsewhere, as in Gold Coast, for
example, colonial rule was less intensive, refracted as it was through traditional power structures in some version of indirect rule.
The colonial state also relied heavily on local employees. Even in the 1920s,
Mauritians accounted for 93 percent of employees in the civil service, police,
and judiciary, though Britons still ﬁlled the top positions. However, by 1932,
65 percent of ofﬁcer-level positions were held by Mauritians (Lange 2003, 404).
Indians entered the civil service as clerks in the 1920s, but discriminatory practices limited their rise into the higher posts. However, after 1936 the colonial
authorities had to compete for the support of Creoles and Indians against the
militant mlp. It did so partly by opening up opportunities for them in the
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public sector. The British fostered a local intelligentsia by awarding university
scholarships to the top secondary school graduates—the number of annual
scholarships eventually rose to 20. The Indians and Creoles who won most of
these scholarships would typically join the civil service or judiciary on their
return from Britain. It was members of this meritocratic elite who moved
ahead as the public sector expanded after 1948 with the extensions of public
education, health care, and welfare services. Hence, career bureaucrats developed an esprit de corps and managerial tradition decades before independence.
Meritocracy has continued, with the public service resisting the politicization that plagues other countries in the region (Carroll and Joypaul 1993, 434).
An independent Public Service Commission, whose ﬁve members are appointed
by the ﬁgurehead president of the republic in consultation with both the prime
minister and the leader of the opposition, retains its constitutionally prescribed
independence. The commission oversees recruitment, promotion, and disciplinary action within the public service. Although informed Mauritians
acknowledge that civil servants are not immune to ethnic biases and corruption, the service retains considerable integrity. Public-sector employment continues to attract well-qualiﬁed applicants. In a country with limited secure
employment, jobs that offer guaranteed employment with good beneﬁts remain
highly valued. Hence, “Mauritius has a senior public service which seems to be
as competent, as ethical, and as committed to the goal of service to the public, as any public bureaucracy in the developed countries” (Carroll and Carroll
1999a, 187–88).
Thus, while Mauritius, on the surface, appeared to be a “typical” country of
the region in the 1970s, its deeper historical and structural conditions were in
fact quite atypical.
Implications for Donor Policy

One implication of this study is that donors, to be effective, need to pay close
attention to the speciﬁcities of each country’s history in promoting good governance (as Sue Unsworth emphasizes in chapter 2). It was much more likely
that effective, democratic governance would flourish in Mauritius than in
other countries of the region because it (in contrast to most of the others)
developed propitious conditions for political pluralism and, indeed, social
democracy.
Mauritius has, in short, beneﬁted not only from progressive leadership and
astute institutional design, but also from four unusually favourable historical
circumstances:
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• It developed a wholly capitalist social formation in which an independent
business class developed. In this way the island avoided a landlord class or
a large peasantry that might have been open to a reactionary politics of,
respectively, rigid oligarchy or neopatrimonial rule.
• There was a separation between economic power, largely in the hands of a
Franco-Mauritian and Creole minority, and political power, controlled
largely by Hindus. This separation was conducive to an equity-enhancing
social democratic class compromise.
• The colonial experience of direct rule under the British implanted the rule
of law, democratic institutions, robust civil associations, and bureaucratic
esprit de corps from an early stage.
• A “growth with equity” strategy succeeded. Since the early 1980s that has
meant a relatively advanced welfare state, a comparatively equitable distribution of income, and a contemporary per capita purchasing power (ppp)
of us$10,000.
It is, in the nature of things, impossible to prove that these favourable conditions, rather than good leadership and astute institutional engineering,
account for the comparatively advanced governance. The counterfactual is
speculative: we cannot know with certainty what would have happened had the
same institutional design and good leadership occurred under less positive
circumstances. Yet it is highly doubtful that the same quality of institutional
design and leadership would have underpinned a comparable level of governance in, for example, Haiti or Ghana (other case studies in this book), where
the conditions were less favourable. Institutions matter, but appropriate conditions pave the way for strong institutions.
This conclusion accords with the predominant early theory of democratic
development. It was initially thought that democracy is an outgrowth of socioeconomic development, not its cause.16 The revisionist view emerged in the
late 1980s, when it was believed that poor governance was the principal cause
of blighted socio-economic development. But this view overstates the independent causal signiﬁcance of governance institutions. Governance is as much a
dependent as an independent variable. Hence, governance promoters should
aim to promote, not solely governance, but a coordinated and mutually reinforcing circle of economic, social, and political development.
These reﬂections suggest that a donor approach that focuses narrowly on
building political and state institutions will rarely work.17 This approach—
which may aptly be designated “mainstream”—focuses on procedural democracy. It identiﬁes democracy mainly with periodic and fair elections and the rule
of law. It seeks to enhance the capabilities of democratic institutions (especially
the electoral machinery, legislatures, judiciaries, political parties, and advo-
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cacy and human rights ngos) and state bureaucracies (the civil service, tax
administration, oversight commissions, and utilities in public hands). But this
approach, when combined with market liberalizing policies, often worsens
social and economic conditions and undermines democratic governance (Chua
2003). One major shortcoming is that procedural democracy provides elites
with the scope to maintain or even extend their privileges—privileges that are
widely regarded as unfair.
Consequently, the initial euphoria occasioned by democratic breakthroughs
in developing countries is typically followed by disillusionment as democracy
fails to bring the anticipated improvements. Persistent or deepening social
inequalities, economic insecurity arising from volatile global markets, continuing mass poverty, and anemic and remote governance are the usual culprits.
Popular disillusionment with such conditions is graphically revealed in a series
of regional workshops—“Making Democracy Work for the Poor”—convened
by Sweden’s Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (idea).18 idea’s
South Asia workshop observed: “The trappings of democracy have allowed
unrepresentative elites to hijack power, promote their own interests, and bypass
the poor.…For most people elections have become irrelevant.” The workshop
on the Commonwealth of Independent States concluded that human rights
have deteriorated since the break-up of the Soviet Union. Equal rights before
the law is a chimera, it declared; the quality of public education and health
care has fallen; no legal right to a job or basic sustenance survives; religious intolerance grows; and political rights are merely formal. Similar complaints surfaced in the Latin America and Africa workshops. Surveys such as the Latin
American Barometer have found that democracy has lost legitimacy among a
majority in most Latin American countries, mainly because the respondents
believe that transitions have not diminished massive inequalities or improved
living standards (Baviskar and Malone 2004). Elite power structures persist,
manipulating procedural democracies to advance elite interests.
A broader approach to governance recognizes the futility of implanting
and fostering political and state institutions without also building the requisite social, economic, and cultural foundations. People in poor countries overwhelmingly conceive of “real” democracy as a system that tackles poverty,
inequality, and powerlessness. Such challenges often involve confronting
entrenched power structures. That is the dilemma faced by donors such as
Canada. Yet short of advocating revolution, there is much they can do (and
sometimes are doing) to promote broad-based, incremental changes:
• Employ whatever inﬂuence they have to persuade entrenched elites that
their own survival depends on their granting concessions in a renewed
social contract to help alleviate the social deﬁcit.
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• Recognize that the combination of free-market reforms and democratization is often a lethal mixture in the global South, and thus refrain from
penalizing governments that deviate from neoliberal thinking (as Mauritius often has done).
• Encourage a more equitable distribution of basic services by supporting
free universal primary education and free basic health services.
• Advocate land reform in countries where land is highly concentrated.
• Emulate the experience of initially poor countries and states, such as Mauritius and Kerala (India) by providing basic social insurance even in straitened circumstances.
• Support independent foundations dedicated to the uplifting of socially and
economically marginalized communities.
• Encourage the development of more participatory democratic processes
on the models of the civic network in Mauritius, participatory budgeting
in Brazilian cities, and local government in Kerala.
Effective democratic governance depends on giving voice, bread, and dignity to ordinary people. The Mauritian experience teaches one fundamental
lesson: for procedural democracy to survive and thrive, it must move toward
a more participatory and equity-enhancing democracy.
Notes
1 This case study illustrates Sue Unsworth’s main points (in chapter 2): that donors
need to be better informed about the historical conditions of countries in which
they promote governance, and that effective governance promotion involves fostering appropriate social and economic conditions. Note that my conﬂation of
democracy with good governance follows the implicit or explicit identity of the two
concepts in most governance thinking.
2 World Bank,“World Development Indicators,” wdi Online at http://devdata.world
bank.org/dataonline.
3 For the details, see Subramanian and Roy 2003.
4 For example, the most recent household budget survey (2001–2) records the Gini
at 0.371, down from 0.387 in 1996–97. See Mauritius Central Statistical Ofﬁce 2002.
5 That the state has actually been able to collect taxes from the wealthy distinguishes
Mauritius from most other countries in the region.
6 A massive opinion poll in 2002 discovered that 88 percent of respondents proposed that the government spend more on social security; 78 percent recommended
that government raise taxes on the rich to redistribute income to the poor. Centre for Applied Social Research 2003, 109.
7 At its height in the early 1990s, the epz employed almost one-third of the labour
force.
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8 Online at http://devdata.worldbank.org/dataonline/SMResult.asp.
9 Information from Murray Town, Acting Manager and Senior Country Analyst at
cida.
10 The mlp was formed during the labour unrest in 1936 by Maurice Curé, a member of the Creole middle class. Only in the 1950s did Hindu leaders assume leadership.
11 These statistics on land ownership are drawn from Mauritius, Ministry of Environment 2002. Tea cultivation, with 680 hectares under cultivation in 2002, is overwhelmingly a smallholder crop, with only one of 1,350 planters cultivating more
than 100 hectares. See the “Digest of Agricultural Statistics” at http://statsmauri
tius.gov.mu/report/natacc/agric02.
12 This interpretation draws Allen 1999; Darga 1996; and Houbert 1982–83.
13 This interpretation draws on Houbert 1982–83; Meisenhelder 1999; Seegobin and
Collen 1977.
14 This information is drawn from Mauritius, Ministry of Commerce and Co-operatives 2003.
15 This paragraph draws on the extensive historical research of S. Reddi (interview,
May 19, 2003) as well as Lange 2003.
16 See, for example, the classic discussion of the structural requisites of democracy in
Lipset 1981.
17 Indeed, some analysts argue that there is a negative correlation between the volume
of aid as it is presently programmed and improvements in governance. See Brautigam and Knack 2004.
18 See idea 2000 for an overview. Each workshop was attended by a broad crosssection of activists and ngos. Full workshop reports may be accessed at http://
www.idea.int/2000df/dfreports.html.
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MANAGING CANADA’S GROWING
DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION:
OUT OF THE L ABYRINTH

▼
Bernard Wood

Foreign aid is taking money from poor people in rich countries to give it
—Traditional, 1950s
to rich people in poor countries.
Introduction

This chapter analyzes how Canada’s foreign aid has been managed over the past
four decades, with a particular focus on whether a more decentralized approach
to management (attempted in the 1980s) would lead to greater effectiveness.
The starting point is a recognition that the governance “system” at the Canadian end of the development cooperation chain decisively shapes the types
and extent of cooperation Canada can provide, as well as the terms on which
it does so. This system also determines Canada’s ability to respond to the needs,
resources, and obstacles within recipient countries.
This chapter examines and assesses the record of management in Canadian cooperation with an eye to the expected requirements for the next decade
at least. Importantly and urgently, the context is one where promises have
been made and expectations have been raised substantially, by Canada and
others, in terms of the impact, quality, and volume of assistance; and also
where standards and lessons of good practice are being more widely accepted
and shared than ever before. The main argument advanced is that over the
full history of Canadian development cooperation, the most important parameters and the most chronic weaknesses in management have consistently been
found at the very foundations of the Canadian government’s management
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process, where strategic directions are set for a basket of activities that can
often barely be described as a “program.”
How Has Canada’s Aid Been Managed?

In most assessments of a donor country’s performance, the lion’s share of interest quickly focuses on bilateral (country to country) long-term development assistance programs. This overlooks nearly half the total assistance effort
(i.e., assistance delivered through alternative channels, such as multilateral
institutions and ngos) as well as the much larger potential for “non-aid” development cooperation. Thus it is important, as Table 1 indicates, to keep in view
the full range of activities that an industrialized country can undertake with
poor countries with the goal of advancing their development; to gauge the
relative importance of these activities; and to assess the Canadian government’s latitude and incentives to make particular choices within each major
component. As the analysis shows, the development instruments available to
the Canadian government are disparate in their nature, their relative importance for development, their predictability, the international and domestic
incentives they engage, and the requirements for effective management. Given
the available scope, I provide only a brief treatment of the overall management and governance of Canada’s development cooperation, before focusing
on those areas where it interacts most directly with governance in developing
countries.
The Approach Used

To administer long-term development assistance programs in difﬁcult and
far-ﬂung countries is sufﬁciently challenging that a high proportion of analysis and action over the years has focused strongly on “technical” management
arrangements. At the opposite end of the scale, other analysts have spent a
good deal of time and energy trying to plumb the “grand political economy”
of development assistance, with one extreme holding it to be a tool of conspiratorial capitalism, and the other viewing it as a folly of redistributive romanticism.
In fact, successive efforts over decades to improve Canada’s performance in
development cooperation have revealed a number of enduring constraints
that, in the judgment of this author, fall below the level of grand forces of
political economy, but on the other hand are of far greater consequence than
mere administrative obstacles. The analysis in this chapter therefore aims at a
different level, which I call “strategic management” (Wood 2001). It recognizes that the management of development cooperation operates within certain parameters of governance in a very broad sense. This means not only the
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table 1
Canada’s Development Cooperation Effort:
Components and Choices

Component

Size/
Importance*

Formal latitude
of Canadian
government

Political latitude of
Canadian government

Principal
actors

(1)
Multilateral
ofﬁcial
development
assistance
(oda) a

$608m
(23% of oda)

Wide, but
major shares
of multilateral
aid are bound
by statutory
member
contributions
and multiyear
pledges

Multilateral programs are
often the ﬁrst “entitlement”
claims on oda budgets,
some funded as much as
“dues” for Canada’s standing in an area as for development impact. The 8%
of oda for the World Bank’s
ida is locked in by a
privileged position and
ownership by the Minister
of Finance. 5% of oda is
earmarked for Regional
Banks, 8% for UN agencies.

Multilateral
“burden
sharing”
systems,
Department
of Finance,
cida,
Foreign
Affairs

(2)
Bilateral
oda
(apart
from rows
3 and 4)

$1,509m
(58% of oda)
Deducting a
sum of $177m
for ﬁrst year
resettlement
costs of developing country
refugees in
Canada leaves
$1,332m (51%
of oda) for
bilateral
spending on
the ground b

Very wide,
limited only
by speciﬁc
contractual
undertakings

In practice, this has been
the residual oda budget.
Government has fairly
wide leeway internationally, but with pressure to
give priority to countries
in crisis; Africa; Francophonie countries; and
traditional partners, with
some regional balance.
At home there are multiple, shifting political and
bureaucratic pressures
and constraints.

See
Table 2

(3)
oda to and
through
ngos

(Approx.) c
$187m
(7% of oda)
Matched by
$639m in
grants by
private voluntary agencies

Very wide,
limited only
by speciﬁc
contractual
undertakings

To date, has been limited.
The laudable original
intent of backing innovative action by a wide range
of Canadian civil society
groups has become
increasingly difﬁcult to
balance against government objectives and conditions for support, given the
autonomous nature of
such groups, the sense of
“entitlement” among some
members, and their political access in Canada.

See
Table 2

* Figures are in us$ and for 2004 unless otherwise noted.
Continued on page 228.
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table 1, continued

Component

Size/
Importance

Formal latitude
of Canadian
government

Political latitude of
Canadian government

Principal actors

(4)
Emergency
and distress
relief

$295m
(11% of
oda)

Wide

Strong domestic and
international pressures
for Canada to provide
“its share” of response to
international disasters,
or to be out in front.
While some minimum
levels of demand can be
safely predicted, upper
limits cannot (e.g., Asian
Tsunami).

Media and ngos
in setting proﬁle;
Ministers (International Cooperation, Foreign
Affairs) and
Prime Minister’s
Ofﬁce (pmo)
in determining
response; cida,
multilateral and
non-governmental relief
agencies in
delivering

(5)
“Non-aid”
policies and
programs
affecting
developing
countries
(trade,
investment,
technology
transfers,
security
and environmental
policies,
migration,
etc.)

In aggregate, far
more
important
than total
oda. For
example,
total twoway trade
with developing countries was
c$50b in
2001–2. In
2003 investment constituted
$2,708m
and remittances were
estimated at
$1,100m.

Mostly wide

Internationally, there are
opportunities for leadership (e.g., debt relief,
land mine ban, icc, and
trade access). Counteracting these are domestic
interests, differing
departmental mandates,
international resistance,
and concerns about
“burden sharing.”

pmo/ Privy
Council Ofﬁce
(pco) in determining need
for “Whole of
Government”
approach. cida
(and ideally
Foreign Affairs)
in analyzing
and deﬁning
priorities and
strategies.
Multiple
ministers,
departments,
provinces, and
constituencies
in supporting
or impeding
responses.

Sources: dac, Development Cooperation Report 2005; North–South Institute Canadian
Development Report 2004.
a oda refers to the activities of ﬁnancial, technical, and commodity aid explicitly directed to promoting development and recognized as oda according to the criteria of the oecd’s dac, accepted
as the basic international standard.
b In 2003–4, roughly 20 percent of this amount went to post-conﬂict reconstruction activities in
Afghanistan and Iraq—as much as the next ﬁve aid recipients combined.
c Canada’s reporting on ngo funding has been marked by inconsistency in recent years. This table
is derived from the dac’s International Development Statistics Online, from which more details
are available than contained in Development Cooperation Reports (see Disbursements and Commitments of Ofﬁcial and Private Flows, Table 1).
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arrangements in place for decision making, accountability, and legitimacy, but
also the purposes, value, weight, and priority attributed to this work among the
competing demands for attention and resources by the relevant actors in the
larger governing environment of the donor country concerned.1
This chapter also analyzes the incentives at work in the Canadian system in
order to identify problems and potential improvements. In this brief attempt
to cover so much ground, I have adapted (and tested in a different country context) some of the frameworks from a very large-scale assessment in 2001 of
the incentives at work in Swedish bilateral development cooperation (see
Ostrom et al. 2002).
Since this study is concerned with the management of a program of the
Government of Canada, it is important to take account of that government’s
own management standards and expectations, both as the most binding stated
yardsticks of management performance and as a guide to the potential for
improvement. The “Management Accountability Framework of the Government of Canada” (see http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/si-as/maf-crg/maf-crg_e.asp)
succinctly charts all the key elements of the Canadian government’s Integrated
Modern Management (imm) schema, which has been formalized over the past
ﬁve years to capture the state of the art and key goals in good management, especially in public sector programs. The key elements of this framework are as
follows: strategic leadership; clear accountability; shared values and ethics;
mature risk management; integrated performance information; motivated
people; and rigorous stewardship. These attributes provide a key checklist for
appraising Canadian management of foreign aid.2
Confused Strategic Direction and Governance

As I have argued elsewhere, the key choices and responsibilities relating to
development cooperation rest with the Government of Canada as a whole,
not just with cida. “The Agency has long had to struggle to execute its basic
mandate in the demanding environments of developing countries, while at
the same time responding to unrealistic and ﬁckle direction from Government, and a voracious sense of entitlement from many interests in Canada,
including other Government Departments. Caught in this crossﬁre, the reputations of the Agency and its staff have often been disparaged unfairly” (Wood
2004, 10). As this chapter suggests, Ottawa’s central management processes
represent both the key context for Canada’s development policy and the source
of that policy’s main limitations. Weaknesses here inevitably impair the setting
of expected results and standards of performance for cida and the other main
players associated with development cooperation.
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While all the elements of the model set out in the govenment’s Management
Accountability framework are interrelated, and while each has obviously had
important roles, the elements “within the box” are more concerned with means
than ends and are decisively shaped, for good or ill, by the strategic context.
Many would argue that the same is true for many if not most areas of government activity; the case made here, though, is that the main parameters have been
especially blurred in the case of development cooperation. Notably, too, these
weaknesses have proved more persistent in Canada than in many other donor
countries.3
As will also become clear below, the context set in Ottawa at the “constitutional” and policy-making levels has dictated extremely powerful incentives and
interactions among the actors on the Canadian side of development cooperation relationships. As a result, the room for developing country “ownership”
of these activities, or even for consequential interaction about them with developing country partners, has often been severely constrained. An extensive survey of many analyses over the decades of Canadian performance in this ﬁeld
reveals that the best explanations for this anomalous situation are those which
focus on “governmental and bureaucratic politics” (Morrison 1998,4 with reference to White 1974; Berry 1981; English 1984; Lavergne and English 1987). In
one of the most blunt and enduring formulations, Canadian political scientist Kim Nossal concluded in 1988 that
one can better account for Canada’s oda policies and programmes if a different set of interests are put into the mix of “politico-strategic” concerns of
foreign policy-makers. Speciﬁcally, I will argue that if one substitutes the
interests of state ofﬁcials in prestige, organizational maintenance and limiting real expenditures for the orthodox trinity of motives [philanthropic,
economic, political], one will have a more proximate explanation for the
existence, nature and size of Canada’s development assistance policies. (1988,
38)

From the very outset of development cooperation in the 1950s, a vacuum
of strategic direction has helped perpetuate this situation. The confusion has
resulted from ill-deﬁned and unrealistic hopes and expectations among the public, combined with the political and ofﬁcial mindset in donor countries. Swirling
around together were the following factors: a wider awareness of the realities
of mass poverty and some spreading tendrils of solidarity; a global battle for
“hearts and minds” in the context of the Cold War; and a broad range of traditional foreign economic, political, and prestige interests. Each set of motivations held greater or lesser appeal for different constituencies at home, and
the mix of these ingredients, and the outcomes, varied among the different
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industrialized countries. While always echoing loudly the public understanding of humanitarian solidarity with very poor people as the basic motivation
for development cooperation, successive Canadian government statements of
foreign and development policy over the decades have been forced to accompany this with enough other purposes to allow wide leeway for other interests.
Initially, for Canada—which had only fragmentary “hard” interests at the
time with developing regions other than the Caribbean and parts of Latin
America—the mix was able to incorporate a slighter higher than average quotient of idealism. This blended smoothly with postwar Canadian aspirations
for prestige and multilateral inﬂuence, which bloomed during the ﬁrst major
waves of decolonization and in the remarkable new arena of the Commonwealth. Building on the key Canadian role in establishing nato as well as on
a pivotal UN presence, a substantial aid program was a logical part of a budding “voluntarist”5 tradition in Canadian foreign policy. This disposition—
which also found expression in UN peacekeeping and in a continuing search
for other “bridging” and system-building roles—was no accident: it was for
many years a considered expression of the interests and identity of a middle
power in the shadow (and sometimes the smotheringly close embrace) of a
superpower neighbour.6 The voluntarist impulse in Canadian international
policy, with development cooperation as one of its pillars, has waxed and
waned over the decades and right up to the present, with a number of key factors at play. Despite a great deal of fanfare and public enthusiasm, however, there
is ample evidence that up until now both voluntarism and development have
mainly been secondary, and often marginal, in the actual strategic management of Canada’s national and international policies.
Probably the most solid indicator of the weakness and subordinate standing of development cooperation, and of its distinctive strategic direction, has
been its position (or lack thereof) at the Cabinet table, with all the implications
that ﬂow from this under the Canadian system. From 1950 to 1960 the embryonic activities of foreign aid were handled as an economic and technical cooperation function under the Department of Trade and Commerce; then, for
the next eight years, through the External Aid Ofﬁce, which reported to the Secretary of State for External Affairs. Since 1968, cida has been the agency primarily responsible, under erratic and mainly short ministerial mandates. From
the early stages, responsibility for multilateral assistance programs has often
been a bone of interministerial contention, although the Department of Finance
has always been able to reserve for itself direct responsibility for the largest
programs, those of the World Bank. Throughout most of this period, the rest
of Canadian development cooperation activity has been subject to junior status, split ministerial jurisdictions, and until quite recently the formal “droit
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de regard” (and often the “droit de seigneur”) of several federal ministries and
their clients, without development cooperation staff having any reciprocal
right of inﬂuence over their policies and programs.7
While it may be easy to understand the early growing pains of such an
unprecedented activity in foreign policy and government administration, it
does not explain the persistence of this subordinate position for development
cooperation over several decades and the failure of successive Canadian governments to take decisive action to reﬂect its real importance. This in spite of
the substantial budgets, responsibilities, and risks being managed, strong public and parliamentary support, an unusual potential for Canadian leadership
in the world, evidently growing interests at stake, and the relative substantive
and managerial competence of different agencies in the tasks concerned.
A key to understanding Canada’s foreign aid policy is the mismatch between
intentions and executive capability and incentives. The rationale for this is
highlighted by the ﬁndings of a survey conducted in the late 1970s of some three
hundred ministers, MPs, and senior ofﬁcials. Those surveyed saw the moral or
humanitarian motive for development cooperation as the most important
one. The cruel irony was that ofﬁcial Ottawa attached a “low priority to meeting the challenges posed by the Third World” precisely because it perceived
Canada’s participation in international development “to be essentially a matter of altruism … and nothing in which Canada has a vital stake” (Lyon et al.
1979, 12, in Morrison 1998, 427). Interestingly, one of the authors of this survey had earlier concluded that talk about commercial and political objectives
for aid was “essentially a tactical ploy to court public support” (Morrison 1998,
426, referring to Lyon 1976). In fact, there is evidence that such appeals, based
on Ottawa’s shallow and mechanistic perception of public opinion, proved
counterproductive in that it further confused the mission and fed popular
suspicions that vested interests were at work and thus weakened rather than
strengthened the solid rationale for this work as a major pillar of Canadian foreign policy.
In sum, development cooperation has retained a sideshow status in Ottawa.
It has been viewed as worthy, but it has been neither powerful enough nor
adequately structured to resist all manner of interference and arbitrary changes
in priorities and direction.
In terms of the record of management of Canadian development cooperation, the most important effect of the subordination of development policy
to so many interests and masters for so long has been to impede the emergence of a clear and realistic mission for the whole program, and thus of results
commensurate with the effort invested. Even today, a major bone of contention in this ﬁeld in Canada relates to the pros and cons of putting in place
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a clear legislative mandate for the aid program’s primary developmental mission. As the UK and others have demonstrated, legitimizing and protecting
such a mission is the vital prerequisite for setting achievable goals, for mobilizing resources, for assembling the necessary organization and discipline, for
pursuing serious strategies and programs to achieve established goals, and
then for showing results that are sufﬁcient to maintain engagement and support over the long periods involved in bringing about sustainable development impacts.
In short, the inability to develop or enforce a disciplined development cooperation mission has allowed the many powerful actors in the Canadian arena
to erect—and redecorate with bafﬂing frequency—a “Christmas tree” of a program that is overburdened with favoured recipient countries; economic, political, or other interests; pet sectoral or thematic cure-alls; and multilateral, nongovernmental, and other “partners.” For long periods, those concerned with
pursuing long-term development were compelled to pursue defensive strategies of damage limitation—to avoid confrontation, resist or delay encroachments, and balance and appease non-developmental interests when the pressures became irresistible, all the while struggling (often under the radar) to
protect and implement at least a core of long-term developmental bilateral
programming where possible.
As evidence of the enduring character of these struggles, the ﬁrst of several
“grand bargains” was drafted as early as 1972 by the Ministry of Industry, Trade
and Commerce. This initiative proposed to separate out a “commercial aid
program” with a speciﬁed share of the total aid budget, to be directed to more
commercially oriented projects on soft-loan terms; the goal in this was to open
up markets or match others’ export subsidies in somewhat better-off countries
(common features of most aid programs at the time). The quid pro quo was
to be a more “hands off” approach to the rest of the aid program by Canadian
commercial interests, with less or no linkage to Canadian procurement, and
with non-interference in programming by the trade department. As with
another set of proposals from the Ministry of External Affairs twenty years
later (which was less well thought out and more threatening to the developmental mandate of the aid program), discussion of these or other options was
curtailed by leaks to the media and by subsequent public controversy. Other
and new encroachments have been broached periodically and have been fought
case by case, with mixed results.
Given the overwhelming superiority of the bureaucratic forces ranged
against a developmental program, and most importantly the lack of powerful
and consistent champions at the Cabinet level, the defensive and confrontation-avoidance strategies of development policy-makers were often managed
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quite skilfully. But the result was that when budgets were steadily cut during
the 1990s, Canada was left with the most scattered bilateral program of any
donor (oecd dac 2004, Table 32).
While the breadth and complexities of the development objective have
often similarly hampered other donor countries, it was striking that in the
mid-1990s Canada was one of the slower donors to get on board with the new
International Development Strategy, which had been worked out in the context of the oecd dac as the way to pull aid out of what was seen by many as a
“death spiral” in the early 1990s. Above all it aimed to apply honest reforms and
to communicate the central mission of development cooperation more clearly
to practitioners, to parliaments, and to populations, by replacing the jumble
of motives and activities that had prevailed in the past. Even as recently as the
Canadian government’s international policy review of 2004–5, which led to
the International Policy Statement, there has been repeated evidence of a lack
of basic understanding in key Ottawa circles as to what development cooperation actually can and cannot do, an understanding that should now be clariﬁed by decades of well-documented experience.
The mismatch in Ottawa between the distribution of relevant knowledge
and experience on the one hand, and inﬂuence over development policy on the
other, is another enduring contextual reality and constraint. Canada’s aid system to date has provided too few concrete incentives for ofﬁcials to seek out
and apply lessons learned by other countries and donors, and indeed from
their own experience, in order continually to improve the effectiveness of
Canada’s aid (Wood 2004, 1). While Canadian representatives do take part,
and make major contributions, in international exchanges of experience in
development cooperation (through standing bodies such the oecd and many
other networks), there is less institutional or systemic interest in taking up,
adapting, and applying the learning of others to Canada’s own actions in the
area of development assistance than in many other ﬁelds of interest.
Uphill Battle:
Incentives Skewed against Host Country Ownership

The remaining sections of this chapter will leave aside further discussion of the
management of multilateral and emergency aid, non-aid relations with developing countries, and foreign aid that supports ngos and their programs
(each of which merits its own chapter) in order to focus on the component of
development cooperation where cida has had the most direct responsibility
and inﬂuence: bilateral, country-to-country programs. To begin, it is crucial
to note that in terms of scale, in 2004 (for example) well under 35 percent of
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total Canadian oda was available for “normal” bilateral programming, and
not even the largest country-to country programs received more than 2.5 percent of Canadian oda.
For reasons of space, I will not attempt to trace the evolution of aid management through several decades. Instead I will work from a basis of the
accepted standards of good aid management, testing how Canadian aid management measures up, with appropriate references to how it developed. It
should ﬁrst be stressed that this is not just imposing a standard retroactively.
Most of the component good practices of this “new” paradigm have become
clear to thoughtful analysts and practitioners over many years. They point to
the following:
• applying the basic principles of local ownership;
• building capacity to ensure sustainability;
• striving for more genuine partnerships in the face of imbalances in bargaining power;
• civil society and private-sector engagement alongside government;
• an integrated approach to take account of political, economic, social, and
institutional dimensions of development; and
• a results-based approach (focused on partner countries’ priorities among
the mdgs), with built-in monitoring and evaluation of programs and some
mechanisms of mutual accountability.
Since these standards were building cumulatively until they were pulled
together in the mid-1990s in “Shaping the Twenty-First Century” (oecd dac
1996) and in subsequent multilateral declarations and action programs, it is both
fair and possible to use most of them in both actual and normative assessments.
Table 2 represents an attempt to summarize graphically the range of key
actors affecting Canadian bilateral aid programs, the incentives and constraints
they face, and some of the most important linkages and implications. The
Swedish study, referred to early in this chapter, mapped an “octangle” model
of eight major sets of actors in development cooperation8 as well as the interactions and incentives at work among them. The broad-brush analysis here of
the key actors in Canadian bilateral development cooperation demands a much
more prominent place for a larger number of Canadian actors and the incentives and constraints they face. This in turn yields a brutally clear picture of the
overall pressures for “donor-led” Canadian bilateral cooperation as well as the
formidable obstacles that work against moving from the current enclaves of
“best practice” toward a full system that is led by the needs, priorities, and
capacities of developing countries themselves.
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table 2
Canadian Bilateral Programs:
Key Actors, Incentives, and Constraints
Actor

Interests

Incentive/Constraints Implications

Donor government:
centre of government (pmo, pco)

Avoid bad news
(e.g., scandals).

Always high-risk,
especially in difﬁcult
environments overseas
(although in fact cida
has had rare public
problems since a
few in the 1970s and
earlier).

Department of
Finance

The risk of most
bilateral aid relationships has often come
to be seen to outweigh
potential international
or domestic beneﬁts.

Maintain international Without a signiﬁcant
respectability, and an
oda program, Canada
occasional platform.
(i.e., its representatives) would now have
“pariah status” (Nossal
1988, 51).

Satisfy minimum
public expectations
and maintain
minimum “dues.”

“Show the Canadian
ﬂag.”

Minimize criticism
by allies (e.g., in
Afghanistan, Iraq) and
domestic constituencies (e.g. Francophonie, Tsunami-hit
countries, Haiti).

Provide vehicle for
international “leadership” aspirations
(e.g., Canada Corps),
periodic international
initiatives, and occasional strong constituency interests.

Outlet for top leaders’
and other Ministries’
interests and views on
development.

Often works against
focused allocations,
longer-term programs,
and results. Fails to
recognize the primacy
of host countries’ own
efforts and the need
for modest and coordinated help from external partners. As above,
and sometimes difﬁcult to ﬁt with realities
on the ground and
longer-term programming.

Show sustainable
contributions, with
partner countries
and other donors, to
development results
on the ground.

Little conﬁdence in
the capacity to do this,
or appreciation of
the advances in good
practice that can help
make it possible.

Limited readiness to
forego some of the old
ways.

Serve as main gatekeeper of ﬁscal
discipline and allocation of funding of
federal priorities,
emphasizing ﬁscal,
economic, social,
and security objectives. As an international window and

Maintain the “ﬁscal
advantage” for
Canada —never again
permit ballooning
deﬁcits and debt.
Apply the sharpest
challenges to claims of
“government priority”
while, in the international development

When all are claiming
to be “Government
priorities,” the gatekeeper’s own interpretations and projected
implications of ﬁnancial commitments
become even more
powerful, short of
decisive contrary
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Table 2, continued
Actor

Interests

Incentive/Constraints Implications

Department of
Finance,
continued

occasional lever,
represent Canada in
the Bretton Woods
institutions.

ﬁeld, favouring and
forming its views
through the Bretton
Woods programs
where Finance has its
vested interest.

direction from the
top. While Finance no
longer intervenes in
most bilateral work,
it has little capacity or
apparent interest in
following closely. The
conﬂict of interest in
the Finance/Bretton
Woods oda funding
link has never been
tackled.

Central agencies:
Treasury Board,
Auditor General

Ensure ﬁnancial
and management
accountability and
risk management.

In spite of doctrines
on modern management and mature
approaches to risk
management, the
main incentives
and constraints
(e.g., “gotcha” press
and Opposition)
and cultural reﬂexes
in these institutions
usually work for
“command and
control” systems and
risk avoidance.

Impedes good management and mature parliamentary and public
understanding in any
ﬁeld—crippling in the
unfamiliar and highrisk terrain of international development.

International
Development
Agency minister
and ofﬁcials

Manage demands of
pco/pmo and others
(i.e., avoid scandals
and dangerous risks,
provide platforms,
support initiatives,
juggle conﬂicting
priorities. Manage
demands of other
Government departments and vocal
Canadian constituencies, and resist
diversions/encroachments).

Without a sufﬁciently
clear and valued
central mission, the
struggle to satisfy all
these demands often
becomes in effect the
primary yardstick of
successful performance, for ministers,
senior management,
and the agency collectively. Normally, these
requirements should
be secondary “costs of
doing business,” but
the main business of
development cooperation has been so little
grasped and respected
in ofﬁcial Ottawa that
these demands have
often had to come
ﬁrst.

Since these demands
can never all be satisﬁed (especially from
the limited “discretionary” budget), the
reﬂexive response of
multiple disgruntled
fund seekers has been
to charge cida with
failing to be a “team
player.” At the same
time, failures to engage
in pro-development
action by others have
been little noted.

Continued on page 238.
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Table 2, continued
Actor

Interests

Incentive/Constraints Implications

International
Development
Agency minister
and ofﬁcials,
continued

Fully commit and disburse budgets within
normal government
ﬁscal years while
meeting the process
and risk “management’ requirements of
central agencies geared
to work in Canada.

This is the primary
tangible yardstick of
performance for cida
managers. Constraints
are worst in times of
rapid contraction or
growth, but always
severe because of
changing directions,
accommodating
unforeseen demands.

cida managers and
staff must be highly
skilled and ﬂexible in
ﬁnancial, project, and
contract management
and juggle changing
pressures at home with
the long-term requirements of development
work on the ground.

Shape and maintain a
program with some
prospect of showing
development results
in reducing poverty
(e.g., focus, “ownership,” coordination
and harmonization).

Decades of experience
show that this is the
only defensible rationale and approach for
development cooperation, and give conﬁdence that it can be
done well. However,
neither point has
yet been absorbed
sufﬁciently by others.

A daily uphill battle
to turn around, with
the prospect of only
medium to long-term
rewards. From the
bottom up, cida can
muster sound analysis
and country programming skills and systems
(in line with current
good practice) where
program size justiﬁes.
But the aggregate
problem has been
compounded by many
scattered programs
without critical
mass and by limited
ministerial tenures.

Practice continuous
learning and meet
international good
practice standards
for development
cooperation.

Professional integrity,
satisfaction and peer
respect versus the fact
that no one else in
ofﬁcial Ottawa, or
elsewhere in Canada,
in fact cares much
about these, and much
of cida not very consistently in practice,
with all the other
pressures.

Enclaves of good
practice, struggling to
make a long-term
impact, with as much
protection as can be
managed from the
swirling pressures on
the overall program.

Inform and engage
the attentive public
in Canada in a mature
understanding and
support of the long
and rocky road of
development cooperation.

Need to overcome the
lack of direct exposure
by most Canadians,
and respond to their
openness to get
beyond “charity,”
while avoiding the
path of self-serving
propaganda.

The starting-point is
for the government to
set and respect a clear
enough mission and
direction to be able to
communicate them to
the attentive public.
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Table 2, continued
Actor

Interests

Incentive/Constraints Implications

Donor government:
other departments

Call on oda resources
for international programs and activities
of interest to their
mandates. Some broad
connection to “development” preferred.

Difﬁculties in obtaining adequate funding
to meet increasing
international demands
in globalized world
versus apparently
large and “soft” pool
of funds in cida.

Persistent raid
attempts on oda,
resulting in running
conﬂict, diversion of
aid, and/or frustration
and denigration of
the program.

Third party
implementing
organizations
(e.g., ngos, private
contractors)

Call on oda resources
for international
programs and
activities of interest
to their mandates
and expertise. Often
quite a strong developmental approach
and capacity.

Variable willingness to
work within Canadian
government strategic
directions where these
exist. ngos’ independent fundraising, international linkages, and
knowledge base are
assets, and sometimes
a source of tension
(healthy or otherwise).

De facto, these have
often become the most
important “partners”
for the Canadian
program, especially
with reduced budgets
and scattered programs
(see dac 2003, Peer
Review on how
Canada has “led”
in this respect).

Organized interest
groups and civil
society organizations within the
donor country

Largely the same
groups as implementing organizations
above.

Perceived narrowness
of base, commitment
to their own
approaches and
interests—as well as
unremittingly critical/
crusading styles toward government
action—have often
undermined effectiveness of many.

Earlier rabid anti-aid
interest groups have
largely faded, although
disgruntled bidders are
vocal critics. Recent
unprecedented awareness raising (e.g., Make
Poverty History) may
have updated and reinforced basic sympathy
for development.

Recipient government ministries
and agencies

Maximize supplementation of their ofteninsufﬁcient resources
to carry out their
pressing sectoral or
other development
mandates with limited
capacities.

Maintain maximum
support and freedom
of action vis-à-vis
other parts of their
own governments
and external donors,
individually and
collectively. Balance
urgent needs for help
in achieving tangible
results with the need
to build up long-term
capacity and sustainability.

When the donor
community and the
host government are
working at their best
together, these agencies
can be well-served in
working with them.
Otherwise they have
natural interests in
competing with other
claimants and promoting diversiﬁcation and
competition among
their sources of support.

Continued on page 240.
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Table 2, continued
Actor

Interests

Incentive/Constraints Implications

Organized interest
groups and civil
society organizations within the
recipient country

Very often the de facto
proxy for hard-tohear, hard-to-reach
beneﬁciaries. Some
well established, some
still nascent counterweights to overweaning and overloaded
post-colonial states.

Working with donors
can provide resources,
credibility, sometimes
protection, and sometimes dangers.

Capacities to work
with grassroots are
often strained, and
they can lose touch.
Local governments can
often be a similarly, or
even more, important
set of partners.

Targeted
beneﬁciaries

To receive tangible,
enduring help to surmount some of their
most pressing problems, as deﬁned by
themselves. Cut out as
many “middlemen”
and transaction costs
as possible.

Working for better
governance in real
political economies,
ultimately to improve
their quality of life.
The poor need to ﬁnd
ways and allies to
break through and be
heard on their challenges and ideas on
solutions, backed by
resources. Real holders
of power and possible
drivers of change need
to be enlisted. Committed outside donors
and domestic institutions need modesty,
skill, and perseverance
to back them effectively.

For bilateral donors,
ﬁnding ways to hear
the voices of the poor
and build them into
wider-scale programs
has improved. But the
distances and obstacles
are still huge. This
takes intensive, sustained, and sensitive
investment of time,
effort, and knowledge
in real governance in
real places.

Recipient government

Survive politically by
managing the complex
political economy of
their own countries
within the limits of
scarce resources and
capacity constraints.
To a greater or lesser
degree this will
include strategies for
development and
poverty reduction—
embraced and deﬁned
in some synthesis of
their own political
priorities and those
of the international
community.

Supplementary
resources from outside
often provide substantial and relatively easy
support, although
Canada has become a
tertiary actor in most
countries. In most
cases, still struggling
to keep track of, let
alone provide strategic
direction to, multiple
interventions with
sectoral ministries,
agencies, ngos etc.

To the extent that the
centre of government
and main donors put
real weight on a serious
development and
poverty reduction
agenda, the new paradigm of managing
cooperation can be a
net improvement over
dispersed and uncoordinated assistance.
Once Canada becomes
a substantial actor in
a smaller number of
countries, it can make
a difference in this
“partnership.”
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Table 2, continued
Actor

Interests

Incentive/Constraints Implications

Other donors

Make a more serious
development impact
while coping with
many of the same
pressures faced by the
Canadian government.

While it is the widely
accepted “right thing
to do” for effective
development cooperation, most incentives
still work against
coordinating, harmonizing and aligning to
host countries’ priorities and capacities.
Showing the ﬂag,
expending quickly,
using their own
national resources,
and meeting individual donor governments’ demands for
control and accountability all work in the
wrong direction.

cida has been seen as
instinctively willing to
cooperate on these
fronts, conceptually
and on the ground. It
has sometimes even
been an innovator, but
has long lacked the
critical mass to make
a major difference in
most countries, and
has been impaired by
formal procurement
tying, heavy reliance
on the “Canadian partner base,” and limited
capacity in countries.
Greater focus will
make it more important and possible to
resolve these issues.

Parliament in
donor and recipient
country

At both ends of the
development cooperation chain, elected
representatives can
provide crucial links
of legitimacy, oversight, outreach and
informed engagement
between citizens
and government-togovernment cooperation programs.

In their different settings, Canadian and
many developingcountry MPs must
constantly struggle to
bridge the dangerous
“democratic deﬁcit”
in this work. In developing countries,
integrating donor
programs into the
budgetary framework
and decisions on
revenue-raising and
spending priorities,
as well as oversight,
is essential. In the
Canadian Parliament,
the record of responsible and non-partisan
policy contributions
in this ﬁeld has been
strong for decades—
at times outstanding—
but little heeded.

With all its undoubted
complications, perhaps
the manifest need to
do better in engaging
elected representatives
more effectively offers
some powerful keys to
improving the governance of international
development cooperation at both ends.
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The Centre of Government

The ordering in Table 2 of the key actors at work in the Canadian bilateral aid
system is intended to suggest a ranking of their relative importance, as is the
ordering of the different interests attributed to them. One signiﬁcant distinction is that while the “centre of Government” (the Prime Minister’s Ofﬁce and
the Privy Council Ofﬁce) and Department of Finance are ranked highest in
terms of inﬂuence, their inﬂuence is felt mainly when overall limits, context,
and prevailing conditions for Canada’s programs are being set (with occasional bursts of activism), and only secondarily when individual country programs are actually being managed. In any case, it is only through strong support at this top level that binding and constraining strategies for effective
bilateral development cooperation can be maintained—for example, in containing the tendencies to proliferation both in country eligibility and in country allocations.
The Central Agencies

The activities of central agencies (the Treasury Board and the Auditor General)
are intended to serve government-wide accountability purposes. The argument here is that in fact, for many years they have had a powerful direct
impact—and a negative one—on efforts to make Canadian bilateral aid more
responsive to good practice. The special conditions of working as a supporting partner on long-term development in aid-receiving countries require radically different approaches to the requirements for “risk management, stewardship, and accountability” than most government programs operating inside
Canada. At various times, these needs have been recognized and accommodated
by the central agencies’ systems—for example, in cida’s exemption for many
years from the requirement to “lapse” and return unspent funds at the end of
each ﬁscal year, and in some serious efforts by the Auditor General over a
decade or so to try to work out and respect some realistic rules for assessing
cida’s contributions and accountabilities in its distinctive programs.
cida operates in uniquely high-risk environments; even so, it has managed
to avoid major scandals and related problems for many years. This is partly
because the agency has come to spread its risks among many small programs;
but another reason, certainly, is its ability (largely unrecognized) to assess and
manage risks to its programs, an ability embedded in the experience of its
managers.9 But it must also be noted that this scandal-free performance comes
with a price: a sort of “self-censoring” risk avoidance by the agency, which
takes the form of time-consuming, burdensome, and expensive procedures
that encumber its basic work and yield only scattered results.
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Like all government activities in Canada, development cooperation will be
facing increasing pressure in the coming years to demonstrate soaring standards
of accountability and risk management, and cida is giving high priority to
strengthening its systems in these areas. If the trend toward sensationalistic
public vivisection in ofﬁcial auditing continues, Parliament and the government of the day will need to deﬁne plainly the real level of tolerance for the
inescapably high risks in development policy and will have to be prepared to
weather the storms when even the best risk management fails to catch every
problem. Also in regard to risks, it is important to counter an emerging impression that the recipient country–led programs of development cooperation that
are increasingly being favoured (e.g., in greater sectoral and budget support)
will incur higher risks than the multiple projects micromanaged by donors in
the past. In fact, these approaches will actually reduce the most important risks
confronting development cooperation programs up to now, the most significant of which are inconstancy of direction and the failure to achieve widespread
and sustainable development results (see Wood 2004).
Implications for CIDA

This section of Table 2 suggests a number of quite important conclusions to
be drawn about the management of Canadian bilateral aid. The ﬁrst is that
the minister responsible and the agency share the same basic interests, incentives, and constraints in trying to shape and maintain a program with a serious prospect of showing results in poverty reduction programs.
A second conclusion relates to the importance placed on solid policies and
programs in the government’s overall management accountability framework.
cida has had quite a respectable record in working out policies and delivering programs on the ground in its complex ﬁelds and risky laboratories, albeit
within the most scattered program of any donor. Its people include a good
number of skilled and ﬂexible project managers who have the special practical knowledge required to operate in, and with, developing countries without
making critical mistakes. At the same time, the government’s “projectized”
assistance, widely scattered programs, standard rules and regulations, longstanding heavy reliance on centralized administration, and use of the “Canadian resource base”10 have not allowed the agency to develop the capacity to
operate as a focused, substantial player on the ground in more country-led
development programs. This latter approach would require more analytical
capacity at the macrolevel in countries; solid, state-of-the-art strategies and
resources in ﬁelds of concentration; and the authority, capacity, and incentives to work closely and responsively with host governments, civil societies,
and private sectors and to coordinate and harmonize cida’s actions with those
of other donors.
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Decentralization: Part of the Answer

On the basis of the analysis above, it is apparent that several major changes are
needed if Canada is to muster a substantial program of bilateral development
cooperation that reﬂects and implements the principles of good practice now
recognized in the ﬁeld. This does not mean that Canada can or should jettison its bilateral program and rely on multilateral or other aid channels. Even
if these other channels were impeccable models of effectiveness and efﬁciency,
it would be impossible to conceive of a government of a signiﬁcant country
delegating to others all means of conceiving, prioritizing, delivering, and learning from its ofﬁcial development cooperation. Moreover, while the direct use
of aid programs by donors to pursue national economic or political interests
has historically proved ineffective and counterproductive, and while excessive
ﬂag waving contradicts and can undermine country ownership, there is a legitimate need for citizens in donor countries to see some direct and ofﬁcial relationship with countries where cooperation is provided in their name.
Resources

Contrary to widespread assumptions, the facts show that for some time the
long-term bilateral component of Canadian aid has not been the ﬁrst claimant
on the aid budget, but has in effect often had to serve as the ﬂexible residual
element of the overall expenditure, constantly adjusting to unforeseen demands
elsewhere. Over the past ﬁfteen or so years the bilateral share of Canada’s oda
has ﬂuctuated between two-thirds and three-quarters, but on average more
than one-third of that share has gone to uses other than long-term bilateral
development programming (oecd dac 2006, and author’s calculations).11
Moreover, the amounts made available for purposes of long-term countryto-country development programming, even if they were not spread over so
many small-country allocations, would still support only a third-class aid effort
from a country with ﬁrst-class capabilities. Economies of scale, as well as the
achievement of results in line with current good practice, dictate that serious
bilateral programs should probably each be able to disburse between c$50m
and c$200m annually, depending on the size and needs of the country. The
Canadian government in 2005 aimed by 2010 to have some twenty-ﬁve such
programs with what cida called “core development partners,” plus necessary
opportunities for bilateral cooperation with other countries and subregions.
Based on rough averaging at this stage, it is clear that a substantial program of
long-term bilateral cooperation on this scale would call for a budget in the
region of at least c$3.0–3.5 billion, compared to c$1.75 billion actually disbursed in similar programs in 2004.
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It should also be stressed that any realistic possibilities for shifting resources
from other channels would come nowhere close to offering the critical mass
of funds needed for Canada to mount an adequate bilateral program. As has
been shown, each of these different channels has its own substantive and political rationale—it is not entirely by accident that they have often had a priority claim. While substantial shifts and some reductions could be achieved over
time, the aggregate budgets freed up would make only a small contribution to
the resources needed for a world-class bilateral program, the scale of which,
by the rough estimates above, would still be expected to fall well below that of
the “high performers” among donors as a share of national wealth or government expenditure.
Focus

As the government’s 2005 International Policy Statement recognized, it is
decades overdue for Canada to focus the lion’s share of its bilateral spending
on development aid in long-term partnerships with a manageable number of
poor countries or subregions (i.e., no more than thirty) from what has become
the most dispersed bilateral aid program in the world.12 This is essential if
Canada is to concentrate its attention, knowledge, and resources and work
effectively with partner countries themselves and with other external partners
so as to make a sustained difference (see also Wood 2004). Countries are still
the main settings for policies and programs as well as for the framework conditions that either promote or impede development by their entrepreneurs
and citizens.
All of the good practices mentioned earlier in this chapter, combined with
the current emphasis among donors on greater alignment and harmonization of their programs, point toward this kind of focused, intensive, and sustained engagement with partner countries. This approach would also allow
for the application of a serious sectoral or thematic focus to Canadian contributions, rooted in Canadian capabilities and general strategies. These contributions could then be deployed in cida’s “core development partner” countries in line with their needs and priorities, and in an appropriate division of
labour with other external partners.
These long-term relationships should not just be with “good performers.”
The attempts of some donors in recent years to dispense or withhold aid as a
performance incentive have proved predictably simplistic and exaggerated.
Need is an obvious determinant; so is the reality that performances (and thus
the levels and types of Canadian engagement that will be appropriate) are
likely to ﬂuctuate over the years, but that Canada is there for the long haul
work of development. Such a country focus is also key to making the program
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more understandable and transparent to Parliament and to the Canadian public at a meaningful level. This is a better approach than continuing to try to
account for either vast global objectives or to aggregate the impacts of a myriad of scattered projects. Both a “whole of Canada” strategy and a focusing of
bilateral aid in a few countries can and should be used to deepen the knowledge and ownership of the program in different regions and sectors of Canadian society. In this respect, Canadian international development could consider adapting and applying some of the innovative public involvement
techniques being pioneered by such groups as the Canadian Policy Research
Network and the Public Policy Forum.
Decentralized Management Systems and Capacities

In relation to prevailing international standards over the decades, cida has
generally been able to apply solid, and sometimes leading, approaches to needs
assessment, consultation and coordination, country programming, and performance management in countries where Canada has had substantial bilateral programs. In general, delivery has often been more problematic, although
some of Canada’s difﬁculties in that area have not been unique.
This generally positive assessment must not be taken as grounds for complacency: since the mid-1990s it has been conceded that the prevailing international standards for development cooperation over the decades have been
inadequate and often highly inappropriate. (Critiques of those standards are
well documented in the next chapter by de Renzio and Mulley.) It is not surprising that fragmented, donor-led investments which run through parallel
implementation units, which thereby undermine government capacity and
relationships of domestic accountability, and which are tied to questionable conditionalities as well as unpredictable and insufﬁcient levels of aid funding,
have often failed to deliver sustainable development impact. The bar has been
raised to new standards that are now working their way through difficult
processes of implementation between partner countries and external donors.
Though implementation remains uneven and requires ongoing critical review
to promote genuinely recipient-led processes (as suggested by de Renzio and
Mulley), these new standards are widely acknowledged today not just as desirable but as obligatory.
The new insistence on recipient-country ownership of development cooperation programs that are integrated with those countries’ own development
strategies and based on deeper analysis of country contexts and their development challenges, on greater citizen participation in development processes,
and on other accepted good practice standards, points toward a need for donors
to exhibit much greater knowledge, engagement, and responsiveness in the
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societies with which they are working. All of this has been recognized by “best
practice” donors and has accelerated some trends already underway toward
extensive decentralization of bilateral aid policy-making and implementation
capacities to the countries of operation. Thus the UK’s dﬁd and the Dutch and
Danish aid administrations, as well as the World Bank (on a pilot basis), have
made radical shifts of capacity and authority to the ﬁeld, each within its distinctive structure and system. The results of these changes have been positively received both by developing country partners and by the agencies’ own
personnel.
Ironically, while many donors (including usaid) have experimented with
elements and instruments of decentralized management over many years,
Canada was perhaps the ﬁrst to have opted (in the second half of the 1980s)
for a wholesale shift toward decentralized administration. The idea built upon
the ﬁndings and recommendations of the North-South Institute’s independent evaluations of four cida country programs and was eventually endorsed
by the Auditor General as well as by the Public Accounts and External Affairs
Committees of Parliament. All, remarkably, realized that moves to decentralize personnel and authority to the ﬁeld would result in increased administrative costs, but should be done anyway in order to improve aid effectiveness. The
External Affairs Committee concluded that of all the suggestions to improve
delivery, “none is so compelling or commands such widespread support as
decentralization to the ﬁeld” (sceait 1987, 79, in Morrison 1998, 285; see also
Morrison 1998, 303–12).
cida’s top management had early reservations, based on skepticism that
such a radical shift would ever be accepted by the government. They also noted
that the existing system was comparatively cost effective in disbursing budgets, especially with a program so closely tied to Canadian procurement and
with such limited Canadian commercial representation on the ground (both
these factors were frankly acknowledged; see ibid., 253). It is also true that for
some time the agency had been proceeding less formally to beef up its capacity in the ﬁeld through ﬁeld support units (fsus) made up of contracted personnel, who were to be resident in countries and who were to provide ongoing support to major programs and projects. By 1987, however, cida’s senior
management had noted the critical mass of support for this proposal. With its
own top priority being to cut through some extremely slow and complicated
decision-making processes,13 cida’s top management ultimately embraced the
decentralization plan in spite of continuing misgivings and foot dragging by
some of its own senior managers in headquarters.
Even with its auspicious beginnings and strong ministerial support, all the
perennial spoilers in the Canadian aid system (see Table 2) re-emerged with a
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vengeance. The impacts were felt in the ensuing processes of bitter interdepartmental negotiations over terms, costs, and authorities (particularly with Treasury Board and External Affairs); in unsatisfactory compromises; and in albeit
still promising implementation on the ground (with some resistance from
senior managers within the agency); followed by the gradual unravelling of
the entire scheme within four years of its launch—“a major casualty of cutbacks
and bureaucratic politics” (ibid., 311).
As Morrison concludes in his epitaph for cida’s short-lived leadership in
decentralization, it “probably had the greatest potential [in many years] for
changing cida’s organizational thinking and behaviour” (ibid., 311). Canada’s
development community, Parliament, and ministers had been ahead of their
time, and had overreached when confronted with obstacles and the lack of
conviction and staying power in its overall governance system for development cooperation.
This brief review of the failed early Canadian experiment in decentralization raises a question: Some two decades later, could Canada now try again?
The analysis here suggests that before any such moves take place, Canada’s
bilateral program would need to focus much more strongly on a manageable
number of countries and subregions. Clearly, without a number of substantial long-term country programs, Canada cannot justify (in programmatic or
economic terms) moving strongly to locate more staff and authority on the
ground, not will it have the capacity to do so. Aid ofﬁcers and experts can be
deployed abroad at less cost than diplomats; even so, the overall cost of doing
this is probably still on the order of three times the cost of deploying them at
home. Since a critical mass of staff is also needed, the country programs in
question would have to be in the c$50 to 200 million range before a case could
be made for the additional expenditure.
Even more important, a determined commitment to make the hard decisions to achieve greater country focus and to embrace the other key directions
of the recent International Policy Statement will be necessary if decentralization is to be worthwhile. A move toward decentralized management in turn
could reinforce those key directions. A review of some of the problems of the
earlier experiment provides some encouragement—as well as some warning
notes.
Conclusion

This chapter has examined and assessed the record of management in Canadian development cooperation in light of the heightened expectations for the
next decade at least, by Canada and others, in terms of the impact, quality,
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and volume of assistance. The option of greater decentralizing Canadian aid
management was singled out for speciﬁc attention. Like other chapters in this
book, this one has attempted to analyze the incentives at work in the Canadian
system in order to identify problems and potential improvements.
A number of stubborn constraints have hindered the various efforts undertaken over the years to improve the effectiveness of Canadian development
policy. While these constraints are not necessarily “structural” (i.e., they fall
below the level of what I have called the “grand forces” of political economy),
they cannot be dismissed as mere administrative obstacles. Rather, as I have
argued, they drive to the heart of the Canadian government’s approach to
“strategic management” and, more speciﬁcally, its management accountability framework. These parameters have consigned development policy to
sideshow status in Ottawa, where it has been susceptible to frequent interference and arbitrary changes in priorities and direction. In parallel, cida and its
ofﬁcials have constantly been stereotyped and sidelined as naive “do-gooders,” even while envied and resented for the substantial budgets they manage
and the inﬂuence they exert in many countries on Canada’s behalf.
Furthermore (see Table 2), the context set in Ottawa by the predominance
of “governmental and bureaucratic politics” has dictated such powerful incentives and interactions among the actors on the Canadian side of development
cooperation relationships alone that room for recipient-country ownership of
these activities—or even for serious interaction about them with developing
country partners—has often been severely constrained. This in turn yields a
clear picture of the overall pressures for donor-led Canadian bilateral cooperation, and the formidable obstacles that will be faced in quite literally “turning around” this system so that it moves from the current situation of “enclaves
of good practice” into a full system driven by the needs, priorities, and capacities of developing countries themselves.
In terms of the record of management of Canadian development cooperation, the most important effect of the subordination of development policy
to so many interests and masters for so long has been to impede the emergence of a clear and realistic mission for the program as a whole, and thus of
results commensurate with the effort invested. Legitimizing and protecting
such a mission is the vital prerequisite for setting achievable goals; for mobilizing the resources, organization, and discipline required; for pursuing serious strategies and programs to achieve the goals; and then for showing the
results necessary to maintain engagement and support over the long periods
involved in realizing sustainable development impacts.
On the positive side, the shift of the whole aid paradigm to place recipient-country ownership at the centre means that radical measures to ensure
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much greater donor responsiveness are now the norm for respectable aid performance rather than the exception. The problem of a highly tied and centralized Canadian aid program, while not entirely overcome, has been reduced.
At the very least, the idea that much sourcing and resources should shift to
the ﬁeld is incontestable today, as is the necessity for much greater knowledge,
analysis, and engagement with a spectrum of actors in the countries in which
Canada is working.
More debatable is whether the “rapport des forces” and understanding of
development cooperation in ofﬁcial Ottawa has shifted sufﬁciently to allow a
decentralized bilateral aid program to be set up and function effectively instead
of being undermined as it was in the late 1980s. The analysis in this chapter of
the key actors, incentives, and constraints involved in development policies
highlights much evidence of outdated or uninformed attitudes, equivocal
political commitment, and potentially obstructive bureaucratic positions that
could make this cornerstone (and others) of a modern aid program for Canada
unachievable.
Notes
1 Without dismissing the role and importance of declaratory statements of principle and policy, such an analysis must recognize that they are especially susceptible
in this ﬁeld to grand ambition and rhetoric; thus, this chapter must go well beyond
them to examine performance in practice.
2 This framework is applied retroactively, since most of the record under study here
predated this particular framework of strategic guidance. On the other hand, many
if not most of its elements were in play earlier, explicitly and/or implicitly.
3 This judgment is based on the author’s long experience of comparative monitoring and analysis, especially during six years as director of the oecd/dac Secretariat.
4 Morrison’s in-depth history of Canadian development assistance has served as a
key reference for this chapter.
5 This term, originated by Thomas Hockin, is not always used clearly. It is used here
to denote a type of constructively intended community activism at the international
level, typiﬁed by Canada after the Second World War, and later more consistently
by the “like-minded” states of Scandinavia and the Netherlands. It is more subtle,
and (as noted above) more rooted in enlightened self-interest, than are the pejorative “Boy Scout” or “do-gooder” appellations that are sometimes applied, especially by those who ﬁnd a tendency to moral condescension among the voluntarist
states.
6 There is a considerable, and evolving, literature on the place and roles of “middle
powers” in the international system, a good deal of it referring speciﬁcally to the
Canadian case. The best starting point is in the writings of John W. Holmes. See
Holmes 1976 on the early life of this concept in the post–Second World War period
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and its changing value. See also Cooper 1997; Cooper et al. 1993; Holbraad 1984;
and Wood 1988 for interesting further references over the decades.
Experience in this area shows that formal institutional change may do little to shift
power or decision-making, while particular individuals, and relationships, can
make a substantial difference to formal and traditional arrangements. Thus, for
example, 1982 to 1984 was a period of strong performance in development assistance policy when a dynamic and persuasive Margaret Catley-Carlson as cida
president reported directly to a Minister of External Affairs, Alan MacEachen, who
gave serious attention and authority to this part of his broad portfolio. From 1984
to 1991 an active and committed engagement by the Right Honourable Joe Clark
as External Affairs Minister lent political clout at strategic moments, clout that
was beyond the reach of his junior colleagues with day-to-day responsibility.
Between 2003 and 2005, an energetic and inﬂuential Minister for International
Cooperation, with some support from the centre of government, was able to wrest
long-overdue government agreement to greater focus in the program, and began
to give a more accurate proﬁle to the importance of the portfolio and to the capacity of cida. At the time of writing, the jury remains out with regard to arrangements
under the government and new Minister for International Cooperation in place
since early 2006.
1. The donor government; 2. Recipient government; 3. Other donors; 4. A donor’s
international development agency; 5. Recipient government ministries and agencies; 6. Third-party implementing organizations (e.g., ngos, private contractors);
7. Organized interest groups and civil society organizations within the donor and
recipient countries. 8. Targeted beneﬁciaries.
Comparative assessment carried out by this author and a senior auditor colleague
in 2004 conﬁrmed a good capacity in cida’s performance management systems relative to a number of other federal departments, especially in results-based management and evaluation.
This is a euphemistic term for a wide range of protected Canadian suppliers of
goods and services for the aid program. Canada has traditionally maintained relatively high levels of aid tying, and has been criticized by its peers for its level of
reliance on “Canadian executing agencies” for bilateral program implementation.
It is fair to note that many of these ceas, composed of (mostly) Canadian ngos,
private-sector ﬁrms, and other government departments, have over the years contributed respectably to the agency’s programming record.
Bilateral ﬁgures here excluding Emergency and Distress or Humanitarian Relief,
Contributions to ngos, and the bogus item of ﬁrst-year resettlement costs for
refugees.
There is also room for serious analysis and discussion as to whether and how some
such focus should also apply to the government’s “Canadian partnership” funding.
Interview by the author with Margaret Catley-Carlson, 4 July 2005.
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11
DONOR COORDINATION AND
GOOD GOVERNANCE:
DONOR-LED AND RECIPIENT-LED APPROACHES

▼
Paolo de Renzio and Sarah Mulley

The past ten years have seen considerable changes in the way the aid system
in general, and relationships between donors and recipients in particular, function; and in the mechanisms used to ensure that aid resources are effective in
achieving development results. Among donors, the adoption of the Millennium Development Goals (mdgs), the focus on “partnership” models of development cooperation, and the increasing emphasis on donor coordination have
inﬂuenced the ways in which agencies see themselves and the ways in which
they work. Recipients are moving toward more active management of aid,
with some countries developing increasingly effective mechanisms for managing their relationships with donors. More coordinated aid practices and
good governance in recipient countries have come to be seen as mutually supportive agendas. As a consequence, donor coordination, and its more formal
expression in the harmonization and alignment (h&a) agenda, has been the
focus of increasing attention in aid debates.
This chapter takes a critical look at these recent trends and assesses two
alternative but complementary approaches to donor coordination. The ﬁrst has
mostly been led by donor countries at the international level and is associated
with the work of the Development Assistance Committee (dac) of the oecd,
recently enshrined in the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, which is the
focus of this chapter’s consideration of the international level. The second is
based on country-level coordination initiatives in individual countries, where
the role of recipient governments has been more signiﬁcant. The discussion of
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this country level in this chapter is based on the experiences of three recipient countries: Tanzania, Mozambique, and Afghanistan, which in recent years
have tried to shift the terms of the aid relationship by establishing mechanisms to better manage or regulate aid inﬂows.
There are several ways in which donor coordination can have positive
impacts on governance. Coordination can reduce transaction costs and thus
free up political and bureaucratic capacity in the recipient country. When
coordination takes the form of alignment to recipient country systems of policy development and administration, it can provide a strong incentive to improve those systems. Coordination can also make donors more effective in
promoting good governance directly. All this said, it is important to note that
the impact of coordination on governance is not unambiguously positive. If
coordination strengthens accountability to donors at the expense of domestic accountability, or signiﬁcantly reduces the scope of recipient governments
to make political decisions over policy, it may have long-term negative impacts
on governance. Finally, if donors, acting together, promote policies that are
inappropriate to the country context, the cause of good governance may be
undermined by poor development results.
Background

The origins of recent debates about donor coordination and aid effectiveness
can be traced back to a series of studies carried out in the late 1980s and early
1990s, which questioned the overall effectiveness of aid in contributing to positive development outcomes.1 The end of the Cold War opened a unique political opportunity at the international level to take a fresh look at the nature
and functioning of the aid system, and to reorient it from a system based
mostly on geostrategic interests to one with a stronger focus on reducing global
poverty levels. The persistence of poverty and economic stagnation in some
regions, notably Sub-Saharan Africa, also led to a rethinking of the instruments being used by international agencies to channel aid resources.
The 1980s had been the decade of structural adjustment programs. During
those years, much of the aid system, led by the international ﬁnancial institutions (iﬁs), was geared toward lending money to low-income countries that
committed themselves to implementing a package of structural reforms—a
package that included liberalization of prices and exchange rates, privatization of publicly owned enterprises, and, more generally, measures aimed at
fostering a market economy. These policies (based on the “Washington Consensus”) 2 were based on the belief that if governments retreated from the eco-
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nomic sphere and allowed market forces to operate freely, they would spur
growth and in turn reduce poverty. Conditions attached to loans provided by
the World Bank and the imf, and to related balance-of-payments supports by
a number of bilateral agencies, were the main instrument used to “buy” the policy reforms that were believed to promote development. Structural adjustment programs existed alongside a large number of other projects in different sectors; these were supported by various donor agencies and ngos, with few
efforts made at coordination.
By the mid-1990s the effectiveness of structural adjustment programs was
being questioned for a number of reasons (Mosley and Eeckhout 2000). First,
many countries had not implemented the required structural reforms, or had
reversed them after having adopted them. This was viewed as a consequence
of the fact that such reforms did not have strong support in recipient countries and that aid was rarely withdrawn from countries that did not comply with
the conditions (Killick 1998; Mosley, Harrigan, and Toye 1995). Second, the
effectiveness of the reforms was being questioned: in some of the countries that
had implemented them, the results in terms of economic performance were
often less than satisfactory. Finally, the social cost of adjustment was perceived
to be very high, with worsening human development indicators blamed on
rising unemployment and public expenditure cuts, which were often a consequence of the adjustment programs. Alongside this discussion of the effectiveness of structural adjustment programs, donor agencies were becoming
more aware of the problem of “project proliferation” (Cassen and Associates
1994), which had negative consequences on recipient governments’ human
and ﬁnancial capacities in terms of counterpart personnel and budget resources,
and which undermined efforts at comprehensive planning and budgeting
because interventions were too often fragmented and uncoordinated.
Another important element shaping the political agenda of donor countries
at the international level in the early 1990s was the decline in aid levels (see Figure 1). For ﬁve or six years beginning in 1992, ofﬁcial development assistance
(oda) declined steadily both in terms of overall levels and, more dramatically,
in terms of percentage of donor countries’ national income. This was partly
the result of ﬁscal pressures and tightening budget constraints in oecd countries; but there was also a perception that “donor fatigue” was beginning to
creep in and that there was not enough political support for the aid enterprise
as a whole, given some of the other factors outlined above in terms of foreign
policy agendas and research on aid effectiveness.
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ﬁgure 1
Trends in Ofﬁcial Development Assistance from 1990
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Shaping the Twenty-First Century:
Setting the Donor-Led Coordination Agenda

The Development Assistance Committee (dac) of the oecd, established in
1960 as a forum to promote joint learning and coordination among the aid programs of all oecd countries, responded to this impasse by founding a group
de réﬂexion, which drafted a strategy document, “Shaping the Twenty-First
Century” (oecd dac 1996), considered by many to be the basis for the developments that followed, which included a new approach to aid effectiveness
based on the partnership model and the h&a agenda. The main purpose of the
document was to restate the overall case for aid, which was to focus on fundamental, shared, and easy-to-understand objectives rather than on the obscure
policy reforms attached to structural adjustment loans. A number of speciﬁc
targets, borrowed from the ones identiﬁed by the UN conferences of the early
1990s,3 were selected and put forward; these formed the basis for what would
become the mdgs adopted by the UN Millennium Declaration in 2000. “Effective international support,” argued the dac, “can make a real difference in
achieving these goals” (ibid., 2). The key to making a difference was identiﬁed
as the establishment of development partnerships between donor and recipient governments, where a commitment to development and accountable governance by a poor country would be matched by donor commitments to:
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• provide adequate resources;
• improve the coordination of assistance in support of locally owned development strategies; and
• achieve coherence between aid policies and other policies that impact on
developing countries (such as trade).
The new approach was meant to address a number of problems. One of its
most important objectives was to reverse the decline in aid ﬂows by focusing
on the fundamental contribution of development assistance to key objectives
of human development and poverty reduction. Another was to recognize that
“the linkages between industrialised and developing countries extend far
beyond development assistance” and that the ﬁscal, environmental, defence,
trade, and immigration policies of rich countries all have an impact on poor
countries’ development opportunities in complex ways. This is what would
become mdg8, whose focus would be on “developing a global partnership for
development” that would include issues related to trade, debt, and the roles
played by the private sector and by technology.
But perhaps the most important aspect of the new approach, which gave rise
to the so-called h&a agenda, was that it tackled some of the existing criticisms
and contradictions of aid relationships and aid delivery mechanisms. These can
be summarized as follows: 4
• High transactions costs from the multiplicity of different reporting and
accounting requirements, including tied aid.
• Inefﬁcient spending dictated by donor priorities and procurement arrangements.
• Extremely unpredictable funding levels.
• Undermining of state systems through special stafﬁng arrangements and
parallel structures.
• Corrosion of democratic accountability as mechanisms were designed to
satisfy donor rather than domestic constituencies.
• Hard-to-sustain positive impact beyond the short term, with high levels of
reliance on donor funding undermining sustainability.
• Corruption, fraud, and rent seeking in the management of projects (not
overcome by their independence from government).
“Shaping the Twenty-First Century” outlined a clear shift in the aid paradigm, based on a change in the conception and the language of aid (see Figure 2).
In order to enhance the role and effectiveness of oda, it was necessary to focus
on building more effective partnerships between donors and recipients, with
joint responsibilities and mutual commitments. In particular, donors would
focus their efforts on low-income countries, rely on locally owned development
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ﬁgure 2
Paradigm Shifts through the Aid “Jargon”
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strategies, and support government programs as much as possible, avoiding
project proliferation and shifting to program-based approaches.5 Recipient
governments, on their side, would create effective coordination mechanisms
for managing development assistance and would improve their systems for
managing public resources and monitoring development outcomes.
A Brief History of the
Donor-led Coordination Agenda

The publication of “Shaping the Twenty-First Century” marked the starting
point for a series of subsequent initiatives and events, which stemmed from the
increasingly widespread recognition of the new model of development assistance, with the dac as one of the main players and forums where discussions
were held and decisions were taken. In 1997 the ﬁrst Development Partnership
Forum was organized in The Hague in an attempt to systematically involve least
developed countries (ldcs) in international events where issues relating to
development assistance and its effectiveness could be discussed. In a paper
prepared for a dac high-level meeting in 1998, it was proposed that a Task
Force on Donor Practices be created in order to promote consensus on the
changes needed in the systems and procedures utilized by dac donors and to
look into ways to facilitate the necessary policy shifts for enhancing donor
coordination and country ownership.
The Task Force was established as an ad hoc, time-bound body with an
expected lifespan of two years. It included participation from a number of
multilateral organizations and from a panel of sixteen developing countries,
representing different geographical areas and different levels of development.6
The Task Force had three working groups, which focused on issues relating to
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ﬁnancial management and accountability, reporting and monitoring, and the
pre-implementation phases of the project cycle, including country analytic
work. Their main purpose was to compile good practice papers that would
identify and document donor practices that could cost-effectively reduce the
burden on recipient countries to manage aid, besides lowering the transaction costs involved. In this way they would help strengthen ownership and
also crystallize the basic principles of a new way of working for donor agencies and recipient governments alike.
The years 1998 to 2002 saw a number of related initiatives, as other actors
in the international aid system attempted to address the same problems as the
dac and to adapt to the new consensus on the partnership model of development assistance. In January 1999, after extensive consultations, the World Bank
launched the Comprehensive Development Framework (World Bank 1999a),
a new model of partnership-based collaboration with its client countries. This
was aimed at recognizing the key role played by recipient governments in setting development strategies and policies; and at capturing the contributions
of different actors, including donors, the private sector, and civil society. Recipient countries were asked to ﬁll in a matrix that, for each main sector of the
economy, would specify the key policies and actors. The UN tried to respond
to the changing environment by introducing new instruments, the intent of
which was to improve coordination of the activities of different UN agencies
and other donors at the country level, while at the same time promoting their
alignment to country policies and priorities. The Common Country Assessment (cca) and the UN Development Assistance Framework (undaf) were
also launched in 1999, in the hope that they would place the UN at the centre
of efforts to make aid more effective.
It is another initiative, however, that has come to embody the international
community’s efforts to promote a different approach to development cooperation (Christiansen 2003). In late 1999 the boards of the World Bank and
the imf endorsed a proposal that would require highly indebted poor countries (hipcs) willing to qualify for debt relief to draft poverty reduction strategy papers (prsps). These would link the additional resources made available
through debt relief to speciﬁc poverty reduction efforts. prsps quickly became
a useful avenue for operationalizing some of the basic principles underpinning
the new model of development cooperation promoted by the dac and embodied in the cdf and cca/undaf initiatives. The fact that they were a requirement for accessing debt relief also provided a clear incentive for countries to
engage in the process of drafting one. According to the ﬁve core principles
that underlie prsp development and implementation (imf/World Bank 1999),
prsps must be (a) country driven; (b) results oriented ; (c) comprehensive ;
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(d) partnership-oriented, involving coordinated participation of development
partners; and (e) based on a long-term perspective for poverty reduction.
While prsps emerged as the main operational instrument at the country level
to enhance local ownership and donor coordination, the dac working groups
under the Task Force on Donor Practices continued collecting available evidence and best practices, in order to provide more concrete examples and general guidelines on what donors needed to do to transform the prsp principles
into practice and therefore move toward the new model of development cooperation. The good-practice papers were ﬁnally published in 2003 in a dac document, “Harmonizing Donor Practices for Effective Delivery” (oecd 2003),
after two signiﬁcant international events that gave great impulse to the partnership model as well as to the h&a agenda. The Monterrey Conference on
Financing for Development, held in Mexico in 2002, reinforced the emerging
consensus by placing heavy emphasis on effective partnerships for aid effectiveness; it called for donors “to harmonize their operational procedures at
the highest standard so as to reduce transaction costs and make oda disbursement and delivery more ﬂexible, taking into account national development
needs and objectives under the ownership of the recipient country.” The following year, the Rome Declaration on Harmonization built on that general
statement and set out a number of ambitious commitments, including these:
• To ensure that harmonization efforts would be adapted to the country context, and that donor assistance would be aligned with the development
recipient’s priorities.
• To expand country-led efforts to streamline donor procedures and practices.
• To review and identify ways to adapt institutions’ and countries’ policies,
procedures, and practices to facilitate harmonization.
• To implement the good practices principles and standards formulated by
the development community as the foundation for harmonization.
In addition, in May 2003 the dac created the Working Party on Aid Effectiveness to promote, support, and monitor progress on harmonization and
alignment, with input from several partner countries. The Working Party,
which is still in existence, has a broader multilateral participation than its
predecessor (the Task Force on Donor Practices), as well as a wider mandate
that covers public ﬁnancial management, procurement, and managing for
results. Since 2003 the Working Party has been highly active promoting a range
of activities. These include surveys on progress achieved in implementing the
commitments included in the Rome Declaration and the Paris declaration;
the development of a Country Implementation Tracking Tool to provide information on country-level activities through a Web-based system;7 and further
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ﬁgure 3
A Graphical Sketch of the h&a Agenda: The dac “Pyramid”
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work on good-practice areas following the second High-Level Forum, which
was held in Paris in March 2005.
Its work has allowed a clearer deﬁnition of the three principal dimensions
of the Rome commitments (ownership, alignment, harmonization) (see Figure 3), added the two additional dimensions of mutual accountability and
managing for results, and has facilitated agreement on the crucial set of indicators and benchmarks that form the core of the Paris Declaration on Aid
Effectiveness and that will allow for a much more signiﬁcant monitoring of
progress both at global and country levels (see Table 1). These indicators, and
the more speciﬁc targets associated with each, were endorsed by the UN during the Millennium Review Summit held in September 2005. A monitoring
process has also been put in place to ensure the collection of relevant data at
country level in order to track progress in meeting the targets. A follow-up
High-Level Forum to review the status of implementation is scheduled to take
place in Ghana in 2008.
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table 1
Commitments and Indicators in the Paris Declaration
Commitment

Indicator

Ownership
Partners have operational
development strategies

Number of countries with national development strategies
(including prss) that have clear strategic priorities linked to a
medium-term expenditure framework and reﬂected in annual
budgets.

Alignment
Reliable country systems

Number of countries that have procurement and public ﬁnancial management systems that either (a) adhere to broadly
accepted good practices or (b) have a reform program in place
to achieve these.

Aid ﬂows are aligned on
country priorities

Percentage of aid ﬂows to the government sector that is
reported on partners’ national budget.

Strengthen capacity by
coordinated support

Percentage of donor capacity development support provided
through coordinated programs consistent with partners’
national development strategies.

Use of country systems

Percentages of donors and of aid ﬂows that use partner-country
procurement and/or public ﬁnancial management systems in
partner countries, which either (a) adhere to broadly accepted
good practices or (b) have a reform program in place to achieve
these.

Strengthen capacity by
avoiding parallel implementation structures

Number of parallel project implementation units (pius) per
country.

Aid is more predictable

Percentage of aid disbursements released according to agreed
schedules in annual or multiyear framework.

Aid is untied

Percentage of bilateral aid that is untied.

Harmonization
Use of common arrangements and procedures

Percentage of aid provided as program-based approaches.

Encourage shared analysis

Percentage of (a) ﬁeld missions and/or (b) country analytic
work, including diagnostic reviews that are joint.

Managing for results
Results-oriented frameworks

Number of countries with transparent and monitorable performance assessment frameworks to assess progress against (a)
the national development strategies and (b) sector programs.

Mutual accountability
Mutual
accountability

Source: oecd 2005b.

Number of partner countries that undertake mutual assessments of progress in implementing agreed commitments on aid
effectiveness, including those in this Declaration.
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Have Aspirations Been Met?
A Critical Look at the Donor-Led Coordination Agenda

Any attempt at measuring the impact of the h&a agenda since its inception a
decade ago is likely to run into a number of problems. While its ﬁnal objective is clearly linked to development outcomes, much of its focus is on changing approaches and behaviours that may bring about results only over a much
longer time horizon. It can be argued that the policy shifts advocated by the
partnership model of development cooperation, while based on a clear perception of the problems they want to address, constitute an act of faith, in that there
is scant evidence on their actual impact. prsps and their associated processes
have been under increasing scrutiny in recent years. A series of studies and
reports 8 have noted that in many cases the rhetoric behind the core principles of the prsp has not been born out in practice: some donors are undermining local ownership, failing to streamline conditions, shifting substantial
resources toward program modalities, and multiplying review processes and
frameworks that continue to strain local policy-making and implementation
capacities.
Recent evaluations of general budget support (idd and Associates 2006;
Lawson et al. 2005), the preferred aid modality for improving ownership, alignment, and harmonization, highlighted a number of positive outcomes in relation to macroeconomic management, quality of public ﬁnancial management, and increases in key areas of public spending. They also pointed to a
number of problems for which donors are still responsible, such as keeping high
levels of fragmented project funding and structuring policy dialogue in ways
that prevent genuine country policy ownership.
In 2004 the dac carried out a survey on harmonization and alignment in
fourteen countries (oecd 2004) in order to gauge both donors’ and recipients’ views on progress with the h&a agenda. The survey identiﬁed a number
of shortcomings in donors’ efforts to implement the commitments contained
in the Rome Declaration. In particular, the survey found that “alignment will
remain an unfulﬁlled promise if donors do not take steps to clarify how they
should adapt their country programmes to reﬂect poverty-reduction strategies,
and if they do not rely on country systems to deliver aid” (2004, 9). It also
stated that “there is not enough evidence that harmonization initiatives have
helped curb transaction costs. Indeed, over the short term at least, they may
have actually increased these costs” (ibid.).
Despite some of this controversial evidence, dismissing the h&a agenda as
impossible or unreasonable would be a mistake. Although slow to produce
results on the ground, the drawn-out process through which dac donors, multilateral agencies, and participating recipient countries have been negotiating
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the content of a different model for structuring aid relationships has been very
important in bringing about a shift in the predominant consensus on aid effectiveness. The conceptualization work that underpins the deﬁnitions of the
commitments and indicators in the Paris Declaration is in and of itself a very
important achievement, especially in light of the consensual nature of the process. The dac relies on the development of a shared language and of common
understanding among its members, and it inevitably runs the risk of watering
down its positions to reach a lowest common denominator that keeps everybody engaged.
It would be short-sighted not to recognize the different pressures faced by
the various donor agencies and the incentives created by their existing structures in terms of promoting or hindering h&a-related efforts. A study of incentives for harmonization and alignment in six aid agencies carried out for
the dac (de Renzio et al. 2005) helped shed some light on why h&a rhetoric
is often not matched by concrete changes in donor behaviour on the ground.
Domestic political pressures for visibility, rigidity and resistance to changes
in policies and procedures, and lack of individual incentives for staff to engage
in harmonization activities are some of the factors that shape an agency’s
capacity to deliver on the h&a commitments it signs up to in international
forums. While some agencies are able to tackle these different aspects all at
once, others struggle. While some have taken the lead in pushing for a further
deepening of the h&a agenda, others are clearly lagging behind, still unconvinced of its premises and usefulness.
The issue of monitoring and reporting on progress against the indicators
and targets included in the Paris Declaration, especially at the country level,
is going to be key in the near future to ensuring that the hard-won agreement
does not remain unfulﬁlled. Work carried out since 2005 has highlighted the
need to establish a clear baseline for many of the indicators that need to be monitored. The methodology that has been developed for collecting and analyzing information will determine the future signiﬁcance of the h&a agenda.
Another fundamental issue is that of widening and deepening recipientcountry involvement in the whole process. Only a very small subset of developing countries have taken part in the dac process since the late 1990s, and the
actual content of their contributions is questionable. Many more have signed
the Paris Declaration and will be included in the monitoring process. To avoid
the risk that a donor-led process will limit the scope and extent of recipient
country leadership, clear mechanisms for mutual accountability need to be
put in place, so that aid-receiving countries will be able to gain a higher degree
of control over the ways in which aid ﬂows are channelled, distributed, and
managed.
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Reframing the Coordination Debate:
Recipient-Led Coordination Approaches at the Country Level

The coordination of aid is often analyzed from donor perspective. The discussion above demonstrates the value of critically analyzing donor-led coordination efforts at the international level. However, if ownership is to be taken
seriously, coordination on the ground must be led by recipients. In aid-dependent countries, aid is at the centre of political and economic systems. Aid ﬂows,
and associated conditions, dominate the work of many recipient country institutions. If recipient countries are to develop domestically owned policies
and systems and promote good governance, their role in the aid relationship
needs to change. If the coordination agenda is pushed forward solely by donors,
an opportunity to develop recipient country ownership and governance will
be missed and long-term progress in these areas may be undermined.
So reframing the coordination debate to focus on recipient country leadership is not about removing responsibilities from donors, but rather about
(a) exploring the scope for building on recipients’ interests in coordination in
order to ensure that aid is appropriately coordinated, even where donors are
unable or unwilling to do this; and (b) ensuring that coordination does not
come at the expense of recipient-country ownership and governance capacity, but rather enhances it.
There are relatively few examples of recipients taking the lead in their aid
relationship (e.g., by setting the terms under which they are prepared to accept
aid)—an observation that is perhaps unsurprising, given the asymmetries of
resources, power, and capabilities that characterize most relationships between
donors and recipients. For most aid recipients, the perceived risk of losing aid
is enough to prevent much assertiveness. That said, some interesting exceptions
to this are emerging. It is worth studying these cases, for they demonstrate a
range of approaches that can help recipients establish leadership in their aid
relationships and thus improve donor coordination.
Some recipient countries have set hard conditions for the acceptance of
aid, backed by the government’s intention to reject aid that fails to meet these
conditions, sometimes supported by legislation. Other recipients have sought
to use information and transparency to change donor behaviour, through
independent monitoring. This provides data that can be used by both donors
and recipients, and can put pressure on both sides to improve their performance. Often based on independent monitoring, some countries have developed more formal mutual accountability systems in which donors and recipients are held accountable to targets or performance standards. Finally, almost
all examples of recipient leadership are premised on the establishment of clear
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policies and systems by the recipient government that encourage alignment by
donors.
Most notable current examples of recipient leadership employ a combination of these strategies. It is perhaps unsurprising that countries such as India,
which are not aid dependent, have been able to set the terms under which they
are prepared to accept aid (India now refuses any government-to-government
aid less than $25m). More interestingly, some highly aid-dependent governments have been able to change donor behaviour in their countries and to improve coordination. The discussion below will focus on three cases: Tanzania,
Mozambique, and Afghanistan. All three rely heavily on aid to fund their government expenditures yet have been able to exercise some degree of leadership
in the aid relationship to improve coordination.
Tanzania

Over the past ten years the Government of Tanzania (GoT ) has taken steps to
improve the quality of the aid it receives, based on a model that combines
independent monitoring and elements of mutual accountability to promote
Tanzanian leadership in the aid relationship. This process has been facilitated
by the fact that the GoT has clearly stated preferences and strategies, as expressed in its Poverty Reduction Strategy (which is relatively long-standing—
the ﬁrst prsp was agreed on in 2000). The government’s priorities focus on three
areas: reducing income poverty, developing human capabilities and well-being,
and containing extreme vulnerability.
In 1994, in response to a breakdown of relationships with donors and declining aid volumes, the GoT (with ﬁnancial support from the Danish government) commissioned an independent group of advisers to investigate the problems with the aid relationship and propose solutions. The subsequent report 9
led to the formulation by 1997 of “Agreed Notes” between the GoT and its
donors; these set out the terms of the aid relationship and deﬁned speciﬁc
commitments on both sides to improve aid outcomes. Progress against these
commitments was initially assessed in regular reports from the chair of the
original Group of Independent Advisers; since 2000 it has been monitored
through a formally constituted Independent Monitoring Group (img).
In 2002 the GoT ’s strategy for managing its aid was formalized as the Tanzania Assistance Strategy (tas). The tas “is a Government initiative aimed at
restoring local ownership and leadership by promoting partnership in the
design and execution of development programmes” (Tanzanian Ministry of
Finance 2002). It outlines the undertakings of the GoT (e.g., improved ﬁnancial management, anticorruption measures, domestic resource mobilization)
and its donors (e.g., harmonization, aid untying, the use of central budgeting
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tools). The tas Action Plan outlines speciﬁc actions to be taken on both sides,
which focus on four priority areas: improving predictability, integrating aid into
the budget, rationalizing and harmonizing processes, and capacity building
for aid management. The tas system is essentially a mutual accountability
framework, with both sides being held to account through the work of the
img.
Thus far the GoT has generally avoided rejecting aid that does not meet
tas standards. Tanzania’s next move seems to be toward setting tougher conditions for accepting aid. The Government Loans, Guarantees and Grants Act
(2003) has enshrined a minimum grant element of 50 percent for new borrowing, and the GoT has rejected loans that do not meet this standard. The latest
report from the img also recommends that future project aid be subject to
ﬁrmer conditions.
The tas has now been used as the basis for developing a Joint Assistance
Strategy (jas), initiated by the GoT , dﬁd, and the World Bank. This aims to
further improve donor coordination—including through the identiﬁcation of
donors’ comparative advantages and the introduction of a single review cycle—
and will replace the individual assistance strategies of the participating donors.
The jas may also conﬁrm the move toward tougher conditions on the acceptance of aid, the aim being to create “a binding agreement between the Government of Tanzania and Development Partners for the duration of a jas cycle”
(Tanzanian Ministry of Finance 2005).
The jas represents an ambitious coordination strategy. The GoT will commit to creating appropriately integrated structures to act as the basis of coordination (e.g., prs and Budget, performance assessment frameworks), and
donors will accordingly commit to alignment as well as to harmonization
measures, including the identiﬁcation of lead and delegating donors in each
sector and increased use of budget support.
Mozambique

The Government of Mozambique (GoM) has developed its role in the aid relationship, and improved donor coordination, through a model based on mutual
accountability. As in Tanzania, the coordination of donors in Mozambique
has centred on the GoM’s prs (the “Plano de Acção para a Redução da Pobreza
Absoluta” [parpa]). The prs aims to reduce absolute poverty from 70 percent in 1999 to less than 60 percent by 2005 and less than 50 percent by 2010.
However, it should be noted from the outset that leadership from the GoM has
been less signiﬁcant than in the Tanzanian case—donors have played a more
signiﬁcant role in deﬁning the process.
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Since the mid-1990s a group of “like-minded” donors has been relatively
effective at coordinating their activities in Mozambique through multidonor
budget support. Donors’ concerns have done much to deﬁne their relationship
with the GoM. For example, in 2000, concerns about banking crises and fraud
(which led to a suspension of budget support) led donors to reassess their
conditions and focus on “second generation” reforms to governance structures. This change in the substance of donor conditionality was one factor in
the emergence of new structures for donor– GoM relations.
In 2000, budget support donors in Mozambique formalized their coordination efforts in the Joint Donor Program for Macro-Financial Support, superseded in 2004 by a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the GoM
and its program donors. This memo outlined commitments on both sides to
improve the quality and effectiveness of program aid. Nineteen donor agencies providing budget support or other program aid (the so-called G-19 10)
have now signed up to the MoU. The MoU is based on donor commitments
in six key areas: alignment to GoM policies and systems, increased predictability of aid ﬂows, elimination of bilateral conditionality, reducing transaction
costs, transparency of aid ﬂows and conditions, and enhanced GoM capacity
and leadership. The GoM has signed up to a Performance Assessment Framework (paf), which provides the basis for an annual joint review process whereby
donors assess GoM progress and make aid commitments for the following
year in a coordinated way.
Since 2003, donors in Mozambique have themselves been assessed under the
Program Aid Partners’ Performance Assessment Framework (paps’ paf). A
baseline for donor performance was deﬁned in 2003. An annual reporting
process monitors donors’ progress toward meeting the MoU commitments.
Although the paps’ paf has been criticized for failing to set ﬁrm targets in a
number of important areas (e.g., alignment of medium-term aid commitments with G o M planning horizons), it does provide a degree of mutual
accountability in Mozambique that is far ahead of that achieved in most aidreceiving countries.
The MoU and mutual accountability framework’s main limitation is that it
applies only to program aid and program aid donors (although other donors
have “observer status” in the G-19). This leaves much of Mozambique’s aid
outside the system. There is some coordination of project aid through swaps,
which are long established in Mozambique (the Agriculture swap was established as early as 1991), but problems are now arising regarding how to align
sectoral initiatives with the MoU process amid concerns that line ministries with
responsibility for delivery in key sectors are marginalized in the MoU process.
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Afghanistan

At the outset, the post-conﬂict aid effort in Afghanistan did not look promising from the perspective of recipient leadership. The aid architecture established
in 2001 was designed when there was no government in Afghanistan, and the
initial needs assessment and development framework was negotiated and
agreed largely among donors. However, the Afghan Interim Administration was
quickly able to gain some control in its relationship with donors through a
combination of clear national policies and systems and some hard conditions
for the acceptance of aid.
The National Development Framework (ndf) developed by the Afghan
Interim Administration in early 2002 provided the basis for donor alignment
around Afghan priorities and strategies. The ndf is based on three “pillars”
(humanitarian assistance and human and social capital; physical reconstruction and natural resources; and private-sector development), with twelve associated national programs (including refugee return, education, transport, and
public administration). In addition, the ndf identiﬁed three cross-cutting
themes (governance, ﬁnancial management, and administrative reform; human
rights, security, and rule of law; and gender) that are priorities across sectors.
The ndf formed the basis for the National Development Budget, around which
donors were expected to align. The ndf also provided the basis for Afghan
leadership in the aid relationship: after April 2002 the main donor implementation forum (the Afghanistan Reconstruction Implementation Group) was
chaired by the Afghan Interim Administration. The new Afghanistan National
Development Strategy is currently the subject of consultation: it will be ﬁnalized as Afghanistan’s prsp next year.
Besides creating strong policies and systems to which donors can align, the
Afghan Interim Administration (and then the Government of Afghanistan
[GoA]) sought from the outset to actively manage aid. The Assistance Coordination Authority (now the Development Budget and External Relations
Unit) provided a focal point for this. The GoA set some hard conditions for
the acceptance of aid, and this forced even normally recalcitrant donors to
harmonize their activities to some extent. For example, the government limited the number of sectors any donor can work in, and it requires minimum
contributions before donors can expand to new sectors. In 2004 the GoA submitted its own bid for resources to donors; in doing so, it was proactively seeking the resources it needed rather than managing preplanned donor projects
and programs.
The Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund, established in 2002 and managed by the adb, IsDB (Islamic Development Bank), undp, and World Bank, is
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a pooled funding arrangement that provides coordinated funding for recurrent expenditures as well as for priority programs. This has become a key
instrument of donor support, with some donors providing a signiﬁcant proportion of their non-humanitarian assistance through the fund.
Although Afghanistan does not have a formally constituted mutual accountability or independent monitoring system as in Tanzania and Mozambique,
transparency and the availability of data about donor behaviour have helped
the GoA manage its donors. The Development Assistance Database now records
over 90 percent of the aid coming into Afghanistan and makes data about
donors’ pledges and disbursements publicly available.
The case of Afghanistan demonstrates both the promise and the potential
limitations of recipient leadership. Despite early success in establishing clear
policies and systems for donors to align to, the G oA’s control over aid inﬂows
remains limited by the security situation as well as by the combination of
humanitarian, military, and development assistance it receives. Although the
establishment of hard conditions for the acceptance of aid did have an impact
on donor behaviour, this approach may become less tenable if, as seems likely,
Afghanistan faces signiﬁcant shortfalls of resources in coming years.
Preconditions and Limitations for
Recipient-Led Donor Coordination

It is important to note that the models of leadership described above do not
seem to be freely accessible to all aid recipients. Although the small number
of successful cases limits our ability to draw conclusions about necessary prior
conditions, the record to date suggests that certain types of aid relationships
help recipient countries exercise leadership. Low levels of dependence on aid
clearly provide recipient countries with more control over their aid—control
backed ultimately by the ability to reject aid. Even countries that depend heavily on aid may gain “leverage” if they have access to large volumes of aid from
a variety of sources. Finally, recipients who (possibly just for historical reasons) have aid relationships with like-minded donors who are able and willing to align with recipients’ preferences may be able to take leadership with less
fear that donors will reduce their aid.
It is interesting that the political systems and governance institutions of
the cases discussed above are relatively varied. It does not seem to be the case
that only recipients with well-established institutions and polities can take
leadership. Indeed, the fact that Afghanistan’s Interim Administration was able
to establish leadership in its aid relationships and improve donor coordination,
despite its fragile political position and post-conﬂict challenges, suggests that
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taking a leadership role in aid relationships can actually facilitate the development of stable political systems and governance institutions.
Having said that, there are clearly some political/governance preconditions. Ultimately, the ability of recipients to change donor behaviour rests on
the willingness of donors to engage with the recipient government, which in
turn clearly requires some level of donor-perceived credibility. This is not to
say, however, that recipients need to have good relationships with donors in
order to change the nature of those relationships. The Tanzanian case demonstrates that recipient leadership can actually improve relationships with donors,
even from a low base.
Can Recipient-Led Coordination
Change Donor Behaviour?

The ﬁrst measure by which recipient leadership in the aid relationship must
be judged is whether it changes donor behaviour in ways which might not
otherwise have been expected. Evidence from Tanzania, Mozambique, and
Afghanistan suggests that recipient leadership can change donor behaviour at
least to some extent; with the important caveats that we cannot know how
donors would have behaved in different circumstances, and that many recipient-led processes are relatively recent developments, which makes long-term
impacts impossible to judge.
Recipient leadership has in some cases been associated with the increased
use of program assistance by donors and with budget support in particular. In
Tanzania the level of general budget support rose from Tshs 274.6 billion in
2002–3 to 405 billion in 2003–4 and is over Tshs 430 billion in 2004–5 (Economic and Social Research Foundation 2005). Budget support (including debt
relief) now accounts for around 50 percent of Tanzania’s aid (Balogun 2005).
Since the development of the parpa in Mozambique, the number of donors
providing budget support (and participating in associated mutual accountability frameworks) has risen from six to nineteen. In a 2007 review, seven
donors met or exceeded the G oM’s target for more than two-thirds of aid to
come as program aid (Killick, Castel-Branco, and Gerster 2005). The picture
in Afghanistan is less promising on this measure. At least one-third of the
funds disbursed since 2001 have been for humanitarian projects rather than
reconstruction (Rubin et al. 2003), and almost 80 percent of aid disbursed in
2002–3 was project funding.11
There is also some evidence that recipient leadership, and the closer relationships with donors that have been associated with it, have helped improve
the predictability of disbursements. In Tanzania in 2003, around 70 percent of
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donors indicated to the GoT what their planned aid disbursements would be
over the following three years; also, budget support disbursements in the ﬁrst
quarter of the ﬁnancial year rose from 8 percent in 2002–3 to 80 percent in
2004–5 (Economic and Social Research Foundation 2005). In Mozambique,
most of the donors participating in the MoU process now have multiyear
arrangements in place. In 2004, twelve of them reported that disbursements
took place on schedule (compared to six in 2003). Again, Afghanistan provides a less optimistic view. In 2002–3, donors disbursed less than $1.9 billion,
despite committing more than us$4 billion12 (ibid.), and future levels of aid
are uncertain.
Donors have also been encouraged to make more use of national budgeting tools and systems. In Tanzania more than 40 percent of aid is now channelled through the national budget (compared to 30 percent in 2002), and
estimates suggest that more than 75 percent of project aid is now recorded in
the centralized budget system. Alignment of donors’ calendars to the Tanzanian budget cycle has also been improved. In Mozambique the number of
donors stating that they were fully aligned with Mozambican funding cycles
rose from four in 2003 to eight in 2004 (Killick, Castel-Branco, and Gerster
2005). In Afghanistan the Development Assistance Database now records more
than 90 percent of aid, although only a small proportion of aid actually ﬂows
through the government budget.
The evidence above suggests that there have been improvements in donor
coordination and alignment around country systems in these cases, but even
so, systems alignment remains far from perfect. One thousand projects accounted for only 17 percent of aid ﬂows in Tanzania in 2003. Although Tanzania has reduced the number of reports it has to produce for donors from the
much vaunted level of twelve hundred per year, it still received more than ﬁve
hundred donor missions in 2002–3. There are also concerns that new coordinated arrangements (e.g., swaps, basket funds) simply add new structures and
management requirements to existing ones (Ronsholt 2002). Tanzania’s coordination mechanisms may now need coordinating! Similarly, in Mozambique,
administration costs remain high (the GoM is estimated to have more than one
thousand bank accounts due to donor requirements, and received 143 donor
missions in 2004, excluding World Bank missions). Furthermore, more than
half of aid to the country remains off budget and outside the mutual accountability arrangement. There are concerns in some quarters that the focus of
attention on the budget support element of Mozambique’s aid has reduced
coordination in the rest of the portfolio. As noted above, Afghanistan continues to receive most of its aid as project funding, and although transparency and
data have improved, most aid remains off budget.
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The picture with respect to donors’ alignment with recipients’ policies is
more complex. The harmonizing of donor positions on development policies
(economic, social, or political) is not necessarily desirable from a recipient’s
perspective if alignment with country priorities and strategies is incomplete—
it may increase donors’ negotiating power at the expense of the recipient government and reduce the latter’s scope to make policy independently. This
makes “success” for recipient leadership strategies harder to deﬁne. Increased
coordination of donor policies, which is relatively easy to observe, may be a good
or bad thing; and real alignment of donor policies to country priorities and
strategies is hard to discern, given the possibility that recipients will “pre-empt”
donor preferences simply by presenting priorities and strategies that they
expect donors to approve.
Afghanistan started with a clean slate with donors and has made impressive progress in establishing its own development plans and budgets as the
central focus of policy. Although it is not clear that donors’ priorities would
have differed signiﬁcantly from those set by the Interim Administration in the
ndf, the fact that policies and strategies have been established in clearly government-led processes is signiﬁcant. Having said all this, it remains to be seen
whether the GoA will be able to build on this success and establish meaningful policy leadership in the long term, given the security concerns and other
constraints it faces.
In Tanzania and Mozambique, donors had well established priorities and
strategies that did not historically line up with government policies. There is
some evidence that GoT priorities are now inﬂuencing conditionality in Tanzania. For example, the GoT’s Letter of Intent to the imf (July 2003) reﬂected
priorities set out in the prsp progress report of March 2003 (Peretz and Wangwe
2004). Having said this, some have argued that long-term dependence on
donors has rendered real policy choice impossible in countries such as Tanzania (Harrison 2001). Similarly, there is some evidence that conditionality is
being streamlined in Mozambique, giving the government more policy ﬂexibility. The World Bank was persuaded not to add conditions to the established multidonor agreement, for example. However, more than half the G-19
donors maintain exceptions to the joint paf and impose bilateral conditions.
Also, some observers have questioned the nature of the apparent consensus
between the GoM and donors in Mozambique. Killick, Castel-Branco, and
Gerster (2005) have raised the possibility that the apparent lack of controversy
on policy fundamentals in Mozambique could be a product of extreme dependence and “resignation” on the part of the government to the fact that it cannot affect major policy decisions. It is worth noting again that in the case of
Mozambique, donor concerns have actually been a driving force in creating the
system that now exists.
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All of this raises the question of whether donor coordination and alignment with recipient government systems and policies is simply a slow process,
or whether recipient leadership faces fundamental limitations in changing
donor behaviour. Experience seems to suggest that progress over time is possible, but it is hard to see how recipients will ever be able to overcome the fundamental power imbalances of the aid relationship. In some respects, donors
continue to hold all the cards. Recipients, for the most part, lack the means to
enforce agreements made by donors. This means that mutual accountability,
for example, can only ever be partially “mutual” in the aid relationship. It also
underlines the continued importance of donors’ willingness to take harmonization and alignment seriously.
Even where recipients can reject aid and set “hard” conditions on aid receipts,
sanctions on donors remain weak—limited, really, to reputational and peer
pressure impacts. Having said this, in the context of rising aid budgets and
donor agencies with incentives to disburse funds, certain recipients at least
may be gaining negotiating power. The latest report from the img in Tanzania argues that even if the introduction of hard conditions by recipients initially leads to donors withdrawing aid, donors won’t be able to credibly withdraw aid in the long term if recipients are merely implementing principles
signed up to by donors in Rome and Paris (Economic and Social Research
Foundation 2005).
Another fundamental asymmetry emerges when collective action by donors
is not met by collective action by recipients. Recipients typically have fewer
forums for formulating collective positions, in contrast to the multiplicity of
donor forums (oecd, G 7, like-minded donor groups, etc.); and they face the
same kinds of incentive problems as donors when it comes to coordination
among themselves. The potential risks of this at the country level have been
touched on above (e.g., the risk that collective action by donors will simply reduce recipient countries’ negotiating power), but there are also more systemic
problems. The lack of recipient input into international or headquarters-level
donor policy-making is a fundamental limitation on their impact on donor
behaviour. Some of the most signiﬁcant remaining barriers to systemic alignment in the three cases set out above (e.g., tied aid) are often non-negotiable
at the country level. The limited role of recipients at the international level
also reduces the spillover effects of existing good practices in countries like
Tanzania, Mozambique, and Afghanistan.
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Donor Coordination and Good Governance

As noted in the introduction, a key beneﬁt of donor coordination should be
improving the quality of institutions and governance standards at country
level, especially those related to policy-making and ﬁnancial management.
The long-term impact of donor-led and recipient-led donor coordination initiatives remains to be seen, but there are at least some suggestions that donor
coordination and recipient leadership in the aid relationship can form part of
a virtuous circle, with ownership, alignment, and harmonization acting as
mutually reinforcing factors, as envisaged in the Paris Declaration. When government institutions and systems can be established as the central instruments
of policy and decision making, domestic incentives to hold the recipient government to account are enhanced. This kind of effect is in addition to the
direct impact of aid management experience on government capacity. The
focus on speciﬁc country experiences, in this respect, is very useful, as ultimately the impact of donor coordination on good governance is a country-level
issue.
The Tanzanian case, which is the longest-established of the three discussed
here, provides some evidence of such virtuous circles. The most recent report
from the img notes that GoT ownership has been strengthened as the role it
plays in the aid relationship has changed. The national policy process has also
become more participatory—the second-generation prs has been more consultative and more national in character than the ﬁrst. The quality of governance has also improved, with greater transparency and increased capacity at
both national and local levels of government (ibid.).
Any judgment of whether changes such as these can be attributed to new
models of aid management is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it does
seem clear that at the very least, recipient-led harmonization and alignment
initiatives should mitigate the risk that donor activities will have negative
impacts on ownership and good governance, whether through a lack of coordination (e.g., where administrative burdens overwhelm recipient agencies) or
through inappropriate coordination (e.g., where coordinated donor conditionality removes real policy-making power from the recipient government).
The real challenge for even the most proactive recipient government is to
successfully move from partnership to leadership in the aid relationship, and
from ownership of policies and systems to sovereignty over them. The three
cases here are at different stages of this process. In Tanzania the government
is increasingly leading the harmonization process, even though many initiatives were initiated by donors. The tas and the emerging jas are genuinely
innovative structures. In Mozambique the government’s role in harmonization
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can probably more fairly be described as ownership rather than leadership.
For example, the government played only a limited role in the design of the
paps’ paf. In Afghanistan the government has clearly played a leadership role
in the aid relationship, but it remains to be seen whether this can be capitalized on, given other constraints.
Conclusions

This chapter has provided an outline and an assessment of two approaches to
donor coordination.
First, the history, aspirations, and progress of recent international discussions around donor coordination and the harmonization and alignment (h&a)
agenda, from its inception to the recent Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and its follow-up, were discussed. While progress has been made in creating a shared language and joint commitments on reaching clear targets, this
process has been slow in making a difference on the ground and has suffered
from limited participation and leadership from developing countries. The h&a
agenda has so far failed to adequately address a number of issues and questions
that are key for the wider objectives it aims to achieve.13 These are related to,
among other issues, engagement in so-called fragile states, building sustainable
capacity to formulate, implement, and manage development policies, and the
challenges of scaling up aid volumes.
Second, however, examples from Tanzania, Mozambique, and Afghanistan
have shown how, when recipient governments take the lead, donor coordination can be delivered at country level and can bring about limited but significant improvements in institutions and governance.
The key question for donors is how to support recipient leadership in the
aid relationship in a way that genuinely promotes recipient capacity and ownership and that also maximizes aid effectiveness. Although beneﬁts can certainly
be reaped from donor-led coordination exercises, experience suggests that
progress on aid effectiveness made in this way will always be limited. There is
a risk that donor-led coordination may undermine rather than support the
emergence of good governance and ownership.
Notes
1 Among others, see Cassen and Associates 1995, Mosley 1991, and World Bank 1998.
2 See Williamson 1994.
3 These include the ones on education (Jomtien 1990), children (New York 1990),
the environment (Rio de Janeiro 1992), human rights (Vienna 1993), population
(Cairo 1994), social development (Copenhagen 1995), and women (Beijing 1995).
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4 Adapted from Lawson and Booth 2004.
5 These include Sector-Wide Approaches (swaps) and General Budget Support
(gbs), and are characterized by four key elements: (1) leadership by recipient government, (2) a single program and budget framework, (3) donor coordination
and harmonization of procedures, and (4) increased use of local procedures with
regard to program design and implementation, ﬁnancial management, and monitoring and evaluation (cida 2004).
6 The countries represented were Bangladesh, Bolivia, Cambodia, Egypt, Senegal,
Guatemala, Kenya, Kyrgyz Republic, Mali, Morocco, Mozambique, Paciﬁc Forum,
Romania, Tanzania, Uganda, and Vietnam.
7 It can be accessed through the website www.aidharmonisation.org.
8 See, for example, Booth 2003, Driscoll et al. 2005, cidse 2004, Gould and Ojanen
2003, and Craig and Porter 2002.
9 “Report of the Group of Independent Advisers on Development Cooperation
Issues between Tanzania and Its Aid Donors,” more commonly referred to as the
“Helleiner Report,” after the group’s chairman, Gerry Helleiner.
10 The G-19 comprise Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, the EC , Finland, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain Sweden, Switzerland,
the UK, the World Bank, and the African Development Bank.
11 Data from Afghan Development Assistance Database.
12 Data from Afghan Development Assistance Database.
13 See Rogerson 2005 and Rogerson and de Renzio 2005.
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CONCLUSION:
CHALLENGES AND NEW DIRECTIONS FOR CANADA

▼
Jennifer Welsh 1

As noted in the introduction to this book, good governance has been identiﬁed as an area where Canada’s experience, combined with its perceived reputation as an impartial donor, provides the country with a comparative advantage with respect to other actors. Within the public debate in Canada, this
view is stronger than an intuition; according to some, good governance is a fundamental feature of the Canadian identity and should be a key driver of
Canada’s foreign and development policy. In a speech to the Liberal Party
Convention in March 2005, Michael Ignatieff proclaimed: “From Sri Lanka
to Iraq, from South Africa to Ukraine, we can help promote democratic federalism for multiethnic, multilingual states. Exporting peace, order and good
government should be the core of a disciplined foreign policy that concentrates on what we do best and shares the Canadian dream with the rest of the
world” (Ignatieff 2005b). The idea that Canada’s interest in and responsibility for promoting good governance somehow ﬂows from the country’s particular governance abilities also featured prominently in the federal government’s 2005 International Policy Statement: “For those in countries where
violence threatens to overtake political accommodation as the answer to competing interests, Canada’s long history of accommodation of linguistic, ethnic
and cultural differences … offers a glimmer of hope. Our system of governance represents a laboratory full of intriguing experiments that can assist
others engaged in the complex task of institution building” (Canada 2005a, 22).
Three aspects of this assumption about Canada’s unique strength are worth
highlighting and probing further. First, policy-makers should remember the
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relatively recent nature of Canada’s conﬁdence about good-governance promotion. As Ian Smillie demonstrates in his chapter, neither of Canada’s more
activist prime ministers on the global stage during the Cold War—Lester Pearson and Pierre Trudeau—considered good governance to be an essential part
of efforts at bringing about greater justice internationally. Even during the
1980s, the decade that sowed the seeds of so much political change in the former communist world, governance issues were framed through the narrow
economic lens of the so-called Washington Consensus. It was only in 1987,
with the publication of a comprehensive cida strategy on foreign aid, that
human rights and democracy received any sustained attention in development policy-making (cida 1987).2 But with the exception of Canada’s sanctions
against South Africa and suspension of aid to Zaire (now Republic of Congo),
this aspiration for linkage between governance and aid had to wait until the
start of Lloyd Axworthy’s tenure as foreign affairs minister (in the mid-1990s)
for a strategic plan of action (cida 1996a). In short, Canada has had roughly
a decade of experience in integrating good-governance considerations into its
development assistance programming—hardly enough to support bold claims
about comparative advantage. As Smillie concludes, the question is not so
much whether Canada should be promoting good governance, but whether it
“knows enough yet to do it well, and whether it will commit adequate resources
in the future to do more.”
Second, generating responsibilities from abilities does not necessarily provide a coherent blueprint for good-governance promotion. In its supporting
strategy for the International Policy Statement, cida highlighted the following attributes and skills that make Canada well suited to supporting developing countries’ efforts to improve their governance: a broad base of experience
with democratic parties, elections, and legislatures; a demonstrated commitment to international human rights norms; gender equality expertise in policy-making; experience and capacity in child protection; a dual code of common law and civil law; a strong reputation in peacebuilding and conflict
prevention; and robust environmental assessment practices (cida 2005b, 12).
But how is Canada to choose where and how to make a contribution? The
preceding list can accommodate a huge array of policy initiatives and would
not necessarily encourage Canadian specialization. Moreover, how can Canadian policy-makers guard against the more negative aspects of technical assistance—namely, the tendency among donors to advance opportunities for
their own consultants, private-sector and civil-society actors, and academic
experts? The cases examined in this book suggest that while expertise can
sometimes act as a guide for constructive good-governance programming—
for example, Canada’s legal reform and judicial training projects in Vietnam—
cida needs to prioritize the cultivation of recipient country expertise and
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ensure, as Nilima Gulrajani warns, that it is “not unintentionally substituting
for the capacity it is supposedly seeking to foster.”
Third, a healthy dose of humility is in order: good governance is an extremely
challenging objective to pursue through foreign and development policy.
Indeed, as Easterly shows in his assessment of foreign aid, the pushing of Western countries’ preferences through development assistance has often done
more ill than good (Easterly 2006). Governance is arguably even more daunting a task than previous donor agendas (such as macroeconomic reform and
human development) since it is harder to measure and is closely tied to countries’ cultures and histories. In Smillie’s words: “It [good governance] must be
earned and learned, not just by those for whom it is intended, but by those who
would help them.” As the authors of our case studies have discovered, the
process of allocating resources to good governance promotion remains fragmented and unsystematic, outcomes are difﬁcult to deﬁne and determine, and
the myriad of intervening factors and variables make it methodologically challenging to evaluate the impact of particular interventions. These obstacles to
measurement are exacerbated, as Robert Muggah’s study of Haiti demonstrates, “by Canada’s restless conceptual approach to governance itself.” How
can results be assessed if the goalposts for what constitutes good governance
are constantly moving? Moreover, the chapters show that there is no one “right”
pathway to success. Aid can promote better governance either through speciﬁc
good-governance programming (as in the case of environmental management
in Vietnam) or through the wider impact of the aid relationship on the institutions of the recipient country (as in the case of Ghana). The story of Mauritius indicates that good governance may also emerge as a result of historically
favourable circumstances and economic success, and have very little direct
relationship to donor initiatives.
With these caveats in mind, the conclusion to this book has a more modest aim: to outline what objectives could guide Canada’s good-governance policy as it goes forward; to analyze the constraints on Canadian policy-making;
to suggest how the Canadian government might act on its commitment to
make better governance a priority; and to recommend ways in which Canada’s
foreign aid could be managed to bring about greater effectiveness.
I
The Goals of Aid for Good Governance

The ﬁrst ambiguity faced by Canadian policy-makers in this realm concerns
objectives: should good governance be a goal in and of itself or a means for
achieving better development outcomes? The answer depends greatly on the
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degree to which political values serve as the key “export” of a donor’s foreign
policy.
Here, Canada would do well to learn from some of the mistakes and excessive ambition of its neighbour to the south. Since the end of the Cold War, successive US administrations have clearly viewed the establishment of democratic governments elsewhere as an intrinsically valuable foreign policy goal,
for three interrelated reasons. The ﬁrst is the Jeffersonian ideal that all parts
of the world should enjoy the superior form of government enjoyed by the
United States, which has a special responsibility for ensuring that spread. In
other words, freedom and democracy are goods that must be shared. The second, which builds on Kantian ideas about a democratic peace, is the belief
that the construction of “good” (liberal democratic) polities is the best guarantee of international security, since democracies tend not to go to war with
one another (Williams 2001). Following the terrorist attacks on New York and
Washington, this link between security and good governance morphed into a
third variant and acquired a new sense of urgency: states that were collapsed
or “failing” in their governance functions were now seen as potential breeding
grounds for international terrorism. This perception helped forge the close
connection in the minds of Bush administration ofﬁcials between values and
interests. The United States not only had a deeply held belief in freedom and
democracy, but now also had a compelling interest in preventing their abuse
elsewhere. As George W. Bush put it early in 2005 in his Second Inaugural
Address: “Sixty years of Western nations excusing and accommodating the
lack of freedom in the Middle East did nothing to make us safe.”
Our conclusion is that Canada’s allocation of resources toward promoting
good governance will be most effective if linked directly to the achievement of
better development outcomes rather than to the replication of a particular
political model in various parts of the globe. There are four main reasons for
this. First, promoting good governance for its own sake quickly becomes all
about democratization—with all the associated problems and disappointments (see Carothers 1999; 2003). Scholars have shown that the attempt to
export a speciﬁc set of political values risks garnering the tag of neocolonialism and creating top-down and unresponsive programs. Moreover, the drive
to promote good governance becomes dangerously deterministic. A donor
can easily drift into thinking that because it is a liberal democratic country, it
must build institutions of a particular kind and in a particular way. This brand
of identity-driven development policy may have benefits for the donor in
terms of greater legitimacy and domestic support, but it is likely to downplay
or even overlook the priorities of the recipient country—and decades of experience have shown that such priorities are vital to ensuring aid effectiveness.
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Second, “foreign aid as democracy promotion” is tricky for Canada—a
country whose history and foreign policy identity are associated with a commitment to pluralism. The original guiding principle of development assistance, even if unrealized in practice, was effectiveness. Those wedded to democracy promotion would argue that accountability—i.e., ensuring that citizens
have direct input into the decisions that affect them—should now “trump” as
the guiding principle. Yet, as our authors have shown, effectiveness and accountability must be carefully balanced through the development process. And this
means that Western donors cannot always demand accountability mechanisms that are identical to those in Western-style democracies.
Third, in the current context, the export of political values has become too
closely linked with a security imperative. Ngaire Woods shows in her chapter
how the discourse and practices of Western countries since 9/11 have gradually securitized initiatives designed to assist weak and failed states, particularly those which are emerging from conﬂict. As a result, the establishment of
stable, democratic polities has increasingly been deﬁned as not simply desirable from the point of view of people in poor and war-torn societies, but as an
important aspect of regional and global security. This trend is especially visible in Haiti, where in 2004 Canada adopted what Muggah calls a “security
ﬁrst” approach to its international assistance. But when reconstruction and
development aid are justiﬁed with reference to the particular (geostrategic)
interests of those providing it, there is a significant danger that standards
against which impact is measured may be lowered. For example, the nature and
level of stability required in Afghanistan to keep it from becoming a breeding
ground for international terrorism need not (and probably is not) the same
as that required for the basic well-being of local civilians. In addition, the
security imperative can all too easily lead to a jettisoning of best-practice principles of development assistance, such as the value of recipient-country
leadership. As Woods argues, security-driven aid packages can set in place a
longer-term pattern of assistance that keeps local ofﬁcials depending on donors
instead of developing indigenous capacity.
Above all, a good-governance policy that is motivated by a concern with concrete development outcomes will force donors such as Canada to confront
(instead of ducking) the complex relationship between governance, economic
growth, and the just distribution of economic and social goods. The cases
examined here suggest that the relationship between good governance and
economic development runs both ways and that the “governance ﬁrst” approach
may not always be appropriate. To put it another way, a country such Canada
can’t skip straight to institutional transformation without ﬁrst appreciating a
particular country’s prevailing incentive structures and how its existing (even
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if informal) rules and institutions function. In so doing, it will be more likely
to avoid the temptation to reach for the latest fashion or fad in governance
promotion, and to develop instead a more nuanced understanding of the
processes of change occurring in the developing countries it seeks to partner
with. Such an approach also calls for greater coherence between bilateral aid
programs and non-aid policy, such as debt relief and market access, and a
breaking down of barriers between the various government departments
involved in development policy.
“First, Do No Harm”: The General Impacts of Aid on Governance

With these broad parameters for good governance policy established, the next
question that emerges is one of scope. When donors such as Canada talk of the
need to support good governance, what should they be aiming to achieve?
Our research suggests that the ﬁrst operating principle guiding Canadian aid
for good governance should be a negative one: do no harm. Canada’s international aid program, and its foreign policy more generally, need to be conceived
and implemented in a way that supports rather than undermines good governance. The point may seem obvious, but is all too often overlooked in discussions about development assistance.
All aid can have unintended consequences for a recipient country’s economic and political institutions—not to mention its more informal mechanisms
of policy-making and implementation. This is particularly true in the area of
governance, where project-based aid and technical assistance programs can
unwittingly usurp the role and power of local actors, create new and burdensome bureaucratic hurdles for those actors to jump over, or draw those with
talent and experience away from government when they are most needed.
Here, the warnings of Ashraf Ghani, Minister of Finance in the ﬁrst post-Taliban government in Afghanistan, are worth reiterating. When donors’ activities compromise the sovereignty of countries that receive oda, by interfering
with their control over the public budget and with their attempts to provide
economic and social rights to citizens, they risk undermining governance in
the target country in the longer term. The same pattern can be seen in Haiti,
another so-called failed state, where the presence of too many donors with
competing interests consumed the scarce energy and time of key recipientcountry actors and diverted them from the more important task of laying the
foundations for genuine self-government.
Such potential for collateral damage reinforces the earlier call for humility
in good-governance programming. But it also suggests that donors such as
Canada must make ongoing efforts to understand local challenges, priorities,
and incentives. This clearly has implications for how an agency such as cida
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deploys and manages its human resources—a subject I return to at the end of
this chapter. If one of the keys to effectiveness is an appreciation for how institutions and structures work in practice (as opposed to how they are conceived
in theory or discussed in the manuals of multilateral institutions), then Canada
should be striving to build a stronger presence in the ﬁeld, where staff can
accumulate the necessary local knowledge and are granted the authority to
make timely adjustments based on local conditions.
Political versus Administrative Goals

When we move beyond the “do no harm” principle to concrete choices about
how to bring about better governance, the challenges facing Canada as it seeks
to develop a coherent aid strategy seen to be formidable. Sue Unsworth’s chapter points out that the good-governance agenda as currently construed by
donors is so broad that it has become unwieldy. This is particularly true in the
case of Canada, where ﬁve pillars were identiﬁed in the ips as priorities for
programming in this area: democratization (including electoral and legislative
systems, citizen engagement, and civil society mobilization); human rights;
rule of law (involving both legal and judicial reform); public-sector institution
and capacity building; and conﬂict prevention, peacebuilding, and security
sector reform.3
Our contributors suggest that a broad distinction can be made between
political objectives on the one hand, and administrative or technical goals on
the other. The former are aimed at deepening democratic processes, either by
reforming core political institutions such as Parliament and the judiciary or
by strengthening the relationship between the state and civil society; the latter are concerned mainly with the machinery of government and focus on the
setting and implementing of policy priorities (e.g., through improved management of public expenditures). In the cases of Vietnam and Ghana, cida has
been pursuing primarily administrative goals, driven by a belief that good economic governance is the key to success. In Haiti, Canada adopted a similar
approach during the latter half of the 1990s—with heavy investments in training civil servants in the justice, ﬁnance, and social welfare ministries—but
rapidly switched to a more overtly political strategy aimed at challenging the
Haitian government and strengthening civil society.
However, to achieve greater aid effectiveness, two points should be recognized. First, neither set of objectives is uncontroversial. In certain contexts,
administrative reform may be just as sensitive and contestable as the reform
of political institutions. This is evident in situations such as Bosnia and Sri
Lanka, where there are rival ethnic groups with a historical experience of either
dominance or exclusion with respect to the public service. Similarly, as
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Gulrajani shows in her analysis of Vietnam, cida initiatives aimed at strengthening the capacity of the central administration carry with them the potential
to overlook non-state actors who are also important components of the country’s governance architecture. This is a deeply political decision. As she writes,
the “privileging of the state as cida’s primary interlocutor and the desire to avoid
sensitive discussions on political reform have meant that the attention paid to
societal forces is usually a secondary concern in cida programs.”
Second, political and administrative goals are often interdependent. While
the historical record of capitalist transition seems to suggest that strong, undemocratic states are best able to manage the challenges of industrialization
and globalization, donors need to question the assumption that effectiveness
and accountability are mutually exclusive. In the longer term, the capable state
is also the state that is embedded in the broader society that underpins it. In
Arthur and Black’s words: “Better governance in the ‘machinery of government’ sense is likely to depend on more robust democratic accountability,
even if the results of this deepening of democracy are indirect and less neatly
consonant with donor preferences.” Their case study illustrates that one of the
assumptions guiding cida’s public-service and public-finance reforms in
Ghana—that ﬁscal decentralization is the best way for local bodies to assume
the management of development—needs more careful scrutiny. Is local ownership really being enhanced through this kind of devolution, or are deeply
entrenched tendencies toward clientelism simply being reinforced? In most
cases, technical reforms require a political impetus if they are to have any
chance of success, and therefore they must be treated by donors as part of a
wider political process.
There are also limitations to a “politics only” approach, particularly if it is
focused on strengthening civil society. In the case of Bangladesh, a signiﬁcant
portion of Canadian aid has been directed at building the capacity of a particular set of ngos, which are now widely viewed as constructive development
actors in their own right. While this strategy has helped create an enabling
environment for “pro-poor” growth in Bangladesh, it has been (necessarily)
selective in its choices of ngo partners; as a result, it is less clear whether it
has genuinely enhanced popular participation in development policy-making. Quadir’s analysis also raises broader questions as to whether the focus on
civil society has actually improved economic prospects or governance in the
country. Half the population of Bangladesh still lives below the poverty line,
and child and maternal mortality rates, while improving, are still among the
worst outside of sub-Saharan Africa. There is a consensus among scholars and
donors that Bangladesh’s ability to meet the Millennium Development Goals
requires a stronger public service, more robust efforts to combat corruption,
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and improvements to law and order throughout the country. If it is to be a
constructive partner in building this foundation, Canada—alongside other
donors such as dﬁd and usaid—should pursue initiatives that improve both
administrative capacity and accountability vis-à-vis the Bangladeshi population.
If this lesson holds true in a context of relative stability, it is even more
salient in the case of fragile states. In Haiti, as cida quickly discovered, there
is nothing intrinsically benign about civil society. The agency’s attempts to
strengthen voluntary associations, cooperatives, trade unions, and ngos yielded
limited results, as these bodies not only proved unable to challenge public
authority but also represented a heterogeneous set of interests that were difﬁcult to reconcile. Muggah’s chapter also shows how cida’s move to empower
non-governmental actors by making them the front-line delivery mechanism
for social services did not necessarily improve efﬁciency. Instead, this decentralized approach simply created a parallel delivery system, raised the local
costs of labour, and hindered the longer-term task of creating a state-wide
capacity to provide social and political rights for the Haitian people.
Aiming for “Good Enough Governance”?

These ﬁndings support Unsworth’s broader conclusion that effective public
institutions are created not by transposing models from the outside, through
the export of technical governance expertise, but through a process of state–
society bargaining. This requires both effectiveness and accountability, as well
as an ability to institutionalize a set of common interests between the state and
civil society. Governance cannot be installed in place or at the expense of a
functioning indigenous government. The implication for donors like Canada
is that more effort needs to be directed toward identifying and building on
the incentives for different parties in a developing country to engage in collective action, rather than on trying to re-engineer the state and society parties themselves.
To put it another way, perhaps the goal for Canada’s international assistance should be “good enough governance” (Grindle 2002). This principle of
self-restraint would require the Canadian government (and cida in particular) to identify minimum standards of governance as a general guide to policy-making, but to show considerable ﬂexibility in measuring progress. As
Unsworth argues, this might mean accepting second-best solutions, or achievements in limited areas rather than across-the-board improvements. More
speciﬁcally, progress would be assessed not just in formalistic terms (i.e., were
certain institutions and processes created?), but also in terms of the quality of
outcomes (i.e., were innovative and equitable policies generated?). A strategy
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aimed at “good enough governance” would also display sensitivity to the local
political context as well as to the domestic and international constraints facing aid-receiving governments.
II
Assessing the Current Context
for Canadian Development Policy

Of course, constraints operate at both ends of the aid relationship: donors and
recipients. When discussing the challenges facing Canadian policy-makers in
the realm of good governance promotion, resources tend to be top-of-mind
for most analysts. It is undeniable that the decade of declining foreign aid disbursements (which saw Canada’s oda drop to the level of 0.22 percent of gni)
placed severe pressure on both cida and the broader capacity of the Canadian government to think in innovative ways about the links between international assistance and good governance.
These limitations on resources are now being partially removed. In the ips,
the Canadian government committed to doubling oda from 2001 levels by
2010 (which would raise the international assistance budget to over c$5 billion
per year), with Africa the largest recipient of that aid. But three caveats are in
order. First, this increase looks substantial only when compared against the
low baseline of 2001. The international assistance budget for 2005–6 was projected at c$2.46 billion, roughly equivalent to what was spent in 2004–5.4
Compared to other industrialized democracies in the oecd, Canada’s oda as
a percentage of gni—0.34 percent in 2005 (oecd dac 2006a)—is very much
in the middle range. This comes at a time when Canada’s federal government
continues to enjoy record surpluses.
Second, more money alone will not guarantee impact. As Bernard Wood
points out in his chapter, unless the Canadian government can reorient its
development policy in a more strategic fashion—and focus its bilateral programs on a core set of countries—the resources allocated will still fall short of
the critical mass required for measurable impact (a bilateral program in the
range of $50 to 200 million, depending on the size of country and level of
need). Moreover, as I suggest later, spending increases will need to be accompanied by a more expansive staff presence on the ground and by a greater level
of authority for those staff, if relationships with strategically important “countries of concentration” are to have any hope of bearing fruit.
Third, while accountability has been an important operating principle for
government agencies for some time, the new Conservative government in
Ottawa elevated it to one its ﬁve guiding priorities in the 2006 federal budget.
Accountability therefore forms a major part of the context for all policy-
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making. In the 2006 Speech from the Throne, Canada’s government committed itself to a more effective use of Canadian aid dollars and to ensuring greater
accountability in the distribution and results of Canada’s international assistance. This commitment reﬂects a growing concern in some circles that recent
trends in development policy, such as attention to recipient country needs
and the channelling of assistance through multilateral institutions, have jeopardized the government’s responsibilities to Canadian taxpayers. In the words
of one commentator and former adviser to Prime Minister Stephen Harper,
“when it comes to aid policy, the Canadian taxpayer has become a kind of
cash cow funding overarching goals and objectives that are set outside of the
government and the country” (Rempel 2006, 99). A similar sentiment is
expressed by Gilmore and Mosazai in their chapter, where they argue (controversially) that the effectiveness of aid must ultimately be measured by how it
supports a domestic (i.e., donor) agenda.
This view is a salient reminder of the tensions that exist in Ottawa between
the objectives of cida on the one hand, and the preoccupations of other parts
of the government with short-term ﬁscal management, national security, speciﬁc foreign policy goals, and commercial considerations on the other. Attempts
to reconcile these, especially in the context of fragile states such as Haiti and
Afghanistan (where both development and security imperatives are at work),
frequently come up against entrenched bureaucratic “silos” and a lack of incentive for departments to collaborate constructively. In the case of Afghanistan,
Canada’s “3 D” approach, encouraged from the centre by the Clerk of the Privy
Council, went some way toward redressing the problem of coordination. For
Gilmore and Mosazai, however, the best way to improve the effectiveness of
Canada’s engagement in Afghanistan would have been for key decision makers in Ottawa to identify speciﬁc Canadian interests in the region. Determining these, they argue, would have allowed ofﬁcials to craft a more uniﬁed interdepartmental strategy that in turn would have facilitated better coordination
of the defence, diplomatic, and development initiatives on the ground—including projects related to governance.
Beyond resources, two other contextual considerations work to shape what
it is possible for Canada to achieve in the realm of good governance.
The Politics of Democracy Promotion

This book has employed a deﬁnition of good governance that includes not
only regime attributes (i.e., a democratic political system) but also broader
capacities such as a functioning bureaucracy, the enforcement of the rule of law,
control over the public budget, and the creation and regulation of a market.
Nevertheless, any Canadian policy aimed at creating better governance in
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developing countries must contend with the highly politicized nature of democracy promotion in today’s international climate. “Good governance” and
“democratic governance” remain closely linked in the eyes of many countries
on the receiving end of foreign aid generally and of post-conﬂict reconstruction assistance in particular.
The US-led war in Iraq, justiﬁed in part by a desire to create a beachhead
for democracy in the Middle East, has been subject to intense criticism not
only for the way in which the Occupation Authority managed postwar reconstruction but also for the particular view it took of what a democratic Iraq
should look like. In the process, the international reputation of two powerful
democracy promoters—the United States and the United Kingdom—has suffered a severe blow, and this has raised questions in the minds of many about
both the “real” motives behind good-governance policy and the capacity of
Western countries to craft and implement it. This skepticism will only increase
as the Bush administration, chastened by its mid-term electoral defeat in 2006,
scales down its deﬁnition of success in Iraq and focuses more on the creation
of a stable government than on a democratic government.
In such an environment, Canadian policy-makers need to be wary of the latest fads in promoting democracy. Here, Smillie’s cautions about Canada Corps
are worth heeding.5 In addition, those in cida and elsewhere in government
should develop and articulate a clearer picture of the link between the different components of political reform they are seeking to advance: popular sovereignty, respect for human rights, and the rule of law. At the moment, as
Smillie notes, a “shopping-list approach” to democracy dominates policymaking in Ottawa; a series of building blocks are listed, but there is no understanding of the dynamic relationships among the items in the basket. In fact,
as I have argued elsewhere, democracy, the rule of law, and human rights do
not all ﬁt together neatly and may even conﬂict (Welsh 2004, 194–98). Third,
policy-makers need to cultivate a much richer understanding of the forms of
democracy assistance that have proven to be the most effective, and the differences in approach even among Western countries.6 Finally, as suggested at the
beginning of this chapter, Canada should keep the ultimate goal of better
development outcomes ﬁrmly in its sight as the guide for policy-making, and
avoid the more extreme forms of conditionality that engender so much suspicion among recipient countries.
In navigating the highly politicized waters of good governance, choosing
one’s language is critical to success. As Unsworth notes, donors have often
missed opportunities for engaging powerful constituencies within developing countries simply on account of the way they have framed their agenda.
While terms like “Millennium Development Goals” or “liberal democracy”
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may resonate with us, do they always inspire those in recipient countries?
Other values and goals—such as national security, prosperity, fear of social
unrest, or even reputation—may have much greater purchase. Richard Sandbrook’s reﬂections on the success enjoyed by Mauritius underline a similar
point about the need for a very broad approach to talking about governance.
“People in poor countries,” he writes,“overwhelmingly conceive of ‘real’ democracy as a system that tackles poverty, inequality, and powerlessness” (emphasis added).
What Other Donors Are Doing

Although Canada is a G8 country, the absolute size of its economy—combined with the 1990s period of declining aid budgets—limits its overall weight
in development policy internationally. Thus, even in the case of those countries which are on the list of the top recipients of Canadian aid, such as Bangladesh, Ghana, and Vietnam, Canada is at most a medium-sized donor and
accounts for only a small share of those countries’ overall aid income (just
under 5 percent in the case of Bangladesh, and roughly 4 percent and 2.5 percent for Ghana and Vietnam respectively). In addition, while Canada was a key
player in the Colombo Plan of 1951 (the ﬁrst aid program for the developing
world), it is no longer seen as being in the forefront of oda strategy or programming internationally (Cohen 2003, chapter 4; Greenhill 2005, 15). Taken
together, these facts suggest that the success of Canadian assistance for good
governance is and should be partially dependent on the activities and priorities of other donors (whether other countries or multilateral institutions), and
that the best strategy for aid effectiveness will often involve looking for opportunities to contribute to collective initiatives, rather than establishing and
operating wholly Canadian-owned programs. For this reason, Canada has
(rightly) given priority to the oecd dac principles—set out in the Paris Declaration—which are designed to harmonize and align donors’ bilateral aid
programs. The Canadian government has also decided that multilateral institutions (which include regional development banks) offer a valuable way to
deliver “audited aid” with reduced transactions costs.7
In an environment where accountability to taxpayers is paramount, and
where Canada is battling the perception that its global role is declining, this
reliance on other donors and institutions is perceived by some as a signiﬁcant
constraint. In short, the pressure for Canada to be “relevant” may complicate
the strategy of multidonor collaboration. Renewed relevance calls for differentiation and clear visibility for Canada in its initiatives whereas successful
multilateral efforts often require critical mass and a willingness to forgo the
temptation to “ﬂy the ﬂag.” Our research suggests that Canada needs to dis-
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tinguish between “making a difference” (which aims at impact) and “striving
for differentiation” (which aims at visibility), and concentrate its efforts toward
the former. Given the number of active donors in the countries in question,
and in some cases (such as Vietnam) the overabundance of oda, it is often
hard for a single external actor to make a unique contribution.
The majority of our contributors agree that, provided Canada remains
engaged in efforts to reform these organizations—so that they address their
deﬁciencies in efﬁciency and legitimacy—the multilateral avenue remains a
crucial one for delivering good governance assistance. Rather than radically
changing the balance between the bilateral and multilateral channels, the better strategy is to use both channels for their strong points in advancing overall objectives, and to be demanding of their performance. Our authors also
provide several examples of where, by working with other “like-minded donors,”
Canada has been able to extend its reach beyond what is possible through its
own bilateral assistance program. cida’s seat at the table of the lmdg in Vietnam, for example, allowed it to acquire agenda-setting powers that its relatively small portfolio would not have warranted on its own. In the case of
Afghanistan, a multilateral approach to reconstruction—driven by Afghans
themselves through their National Development Framework 8 —was deemed
highly successful, whereas uncoordinated donor activity threatened to damage the legitimacy of the nascent Afghan government. Thus, while in one sense
Gilmore and Mosazai are right—had Canada been driven by a concern for
relevance and visibility, it might have had an easier time accounting for its
activities to the Canadian taxpayer—their perspective is arguably too narrow.
The overall effectiveness of Canada’s assistance program in Afghanistan would
likely have been much lower had it not adopted a strategy of coordination.
III
Acting on Canada’s Decision to
Make Good Governance a Priority

In Section i, I argued that Canada’s objectives with respect to governance
should focus on creating the conditions for domestically controlled policy
processes and political accountability in partner countries. This still leaves
open the question of how Canada’s priorities should be translated into action.
Identifying Speciﬁc Areas of Concentration

A consistent critique of Canada’s foreign aid allocation over the past ﬁve years
has highlighted its lack of focus. Whether the pattern of cida’s disbursements
is blamed on bureaucratic inertia (the more charitable reading) or on a polit-
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ical imperative to appease ethnic communities at home, a number of scholars and journalists have called on the government to be more selective in its
list of recipient countries (Rempel 2005; Cohen 2003).
In 2003–4, Canada gave development assistance to 155 countries—a more
widely dispersed portfolio than that of any other donor. Approximately 54 of
those countries received less than $1 million per year, and only 18 received
more than $10 million. Whereas other members of the oecd give no less than
25 percent of oda to their top 15 recipients, between 2000 and 2005 Canada gave
roughly 15 percent. This level of dispersion has undoubtedly made it harder for
cida to gain deep knowledge of the local factors that our case studies and
much of the oecd dac literature show to be so critical to aid effectiveness,
especially in the context of governance. The proliferation of small-scale programs also places greater coordination and cost burdens on recipient countries.
Finally, and most obviously, the fragmentation of the aid programs increases
the management and costs for the Canadian government itself. This cost is
felt not just in ﬁnancial terms, but also in terms of public ownership. A “story”
that involves a smaller set of countries receiving larger levels of oda would be
more compelling for Parliament and Canadians in general than one based on
achieving a general set of global objectives, or one that tries to add up the
impact of a myriad of small projects.
In response, cida has rightly acknowledged the need for greater country
concentration. The recommendation in the ips to focus on twenty-ﬁve “core
development partners” (fourteen of which are in Africa) is a welcome step. So
too is cida’s introduction of a four-part “aid effectiveness agenda”—one aspect
of which commits the agency to making “careful choices in a complex world”
on countries where Canada can “make the most difference.” However, there are
questions to be raised about how this declared strategic direction is actually
being implemented. The ﬁrst thing to note is that only two-thirds of the bilateral portion of the aid budget (which is roughly 40 percent of the overall
budget for international assistance) is being directed to this set of countries.
This means that only 28 percent of the oda budget will be governed by the
“new” concentration policy. The remaining dollars will go through multilateral channels and to a category of “other” bilateral partners—the latter of
which in recent years have been deﬁned more by a security imperative. Indeed,
in 2003–4 the top two recipients of Canadian international assistance (by a
wide margin) were Afghanistan and Iraq.
Second, close inspection of the numbers reveals that the degree of change
from past practice is quite modest. In 2003–4 the top twenty-ﬁve recipients of
oda were already receiving two-thirds of the budget for bilateral assistance. This
fact, combined with the ﬁve-year time horizon established for achieving concentration, suggests that a philosophy of incrementalism is driving the policy
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(Stairs 2005). This is not to say that no change is occurring. The “old” list of
twenty-ﬁve included China, India, Russia, Egypt, and Nigeria—countries that
are powerful global and regional players and that do not ﬁt easily with one of
the key criteria for selection: absolute level of poverty.9 The “new” list contains ﬁve more developing countries from Africa—which conforms to the government’s stated goal of concentrating its international assistance more on
that continent—and three from the Americas. But there are also some anomalies. For example, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Haiti have all apparently been dropped
from the list of core partners, presumably because they fail to meet the criterion of a capacity to use aid effectively. But as noted above, these countries
remain central to Canadian foreign and development policy and will likely
receive large chunks of the cida budget over the next two ﬁscal years. They have
simply been moved to another category of development assistance (Rempel
2006).
In sum, while the new policy of country concentration will help move the
Canadian government up to an acceptable critical mass of resources for development partners (close to $60 million annually to each core partner, if 2004–5
dollars were divided evenly), there is still signiﬁcant progress to be made toward
real focus. In addition, it is clear that, as Denis Stairs has noted, “cida and the
government have retained enormous freedom of manoeuvre in selecting their
development assistance targets,” meaning that domestic political considerations
and bureaucratic inertia could continue to be obstacles to meaningful change
(Stairs 2005, 18). Finally, cida will continue to face criticism over its method
of choosing partners. Already, concern is being raised in some quarters about
the Harper government’s interest in concentrating more on Latin America
and Caribbean (a function of economic and strategic concerns), allegedly at
the expense of Canada’s commitment to Africa. There is clearly a trade-off
between operating in countries that are “good performers” with a number of
“like-minded” donors working together to improve aid effectiveness, and
working in countries that are neglected by other donors, where effectiveness
may be less but where Canada might be able to have a more visible inﬂuence.
Those who emphasize the need for differentiation and relevance will see the
current approach to concentration as unsatisfactory. Clearly, cida is still grappling with how to operationalize the directive to concentrate. In her report to
Parliament on Plans and Priorities for 2007–8, the new Minister of International Cooperation, Josée Verner, listed as one of her key objectives to “reach
consensus on geographical concentration to allow long-term, predictable ﬁnancial commitments” (cida 2007).
This raises the question as to whether another form of concentration—on
function rather than country—might be a more productive path for Cana-
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dian policy. Some would argue that while a focus on fewer countries can help
a donor achieve visibility, it is actually sectoral concentration that contributes
most to aid effectiveness. This has been the experience of other donors, such
as dﬁd in the United Kingdom.
Concretely, this would require Canada to focus the majority of its bilateral
aid in three or four priority sectors—such as governance, health, private-sector development, and education—each with a further concentration in an area
where Canadian capacity and excellence meet with real and acknowledged
needs in developing countries. These subsectors or niche areas would be determined according to where Canada is equipped to make a maximum difference in response to partner countries’ priorities and in coordination with others.10 With each sector explicitly linked to one of the mdgs, the government
could more systematically and accurately demonstrate Canada’s contribution
to meeting those goals, thereby assisting in the task of providing accountability to Canadians. Within the governance sector, some of our authors, most
notably Gulrajani, see a real potential for Canada to focus on particular kinds
of assistance, building on its domestic experience. For example, Canada has
successfully built on two distinct legal traditions, thus putting itself in a strong
position to help developing countries institute effective legal systems in multicultural societies.
However, four challenges confront Canada when it engages in sector concentration. First, governance is a slightly slippery category, and it is difﬁcult to
consider it as a “sector” like health or education. In practice, as our authors
show, good governance is often an overarching objective that is crucial for
advancements in other areas of public policy. Second, having identiﬁed speciﬁc areas of expertise, Canada will ﬁnd it a challenge to walk away from other
initiatives it has championed in the past. This will require discipline on the
part of senior management within cida and a continued willingness to make
signiﬁcant changes to how ﬁnancial and human resources are allocated. Third,
any policy of concentration needs to be accompanied by a commitment to
stable and predictable funding. One of the biggest drawbacks to good governance programming is its fungibility: it has given donors too much leeway to
move from one fad to the next, and it has encouraged short-term rather than
long-term time horizons. As an illustration, compare the volatile funding
record of donors in Haiti with the more predictable approach to project funding in Ghana. Finally, in developing subsector expertise, cida must take care
not to slip too heavily into “technical assistance mode.” As Canada strengthens its capacity to deliver particular kinds of good governance assistance, it
might be tempted to offer aid-receiving countries a speciﬁed bundle of predetermined technical and material assistance.
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This latter risk is arguably the most signiﬁcant, for it challenges policymakers to problematize rather than accept the current way in which the discourse about development assistance is being framed in Canada. The emphasis on concentration and focus, while understandable given recent history,
may overlook the more fundamental mind shift needed in good-governance
programming. General Rick Hillier, a participant in our policy round table in
October 2005, summed up the dilemma with reference to his experience in
Afghanistan: “We spent far too much time saying to Afghans ‘here’s what we
can do for you’ and not nearly enough time asking ‘what do you really need
us to do?’” Those with extensive on-the-ground experience, such as Sue Unsworth, agree that the only effective approach to strengthening governance has
to start with listening to what local populations say they need rather than advertising what donors have on offer. Numerous donors with different strengths
to offer might easily drown out (or overwhelm the capacity of) a government
expressing such needs. Moreover, the empirical record shows that much technical assistance is not effective, nor does it offer developing countries good
value for money.
Responding to Recipient Country Needs and Conditions

The chapters in this book make it clear that the goals of Canadian aid for good
governance vary not only among countries but also within countries over
time. While this may be an appropriate way to respond to local priorities and
the locus of political/administrative change in each country, it does raise the
question of how Canada can implement a coherent framework for its efforts
to promote good governance. Those in the senior echelons of cida, who are
concerned about better management, are right to raise this question. But they
should also be open minded about where coherence might come from. If
Canada is to get truly serious about partnering with developing countries,
then striving for clarity and consistency in good governance programming
may be self-defeating. Coherence will be found in the operating principles of
local ownership and predictable funding, as well as in the outcomes achieved;
the more speciﬁc modalities and goals of projects must be left to recipient
countries themselves.
Such an approach may frequently set up a tension between policies that
encourage recipient country leadership (e.g., budget support) and the desire
to promote Canadian values in speciﬁc areas (e.g., gender equality). Given the
discussion above about sectoral concentration, the most appropriate course for
cida would be to develop a “menu of options” that focuses on areas of particular Canadian expertise, and then ensure that there is ﬂexibility to focus on
different goals at a country or local level. cida acknowledges that for such a
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strategy to work, it needs to become extremely adept at identifying recipient
countries’ priorities. Within the oecd dac, a consensus has developed that a
multilateral approach to understanding the needs of aid-receiving countries,
and to distributing responsibilities among donors with different strengths, is
the best way forward. But this does not mean that Canadian ofﬁcials have no
responsibilities or independent role in this process. While organizations like
the World Bank and the imf have developed some comparative advantage in
deﬁning the problems that donors should address, bilateral actors like Canada
still have an important role to play in providing a counterweight to the policy
diagnoses of these bodies and in serving as conduits for alternative views.
Canada’s experience in Afghanistan shows that representatives from dnd, Foreign Affairs, and cida, working quietly to develop relationships of trust with
ofﬁcials in the aid-receiving country, can be useful and sympathetic “ears”—
hearing what is needed and feeding that back into a coordinated multilateral
process. Furthermore, the case of Haiti reveals that multilateral mechanisms
are not always foolproof. The Interim Cooperative Framework established in
2004 to pool donor pledges and harmonize programming in Haiti was hastily
cobbled together by the World Bank and the UN. As a result, Muggah argues,
it was neither inclusive in its consultations nor truly “owned” by Haitians, and
as a result its legitimacy and effectiveness were limited.
The trick for cida will be to determine whether it is actually succeeding in
identifying and responding to recipient countries’ needs. Scholars of development assistance have argued that four tests need to be met. First, have those
within the recipient country articulated a demand for the aid and/or project?
Second, are the recipients exercising some control over the resources that have
been made available? Third, is the recipient-country government allocating
some of its own resources to the project (so as to give it a stake)? Fourth, and
ﬁnally, have recipients been assigned responsibility for the project, and do they
participate in decisions about whether to continue or discontinue it? (See
Ostrom et al. 2001; Woods 2006.)
Although recipient country leadership remains a crucial principle for aid
effectiveness—in terms of both strategy setting and implementation—Canada
must also ensure that it retains some levers to hold aid-receiving governments
accountable. This delicate balancing act is particularly difﬁcult when donor and
recipient priorities seem to diverge. On the one hand, cida may have legitimate
reasons to promote certain governance strategies; on the other hand, the recipient country’s political processes need to be respected if governance is to be
strengthened in the long term.
The chapter by Mulley and de Renzio suggests that mutual accountability
mechanisms, where each side has clearly deﬁned responsibilities and rights,
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constitute a promising way to resolve this tension. In Mozambique and Tanzania—two countries on the list of Canada’s core development partners—
recipient governments have taken the lead in setting the terms for aid and
coordinating the activities of donors; in return, these governments have submitted themselves to an annual review process and promised improvements
in areas such as ﬁnancial management and anticorruption policy. In the case
of Mozambique, Canada is one of eighteen donors to sign onto a Memorandum of Understanding with the recipient government, thereby promising, for
example, to eliminate conditionality in its bilateral assistance, improve the
predictability and transparency of its aid ﬂows, and align its initiatives with
national priorities. However, such mechanisms for mutual accountability
require time to establish, as trust must be gradually built up between donors
and local ofﬁcials. As Mulley and De Renzio note, in the ﬁnal analysis the accountability established can only be partially mutual: recipient countries will
never be able to overcome the fundamental power imbalance of the aid relationship and will need to rely on donor agencies such as cida to take harmonization and local ownership seriously.
In the context of “failed states” such as Haiti, this power imbalance is even
more obvious, as well as tempting for donors to exploit. In the lead-up to the
disputed elections in 2000 in which Aristide was declared the winner, the Organization of American States (backed by key donors such as the United States
and Canada) abandoned any pretext of recipient-country ownership and
exerted considerable pressure on the president and his allies through threats,
sanctions, and the withholding of development assistance. What is interesting
to remember, however, is that these “sticks” did not enable donors to achieve
their objectives: Aristide was re-elected, and much of the oda dispersed during this period was effectively wasted. The Haiti example also illustrates that
even when donors such as Canada are guided by the principle of recipientcountry ownership, divided societies make it extremely hard to identify who,
exactly, should “own” governance reforms.
IV
Managing Aid for Good Governance

The sections above implicitly argue that improvements in governance require
donors to develop long-term relationships with recipients. This, in turn, requires
continuity of policies and engagement in particular countries. Decentralized
decision-making is also needed if governance strategies are to be tailored to a
country’s circumstances. But there are a number of characteristics of Canada
as a donor, and cida as its key development agency, that make such maxims
difﬁcult to act on.
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While Canada’s aid portfolio is more widely dispersed than those of most
of its peers, its management structure works in the opposite direction. Indeed,
a peer review exercise carried out by the dac in 2002 found Canada to be one
of the most centralized bilateral donors operating in the realm of development assistance. Looking at the case of Vietnam, Gulrajani found that cida’s
country-based managers have much less authority to contract for project delivery and to disburse funds. Any project worth more than c$20 million requires
approval by the federal government’s Treasury Board Secretariat. Yet centralization is not accompanied by power at the centre of government. cida still
lacks representation by a Cabinet-level minister—a situation that contrasts
sharply with that in the UK, for example. Furthermore, it has had to withstand
inﬂuence (and in some cases control) on the part of several federal ministries,
without any reciprocal right of inﬂuence over policies and programs. Moreover, cida’s activities are vulnerable to the vagaries of day-to-day politics; the
agency has not been given a legislative mandate to pursue (and be held accountable for) a particular goal—such as poverty reduction.
The result of this inability to develop or enforce a coherent mission for
development assistance is captured by Wood’s image of a “Christmas tree”: a
foreign aid program weighted down by the interests, fads, and favoured partners of powerful actors within the Canadian political system. This outcome
appears even odder when one considers the size of the budgets, responsibilities, and risks being managed, the strong levels of public support for development assistance, and the potential for Canadian leadership in this area. One of
the keys to understanding Canada’s foreign aid policy, Wood concludes, “is
the mismatch between intentions and executive capability and incentives.”
Centralized decision making has impeded cida’s ability to respond to local
priorities, to ﬁnd the appropriate entry points in a country for its initiatives,
and to coordinate its activities with those of other donors. It has also weakened
the agency’s capacity to take risks with new approaches to programming and
aid delivery. This is why, as Wood argues, the time has come to revisit the question of a decentralized structure for managing aid. A shift of capacity and
authority to the ﬁeld—which was tried by cida in the late 1980s, but aborted
after only four years—has recently been undertaken by the British, Dutch, and
Danish governments as well as by the World Bank. Thus far the results are
encouraging.
Nonetheless, a blanket move toward decentralization will not completely
address the problems of responsiveness and innovation. The obstacles facing
improvements to Canada’s performance as a donor are not just administrative;
they are part of a broader ethos of governance within Ottawa. A host of counteracting structures and incentives have prevented Canada from acting on the
best practices identiﬁed by other donor countries and multilateral organiza-
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tions. As an example, take Wood’s discussion of how the current system for
managing and delivering aid is skewed toward a Canadian-led rather than
recipient-led strategy. This is due to the central role still played by the Prime
Minister’s Ofﬁce in formulating foreign, defence, and development policy and
to the power of the Treasury Board Secretariat to approve expenditures; it is
hard to justify to these bodies—with their need to avoid scandal and their concern for stewardship—the risk levels that must necessarily be taken to develop
a long-term development strategy with an overseas partner. Annual budget
cycles, which create pressures to disburse funds within the ﬁnancial year, have
also been a barrier to the development of new approaches. Allowing for “end
of year” ﬂexibility of funds would encourage longer-term engagement at the
country level and could promote the development of sustainable strategies in
areas such as governance.
Once again, these changes must be understood against the backdrop of
concerns about accountability. Long-term strategies and decentralized decision
making may be needed to promote effectiveness but may also make it harder
to account for the impacts of Canadian international assistance year to year.
Furthermore, the Treasury Board has acquired the impression (one that is
hard to counteract) that recipient-led development programs, which tend to
involve more sectoral and budget support, are more risky than multiple projects micromanaged by donors. At the end of the day, foreign aid relies on political support within Canada, which means that successes need to be communicated. In general, public opinion surveys have been encouraging with regard
to aggregate amounts of aid; there are high levels of support, for example, for
Canada honouring the 0.7 percent of gni standard (cric 2003; Dominion
Institute 2005). However, Canadians have rarely been asked to trade aid against
other public policy priorities (such as defence spending and health care
improvements), nor have they been presented with alternative strategies for promoting development through international assistance.
These considerations do not necessarily rule out the kinds of reforms discussed above. Sustained political leadership by a high-proﬁle minister, combined with a new International Development Act endorsed by Parliament,
could provide both a clear structure of accountability and a degree of scope
for long-term decision making—even in the face of changing political circumstances. More importantly, the bar of expectations has clearly been raised.
Within Canada there has been much public discussion about the need for
both higher volumes of foreign aid and greater impact through those aid dollars. Internationally, a consensus is consolidating around a set of standards
for how donors, working in partnership with recipient countries, can contribute to better governance and bring about real progress in development
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outcomes. These forces could create a virtuous cycle—one that sees Canadian
policy-makers absorbing the lessons from past experience, creatively managing the constraints that work against change, and overcoming the temptation
to adopt quick ﬁxes. By avoiding both undue pessimism (about the intractability of problems in the developing world) and unwarranted optimism (about
the capacity of outside actors to transform poor countries through foreign
aid), Canada, working in concert with others, can support the local actors and
processes that ultimately hold the key to better governance in their societies.
Notes
1 The author wishes to thank Ben Rowswell for his helpful comments on this
chapter.
2 A year prior to the publication of cida’s strategy document, a Special Joint Committee of Parliament (authored by Hockin and Simard) released a report, entitled “Independence and Internationalism,” that recommended ways in which
Canada could expand its aid program beyond economic development to address
the broader political context in aid-receiving countries. The report also recommended the creation of the International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development.
3 cida appears to have dropped security from its current deﬁnition of governance,
described on its website in 2007 as including four elements: freedom and democracy, human rights, the rule of law, and open and accountable public institutions.
4 cida’s international assistance budget for 2004–5 was $2.5 billion. The actual allocation was $3.74 billion, accounting for the extraordinary relief contribution in
response to the Indian Ocean tsunami. Projected expenditures at the time of writing were $2.46 billion for 2005–6 and $3.8 billion for 2006–7.
5 In October 2006, Canada Corps was folded into the new Ofﬁce for Democratic Governance.
6 The recent report of the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Development, titled “Advancing Canada’s Role in International Support for
Democratic Development” argues that Canada should continually invest in learning from the experience of other donors. The committee conducted hearings in
both Europe and the United States in order to better understand previous efforts
at good governance promotion (Canada 2007).
7 This is why cida already relies on multilateral organizations to deliver more than
40 percent of its aid program.
8 Under the ndf, the Afghan Interim Administration limited the number of sectors
any donor could work in, and required a minimum amount of aid before a donor
could expand to new sectors.
9 The ips sets three factors for selecting the core development partners: the level of
poverty in the country, capacity of the country to use aid dollars effectively, and
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a signiﬁcant Canadian presence or knowledge of the country, relative to other
donors (cida 2005c, 23).
10 Using the health sector as an example, where Canada’s hiv/aids focus has enjoyed
considerable success, cida could add other infectious and poverty-linked diseases
(such as malaria or polio).
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